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Summary and recommendations 
The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) has reviewed forest management proposals by 
the Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) for 1992 onwards. CALM is 
now the direct manager of timber harvesting rather than, as previously, the controller of timber 
companies. The last review by EPA was in 1987 when five to ten year management plans were 
examined. 

The 1992 proposals are outlined by CALM in the following documents: 

• Proposals to Amend the 1987 Forest Management Plans and Timber Strategy and 
Proposals to Meet Ministerial Conditions on the Regional Plans and the WACAP ERMP 

• Management Strategies for the South-West Forests of Western Australia : A Review-
Draft for Public Comment 

• A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia- A Draft for Public Comment 

• National Estate Values in the Southern Forest Region, South West Western .._A,.ustralia 

These documents were all subject to public review under CALM's legislation. The first was 
also jointly reviewed as part of this environmental assessment 

The Authority received more than 1000 submissions from the public and organisations during 
the public review of the proposals by CALM. 

The recent Resource Assessment Commission Forest and Timber Inquiry and the Ecologically 
Sustainable Development Working Groups Report on Forest Use provided a very useful 
framework within which to consider a number of the proposals. In addition, the Authority was 
guided by comments made in its earlier assessments of the W A Chip & Pulp Co Pty Ltd 
proposal to continue the woodchip export industry and the 1987 Forest Region Management 
Plans and Timber Strategy. 

The Authority convened a Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) to provide expert advice on specific 
issues and employed a forestry expert, Dr Ken Shepherd of the Australian National University, 
to review CALM's documentation. In addition, CALM provided detailed responses to the 
issues raised in public submissions and also a response to questions posed by the Authority to 
the Technical Advisory Panel. 

These proposals, the additional information made available through the process of public 
review, as well as answers to specific questions asked of CALM by the Authority, and advice 
provided by tbe Technical Advisory Panel, have formed the basis for this assessment. All the 
additional infom1ation is included in appendices to this report. 

CALM has proposed a new overall forest management objective: 

"To manage the native forests of the south west ofWesternAustralia, in consultation with 
the community, so that they provide the values required by society while sustaining 
indefinitely their biological and social diversity." 

The Authority considers this a laudable objective ·.vhich would ilppear to provide for the range 
of the corrmlunitis expectations for their forests. 

The forest review can be separated into proposals for management of karri forest and proposals 
for the jarrah forest. 

The Karri Forest 

In the karri forest major char1ges were introduced aln1ost 20 years ago '>vith clearfelling yielding 
logs separated into timber for saw logs, timber for wood chipping and other wood. Ciearfeiling 
enabled better regeneration and provided more efficient forest harvesting, increased forest 
growth rate and integration of management. Over those 20 years a series of environmental 
conditions have been put in place and it is now considered that the operation is environmentally 
acceptable. There is an excellent systen1 of conservation reserves in the karri forest based 
mainly on EPA Red Book Recommendations of the 1970s. 



As part of the original woodchip proposal road, river and stream reserves were devised to 
protect visual amenity, wildlife and stream water quality. In the present proposals the major 
change proposed by CALM is to redistribute the road, river and stream reserves to enhance 
stream protection at the cost of the width of road reserves. CALM has proposed that a 
sophisticated form of visual amenity assessment for determining road reserves be the basis of 
such redistribution, and the EPA has recommended to the Minister for the Environment that this 
change is environmentally acceptable subject to some recommendations being carried out. 
Another acceptable change is the proposed creation of additional conservation reserves. 

The Jarrah Forest 

CALM's proposals for the jarrah forest involve major changes to forest management in Western 
Australia- the most significant since the extensive forest clearfelling of large areas of the forest 
in the 1930s. These changes have been progressively implemented by CALM over the last five 
years. Both Dr Ken Shepherd and the Technical Advisory Panel have commended CALM's 
conservation objectives in forest management as being the best in Australia. They also highlight 
the extensive nature of the jarrah forest proposals by CALM and the need for caution and the 
necessity to leave room to ch~_nge if these proposals produce unacceptable impacts. 

Historically the jarrah forest has been treated conservaiively since the major disturbances of the 
1930s. Most of the timber harvesting activities, and most of the forest disturbances, have been 
directed towards the wetter western one third of the forest (high rainfall zone). This portion was 
quite productive and had less environmental uncertainties associated with it. 

Since the 1930s, the Jarrah forest has been cut for timber by selecting a small number of large 
trees from a mixed forest. This can be compared with the ka..rri forest where clearfe!ling has 
become the norm over the last 20 years. The jarrah forests have previously not been clearfelled 
because, unlike the karri forests, jarrah does not 'self thin'. The many young seedlings in a 
karri forest regenerating after clearfelling compete for light which leads to self thinning. 1 arrah 
forests re-grow to dense pole stands at 20 to 30 years, have no mechanism for self thinning and 
require imposed thinning or they grow more slowly. In the past, clea..rfelling of jarrah has been 
avoided because there has been no economic way of imposing that thinning through 
management. The new proposal sees gap creation, a process similar to clearfelling, and other 
intensive management techniques as becoming the common silvicultural technique in the jarrah 
forest. This imposes a long term requirement for on-going thinning. 

Intensive harvesting in the central and eastern jarrah forest has been avoided in the past because 
of the risk of salt intrusion into soils and streams. With clearing of native vegetation there is a 
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has led to extensive salinisation in agricultural areas in Western Australia. This is not such a 
problem with clearfeiiing of karri because of the lower levels of salt stored in the soils beneath 
karri forests. In this 1992 proposal CALM proposes intensive logging and extensive 
clearfelling over time in much of the central and eastern forests on the basis that re growth of 
forests will occur quickly enough to prevent significant or long term increases in salinity. 

Another hnnortant factor in ·iarrah forest rnanagernent is disease control. !t~1uch of the central and 
eastern jarnih forest has bee"i1 largely protected fron1 forest logging activities, and certainly fron1 
intensive logging activities, by restrictions because of the risk of jarrah die back Jarrah die back 
is a soil-borne disease caused by the fungus Phytophthora cinnamomi. The present proposal is 
to have extensive and intensive harvesting operations in the areas once largely protected by 
forest quarantine restrictions. 

Sustainable Yieid 

The 1987 predictions for sustainable yield ofjarrah were for a constant yield of saw mill logs 
until 1992, thence decreasing to about two thirds of that level by 1997. As a consequence of a 
re-evaluation of the jarrah forest inventory and the adoption of new definitions of acceptable 
grades for saw logs, CALM now proposes to maintain the 1992 levels of 1st grade saw logs to 
the year 2002 and beyond, in perpetuity. 
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CALM also identifies in this 1992 proposal as much again of other logs or forest residue as the 
total identified for milling. There is no specific market identified for this product, although 
presumably some small part of this is to be allocated to the silicon smelter in compliance with 
current supply contracts. The EPA believes that there should not be a permanent on-going 
substantial commitment to the use of this other wood in this Timber Strategy. Such a 
commitment would lock the State into long term acceptance of the new forest structure and the 
new intensive production with insufficient flexibility to adapt management in the light of new 
information or changes in community expectations. 

Precautionary approach 

The EPA recognises the excellence of the system of conservation reserves in the jarrah forest 
and the extension of conservation reserves in the Southern Forest Region following the review 
by the Australian Heritage Commission (ARC) and CALM. The EPA recognises that the 
system of conservation reserves provides the cornerstone of forest conservation in Western 
Australia. However the EPA also recognises that the present proposals for jarrah forest 
harvesting would see a radical restructure of the production forest outside conservation areas. 

The EPA further recognises that production forestry is the major objective for use of multiple 
use forest outside conservation areas, and in general the CALM proposals are based on the best 
available research and information. None-the-less the research information relating to 
operational aspects of the new forest harvesting is somewhat incomplete and there is uncertainty 
relating to a number of issues including salinity response, the effect of the salinity response, the 
localised faunal impacts, and to die back interaction with intensive harvesting, particularly in the 
central and eastern areas where there are higher risks of salinity impacts. 

Furthermore, there is the major question about the long term community acceptability of a 
significantly restructured forest. The EPA has therefore recommended to the Minister for the 
Environment that he accept the fundamentals of the CALM proposals as a trial and places 
conservative caveats which allow room to adapt management should subsequent monitoring 
and experience show the need to adapt 

Consistent with this precautionary approach the EPA has recommended monitoring of jarrah 
forest harvesting activities to the satisfaction of an independent monitoring and research 
committee reporting to the EPA and thence to the Minister for the Environment. The EPA has 
recommended that funds for this monitoring and research should be provided specifically linked 
to the sale and contracts of all forest produce. 

The establishment of an independent cross-sectoral monitori_._.qg and research steering corr_.._."TTittee 
is proposed because of the wide range of experience and interest in the potential impacts of the 
proposed intensification of jarrah forest harvesting. T'ne steering commiitee approach has been 
used effectively in the past with regard to the impacts of bauxite mining and the woodchip 
industry, indeed CALM has acknowledged the benefits of such independent oversight by 
quoting extensively from Steering Committee Reports in its documentation. 

The EPA has recommended son1e soecific con~tr::Jints to the nroximitv and nature of 1oPP1nf' - ~ -- ~ -- -- " "' - - - oo---o 

adjacent to streams in areas identified by the Water Authority of Western Australia where there 
is a high risk of salinity impact. The EPA has also recommended formalisation of objectives for 
and the need to define and specify the 30 per cent of jarrah forest designated by CALM for 
protection within each secondary catchment of the jill-rah forest. 

Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that; 

i) the proposals for the karri and karri-marri forest are environmentally 
acceptable; and could be implemented in accordance with the 
recommendations in this report and the application of a precautionary 
approach as outlined in this report; and - -
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ii) the proposals in the jarrah and jarrah-marri forest are environmentally 
acceptable as a trial, since there are a number of uncertainties in predicting 
their long term environmental impacts. The Authority therefore 
recommends that they are implemented in accordance with the 
recommendations in this report and the application of the following general 
principles: 

• a precautionary approach; 

~ adaptive and flexible management practices based on research and 
monitoring of operations; 

• implementation as a trial with a reassessment by the Environmental 
Protection Authority after ten years (the period of the Management Plans 
and the Timber Strategy); and 

• no commitment of all of the wood resource in the long term. 

Conservation through reserves 

To ensure that particular conservation values arc protected in perpetuity, sufficient land 
containing those values must be protected by secure land tenure and managed effectively to 
protect those values. This does not mean that all of the land with those values needs to be 
protected by this means, but it is critical that a certain proportion of land with these values be 
protected in this way. Tnis can then be supported by the protection of the values in other places 
through management which is sensitive to L'lose values. 

CALM has proposed substantial increases in the size and distribution of forested areas within 
the secure conservation estate. Many of these increases have principally focussed on the values 
associated with old growth forest within the Southern Forest Region, but others such as the 
proposed Mt Roe National Park reflect other values. Proposals have also been outlined in the 
Swan and Centra! Forest Regions. The basis for these proposals has focussed closely on tlteir 
environrnental auributes as well ill:i the adequacy of representation of those values in the existing 
reserve system. The extension of the AHCiCALM review of national estate values into the 
remainder of the forest may lead to further proposals. 

TI1e increases proposed by CALM provide improved protection of conservation values. 

Recommendation 2 

The Environmental Protection Authority supports the amendments to the 
conservation reserve estate and recommends that they be impiemented. 

Protection of areas close to roads. river and streams 

The CAT Jv:1 documents contain proposals for protecting other imp.'Jnant areas and values in the 
forests, particularly buffers along roads, rivers and streams; as wen as rare, endangered and 
locally restricted plant and animal species, and diverse ecosystems. 

The revision of the existing system of road, river and stream reserves was forecast in 1987 by 
CALM. The Authority indicated its preparedness to consider a revision that provided for 
improved protection of environmental values within multiple use State Forest. The proposal put 
forward in 1992 is slightly different to that outlined in 1987. There are significant 
improvements to the existing system. The proposal seeks to: 

• 

• 

• 

extend the system of river and stream reserves to all forested portions of the Swan, 
Central Forest and Southern Forest Regions; 

expand the protected reserves to all levels of streams within those regions 

retain the commitment to exclude harvesting within the river and stream reserves, and 
mature forest within the road reserves; 
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• confirm the principle objectives of the reserve system to be habitat protection, fauna 
linkage, water quality protection, and visual amenity; 

• reduce the width of buffers along roads with identified social values; and 

• provide for minimum reserve widths and recognise the importance of defining river and 
stream widths according to site characteristics, particularly ecological boundaries. 

The Authority supports the implementation of a revised and protected system of road, river and 
stream reserves which is based on environmental values, including water quality and wildlife 
protection. 

Recommendation 3 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the revised system of 
travel route (road), river and stream reserves should: 

• be implemented, consistent with Recommendation 13 in relation to 
Intermediate and Low Rainfall Zones; 

• have an effectiveness monitoring programme (see Recommendation 14); 

• remain unharvested in perpetuityj except for those portions of regrowth 
forest within road zones where thinning can be undertaken in a manner 
consistent with the enhancement of visual objectives 

Protection of other areas of high environmeontal valu" 

Known sites within multiple use State Forest containing rare and/or endangered species of 
plants will be protected through management, and CALM's management proposals are intended 
to provide for protection of rare and/or endangered animal species. CALM has a statutory 
responsibility to protect animals and plants and has outlined specific objectives to achieve this. 
Management in State Forest to meet these objectives will include avoidance of harvesting and 
altered burning regime, \vhere necessa...ry. 

Some portions of the multiple use State Forest contain sites of very high conservation value, 
such as wetlands, swamps, rock outcrops, and heathland. Many of these sites, which CALM 
has termed diverse ecotype conser"·ation areas, have little or no timber value. Approximately 
203 OOOha of the karri and jarrah forest containing these sites are proposed to be protected from 
disturbance. 

Recommendation 4 

The Environmental Protection Authority supports the protection of the Diverse 
Ecotype Conservation areas and recommends that they: 

• be implemented and identified on publicly available maps; and 
. . ' ~ "' . . ~ : . . . . ' . . . remarn prorecrea Irom nmoer narvesnng ana associatca Impacts In 

perpetuity. 

There are other portions of the State Forest that are important to people for many different 
reasons, including recreational spots, historic sites, and vantage points. In addition, other parts 
of the forest provide for corridors between areas of high conservation value, such as reserves 
or protected buffers. The Authority recognised these requirements in its W ACAP Report and 
required CALM to address the protection and management of these special areas (EPA 1988). 

Ci· .. L~vf has proposed that, along with the revised road, river and stream reserve system, an 
additional 3 200ha of old growth karri forest will be protected as linkage areas or sites of high 
social or environmental value. However, it is very difficult for the Authority to make any 
judgement as to whether CALM's proposals for protecting and managing these special areas of 
high value old growth forest remaining within multiple use State Forest complies with the the 
environmental conditions set on theW ACAP proposal. CALM should provide information to 
and involve the community to demonstrate how its intentions would be applied locally. 
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Recommendation 5 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 3,200ha of 
outstanding old growth karri forest proposed by CALM for protection from 
logging should be identified on a regional basis and with the benefit of public 
involvement, and should include areas which are particularly valued by the 
community. These areas should: 

• include those trees in Beavis, Carey and Giblctt forest blocks protected 
from clearfelling by environmental conditions related to the Manjimup
Beenup power line proposal (EPA Bulletin 603); 

• be identified publicly within three years from the adoption of the 
Management Plans; 

• be managed to retain their social values and not be subject to harvesting in 
perpetuity; and 

• should be subject to reporting by CALM on their implementation and 
management at the next Forest Management Plan review (see 
Recommendation 15). 

CALM should retain sufficient contractural flexibility to ensure that the 
allocation of these areas is not excessively constrained. 

New Timber Strateiiy 

The remainder of multiple use State Forest would be available for timber production. However, 
this is not to say that environmental protection and management should be restricted to protected 
areas. It is essential that environmental management be applied throughout the State Forest, and 
CALM has made proposals to comply with this objective. 

When asked by the Authority to express the 1987 and proposed 1992 Timber Strategies in 
comparable terms CALM advised that it is very difficult to compare them because of changes in 
definition and improved assessment techniques. The Authority acknowledges the desirability of 
using the best methodology, but considers that some comparisons are essential to understand 
the implications of the new timber harvesting proposals. CALM needs to address comparability 
when introducing new resource assessment techniques so it can clearly explain to the broader 
community the implications of ma.~agement changes. 

Based on the Authority's best estimate, it would appear under CALM's proposals that the 
volume of jarrah logs classified as saw logs would be harvested at a higher rate for the term_ of 
this su~ategy than that proposed in the 1987 Timber Strategy. A consistently greater volume of 
karri sawlogs is also proposed to be available for harvesting. In addition, a substantial volume 
of jarrah and marri is identified for the first time as being available as residue material. 

Recommendation 6 

The Environmental Protection Authority has noted that CALM's silvicultural 
prescriptions for the jarrah forest have heen developed with incomplete 
knowledge of their long term consequences; and therefore concludes that the 
proposals to amend the 1987 Timber Strategy should be hnplernented 
cautiously. The Authority recommends that the annual sustainable yield 
estimates in the Timber Strategy should only be applied for the life of the 
Strategy (i.e. until 2002). 

Sustainable vield 

The forests of the South- West represent a significant asset of the public. CALM's management 
plans identify the values the con1munity expects fron1 the forests. One of these is wood. In 
most of the multiple use forest, timber production is the primary objective. 

The proposals represent a major change to management of both the karri and jarrah forest, 
especially the latter. For the karri forest, there are nominated rotation lengths for defined 
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portions of the forest. Outside of conservation reserves and other protected areas, there will be 
no current old growth forest remaining in about 40 years. In the jarrah forest, clearfelling will 
be the dominant regeneration treatment and this will result in a trend towards a younger forest 
over the first cutting cycle. As with the karri, old growth will largely disappear in the non
protected majority of the multiple use forest. 

Management of the multiple use forests of the South-West must take account of the 
precautionary principle when specifying silvicu!tural practices and be applied in a flexible and 
adaptive manner. 

Recommendation 7 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the letting of wood 
supply contracts from the jarrah forest under the CALM Act; 
• m,: commit all of the volumes in any class of log defined in the Timber 

Strategy for a term exceeding 10 years from 1992; and 
• not exceed the annual levels of supply in any class of log or wood 

(residue) nominated in the 1992 Timber Strategy. 
, recognise the possibility of the necessity to reduce wood supply beyond 

2002 as a result of monitoring and adaptive management following the 
trial implementation of the jarrah silvicultural prescription. 

Recommendation 8 

CALM's inventory has identified classes of forest produce (other logs (jarrah) 
or forest residue (marri) in Tables 13 and 14 of the Timber Strategy) which 
had previously not been identified for commercial exploitation. There are 
uncertainties about the ecological implications of removing all of this biomass, 
so cautious, flexible management is warranted. 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that no contract for a 
substantia! portion of this newly identified resource should be entered into 
without prior referral of the proposal to the Environmental Protection 
Authority. 

Changes to jarra_h silviculnJral prescrintion 

This Report presents the first major environmental assessment by the Authority or we 
management of the jarrah forest. While the karri forest has been considered at least two times 
previously, only elements of jarrah forest management have been considered and reported on 
previously by the Authority. The main issue on both occasions was mining within the forest 
areas. 

The ja_rrah forest proposals involve a significant intensification of forest management, including 
the potential removal of volurnes of \:vood greater then previously predicted. The proposals arc 
very con1pJex and interrelate closely. There is limited available information on the 
environmental implications resulting from the application of this jarrah forest management. This 
has caused the Authority to approach these proposals \:vith some caution, and its 
recommendations for the jarrah forest reflect this situation. 

The jarrah forest is a relatively large area, it has a wide range of site conditions and quaiities, 
and its response to management will vary from site to site. The jan·ah forest has already been 
subject to a variety of 1nanagernent strategies, from extensive clearfelling in the high rainfnH 
zone eariier this century, to a broad harvesting regime based on seiectively removing the best 
timbeL Jarrah grows slowly in its relatively harsh natural environment. The forest has the 
capacity to regenerate provided external influence, including management, are not irreversible. 

The Authority considers that there is sufficient information to suggest that the jarrah 
management proposals could proceed. However, there is a need to monitor and evaluate 
impacts on the environment and the attainment of silvicultural objectives in the medium to long 
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term. Consequently the Authority considers that the implementation of a modified jarrah forest 
silvicultural prescription should only apply for the normal period of the 1992 Forest 
Management Plans and Timber Strategy, that is 10 years. Furthermore, the impacts of the 
prescription need to be monitored during that period and the results presented as part of the 
review of the next Plans in ten years time. Monitoring should include impacts on soil and 
streBm salinity, Phytophthora cinnamomi spread and management, stream and terrestrial fauna, 
the effect upon the litter layer and other forest components resulting from removal of the 
canopy, and success of habitat trees. 

Recommendation 9 

The Environmental Protection Authority recognises that the jarrah silvicultural 
prescription represents a significant change to former jarrah forest management 
and needs to be conservative. Therefore, the Environmental Protection 
Authority recot,.;,lends that the jarrah silvicultural prescription should 
• be implemented as a trial, to provide a basis for future adaptability of 

management. Treated sites should be dispersed throughout the range of 
sites and localities in the forest (see Recommendation 14); 

• include long term monitoring which quantifies the impacts of silvicultura! 
practices on environmental elements and values in the forest and provides 
bases to adjust management; and 

• provide for the first major report on outcomes and modifications to be 
part of the next review of Forest Regions Management Plans and Timber 
Strategy, by 2002. 

Forest ecology 

Two major elements of CALM's environmental management in the jarrah forest relate to the 
exclusion from harvesting of a portion of most catchments for a period of time. At !east 30 per 
cent of 2nd order catchments in the Intermediate And Low Rainfall Zones (i.e. !toss than 
llOOmm per annum) will remain unlogged for at least 15 years. Where ciearfeiling is the 
regeneration treatment, Temporary Exclusion Areas (TEAS) will be retained as buffers 
generally lOOm wide around gaps, until they are no longer required~ 

These areas, which may be coincidental in part, arc intended to protect water, visual resource 
and wildlife (i.e., 1noven1ent and dispersal corridors and habitat) values. 
The Authority has recommended specific management of portions of the muitiple use forest , 
consistent with the precautionary approach, to ensure that ecological objectives are met. 

Recommendation 10 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that in the intermediate 
and low rainfall zones at least 30 per cent of second ordl;r catchments in the 
multiple use jarrah forest should- be left untreated (i.e. undisturbed from 
harvesting, thinning, etc.) for a period of at least 15 years after harvesting or 
treatment of the re1nainder of the catdunent. This untreated proportion should: 

include areas of multi-aged forest (including unlogged sites); 
• be selected to emphasise wildlife, water resource and visual objectives; 

comprise sites with a minimum dimension of lOOm: and 
be in addition to protected river and stream reserves and diverse ecotype 
conservation areas. 

The status and effectiveness of this measure should be evaluated at the time of 
the next review of the Forest Regions Management Plans and Timber Strategy, 
by 2002 (sec Recommendation 14). 
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CALM has outlined management objectives for the forests which include protection of flora and 
fauna species and their habitat. The forms of protection range from exclusion of activities, 
through modification of activities to the provision of strategies aimed at allowing recolonisation 
following major disturbance, including habitat loss. 
Within the jarrah forest, several CALM proposals relating to nature conservation were 
highlighted. There is the recognition of the need to retain particular types of habitat, many old 
trees with or having the potential for hollows and hollow logs on the ground, within areas that 
have been clearfelled. However, the Authority does not believe that there is sufficient research 
information to indicate if three retained trees per hectare are sufficient. The extension of river 
and stream reserves into the jarrah forest is another significant improvement. There is also the 
proposal to significantly reduce the presence of Banksia grandis (Bull Banksia) because of its 
link with dieback disease. The environmental implications of this have yet to be defined. 

Recommendation 11 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the jarrah 
silvicultural prescription be modified in the- following ways: 
• in providing for habitat trees CALM should ensure that sufficient selected 

trees are retained on sites subject to gap treatment which have the 
potential to provide this function throughout the lifecycie of the forest; 
and 

• the reduction of the population of Banksia grandis be limited to specific 
areas with a high risk of Phytophthora cinnamomi impact, that a 
programme to identify and evaluate the environmental implications of the 
reduction be established as a priority, and that the results of that 
evaluation be subject to the next review of the Forest Regions 
Management Plans by 2002 (see Recommendation 14). 

Fire management 

Fire has a m?Jor influence on the forest environment. It can be essential to some species at 
specific times of the year, and deleterious at other times and to other species. The Authority 
endorses CALM's commitment to the application of diverse fire regimes to meet a range of 
objectives. Nevertheless, submissions showed that the public continues to be concerned about 
the impact of fire prescriptions on the forests. This appears to be partly due to a lack of public 
understanding of CAL:tvf's fire rnanagement programme and the implicit judgements. Research 
~~~-..:! ~~----O~: .. ~-~~~~ ·~~~~~ .. """-_....,,..._D._~ ..... =...,...., .-h"' n'"'"""~"'~·v• ..... r·c·-·" ,..,.f f'~~,.,. tr. +-'h"" .f-"..,.,,...,.<>t q:nf1 r'A T 1\A <'hn'llrl 
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ensure that the public is better informed about CALM's fire management. 

Prescribed bums by CALM can lead to unacceptable smoke levels within urban areas. CALM's 
proposals include the application of more sophisticated fire management and prediction 
techniques. Associated with this should be better forecasting of climatic conditions, with the 
objective of not adversely affecting urban air quality. 

Recommendation 12 

The Environmeniai Protection Aurnority recommends that the fire management 
objectives related to the jarrah si!vicu!tura! prescription should be modified to: 
• include avoidance of air pollution in urban areas; and 
• CALM should inform the public about its fire management (purposes of 

burns, areas burnt under different regimes of season and periodicity, 
escapes etc.) on a regiona1 basis in its annual report each year. 

Salinity risk 

In some catchments with high risk salt sites, harvesting could represent a significant threat to 
water ouality. In these areas, the Water Authoritv has indicated that a different prescription 
based ~n wider protected stream buffers and phased logging, should be adopted. It !s not 
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expected that this prescription would apply to all of the salt sensitive zones, but the high risk 
sites need to be identified and managed accordingly. 

Recommendation 13 

In Recommendation 10 several constraints on logging in the jarrah forest are 
outlined for the protection of water resources, wildlife and visual amenity. 
There are some sites, mostly in the Intermediate and Low Rainfall Zones (i.e. 
<1100mm per annum), where even with these constraints the risk of salt 
impacts following logging is still unacceptably high. 
The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the jarrah 
silvicultural prescription should be modified to provide for the identification 
by CALM, on advice from the Water Authority of Western Australia, of second 
order catchments with a high salt risk, within which 
• permanently protected stream buffers, at least 50 metres wide, should be 

left on both sides of all streams and 
• that part of the catchment which is to be left untreated as required by 

Recommendation 10 should be concentrated in the lower part of the 
catchment. 

Monitorin& and research 

For the proposed forest management to be properly evaluated as a trial, it is essential that an 
effective monitoring system be put in place. The scale and timing of the nial dictates that this 
effort, at the design, measuring and evaluating stages, be coordinated. This monitoring should 
be based on sound pre-logging information, to enable the identification of desirable and 
undesirable responses. Management should then be amended according to these findings. This 
means that research and monitoring should be related to operational practices. 
This monitoring needs to be evaluated in time for the next major review of the forest 
management plaa~s and Timber Strategy, expected in 2002. It is important that the community 
has an adequate opportunity to participate in this evaluation. 

As with other proponents, CALM will be asked by the Environmental Protection Authority to 
provide reports from time to time on its compliance with the environmental conditions. 

Recommendation 14 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that a Forest Monitoring 
and Research Committee be established. The Committee should; 
• have objectives which include the identification and approval of 

monitoring and research programmes and projects on environmental 
impacts of forestry management, granting of funds towards such research, 
receival of progress reports, reporting to the Environmental Protection 
Authority and pubiication of results; 

• 
• 

be established within 12 months; 
be funded principally from the proceeds of native forest product saies; 
and 
give brief annual progress reports to the Authority 7 with major reports in 
1997 and 2002, at the time of the next review of Forest Management Plans 
and the Timber Strategy. The Authority shall report to the Minister for the 
Environment fOi!owing the receipt of each major report. 

Recommendation 15 

The Environmental Pr, nt,p!'t,'inn,, A nthnrit-y rtl.Pnmmnnrlc th<::~t (-~A I M nrHvi..-lt:~ hrief 
- ~ -- ~ .1. '"-UO. .. VI IO. I '-.,_VIIIIII'-II'--o..> O..II~L- '--'< ,...,_.. •a t'" V'"""'"" OJa • I 

annual progress reports to the Authority, and major public reports in 1997 and 
2002, on compliance with the environmental conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
The Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) has proposed changes to its 
Forest Management Plans for the Swan (formerly Northern Forest and Metropolitan), Central 
Forest and Southern Forest Regions and the associated Timber Strategy. Also CALM is 
required under the environmental conditions of approval of the 1987 Regional Plans to provide 
information on a number of matters for assessment by the Environmental Protection Authority. 
In addition CALM has responsibility for satisfying a number of the Environmental Conditions 
relating to the approval of theW. A. Chip and Pulp Co Pty Ltd (W ACAP) proposal of 1987. 

Although the Environmental Conditions currently apply to WACAP, and W ACAP is legally 
responsible for the meeting of those Conditions, approximately half of them can no longer be 
considered in that light. Following the assessment of theW ACAP proposal in 1988, major 
changes occurred in relation to commercial aspects of harvesting. CALM took over 
responsibility for the harvesting and transport of all logs to sawmills and the chipmill. In 
addition, CALM as manager of the State Forest has a direct responsibility for forest planning 
and land allocation. Therefore, following discussions between officers of the Authority, CALM 
and WACAP, it was agreed that CALM would be responsible for Environmental Conditions 
No. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 13 attached to the W ACAP project. Several other Environmental 
Conditions (No. 1, 9, 11 and 12) apply to both CALM and WACAP. Environmental 
Conditions arising from this assessment should enable clarification of a number of these 
responsibilities. 

CALM has outlined its proposals in a document entitled "Proposals to Amend the 1987 Forest 
Management Plans and Timber Strategy and Proposals to Meet Ministerial Conditions on the 
Regional Plans and WACAP ERMPH (the Proposals document). 

Some of the details of the proposals and the supporting information is provided in the draft 
documents entitled "Management Strategies for the South-West Forests of Western Australia" 
(draft Forests Management Strategies) and "A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western 
Australia" (NCS) which were released for public review in parallel with the proposals 
document. 

Further background information on some of the proposals was provided in the five volume 
document "National Estate Values in the Southern Forest Region, South West Western 
Australia" released for public review (at the same rime as the other documents) jointly by 
CAlM and the Australian Heritage Commission. 

To assist its consideration of the technical and scientific issues related with the assessment the 
Authority established a Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) of people with recognised expertise in 
areas being considered by the Authority. The Panel was convened by Professor Albert Main (an 
ex-Chairman of the Authority). The other members were Dr Bernie Dell of Murdoch 
University, Dr Frank Hingston of CSIRO, Dr Rick Howe of theW A Museum, Dr Ian Loh of 
theW A Water Authority and Dr Joanna Tippett-Young, a former research scientist with 
CALM. 

The TAP's Terms of .Reference included a iist of questions prepared by the Authority. The TAP 
met three times with the Authority, as well as holding discussions with CALM and other 
interested pmties. A report prepared by TAP is presented in Appendix 2. The Authority's list of 
questions was also provided to CALM and CAlM's responses to them are in Appendix 1. 

In addition, the Authority was aware of the need to place CALM's proposals in a wider context 
and to submit the documents to peer review. The Authority therefore contracted Dr Ken 
Shepherd of ANUTECH (the commercial ann of the Australian National University) to provide 
advice from an international and national perspective of forestry standards. Dr Shepherd's 
report is presented in Appendix 4. 

This report presents the Environmental Protection Authority's assessment of the proposals as 
out!i..ned in CALM's Proposals document and supporting documents, and recommendations on 
the environmental conditions which should be applied to their implementation. 
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2. CALM's proposals 
CALM's proposals relate to a large number of forest management issues throughout the South
West forest and are outlined in CALM's proposals document. A brief summary of the 
proposals is provided here while more detailed descriptions of each proposal are presented in 
Section 4 of this report. 

2.1 CALM's .new forest management objective 
CALM has proposed a new overall forest management objective: 

"To manage the native forests of the south west ofWestem Australia, in consultation with 
the community, so that they provide the values required by society while sustaining 
indefinitely their biological and social diversity." (Ci.LM 1992b, p119) 

This is supported by a series of sub-objectives and strategies for their implementation, chiefly 
through progressive inclusion in the plans, programmes and policies prepared by CALM from 
time to time. 

2.2 CALM's revised road, river and stream reserves 
CALM has completed a review of the system of road, river and stream reserves which has been 
operating in the old Woodchip Licence Area since woodchip exports commenced in 1975. 

A new system of travel route zones is proposed throughout the entire forest, based on defining 
routes with the highest levels of use and viewer sensitivity. Within these zones in the Southern 
Forest Region there will be no logging (though a small area will be thinned), and in the Central 
Forest and Swan Regions logging practices will be modified according to visual resource 
management principles. As a result of these proposals the width of most existing road zones 
will be reduced from 400 metres either side to 100- 200 metres either side, and several roads 
will no longer have road zones. 

A new system of river and stream zones is also proposed. Again the proposal will lead to the 
width of some existing zones being reduced, but the system is to be extended from the old 
Woodchip Licence Area to the entire forest. These zones will not be logged 

2.3 CALM's proposals for high value old growth forest 

Under an agreement reached between CALM and the Australian Heritage Commission (AHC) 
areas of high value old growth forest in the Southern Forest Region have been identified and 
are proposed for nomination for the Register of the National Estate. 

Much of the identified old growth forest is already protected in conservation reserves, and 
further additions to the reserve systern arc propOsCd. Some will also be protected in the 
proposed river and stream zones and linkage zones, 

lvlodified logging procedures are proposed for those identified areas of old growth forest which 
are outside existing and proposed reserves, and changes are also proposed to the karri 
silviculture to help maintain old growth values. 

2.4 CAL1'vi's karri forest management guidelines 

Changes are proposed to the karri silvicultural specification. Maximum coupe (gap) size will be 
reduced to 80 hectares, with the average about 30 hectares, and there will be constraints on 
cleartelled gap dispersal and the period between the harvesting of adjacent areas. 

CALM also proposes the retention of mature habitat in zones linking the road, river and stream 
zones and other retained areas. 
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Increased rotation lengths are proposed so that a proportion of the karri forest will be managed 
on a 250 year rotation and the rest on a 100 year rotation except for some small areas which will 
be harvested and regenerated at 60 or 80 years. 

2.5 CALM's jarrah forest management guidelines 
CALM proposes a new jarrah silvicultural specification involving more intensive timber 
extraction (see Timber Strategy changes), but with provision for reduced gap size and specified 
minimum widths of undisturbed forest between gaps. 

Phased logging is proposed for salinity control so that, except in the high rainfall zone (HRZ), 
at least 30 per cent of each second order stream catchment will remain unlogged for at least 15 
years after the remainder of the catchment is logged. 

It is proposed that the forest be thinned to a tree density equivalent i• a basal area of at least 15 
square metres per hectare in the high rainfall zone and 15 square metres per hectare in the low 
(LRZ) and intermediate rainfall zones (IRZ). 

Three large habitat trees and at least one ground habitat log will be retained per hectare. The 
maintenance of the existing multi-aged structure is proposed, with a minimum of three age 
classes (mature trees, intermediate aged 'crop' trees and regeneration) present in each area of 
forest cut over. 

CALM will maintain diverse fire regimes will be maintained in the forest, and a review of fire 
management programmes in the forest is proposed, incorporating a Wildfire Threat Analysis. 
Timber industry personnel will be trained to increase the resources available for fire-fighting. 

Community education on dieback will be expanded. The Banksia grandis (Bull banksia) 
population in high impact sites in the jarrah forest will be reduced to reduce inoculum density 
and prescriptions for the use of phosphorous acid for control of die back will be developed. 

A fox eradication campaign is proposed, with the aim that 20 per cent of the forest will be fox
free in t_he next ten yeB..rs, 

2.6 CALM's marri chiplog harvesting from the 'salt risk' zones 
CALM proposes that the constraint on harvesting marri for woodchips from the 'salt risk 
zones' of the Southern Forests Region should be lifted on the basis that the available evidence 
suggests that salinity can be adequately controlled using its proposed jarrah silvicultural 
specifications. On-going monitoring is also proposed. 

2.7 CALM's management of State Forest next to reserves 
CALM proposes to apply visual resource management principles to timber extraction from areas 
adjacent to Da1garup, Lennard, }~u1lalyup; Preston, Noggerup, fv1owen and Dardanup 
conservation reserves. In addition; Lennard, Preston and Noggerup reserves are also to be 
expanded. 

2.8 CALM's changes to reserves and State Forest 
Significant additions to State forest were foreshadowed in the 1987 Region Management Plans. 
They will be proceeded with. CALlvl proposes son1e n1ajor new reserves and several othti 
minor changes of tenure are also proposed. 

Areas of heathlands, rock outcrops, wetlands and other important diverse ecotypes within State 
forest are currently not logged. They will be protected from road making and other physical 
disturbance. 
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2.9 CALM's new timber strategy 
The figures of available timber and sustainable yield given in the 1987 Timber Strategy have 
been updated by CALM to reflect the additional quantity of timber identified in the recently 
completed forest inventory, adjustments to the reserve and zone system in the karri forest and to 
take into account new milling technology and new market opportunities for lower grade 
products. 

3. Public review 
Under the Conservation and Land Management Act, CALM was required to release the draft 
documents for public review. Also, because the proposals have the potential for significant 
environmental impacts and are in patt to meet Environmental Conditions prev;r ·1sly imposed by 
the Minister for the Environment, their environmental acceptability has been assessed under the 
Environmental Protection Act following public review. As public review of the proposals was 
required under both Acts, the Authority in cooperation with CALM ag~eed on a single public 
review of the document outlining the proposals. 

Because of the complexity of the subject matter and CALM's requirements under its legislation 
several documents were released simultaneously for review. In response to the pressure this 
placed on the responding public, adjustments were made to the review periods to increase the 
time available for consideration and comment. The documents and their review periods were as 
follows: 

Table 3-1. Documents subject to this review 

Document Title Abbreviated title 
used in this 

Pr n C!:ll~ '" AmPnri thP 10R7 PorP_ct I"OyOu-•u •~ • - - •••- "- ~ • • ~"-"'1 

I 
Management Plans and Timber Strategy· 
and Proposals to Meet Ministerial 
Conditions on the Regional Plans and the I 

I JWACAPERMP 

Report 

Pronnc~lc clocument 

1 Management Strategies for the South- !draft Forests · ·· 
1 ~~~~!~r~;:ftofor~~~l~2~~~:;:a - A I Management Strategies 

A Nature Conservation Strategy for NCS 
Western Australia - A Draft for Public 
Comment 

. ' .. " ' '. " I ' I Nac10Ual Estat" Values ill tne c10Uthem I AIIC;CALM 
I Forest Region, South West Western i documents 
I Australia (5 volumes) 1 

Public Public 
Review Review 
began ended 

?Q FP n,:lY.v I ~ TnnP 1992 I 

5 J:<ebruary 
!992 

4 February 
I 1992 

~ •. . . 
1 .J Feb, uar y 
j 1992 

i 

I I 
15 June 19921 
I 

I 
I 

6 July 1992 I 

" ~ 

1 _, Augu,t 

I 1992 

Submissions were received by both CALM and the Authority on the Proposals document. A 
summary of the issues raised in submissions received by the Authority was made and this was 
referred to CALM for response. The summary of issues and CALM's responses to them are 
provided in .Appendix 1. 

The Authority received more than 1000 submissions from the public and organisations during 
the public review of the proposals by CALM. While a very large number of specific points and 
questions were raised in those submissions, the following central concerns emerged. 
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Sustainable yield of timber 

Submissions questioned whether the proposals for multiple use State Forest management 
(including a perception that there was an increase in the volume of timber to be removed from 
the forest) were ecologically sustainable in the medium and long term. 

Road. river and stream reserves 

There was a general desire in submissions that the existing system of protected reserves along 
major roads, rivers and streams in the karri forest should not be changed, and that while there 
was strong support for the extension of these reserved buffers into the remainder of the Forest 
Regions, this should be additional to the existing system. 

Most submissions expressed concern at the width of the proposed reserves, especially along 
streams. People referred to scientific papers which pointed to the need to have buffers wider 
than those proposed by CALM to ensure that habitat and other fauna values were protected. 

Additional conservation reserves 

Most submissions were in favour of the additional reserves proposed, especially in the 
Southern Forest region though some objected to this additional constrain on timber extraction. 
A number of submissions suggested that other areas of the State Forest, such as Hester Block 
and Crowea Block, should have also been reserved. 

Areas of old growth forest not included in proposed reserves 

The notion that old growth values in the multiple use forest could be retained by logging on a 
long enough rotation period, as proposed by CALM, was not acceptable to some people. There 
were views expressed that old growth areas of forest should not be logged, that more areas 
should be protected but remain outside of the reserve system, and that the area of multiple use 
forest to have a long (> 250 year) rotation period should be significantly increased. 

J arrah forest management 

There were many aspects of the proposed ja..rrah forest management which raised concerns in 
subr:nissions. Issues such as die back and fire frequency, intensity and timing were raised, as 
well as concerns about impacts on the forest ecology and salinisation of water resources 
resulting from harvesting. 

This very brief discussion is inadequate to indicate the range and depth of issues raised in 
submissions. The interested reader is referred to Appendix 1 where the issues raised, and 
C/•.LM's responses are tabulated in parallel with the text of the Proposals document. 

4. Environmental implications and their management 
This assessment has provided the opportunity for the Authority to refine its assessment of 
management proposals for the karri forest and to consider jarrah forest management in detail for 
the first time. 

The present assessment is based on the requirement for the Authority to consider the 
environmental implications of proposals that CALM has developed to address some of the 
Environmental Conditions a..rising from the assessment of aspects of forest management in 1987 
and 1988, and partly to assess the environmental acceptability of foreshadowed and additional 
changes to proposals reviewed by the Authority in 1987 and 1988. 

In its 1987 report on WACAP, the Authority encouraged the adoption of flexible management 
of forests. The Authority ren1ains convinced that such flexibility is essential to ensure that 
management is responsive to research and operational findings. 

The EPA has been approaching forest management and ecological maintenance through a 
hierarchy of actions, commencing with its first major thrust shortly after its formation: the 
review of the adequacy of the existing system of conservation reserves. This approach has been 
based on three main elements: 
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• 

• 

establishment of a comprehensive, representative reserve system where effective 
management for conservation purposes is the principal objective; 

maintenance of natural processes through management of all forest ecosystems and uses; 
and 

• minimisation of environmental impacts through effective management of forest use. 

TI1ese are major parts of the strategy now being applied in Australia to ensure that forest use is 
ecologically sustainable. 

Ecologically sustainable development 

The Draft National Forest Policy requires that forest management in Australia meets the 
objectives of ecologically sustainable development (Commonwealth of Australia 1992). The 
Ecologically Sustainable Development Working Group on Forest Use used the following 
principles to guide the development of its view of ecologically sustainable forest use. 

"The Working Group considers that ecologically sustainable forest use implies optimising 
the tangible and intangible social and economic benefits which forests can provide to the 
community, with the goals of maintaining the functional basis of forested land, 
biodiversity, and the options for future generations" (ESDWG, p35) 

The Working Group then related the principles of ecologically sustainable development to the 
formulation 

" ... of a policy framework and approac!ws which recognise three requirements: 

• maintaining ecological processes within the forests; 

• maintaining biodiversity; and 

• optimising benefits to the community from all uses within ecological 
constraints." (ESDWG, p35) 

How these could be achieved within the forest was considered at length by the RAC's Forest 
and Timber Inquiry. The Inquiry concluded that the ecological requirements of sustainable 
development of the forests would be met if five key goals were incorporated into forest use 
policies and plans: 

"• 

• 

• 

• 

to recognise that forest ecosystems have a complex evolutionary history, change 
naturaliy over time, and have thresholds beyond which they are not capable of 
maintaining their natural structure and function; 

to raanage ecosystern processes in a way that does not comproraise the fong-rerm 
ability of forests to regenerate the natural (capital) stock of ecological resources 
(soil, water, plants, and animals); 

to maintain the biological diversity of Australia's forests through an adequate 
system of consen1ation reserves and through appropriate management practices in 
other public and privateftJrests, in particular tho,se-;nanap;ed principally for timber 
production; 

to adopt a precautionary approach whenever rhere is a significant chance thal a 
particular forest use option might lead to irreversible consequences; 

to redress our incomplete information base and poor understanding afforest 
ecosystems by consistent measure1nent and a.\'Sess;nent procedures that are agreed 
to an.d adopred by all forest m.an.agemenr aJ?,encies." (RAC 1992a, p 110) 

Precautionary approach 

The Authority's concent of flexible mana£!ement is similar to the nrecautionarv annroach 
mentioned by the RAC. This approach w~as referred to in the RA.C's conclus(oni 'on the 
environmental impacts of wood production in native forests. 
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"At present there are relatively few published and unpublished Australian papers 
containing original data on the impacts of forest use. Consequently, there is insufficient 
information available to support claims about whether impacts resulting from forest uses, 
including wood production, are benign or deleterious to environmental values in 
Australia. The information that is available addresses short term effects (a decade or less). 
However, in the view of the Inquiry, the major concerns are those that are less obvious 
and gradual and may become serious in the longer term. 

After taking the precautionary principle and intergenerational equity into account the 
Inquiry concluded that the cessation of wood producn·on activities in native forests is not 
justified on the basis of the evidence before it. However, the Inquiry strongly emphasises 
that there are inherent uncertainties about long term effects and therefore the precautionary 
principle must form the basis for all future policies and practices relating to the 
management of forests for wood production and for minimising the impacts of this 
activity. This is particularly important given the current trends towards increasing 
intensity of wood production regimes. 

The Inquiry concludes that the current levels of monitoring impacts are inadequate 
and recommends that systematic long term monitoring be established and that forest 
managers hold the maintenance afforest ecosystem processes as their highest 
priority. The Inquiry considers that there is much scope for improving public 
confidence in the ability of forest managers to identify problems and modify their 
management accordingly. To this end, the Inquiry recommends independent audits 
of the adequacy of forest codes of practices and their enforcement." (RAC 1992b, 
p68-69) 

This conclusion is entirely consistent with the approach outlined by the Authority in 1987 and 
provides a fundamental framework within which the Authority has considered these proposals. 

Adaptive management 
T""f.~ ........ .-""1~, -....al ..... ed t,-,. t'h.,. '"""""~""a"t~nn'-l,....Y <:~nnrrv~r-h 1c< ~:u~'lnr-iuF> nv:~n~HYPmPnt Thi.;;: ,;v~o;;: PXnhinPri hv 
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the RAC in the following way: 

"Adaptive management aims to take account of environmental, economic and social 
infonnation at the very beginning of the design process for resource developments. The 
approach requires the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

identification of the boundaries of the management problem in terms of explicit and 
hidden objectives, practical constraints on action, and the breadth of factors 
considered in policy analysis; 

development of a management framework that considers all attributes of the 
management system through time; 

involvement of interested parties in identifying and solving problems during the 
design ph.ase; 

representation of' existing understanding of the rnanaged ,jystern (forest ecosysterns) 
i .. torm<" Q.f nvp/iroit »''r.,/o/c n.f 1'/u .. amiro hohn11in11r tltnt ir/Pnti.f,l I'H'l'IJYYintil'lnl' /ltu1 
H~ ~ .... I I'-' 'J '-'-"" ~~ .... ~~ II~V ...... ,__~._, VJ ...... JI~ IH,__ V,__H._..,Y~VI.II<I H .... ~ ~ ........ ~~~)J ,_.,,.,,.,.,.,.j,-~•V• ._, ,_, ..... 

prediction..;,· clearly enough io deiect errors arul provide a basis for learning; 

design of studies to identify the particular rr.anagement requirements involved in the 
project; 

representation of uncertainty and risk and its propagation through time in relarion m 
management actions; 

development (){monitoring and remedial mechanisms as integral parts of the design; 

in the design of the monitoring and remedial mechanisms, a careful analysis of the 
economic trade-off\· between mechanisms that aim to eiiminate unexpected events 
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through proper planning and design and mechanisms that provide for monitoring 
and mitigating the effects of unexpected events; 

• a mechanism for change to incorporate the results of monitoring and 
experimentation in management procedures; 

• design of balanced policies that provide for sustainable resource protection while 
searching for better understanding and untested opportunities." (RAC 1992a, p455) 

EP A environmental management principles 

The Authority outlined a number of guiding principles for environmental management of 
multiple use forests in its 1988 assessment of the woodchipping industry (EPA 1988, p13-14). 
These have been slightly revised for this assessment: 

I. Legitimate forestry practices such as saw log production, the extraction of other wood 
products derived from these practices, or justified silvicultural practices (such as thinning) 
are generally environmentally acceptable in multiple use State Forest. 

2. So far as possible, management of State Forest for multiple use should remain amenable 
to re-appraisal in the future. 

3. Forest management practices should be flexible and adaptive. 

4. Where knowledge about significant aspects of the proposal is uncertain, caution dictates 
that critical decisions should be conser;ative and t.~at these uncertainties should, \V here 
possible, be addressed. 

5. It is desirable that there should be alternate resource bases such as plantations on private 
property to relieve pressure on the multiple use forests, especially old growth forests. 

6. Community confidence on management of the multiple use State Forest is enhanced 
where there is scope for consultation and involvement. 

The Authority has continued to follow these basic principles in this assessment, taking the key 
elements of ecologically sustainable development \vith them. 

Cunciusion 

CALM's proposals have been prepared within the context of ecologically sustainable 
development and the recent draft Forest Strategy. In many respects, they comply with them 
better than management plans for forests elsewhere in Australia. (see- Appendix 4 of this 
Report)_ 

There are major advances in environmental protection, such as the changes to the conservation 
reserve estate in the Southern Forest Region and extension of protected river and stream buffers 
into the jarrah forest. However, as noted by the Resource Assessment Commission and also Dr 
Shepherd, there is a lack of certainty of knowledge of the environmental impacts of the 
proposals. The CALM proposals do not provide the degree of caution within this context that 
the Authority would expect. The application of the intensive jarrah silvicultural prescription 
throughout the jarrah forest is a major expansion and yet there ren1ain ruany uncertainties 
associated with the management prescription. Whether there wiil be sufficient suitable habitat 
retained within the multiple use forest to preserve species in the long term, and adequate 
protection of water quality on some forest sites, are not clear and there is insufficient research 
information to allow decisions to be made with certainty. 

The Authority has applied the precautionary approach to CAL~,1's proposals and has made 
recommendations which modify a number of the proposals. Of particular importance is the 
Authority's recommendation to the Minister for the Environment that he accept the 
fundamentals of the CALM proposals as a trial and place conservative caveats which allow 
room to adapt management should subsequent monitoring and experience show the need to 
adapt. 
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Recommendation 1 

The Environmental Protection Authority concludes that; 
i) the proposals for the karri and karri-marri forest are environmentally 

acceptable; and could be implemented in accordance with the 
recommendations in this report and the application of a precautionary 
approach as outlined in this report; and 

ii) the proposals in the jarrah and jarrah-marri forest are environmentally 
acceptable as a trial, since there are a number of uncertainties in predicting 
their long term environmental impacts. The Authority therefore 
recommends that they are implemented in accordance with the 
recommendations in this report and the application of the following 
general principles: 
• a precautionary approach; 
• adaptive and flexible management practices based on research and 

monitoring of operations; 
• implementation as a trial with a reassessment by the Environmental 

Protection Authority after ten years (the period of the Management 
Plans and the Timber Strategy); and 

• no commitment of all of the wood resource in the long term. 

4.1 New objective for native forests 
In Chapter 2 of the proposals document CALM outlines a new overall management objective 
for native forests:-

"To manage the native forests of the south west of Western Australia, in consultation with 
the community, so that they provide the values required by society while sustaining 
indefinitely their biological and social diversity." 

On pages 119-122 of the draft Forests Management Strategies this is amplified by five 
subsidiary objectives: 

Conservation objective 

To maintain biological diversity at the genetic, species and ecosystem ievei in the forest, 
with special emphasis on the protection and conservation of threatened, rare and 
uncommon taxa and communities. 

Management objective 

To protect and enhance identified forest values and to employ the best practices in 
managing forest eco;ystems. 

To manage the forests to produce the mix of commercial values approved by 
Government, in a manner which is ecologicaiiy sustainable. 

Recreation objective 

To facilitate the public enjoyment of the forest in a manner that is consistent with nature 
conservation ami other objectives. 

Knowledge objective 

To seek a better understanding of the composition and function of forest eco.rystems and 
to promote awareness and appreciation of their values. 

Under each of these objectives several strategies are listed \:vhich aim at achieving the 
objectives. 
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In his report on the documents (see Appendix 4 of this Report) Dr K Shepherd examined the 
consistency of CALM's objectives and proposals with the latest national and international 
understandings. He advised that the proposals 

" ... are entirely consistent with the thrust of the current environmental and conservation 
debate" (pi) 

In relation to the national approach arising from recent reviews of forest use and ecologically 
sustainable development, Dr Shepherd advises that CALM's proposals meet the intentions 
outlined by the Ecologically Sustainable Development Working Groups, the Resource 
Assessment Commission and the Draft National Forest Policy. 

Implementation 

CALM explains that implementation of these objectives will be through the development of 
forest region management plans, issue plans, area management plans, wildlife management 
programmes and recovery plans, policies and prescriptions and the five year research plan. 
Implementation hinges on the development of these programmes, policies and plans. As a 
minimum, therefore, a programme for their preparation is required, cross~tabulated to the 
strategies to ensure provision is made for the implementation of all strategies. 

Constraints 

No mention is made in the CALM documents of the constraints under which CALM is 
operating. Some elements of the objectives appear to be competitive and thus will constrain 
achievement of the objectives. For example, CALM has referred to constraints due to 
contractual commitments for the supply of timber which limit it's flexibility with regard to the 
proposal widths for stream zones. These constraints need to be acknowledged in the document 
so that the context for CALM's proposals can be properly understood. 

Conclusion 

The Authority considers that the objectives outlined in the CALM documents appear to provide 
for the range of the community's expectations for their forests. 

4.2 Proposed changes to the reserve system in south-west forests 
There are many proposed changes to the conservation reserve system in the Forest Regions. 
Several new national parks and nature reserves and additions to a number of national parks, 
nature reserves and conservation parks are proposed, some existing areas of conservation 
reserve will revert to State Forest, and other areas will be removed from control under the 
Conservation and Land Management Act 

4.2.1 A1nendments to the conservation reserve system and State Forest 

The draft Forests Management Strategies indicates proposals to amend the existing or i 987 
proposed classification of land within the three forest regions, or to excise some areas from the 
land managed by CALM. Table 4~ 1 below lists these changes. 
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Table 4-1. Proposed changes to State Forest and Conservation Reserves 

Classification Classification 
Area Area Current Proposed Area Area Current Proposed 
Name (ha) (1987) (1992) Name (ha) (1987) (1992) 

SWAN REGION 
Perth District Dweilingup District 
Yanchep 45 VCL natpk Meelon 5 nature res(P) delete 
Mundaring District George 3140 State for cons pk 
John Forrest 1130 freehold natpk Lane Pooic Reserve 180 cons pk(P) 5g res 
Burk:inshaw Road 10 cons pk(P) delete (Icy Creek) 
Jarrahdale District 
Araluen-Canning 35 cons pk(P) delete 
Monadnocks 15370 cons pk(P) nat pk 
Gibbs 5850 State for cons pk 
<.nubs 10 timber res cons ok 
CENTRAL FOREST REGION 
Harvey District Kirup District 
Lane Poole Reserve 26420 cons pk(P) natpk Goonac 30 cons pk(P) nat pk 
Lane Poole (Stene) 1465 State for nat pk Preston 305 State for nat pk 
Clarke (Falls Brook) 1165 State for nature res Hovea 1055 State for nat pk 
Kemerton 1405 5g res (P) delete Noggerup 1690 State for nat pk 
Kemerton 265 5g res (P) cons pk Gwindinup 10 cons pk(P) delete 
Wagerup 10 cons pk(P) delete Hester 780 State for cons pk 
Collie District Ryall 260 State for cons pk 
Lane Poole Res. 9845 cons pk(P) nat pk Camballan 7155 VCL cons pk 
Lennard 645 State for cons pk Camballan 1430 State for cons pk 
Gervasse 2015 State for cons pk Camballan llO other res cons pk 
Roseneath 1360 State for nat pk Busselton District 
Goonac 5140 cons pk(P) nat pk Leeuwin-Naturaliste 325 other res oat pk 

Nannup District 
Beaton 415 State for cons pk 

SOUTHERN FOREST REGION 
I! Manjimup District ! Wa!po!e District 

I Jardee 
10 cons pk(P) State for I Mattaband 250 State for nat pk 

~~~!ark 10 cons pk(P) delete Pardalup Road 30 nature res delete 
210 St.1te for nature res 

1 

GumLinkRd(Mt Roe) 575 nature res n~1t nk-.......-£"6'-'-F .. ~- !-'"' 

Keninup 6740 State for nature res Thames (Mt Roe) 880 nature res nat pk 
Tailing 6410 State for nature res I Thames (Ml Roe) 500 nature re.s(P) nat pk 
Talling 5 other res nature res Mt Roe 11715 VCL nat pk 

11 Chitelup (Mt Roe) 2890 State for nat. pk 1 Mt Roe 37050 State for nat pk 
Pemberton District I Mt Roe 26770 other res nat pk 

I D'Entrecastcaux 90 nat pk State for I 
Charlcy 2385 State for nat pk I 
Hawkc 60 State for nat k 

(Source: CALM 1992c) 
.... ~ ..... • . ' ....... ' 'h ,.... ...... ., ' . 
~everru or tne proposals 1nvo1ve removmg 1ana rrom tne estate managea uy L!\LlYl or cnang1ng 
its conservation n1anagernent priority. These areas are listed in Table 4-2 below. The Authority 
sought advice from CALM on the reasons for these changes and this table also outlines that 
advice fu1d, where land would be deleted fron1 vesting under the Conservation and Land 
Management Act, the area's future status. 

In providing this advice, CALM has forecast several revisions in the final Management 
Strategies document. These changes involve Kemerton, Wagerup and Jardee. 

I l 

I! 

11 

11 

11 
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Table 4-2. Explanation for some proposed amendments 

Area 
Name 
SWAN REGION 

Area 
(ha) 

3. Burkinshaw Road 10 
4. Araluen-Canning 35 
8. Meelon 5 
10. Lane Poole 180 

Reserve (Icy Creek) 

CENTRAL FOREST REGION 

Classification 
Current Proposed 
(1987) (1992) 

cons pk(P) delete 
cons pk(P) delete 
nature res(P) delete 
cons pk(P) 5g res 

14. Kemerton 1405 5g res (P) delete 

16. Wagerup 
26. Gwindinup 

10 
10 

cons pk(P) 
cons pk(P) 

SOUTHERN FOREST REGION 
34. Jardee 10 cons pk(P) 

35. Jervik Park 
41. D'Entrecastcaux 

145. Pardalup Road 

10 
90 
30 

cons pk(P) 
natpk 
nature res 

delete 
delete 

State for 

delete 
State for 
delete 

Reason for Change 

Area too small - remain as unvestcd national park. 
Area too small - remain as unvested national park. 
Area unsuitable - remain as unvested nature reserve. 
To be consistent wit.~; classification of smrounding 
reserve. 

Core industrial area to be transfered to LandCorp, and 
remainder of previously proposed conservation park and 
new addition now to be 5(g) reserve for industrial buffer 
& conservation in final plan. 
Now proposed to be nature reserve in final plan 
Area too small - remain as unvested national park. 

Now to remain as unvested national park, shown in 
final plan as 'delete' and its future status reviewed. 
Area unsuitable - remain as unvested national park. 
Areas isolated from main body of national park 

I Area unsuitable - remain as unvestcd nature reserve. 

4.2.2 Management of areas adjacent to reserves 
The 1987 Northern, Central and Southern Forest Region Management Plans included proposals 
to replace the pre-existing system of Management Priority Areas (MP As) with a revised tenure 
system. In most cases, that meant that areas previously recognised as conservation priority (i.e. 
Flora, Fauna and Landscape) iYIPAs would be reserved as conservation park, national park or 
nature reserve, while a larger number of MP As with other priorities would remain within State 
Forest. 
In its report on the 1987 Forest Region Management Plans, the Authority accepted these 
changes. However, it specifically noted that a number of the conservation priority M PAs in the 
southern portion of the Central Forest Region would only have their core area included within 
the proposed conservation parks or nature reserves, with the surrounding buffer areas 
remaining in State Forest. To ensure that the ecological values of these areas were appropriately 
protected, the following Environmental Condition was applied: 

3. Management plans that will he prepared for those proposed Nature Reserves and 
Conservation Parks related to the existing Dalgarup, Lennard, Mu/lalyup, Preston, 
Noggerup, Mowen and Dardanup Management Priority Areas shall include detailed 
management proposals for those portions of the Management Priority Areas ~hich have 
the capacuy for dtrect rnteractwn ;,.-vtth the resen;ed area and ·v:1lll rernarn wuhuz State 
F ores( to ensure protection of the ecological values t1/ithin the Nature Reserve and 
Conservation parks. 

In response to this condition the 1992 review of the Forest Region Management Plans contains 
the proposals summarised in Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3. Proposed management of forest adjacent to selected reserves 

, .. Inctcasc mea o:'Lennrud, Pre~.ton & Not;g~rup 1es~rVt;S and l:I"~ate additional re::.erve~ 11 I ;e~l~Z Visual Resource Management (VRM) prescriptions to forest adjacent to designated 

I• Prepare management plans for reserves 
1 • 1991 jarrah silviculmra] prescription ensures prorecrion of ecological values in forest 11 

(Source: CALM 1992c) 
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In relation to the three reserves to be expanded, CALM proposes the following amendments: 

• Lennard Conservation Park - much of the buffer area of the previous MP A is now to be 
added to the conservation park; 

• Preston Conservation Park - a portion of the previous MP A buffer area is to be reserved, 
and the conservation park and this addition are to become national park; and 

• Noggerup Conservation Park- all of the previous MPA, along with an additional portion 
of State Forest, is to be reserved as national park. 

The application of VRM to adjacent· areas of multiple use forest should also enhance the 
protection of ecological values associated with the reserves. 

There have been no proposed changes affecting the areas of Dalgarup, Mullalyup, Mowen and 
Dardanup Conservation Parks. However, Mowen is now listed as a nature reserve, reflecting 
the 1987 proposal · aps. Likewise, the 1992 draft Forests Management Strategies does not 
make any mention of the Blackwood Conservation Park, to which Environmental Condition 4 
of the Forest Region Management Plans applies. 

CALM provided further information in its response to submissions (Appendix 1) on the area 
within the Central Forest Region that is being set aside as conservation reserves and compared 
that to the previous Management Priority Area system. 

Table 4-4. Existing and proposed Conservation Areas in the Central Forest 
Region 

1982 (ha) 1992 [Proposed] (ha) 
National Parks 23 000 83 400 
Nature Reserves 3 000 ·~-~--···25 200~·--··········· 

Flora Fauna & Landsc~~}~~.PAs 115 000 --
~~" 

Conservation Parks -- 45 900 
Total 141 000 155 370 

A soundly based, representative system of secure conservation reserves is essential to meet the 
requirements of ecologically sustainable development. The Authority has recommended the 
implementation of the reserve proposals. Preparation of management plans for these reserves is 
required. 

The Authority notes that a major justification for the review of the reserve system in the 
Southern Forest region related to an evaluation of the protection of national estate values. This 
has yet to be undertaken in the Swan and Central Forest Regions. 

For those reserves nominated in Environmental Condition 3, the Authority considers that the 
incorporation of Visual Resource Management principles in the management of adjacent 
multiple use forest is appropriate. 

Recommendation 2 

The Environmental Protection Authority supports the amendments to the 
conservation reserve estate and recommends that they be implemented. 

4.3 Road, river and stream reserves and other special areas within 
State Forest 
Apart from the allocation of appropriate areas of forest to a protected conservation reserve 
system, the Authority has always considered that those parts of the forest having high 
conserv'ation value should be managed to protect those values. In many cases, protection can be 
best assured by restricting harvesting This view has been reflected by CALM in its 1992 forest 
proposals. 
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The proposals include: 

• a new system of protected buffers along important roads and all rivers and streams in the 
forests; 

• protection of wetlands, rock outcrops, heathlands and other different ecotypes; and 

• identification and protection of portions of old growth forest with special environmental 
and social values. 

TI1ese are considered in u'lis Section and Section 4.4 . 

4.3.1 Road, river and stream reserves 

One of the commitments arising from the then Forests Department's 1973 woodchip proposal 
was the establishment of a syo•'m of road, river and stream buffer reserves located along major 
roads, all rivers and major streams. These reserves were intended to provide aesthetic, habitat 
;md water quality protection, and were to be protected from logging. 

The forested buffer reserves proposal in the Marri Woodchip Environmental Impact Statement 
(Forests Department 1973) included the following elements: 

Table 4-5. 1973 Forests Department Proposals for Road River and Stream 
Reserves 

Roads 

River and 

stream 

General 

I 

19i3 Forests Depart.uent Proposal 

• not less than 200m either side should be retained in uncut condition 

condition along all main tourist roads to provide for adequate floral 

representation and retention of tourist and recreation values (p 25) 

• at least 2km of stream reserve comprising 1 OOm either side of the 

I nominated river, srream or gully rerained for every 500ha of forest area, 

I and formed into continuous corridors separated by no more than 3 - 5 

km of cut over forPst (n ?A) 

I· Protected reserves along roads, rivers and streams should comprise 
I 
1 some 20% of a harvested area and be nrotected from nost cnttm !.' 

J regeneration burns (p 24) • • ~ 
• Individual coupes no larger tha.'1 800ha and no cutting of adjacent area 

for at least 4- 5 years (p 24) 

I 
I 

I 
I 
' 

The EPA recornrnended in 1976 that the Forest Department's Road Reserves and Strearn 
Reserves should be managed as for Forest Parks, wiih priority given to the preservation of 
aesthetic values a..~d preser.;ation of the water resource respectively (EP/\., 1976). 

The 1987 Southern Porest Region rv1anagen1ent Plan forecast that the existing road, river and 
stream zone system \vithin the region would be reviewed 

" ... with the ol~jective of improving their efficiency in providinf!, amenity, wildlife habitat 
an-d stream protection." (C:J\ 1 J\.119R7c; p 11) 

A commitment was given in the Plan that no changes to the existing system would be made 
without evaluation and approval by the Environmental Protection Authority. 

In view of the environmental importance of the road, river and stream reserves system, and this 
commitn1ent by CALM, the Authority macle recommendaiions in both its W ACAP assessment 
report (EPA 1988) and CAL!'vfs Forest Region Management Plans report (EPA 1987) on the 
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existing system. These became environmental conditions applied by the Minister for the 
Environment to approvals. 

Under Environmental Condition 3 of theW ACAP approval 

3. No logging shall occur in existing Road, River and Stream Zones until the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management has developed, in consultation with 
the public, a detailed proposal for those zones and the Environmental Protection Authority 
has assessed and accepted the proposal. 

Further, Environmental Condition 5 of the approval of the Forest Region Management Plans 
required the following: 

5. Noting that: 

( 1) CALM is now preparing .;; eview of road, river and stream zones, including an 
analysis of results of research on logging in trial areas: 

the existing area and purpose of the system of road, river and stream zones in the 
Southern Forest Region shall not be altered (in accordance with the proponent's 
commitments) and no logging slwll occur in these zones, until the proposed review by the 
proponent has been completed and the EPA has reported on them. This review should 
include consideration of silvicultural practices within the zones. 

Section 3.1 of the Proposals document is intended by CALM to address these conditions_ It 
describes the existing system, reports on research and proposes a new series of protected 
reserves and specifications for their definition and management. 

CALM explains that the objectives for the system of road, river and stream reserves were: 

"• To provide zones of undisturbed vegetation between water courses and logging 
areas so as to minimise the risks of stream sedimentation or salinity. 

• To provide vistas of undisturbed forest for tourists traveiiing on major roads. 

• To provide corridors of mature vegetation which would provide habitat for wildlife 
and a reservoir of species which could recolonise maturing regrowthforests in the 
harvested areas, and which would interconnect major conservation reserves." 
(CALiv11992c 1 p6) 

CAL~vfs reason for proposing the changes is that the existing systen1 "does not optiruise 
wildlife, water resource and aesthetic values" (CALM 1992c, p7). 

The following table summarises the main elements of the current system as implemented and 
the proposed zone system. 

The Woodchip Licence Area referred to in this table comprised most of the Southern Forest 
Region west of the Frankland River. In 1988; the EPA found that the concept of the V./oodchip 
Licence Area was no longer relevant and this was subsequently reflected in the Environn1ental 
Conditions now applying to the woodchip industry. 

Because of the different way in which they are treated in CALM's proposals, the road reserves 
are discussed separately in this report from the river and stream reserves. 
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I 
11 

Table 4-6. Main components of the existing and CALM's proposed road, river 
and stream reserves system 

Old Reserves System New Reserves System 

Road Map scenic quality zones (A,B,C) 

1 Selected major/ tourist roads in Classify routes by survey as Level 1, 

Woodchip Licence Area 2,3 or 4. 

400m either side Southern Forest 

- Level ! : 200m either side 

- Level2: lOOm either side 

- no mature forest logging 

- thin re growth forests 

· Swan/ Central Forest 

- Level 1: modify adjacent gap 

size according to Scenic A,B or C 

River apply to Woodchip 1 .icence Area I apply to all State Forest 

200m either side 100-200m either side 

use ecological boundaries as guide to 

zone boundary 

no commercial logging no commercial logging I 
I 

Stream apply to Woodchip Licence Area · apply to all State Forest 

I lOOm either side 4th order 50-75m either side 4th order 

11 OOm either side 3rd & some 2nd lzo-30m either side 3rd, 2nd & 1st I 

I order 
I I order 

I I use ecological boundaries as guide to I 
, zone boundary 

no commercial logging no commercial logging 

I General I Prescribed burning in all zones 
11 

((_'; _____ --~- " • •• ;: -,.. : 1 nn'"' ~ ! :" ·• 1 n.o· ' \.......AJ ... AVi 1·.r:/2c, .er A _~_ :10 I J 

New road (travel route) reserves system 

CALM's proposals for travel route reserves involve the integration of visual management 
principles into both the identification of those routes to which reserves will be applied and the 
management of the forest within those reserves. 

\Vhile the primary objective for these reserves relates to aesthetic values, they also perform 
other secondary functions as identified in CALM's third objective for the zone system (i.e. 
habitat value and species refuge), and their management needs to take these values into account. 
The draft Forests Management Strategies outlines how the proposed reserves system 
incorporates these objectives. 
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The proposal provides for protected buffer reserves to be defined along nominated roads in the 
Southern Forest Region. In the Swan and Central Forest Regions, no protected buffers are 
proposed. In answer to submission enquiries about this, CALM has indicated in its written 
response (Appendix 1) that 

"It is not considered necessary to have fixed width zones on roads in the Swan and 
Central Forest Regions because logging has in many cases already occurred and the 
nature of selection logging means that it is of less visual impact than c/earfelling which 
occurs in the karri forest in the Southern Region." (p22) 

Instead of a system of fixed road reserves, CALM proposes for the jarrah forest that 

" ... where group selection cutting and thinning are the harvesting methods employed, 
new silvicultural prescriptions will be applied adjacent to level one and level two roads to 
minimise the visual impact of harvesting and regenerat"m." (CALM 1992b, pi 56) 

The silvicultural prescription to be applied in the jarrah forest is considered further in Section 
4.7 of this Report. 

Road classification 

CALM has evaluated all travel routes in the Southern Forest Region according to their "viewer 
sensitivity" based on a set of criteria, including the number of vehicles using the route each day 
(CALM !992b, p152-3). The routes have been divided into four classes. CALM proposes 
fixed road reserves for those routes in the two classes with the highest viewer sensitivity (e.g. 
> 35 vehicles per day). The width of zone proposed for Level 1 routes (the most sensitive) is 
200 metres either side of the road, and for Level 2 routes the proposed width is 100 metres 
either side of the road. 

The travel route zone system does not propose protected buffers along Level 3 and Level 4 
routes. One of the consequences of this decision is that a number of roads currently having road 
reserves would not longer have buffers. 

The EPA accepts that, based on the criteria used by CALM in its VRM system, there is no need 
for Level 3 and 4 routes to have dedicated buffer reserves. However, it also expects that the 
objectives of VRN1 in tenns of ntinirnising visual in1pacts would be appropriately applied along 
all roads, through CALM's forest management. 

Clearly utilisation of roads will vary through time. It may well be that some Level 3 or 4 routes 
should be upb'Taded if usage levels increase, requiring reserves to be established along them to 
preserve their visual amenity. 

The EPA has noted that there are no proposed travel route (road) reserves within the Swan and 
Central Forest Regions. 

Road reserves width 

Since the prin1ary objective of the reserves is preservation of the visual an1enity, the reserves 
need to be wide enough to ensure the viewscape is protected from substantial disturbance. It is 
likely that lhe width necessary will vary according to factors like topography and forest type. 
While this suggests that reserves could be of flexible width, flexible reserves would be more 
difficult to implement in practice. 

The Authority recognises that the review has led to a significant redistribution of the area of 
State Forest '.vithin and outside of protected road reserves, and this redistribution has been 
achieved within constraints applied through the visual objectives of the VRM system. The 
Authority considers that the proposed fixed buffer widths are adequate to meet their primary 
objective whilst also providing some level of habitat protection. 
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In many instances these reserves are narrower than those presently existing. However, as the 
primary objectives of the reserves will be adequately met, the Authority considers that the 
proposed reductions are environmentally acceptable. 

Road reserves management 

In the Southern Forest Region CALM is proposing that there will be no ha.~;esting of mature 
forest in these reserves. However, thinning of even-aged regrowth forest within the new road 
reserves system is proposed. 

To clarify the proposal presented in the 1992 Proposals document, the Authority sought advice 
from CALM on what length of the road reserves would be subject to thinning during the period 
1992 - 2002? In addition what would be the area in road reserves in which thinning of regrowth 
stands would be proposed to occur? CALM responded with the following information: 

"The portion of fixed width road zones proposed which contain thinnable karri, on an 
area basis, is 835ha out of a total of 18 155ha, which is 4.6%. it is proposed that all of 
this be subject to thinning at some time. 

If the average width of road zones is 160m (there are more Ll than L2 roads) then the 18 
155ha represents a total distance of about 570kms of which 4.6% is thinnable karri, i.e. 
26kms. Some of this has been thinned already, e.g. Vasse Highway, and it would be 
expected that due to its age most of the rest will be thinned over the next 10 years." 

The Authority is of the view that there is no need for the road reserves to be thinned for visual 
atnenity reasons. Clearly hfu-vesting could significantly affect the values that are intended to be 
protected within the road reserves. However, the preservation of the visual amenity does not 
necessarily preclude the removal of some trees, provided that it is done selectively and 
carefully, to comply with the stated management objectives. Thinning of re growth in the road 
reserves should only occur where it can be demonstrated that visual objectives are enhanced. 

In the past some roadside areas have been "tidied up" by the removal of undergrowth and dead 
trees, with consequent loss of fauna! values. Management of road reserves should recognise the 
need to retain their faunal values. 

Several submissions claimed that logging had occurred in some existing road river and stream 
reserves, in contravention of Environmental Condition 3 applied to the 1987 W ACAP project. 
Some submissions also suggested that other requirements of the Condition) relating to 
"consultation with the public" and "consideration of silvicultural practices within the reserves" 
have not been met. 

New river and stream reserves system 

CALM's i 987 Southern Forest Region Management Plan indicated that the system of river and 
stream reserves was designed to provide: 

"buffer zones between logging areas and major water courses; 

a network of relatively undisturbed forest at the !ocal!eveifor founa habitat, especially 
birds dependent on mature trees for nests, and as a source offaunafor recoionisation r<f 
regrowthforest." (CALlv11987, pll) 

These objectives have been confirmed during the recent review. 

CALM proposes to classify all streams and rivers in State forest according to a "genealogical" 
hierarchy. This hierarchy is based on classifying watercourses from first order (smallest 
watercourse) through to fifth order (river). 

The first order streams would be defined in the field by the combination of the characteristics of 
the stream depression and vegetation. CALM has indicated in Appendix 1 that guidelines will 
be prepared and be made available to the public. 

Although there are five different stream orders, only three different width ranges are proposed. 
Pirst, second and third order strcan1s are to receive the same minimal reserves to 20 to 30 
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metres either side (a total width of between 40 and 60 metres) while fourth order streams have 
width ranges of 50 to 70 metres either side (a total of 100-150 metres) and rivers and streams of 
fifth order and above have width ranges of 100 to 200 metres either side (a total of 200-400). 

Based on these proposed widths, CALM has provided an indication of the proportions of the 
reserve system in the Southern Forest Region for each of the stream orders. Stream orders have 
not been mapped in the Central Forest and Swan Regions. 

Table 4-7. Proportion of stream reserve in the Southern Forest Region 

% by zone area estimated area (ha)* %by linear 
distance 

1st 38 23 978 53 

2nd 17 10 727 25 
··- ~~12"~~ 

3rd 9 5 679 

4th I 9 5 679 5 
- --- --JJjJ~ 

~~~-· ·--· 17 03 7 5th & above l 27 5 

* The total area of nver and stream reserves proposed m the Southern Forest Regwn IS 63 100 
hectares (Table 19 draft Forests Management Strategies) 

CALM proposes that riparian zone width will vary according to soil type~ slopel vegetation, 
type of harvesting (in adjacent areas), rainfall and stream order. While guidelines based on 
stream order are presented there is no indication of how the other parameters will be used in 
determining zone width except that 'ecological boundaries will be used to guide the selection. 

The Authority encourages this approach of using ecological boundaries, 
recognising that this would require a flexible width of reserves. 

The two key components of the objective for river and stream reserves is water protection and 
habitat protection. Tnese are not mutually exclusive objeciives and the width of the dedicated 
reserves needs to address both of these. 

Water resource values 

River and stream reserves are intended to provide protection to water quality, particularly in 
relation to salinity and turbidity. This topic has been the subject of a significant amount of 
research, which culminated in the 1987 Report of the Steering Comrn:ittee for Research on Land 
Use and Water Supply (WAWA 1987). This report and its implications are discussed further in 
Section 4.8 of the Authority's report. 

The EPA considered the 1987 Steering Committee report in its 1988 review on WACAP 
(Bulletin 329) and concluded that some more research was needed. CALM has advised in 
Appendix I that: 

"Although no nerv research (in the salt-risk zones) has been initiated the DA1S (draft 
Forests Management Strategies) provide.\' an up to date analysis of continued monitoring 
in the paired catchment studies. This was the major priority for future research stated in 
the 1987 Steering Committee Report." (p84) 

The Authority asked the TAP to comment on the issues of buffers and water resource 
implications. While this is discussed in more detail later in Section 4.8, the key points relevant 
here from the TAP's report (Appendix 2) are: 

"The 1992 Karri Forest rnanagernent strategy proposes 20 rnetre strearn buffers and a 
reduction in coupe size (to a maximum of 80 ha) as means of reducing the impact of clear
felling on salinity.ln the Jarrah Forest the strategy proposes to maintain a 1 5m21/w basal 
area and ensure that 30% of the coupe area remains uncut in second order catchments. 

These measures will reduce the impact of logging on salinity relative to previous logging 
prescriptions. However, as the new proposals only retain 20 metres of stream buffer (3% 
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to 5% of likely ups/ope logged area) the proposals will not eliminate the risk of 
groundwater discharge in the most susceptible areas." (p4) 

The Authority is satisfied that in most circumstances the proposed river and stream reserves 
should be adequate to protect water quality for both potability and the aquatic ecosystem in 
respect of both salinity and sedimentation impacts from adjacent logging. However there are 
some catchments, particularly in the Intermediate Rainfall Zone but also in the Low Rainfall 
Zone, where there is a greater likelihood of problems related to salinity arising, and a more 
complex planning and implementation strategy will be required. This strategy is discussed 
further in Section 4.8 

The Authority also notes that further work is needed to confirm the investigations carried out to 
date by the Water Authority and to extend it to a wider range of situations. 

Vegetation. fauna and biological values 

Many submissions suggested that the preservation of flora and fauna values was tht: most 
important objective for the river and stream reserves. It is also an important environmental 
objective for the Authority. The Authority therefore sought advice from the Technical Advisory 
Panel on the bases for the proposal and whether the ohjective would be met. 

The TAP (Appendix 2) pointed to the difficulty in ensuring that the river and stream reserve 
width was adequate for ecological protection without detailed knowledge of the species 
involved: 

"Th.e size offarma! conservation corridors can only properly be determined after defining 
the purpose for which they are to be managed. This is regardless of whether they are 
located along streams, roads or they joinf?rest blocks. Corridors function differently for 
different organisms. 

If zones and corridors are to be managed for fauna! values, more needs to be known 
about the ilfe history strategies of the individual organisms present. Unless we have the 
knowledge of how these corridors operate and understand what they contain we cannot 
acknowledge the true benefit. Decisions are also required on the priority given to each 
species and th..efreqv..ency with which these areas are likely to be disturbed in thefut..J.re. 

The life history data of the "priority" organisms can be used to determine the zone 
width(s) according to the management objectives for each species within geographic 
areas. Some knowledge of what is currently within these reserves system and how they 
might be operating is obviously a prerequisite to nlaking decisions on corridor function 
and widths." (p6) 

CALM has not yet defined specific conservation objectives for these corridors at a local level. 
Until these objectives are defined it is difficult to determine appropriate widths to achieve the 
objectives. This iack of knowledge indicates a need for the application of the precautionary 
approach and for ongoing research. · 

One research area which has received little attention relates to the effects of forest operations on 
vertebrate and invertebrate aquatic fauna. A submission suggested that sorile research 
undertaken bv Growns & Davis fl99l) indicated that increases in salinitv, rurbiditv, 
sedimentation·& temperature caused by logging could adversely affect aquatic eco~ystems, ar;d 
the recovery of these streams is likely to be slow. CALM's response to this suggestion 
(Appendix 1) was that: 

"Crowns and Davis (1991) "presented evidence that the invertebrate communities of 
streams running through clearfelled areas without a bu.ffer zone of riparian vegetation 
shorv a'tf(erenccs in their cotnposition to that in nearby streams in unlogged areas. 
However, there is no statistically significant difference in either richness or total 
invertebrate abundance". 

The authors also stated: 

~~How long it may take the ciearfelled streams in either the Lewin or the Suiion. puirerl 
catch;nent to return to conditions that arc more similar to those of the undisturbed 
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streams, either in terms of community structure or in terms of water quality, is not 
known. The invertebrate communities in these streams will probably return to pre-logging 
status when the physical and chemical conditions return to the pre-logging situation". 

The DMS (draft Forests Management Strategies) now proposes riparian buffer zones on 
all streams. Growns and Davis showed that buffer zones (lOOm wide) were sufficient to 
reduce impacts of logging disturbance on stream macroinvertebrate fauna." (p84) 

This issue of widths needs to look at defining habitat management objectives (including 
linkages) on a regional basis then relating those objectives into the widths of stream buffers. 
For example, invertebrates may need only metres but vertebrates may require hundreds of 
metres. 

The floral ecotypes represented in the riverine environment are likely to differ from those on the 
uplands so upland vegetation and habitats are likely to be inadequately represented in stream 
reserves defined on ecological boundaries. This emphasises the need to manage all portions of 
the forest in such a manner that ecological values are represented throughout and points to the 
importance of retaining portions of the forest through phased logging practices. 

The information presented in the draft Forests Management Strategies and Proposals document 
is inadequate to determine whether the specific zone widths proposed for the protection of 
potability are adequate for fauna protection. However, the Authority is prepared to accept that 
the adoption of flexible widths based on ecological boundaries is more likely to protect and 
maintain the range of important values of riparian areas than simply applying a fixed width. 

In the development of the specific ecoiogicai objectives for these river and 
stream reserves, establishment of priorities will be necessary. This should 
involve public participation. 

The Authority considers CALM's proposal not to harvest timber from the river and stream 
reserves appropriate and essential to the achievement of the stated objectives. These reserves 
should remain unharvested in perpetuity, and the Authority has recommended accordingly 
(Recommendation 3). 

The burning regimes in the riparian areas must be compatible with the management objectives 
for those areas (water quality and ecological priorities). Therefore, fire frequencies and 
intensities may need to differ considerably in riparian areas from those applied to adjacent 
forest. Concern about the possibility of these areas acting as conduils carrying fire to otherwise 
protected areas during extreme fire events needs to be addressed, but not in a wav which 
establishes uniform fire management strategies throughout the reserves. · 

Conclusion 

The proposed system of road, river and stream reserves is clearly superior in several ways: 

• it will apply to all streams and rivers throughout the forest , whether karri, jarrah, marri 
~r w~ndo~ don1i~ant.- the existing system applies only to the woodchip licence area in the 
~outhcrn rarest Kcg1on; 

• over 30 roads will have road reserves applied to them; 

~ there will be no conll11erciallogging in the river and strea111 reserves; and 

• thinning in re growth portions of the proposes travel route reserves is acceptable provided 
that it enhances VRM objectives. 

!;~.:A~::~:~~~ ~:~~gl~A:~~:~t.~ ,~~~n i~f'}~~e~}~:i~n .,~: ~~=~~~~~~t~.a~~=P\~~.:~~~e~i"~t~,t~~, ~~ 
iVaU, .liVV.l UliU .'IUVUJJJ 1V.JV.l\fV.'! VVUV1V .'JUHlHly 11.)1\. l.'lll\.Jl.lUVllU.llVU uy Ul'-' f'YUl'-'1 llo.UlllUlll)' Ul 

Western Australia as a problem. For high risk areas, the Authority has made a specific 
recommendation which would require a wider minimum permanent stream buffer of 50 metres 
either side (see Recommendation 13). 
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Recommendation 3 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the revised system of 
travel route (road), river and stream reserves should: 

• be implemented, consistent with Recommendation 13 in relation to 
Intermediate and Low Rainfaii Zones; 

• have an effectiveness monitoring programme (see Recommendation 14); 

• remain unharvested in perpetuity, except for those. portions of regrowth 
forest within road zones where thinning can be undertaken in a manner 
consistent with the enhancement of visual objectives 

4.3.2 Diverse Ecotype Conservation Areas 

In addition to these changes to the conservation reserve system, CALM has proposed some 
other areas within State Forest which would be managed to preserve their ecological and scenic 
value. In general, these diverse ecotype conservation areas have little forest suitable for 
harvesting, but contain significant ecological values. Table 4-8 outlines CALM's proposal for 
these areas. 

Table 4-8. CALM's proposals for diverse ecotype conservation areas 

Ill• 115,000 ha in the Southern Forest and 88,000 ha in the Central and Swan Forest Regions 11 

contain heathlands, rock outcrops, swamps, lakes, and non-forest vegetation 

• No timber haJ-vesting will occur 

• Protection from physical disturbance 

(Source: CALM 1992c) 

The value of these sites could be significantly affected by forest management and CALM's 
commitment to protect these sites from physical disturbance is supported. 

It is essential that the diverse ecotype conservation sites are clearly delineated on publicly 
available maps, to assist in their identification and management in the field. 

Recommendation 4 

l he ~<;nvironmental Protection Authority supports the protection of the Diverse 
Ecotype Conservation areas and recommends that they: 

• be implemented and identified un publicly available maps; and 

• remain protected from timber harvesting and associated impacts in 
perpetuity. 

4.3.3 Other State Forest areas with special values 

Other parts of the multiple use State Forest also require protection from harvesting. Within the 
karri forest, the Authority identified the need to apply a different form of forest management to 
sites which had high social and ecological values. CALM proposes to exclude harvesting from 
a further 3 200 ha of old growth multiple use forest in the Southern Forest Region. 

The proposal for these areas, n:Jerred to as linkage areas by CALtv!, is discussed in rnore detail 
in Section 4.4 of this Report. 
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4.4 High value old growth forest 
One of the major issues of debate in forest management over the past decade has related to the 
expressed desire by members of the public to see stands of very old trees retained in the forest. 
Some people have suggested that all areas of so called old growth forest should be set apart 
from multiple use State Forest. Others have suggested that the very best or strategically located 
portions of the forest should have a different silvicultural regime applied to them, to preserve a 
proportion of the old growth forest. The issue of old growth forest was a fundamental part of 
the terms of reference of the recent Resource Assessment Commission Forest and Timber 
Inquiry. 

Appropriate protection and management of the old growth forest was also an important part of 
the Authority's consideration during its assessment of the W ACAP woodchip proposal in 
1987-88. In the context of the need to manage the forest by the application of flexible 
management principles, the Authority discussed in Bulletin 329 two specific aspects of old 
growth forest management. The first related to the proposal to change the existing system of 
road, river 1md stream zones. This has already been addressed in this report in Section 4.3. The 
second related to the Authority's belief that portions of the multiple use forest containing old 
growth forest possessing high value should be subject to different silviculmral prescriptions 
which protected those values. This formed the basis for Environmental Condition 4 applied to 
theW ACAP project. 

At approximately the same time, both the State and Commonwealth Governments 
acknowledged the need to address the issue of national estate values within the State Forest. 
especially in the Southern Forest Region. 

As a consequence of its need to manage the forest estate for a range of values, and considerable 
work undertaken in identifying specific values in the Southern Forest Region, CALM has 
proposed the following elements to provide for the protection, management and maintenance of 
the values of old growth forest. 

Table 4-9. CALM's proposals for high value old growth forests in W A 
1 

: ~::~:,~:ssta~~~~~:e:;n:~!t~~ ~~;~~ ~e~~:i::r :re~eo~~~~:~al;s~a~;d gro~th forest ., , 11 

I
• A scc~rc ana rcprcscmanvc conscrvanon reserve sysrcm, wnn no narvesnng, ww oe I 
enhance<! 

1 • Old growth forest within river and stream and Level 1/2 road zones will not be logged I 
11• An additional 3200 ha of old growth forest will be retained, unharvested, as linkage areas or 

areas having special value. 

• Logging and regeneration prescriptions which protect national estate values on a regional 
basis will apply to areas of State Forest on the Register of the National Estate outside of 
protected zones 

$These new management prescriptions are detailed under lar1a.~ a.Yld karri silviculture 1. 

11 ~li~~;~~~;g ~!~~ture of j~arrah forest will be maintained: with mature trees being retained on 11 

'I· In re growth karri, the following areas will be grown until they develop oid growth 
1
1 

characteristics(> 250 years): I 

I 
When last cut . Proportion retained to > 250 yrs Area I 

I. pre~1940 25% 1 400ha I. 
11 !1 

I 940~ 7 5 aii coupes < 200 ha 2 OOOha 

1975~90 10% 2 650ha 
post~1990 50% 

11• Approx 40% of the karrifo~~~s--t---will always contain ol~-~~wth characteristics 

(Source: CALM 1992c) 
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CALM's proposals would lead to virtually all of the old growth forest within the Southern 
Forest Region which is within multiple use State Forest and not part of the protected road, river 
and stream reserves or linkage zones being clearfelled. 

The Authority has considered the question of old growth values from the position that: 

• sufficient representative portions of the forest within old growth values should be 
permanently set aside in a system of conservation reserves; 

• there are other portions of the forest which have special environmental and social values, 
such as road,- river and stream buffers, linkage areas, special environments and 
recreational sites, which also warrant protection from harvesting but do not need to be 
included with a conservation reserve system; and 

• the remainder of the multiple use State Forest should be available for harvesting, 
according to environmental sensitive and acceptable prescriptions. 

4.4.1 Definition of old growth forest 

One of the significant problems in dealing with this issue has been to define what old growth 
means. There is no single, generally agreed definitiono Over recent years the following 
definitions have been adopted. 

Resource Assessment Commission (1992) 

"Public perceptions of old-growth forest appear to have confused two concepts. The first 
is the absence of human disturbance since European settlement and the associated 
aesthetic and intangible values. The second is the habitat quality of the forest, in particular 
the presence of old trees (sometimes described as 'over-mature' or 'senescent') or high 
structural diversity (that is, many different growth forms), or some combination of the 
two." (RAC 1992b, p29) 

In its final report, the RAC recommended that the term be applied to 

" ... forests that are both negligibly disturbed and ecologically mature and have high 
conservation and intangible values." (RAC 1992b, p67) 

Draft National Forest Policy Statement (1992) 

This recently prepared draft policy provides a good summary of the current position regarding a 
definition. Its glossary contains the following comment on old-growth values: 

"there is no generally agreed definition of old-growth forests, The Ecologicaily 
Sustainable Development Working Group on Forest Use and the Resource Assessment 
Commissions Forest and Timber Inquiry noted that two concepts are generally used by 
the public in discussion afforests containing old-growth values: forests containing a high 
proportion of ecologically mature trees and high structural diversity (that is, many 
different growth forms); and forests that have been relatively undisturbed since European 
settlement of Australia. These criteria are often not rnet sirnultaneously. In referring to 
forests with old-growth values, this Staternent adopts the view that, in order to define an 
area containing old-growth values, a relatively easy to measure attribute is required, such 
as the ecological maturity of trees and structural diversity. Thus, greater importance is 
aitributed to ecological rnaturitj and structural diversity than to the feature of little 
disturbance." (p26) 

Australian Heritage Commission/ Department of Conservation and Land 
Management (1992) 

The approach suggested in the Draft National Forest Policy Statement has been adopted by the 
Australian Heritage Commission (AHC) and Department of Conservation and Land 
Management during the recent review of the national estate values in the Southern Forest 
Region. A key element of CALM's proposals to manage old growth forest relates to the 
outcome of this review and the tem1s of the agreement reached between the two agencies. 
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The following table outlines in summary the criteria used by the ARC and CALM to identify 
areas of old growth forest in the Southern Forest Region that contained places of national estate 
significance, and the threshold values used to determine whether specific places were selected 
to be set apart as a reserve (AHC/CALM Vol2). 

Table 4-10. AHC/CALM National Estate Threshold of Significance Criteria 

Cntena for the Regtster of Threshold Value 
the National Estate 

A.2 Importance in maintaining • comparative position of area in a catchment 
existing processes or natural • size & configuration of area (>2000ha with low 
systems at the regional or national boundary:area ratio) 
scale 

• degree of disturbance (least disturbance preferred) 

• coincidence of areas for abiotic and biotic processes 

A.3 Importance in exhibiting • above size threshold for ecological viability 
unusual richness or diversity of • landforrn/soil diversity (highest diversity preferred) 
flora, fauna, landscapes or cultural 

• vegetation diversity (least disturbance & highest values 
divers-ity preferred) 

• faunal diversity (based on known occurrence) 

B.l Importance for rare, • all occurrences of rare or uncommon attributes, I endangered or uncommon flora, provided in good condition 
fauna, communities, ecosystems, • wilderness value based on size & configuration of area 
natural landscapes or phenomena, (> 700ha with low boundary: area ratio) 
or as wilderness 

• undisturbed forest/woodland based on size (>2000ha 
at regional level, >200ha at a sub-regional level) 

C. I Importance for information • based on published or unpublished expert opinion 
~~-•-~1... .... ~,...,... .. ,., " H>~..-1.,....,1 
\.-Vlll.!!UU!..lll l.U Q. YYJ.U.VJ. 

1111 understanding
5 
of Australiru< natural .

1

! 
history, by virtue of its use as a 
research site, teaching site, type 

I locality, reference or -benchmark I 
site 

I n 1 J m n n r t ~ n r P 1 n 1@ ha~eci on nuhlished or 11nnnblisheO cxnert nninion 

I 
11 

d~~ou":~~;;ti-ng. -ih~- physic"~lj. ~~~~~ ~;~ ~hresholdfo;:c~l~~i~~ ~i~·b;lity' . 
characteristics of the range of 1 . 1 
landscapes, environments or 

1
• monadnocks based on area, character and disturbance 

ecosystems, the attributes of which 

1

. lakes based on published or unpublished expert 
identify them as being opinion 

1 characteristic of their class 1 • vegetation cornrnunhles based on least disturbance and 

·r I ~:;::~~:~~:urn size: Preferred min. (Fall back min) 

1 I Klli1~, Jarrah, Pepperrr.Jnt >2000ha (>2GVJha rnin) 

(Source: ARC/CALM 1992) 

Melaleuca >500ha (>200ha min) 
Marri (pure) no minimum 

, Tine:les 
I ~ 

'Wandoo 
>200ha 

>500ha (>200ha min) 
• vegetation assemblage based on preferred minimum 
size (>2000ha) and least disturbance 
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Department of Conservation and Land Management 

In the Glossary at the rear of CALM's Proposals document the following definition of old 
growth forest is offered: 

"a patch of forest in which the overstorey contains mature and over mature trees, the 
break up ofwh11se crowns is resulting in seedling establishment and development." 

CALM acknowledges this to be a simplification. 

The Authority considers that the approach used in the Draft National Policy 
Statement provides a suitable basis· for identifying old growth forest. It still 
retains elements of judgement, but it does not appear that this can be avoided. 

4.4.2 Protection of old growth values 

Table 28 of the dtaft Forests Management Strategies indicates that 46 per cent of the expression 
of undisturbed forest (old growth forest) is within existing reserves. Following the review 
undertaken by AHC/CALM, CALM has proposed additions to the reserve system which will 
increase this representation to 56 per cent. 

A number of submissions suggested that this proportion of the old growth forest retained in a 
protected reserve system was inadequate. The Authority considers the criterion of percentage 
protected in reserves is not of itself sufficient to determine the adequacy of representation. A 
value can be considered to be adequately represented in the reserve system if that representation 
makes it (the value) secure in perpetuity and available for appreciation by this and future 
generations. While this does not necessarily imply that the "best" examples of a particular value 
are reserved, that is obviously desirable. 

Another aspect of the adequacy of representation is whether the "right" areas have been chosen 
for reservation given that some areas of old growth forest have special (social) values to some 
people. Several submissions made reference to areas of State forest which they considered 
should be reserved for their old growth values. Clearly the AHC/CALM review process 
involved a choice between areas of similar ecological worth or possessing similar value. 
Indeed, CALM's response to one of questions of the Technical Advisory Panel about high 
value old growth forest (Appendix 3, p3) acknowledges this: 

"It is not the intention of the CALM!AHC agreement to "protect" old growth values 
outside of reserves. The agreement with the AHC provides for management of old 
growth on a regionnl basis through: 

• preservation in reserves and protected zones (>50 per cent of all expressions): 

• minimising impact outside of reserves; 

• ensuring the creation of old growth through rotation length> which allow its 
development 120-240 years." 

Related to this is the question of how rnuch old growth forest would rernain outside of the 
reserve and protected zones systetn after the first cornplete round of logging in the karri forest. 
CALl'vl has indicated in Appendix 3 (p 1 0) that: 

" ... assuming the ''first rotation" end is the time when the last of the mature karri in the 
current yield strategy is harvested (which is sometime toward the middle of the next 
century), is about 29 000 hectares. This is made up of about 20 000 hectares in zones on 
roads and streams, 3 000 hectares retained in in-coupe patches and 6 000 hectares of 
re growth which wili have reached the ;nature stage." 

It is apparent from this advice that the sustainable yield for karri (discussed in Section 4.5 of 
this Report) is based on the harvesting of virtually all of the currently mature forest not in 
protected reserves or wnes. ()ver the next decade; the period of the 1992 Timber Strategy and 
Forests Management Plans, CALM estimates that 20 OOOha of the Southern Forest Region 
would be clearfelled or cut to seed trees. 
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The proposal for karri silviculture (see Section 4.6 in this Report) outlines the strategy for 
retention of national estate values, of which old growth is one, in the multiple use forest. The 
proposal involves a combination of ensuring that a number of age classes of karri, from new 
regrowth through to mature (older than 250 years), and a certain proportion of the forest at 
nominated ages, are retained. 

4.4.3 Linkage Areas and other special sites 

In its 1988 W ACAP report, the Authority pointed to the need to identify 

"The most outstanding or special attributes of high value old growth forest ... (with) the 
following attributes: 

• ecological systems which are not represented or poorly represented in reserves; 

• especially valuable components of fauna habitat (for example, an area with trees 
containing a high proportion of nesting hollows for birds); 

• areas containing rare or endangered species; 

• areas having special significance such as 0. 

readily accessible and used by people for recreation, and 

landscape amenity, that is viewed from areas frequently visited by people; 

• areas which completed linkages between reserves (for example, bridges gaps 
between the end of a road, river or stream zone and a conservation reserve): 

• areas which require special management to protect adjacent conservation areas; and 

• areas which have high recreational or amenity value such as picnic spots, tourist 
trees and exceptional scenic areas." (p20-21) 

Environmental Condition 4 relating to WACAP specifically required the identification and 
protection of these areas by CALM. 

CALM intends to meet this condition by a combination of the additional reserves proposed in 
the Southern Forest region, the new system of road, river and stream zones, the 3 200ha of 
protected linkage areas and through the new karri multiple use management procedures. 
(CALM 1992c, p12) 

The draft Forests Manage1nent Strategies proposes that: 

"1. All areas of special cultural, biological, aesthetic or physical significance be 
identified and recorded in the geographic information system. 

2. The process of identification of areas of special significance be continually 
upgraded. 

3. Management strategies be applied to maintain the values ol areas of special 
significance." (CALM 1992h, pl58) 

It is very difficult from the CALM docun1ents for the Authority to make any judgen1ent as to 
whether this approach n1eets the Authority!s 1988 intention. If the exa1r1ple given in the draft 
Forests Management Strategies for Jane block is applied throughout the Southern Forest 
Region, then it may well do so. 

CALM should provide more information on the areas to be identified under this proposal to the 
community, 

4.4.4 Management of specific areas with old growth values in State forest 

Over the past decade the Authority has made specific reference to several portions of the 
Southern Forest Region containing areas of old growth forest. Three areas, Beavis-Giblett, 
Jane and Hawke forest blocks, were mentioned by the Authority in Bulletins 303 and 329. The 
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implications of the proposals in the draft Forests Management Strategies to these areas are 
considered below. 

In addition to these three areas, a number of submissions to the Authority expressed concern 
about CALM's management intentions in other portions of the karri forest, particularly Crowea 
forest block. 

Beavis-Giblett 
As a consequence of the Authority's assessment of the Forest Region tv'lanagement Plans in 
1987, the Minister for the Environment applied an Environmental Condition relating to the 
Beavis-Giblett forest block. This Condition states that: 

2. Noting that: 

(I) Beavis-Giblett Block is proposed to remain as State Forest; 

(2) the Block will be managed as a strategic fire buffer; 

( 3) the purpose and tenure of the Block will be reviewed at the expiry of 
the term of the Southern Forest Region Management Plan, within 10 
years; 

(4) the Executive Director has undertaken that the Block will not be logged 
for 15 years, thereby preserving the option for its reservation as intact 
forest at some time in the future; 

the Beavis-Giblett Block shall be managed accordingly, subject to the undertaking 
referred to above. 

The AHC/CALM Review has resulted in most of Beavis and Giblett forest blocks being 
proposed for iisting on the Register of the National Estate (draft Forests Management 
Strategies, Map 7). In its response to submissions, CALM has reiterated the requirement, under 
the Environmental Condition, to review the status of these areas in the future. 

Beavis-Giblett was also the subject of EPA consideration in 1 99!. In Bulletin 603, dealing with 
the proposed Been up - lv1anjirnup power line by the State Energy Con1n1ission of 'vV A, the 
Authority recommended that nominated portions of State Forest along the route should be 
protected from clearing. The relevant portions of the route were within Beavis, Carey and 
Gihlett forest blocks. On the basis of the nronosals in the draft Forests Mana{!ement Strategies. 
the Authority sought comment from CALM"on whether any of these protected portions would 
now be subject to harvesting in the future? CALM responded with the following advice: 

stream zones 

designated road zones 

retained patches and linkage areas. 

As such all of the areas identified along Waistcoat Road in Bulletin 603 as being 
recommended to be not cleared in the power line construction are available for harvesting. 
At present/ however) th.e most easterly 2 .7kms fall inside that section of Beavis hlock 
subject to Ministerial condition 30312 hence is not available/or logging until at least 2002. 
A small portion occurs in the road zone where Waistcoat Road crosses Seven Day Road. 

The remainder is potentiaily available for logging but no areas occur in the current ( 1991-
1994) four year logging plan." 

The Authority sought further advice on this from CALM. The Executive Director has 
subsequently indicated that; 

" ... CALM will protect the areas along Waistcoat Road identified as 'Impacts on Quality 
Karri" in the table on page 59 ofBu/letin 603. 

The mechanism to achieve this will he through recommendation 3 in the section on 
Silviculture in the Karri Forest (page 167 of the draft Revie1-v), vvhich provides for 3200 
hectares of mature karri to he used to retain patches of mature habitat amongst c/earfe//ed 
and regenerated karri stands" 
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Jane 

The Authority specifically mentioned Hawke and Jane forest blocks when it identified in 
Bulletin 329 the need to protect the values of special areas of high value old growth forest 
(EPA, 1988, p21). 

There is no proposal in the draft Forests Management Strategies for any of Jane forest block to 
be set aside within a conservation reserve. However, the draft Forests Management Strategies 
provides details on Figure 18 of the application of the proposed system of road, river and 
stream reserves and also linkage areas within J ane block. The linkage areas shown on that plan 
comprise an estimated 169ha. 

In addition, Jane forest block is identified on Map 7 of the draft Forests Management Strategies 
as a place proposed for listing on the Register of the National Estate. 

Hawke 

The draft Forests Management Strategies provides no similar indication of road, river and 
stream zones or linkage zones for Hawke forest block. Map 7 indicates that all of Hawke block 
will be proposed for listing on the Register of the National Estate. In addition, a portion of 
Hawke block (60ha) is proposed in the draft Forests Management Strategies to be set aside as 
National Park. 

Reservation of Hawke block for national park was raised in public submissions. CALM 
indicated (Appendix 1) that the karri vegetation type in Hawke block was adequately 
represented elsewhere and reservation as suggested would not occur. 

Crowea 

The draft Forests Management Strategies indicates that the southern portion of Crowea forest 
block, closest to Northcliffe, and some of the adjoining Dombakup forest block, are to be 
proposed for listing on the Register of the National Estate. No conservation reserves are 
proposed for Crowea forest block. 

In response to submissions questioning to omission of east Crowea Block from old growth 
forest a...reas to be listed on the Register, CA •. Ll'-.. 1 indicated in j~""ppendix 1 that 

"Only areas which reached threshold levels based on the nominated criteria were 
proposed for listing." (p38) 

and that east Crowea area did not meet the threshold value. 

4.4.5 Conclusion 

The protection of high value old growth forest has been an important part of this assessment, 
based as it is on environmental conditions flowing from the 1987 W ACAP assessment. The 
Authority has concluded that: 

• 

• 

the reserve proposals that have evolved from the Australian Heritage Commission and 
Department of Conservation and Land Management review should be supported and 
implemented; 

implementation of the linkage areas should he undertaken with public involvement. When 
the EPA recommended that areas of high value old growth forest should be protected or 
1nanaged differently to the rnajority of production forest, it had in rnind that flexible 
management should also apply on a site and value specific basis. CALM's documentation 
does not present any site specific infom1ation nor does CALM say if the proposals have 
adequately acknowledged the 'social' values of high value sites. It would appear that this 
has not occurred because CALM has tended to focus on regional values. Therefore the 
Authority is unable to indicate if CALM's proposals comply with Environmental 
Condition 4; and 
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• CALM should be subject to the same environmental conditions which applied to parts of 
the multiple use forest impacted by the previous proponent (W ACAP), and CALM's 
management should be consistent with those conditions. 

Recommendation 5 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the 3,200ha of 
outstanding old growth karri forest proposed by CALM for protection from 
logging should be identified on a regional basis and with the benefit of public 
involvement, and should include areas which are particularly valued by the 
community. These areas should: 
• include those trees in Beavis, Carey and Giblett forest blocks protected 

from clearfelling by environmental conditions related to the Manjimup
Beenup power line proposal (FPA Bulletin 603); 

• be identified publicly within three years from the adoption of the 
Management Plans; 
be managed to retain their social values and not be subject to harvesting in 
perpetuity; and 

• should be subject to reporting by CALM on their implementation and 
management at the next Forest Management Plan review (see 
Recommendation 15). 

CALM should retain sufficient contractural flexibility to ensure that the 
allocation of these areas is not excessively constrained. 

4.5 Proposed amendments to the Timber Strategy 
A fundamental aspect of CALM's multiple use forest management proposals is the expected 
timber availability resulting from forest har;esting. 

The 1987 Timber Strategy outlined in Tables 14 to 17 the anticipated supply of jarrah, ma..rri 
and karri of certain standards for the period 1987 to 1997, and beyond at indicative levels, 
based on total wood resource availability presented in Table 8. 
As part of the 19'!2 proposals, the Proposals document indicates changes intended to the 1987 
Timber Strategy. These changes to Table 8 of the 1987 Tin1ber Strategy arise from a nun1ber of 
factors, including the infonnation derived from the recent ja..rrah forest inventory and alterations 
to the multiple use forest due to additional reserves, protected areas and other exclusion areas. 
!n broad tem1s, these changes are outlined in Table 4-11, which is derived from information in 
the 1987 Timber Strategy and the 1992 draft Forests Management Strategies. 
Table 4-11. Inventory of Forest Wood availability 

Jarrah 
o oc1n3; 

Saw logs 

Other logs 

Standing residue 

11 Other wood 

11 T'otal 

I b.2 

49.5# 

67.7 

#including standing dead trees 

* not including standing dead trees 

52.81 

52.04* 

I 

J l04.85 

30 

Karri 
r 1 n6rr-.3l 
\ ~ 'J •• ~ J 

1987 -, 1992 

9.39 10.2 

8.72 8.8 

18.11 19.0 

Marri I 
(1()6n;3) I 

" I \~V ,._ J I 

+ ' 
1987 1992 I 

5.0 

:::::::: n 

I An.:::: .I.!.·_; '"f-V •• J 

55 'CJ 45.5 
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The implications of this change to Tables 14 to 17 of the 1987 Timber Strategy, which outlined 
the projected supply of jarrab, marri and karri for the period of the Forest Region Management 
Plans (1987-1997) are presented in Table 4-12 below. It should be noted that, in relation to the 
proposed jarrah cut, the 1987 tables indicated that the jarrah inventory would be used to amend 
supply figures for the period beyond 1992. 

Table 4-12. CALM Proposed Sustainable Yield 1992 - 2001 

s-ustamable Yield 1992-2001 Jarrah Forest (m3fyr) Karri Forest (m3fyr) 

• Jarrab 
- 1st grade saw logs 459,000 
- other saw logs 216,000 
-other logs 685,000 
Total sustainable yield 1,360,QJO 

• Marri 
- sawlogs 57,000 13,000 
-other logs 412,000 77,000 
Total sustainable yield 469,000 90,000 
- residue (not included) 300,000 75,000 

• Karri 214,000 
- 1st grade saw logs 

I I 
103,000 

- other saw logs 100,000 
- thinnings 

I 417,000 
Total sustainable yield 

The Authority sought advice from CALM as to the meaning of these amendments to the 1987 
Timber Strategy. Specifically, the Authority indicated that it is very difficult from the Proposals 
document to clearly understand t..l-te changes that are proposed to the 1987 Timber Strategy. The 
AuLl-tority sought clrurification of what is being proposed in 1992 and how that is different frmn 
the 1987 Strategy figures. 

L11 its reply~ CALM inrlicated t.hat 

" ,., the figures are not directly comparable because of the very different approach in 
calculating them. The 1987 figures were based on the Allocation of an estimated amount 
of sawlogs whereas the 1992 Strategy calculations are based on the volurne incrernent 
possible from a particular forest structure." 

CALM also pointed to a further difficulty in comparing the tables: 

" The value of comparing the grades of logs is also limited because there are factors 
which are governed by commercial rather than biological factors and have changed 
significant(y since 1987 and will change similarly in the future. For example ,first grade 
logs are now down lO 200mm diameter and hence include a lot ofwhar was termed small 
logs in the 1987 Timber Strategy." 

In attempting to further understand the proposed changes to the 1987 Timber Strategy, the 
Authority enquired as to whether there was an equivalent tenn to 'Gross Bole Volume' in the 
1987 Timber Strategy. The reply from CALM was that 

"There was no comparable term used in the 1987 Timber Strategy. The closest 
approximation far jarrah is the figure derived fra,Yfl tnultiplying the area of jarrahi,Yflarri by 
ihe incrernentfigurefor jarrah. (Table 8). By doing this the range of figures would be 1 
456 000 m31annum (current increment) to 2 250 800 m3!Annum (potential increment) It 
should be noted that increment does not always equal yield, see page 167-174 of the 
Strategy," 
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In relation to the karri forest, CALM advised that 

" ... an approximation for the karriforestwould be to add all sawlog grades in Table 14 of 
the Timber Strategy to the karri component of chiplogs in Table 16. By assuming 15% of 
mature klm (karri/marri) logs are karri and 90% ofregrowth klm logs are karri the GBV 
projected supply was 330 500m3 to 437 500m3 during the period 1992 - 2001." 

4.5.1 Sustainable Cut 

Many submissions to the Authority expressed concern about the apparent increase in the 
allowable cut proposed in the 1992 Timber Strategy. CALM has indicated that the intention of 
the Timber Strategy is to maintain the present level of harvest. 

Both the jarrah and karri allowable cut, as well as that proposed for marri, were endorsed by 
the State Government in 1987. Market conditions have had a significant influence on the 
harvest of jarrah and karri sawlogs since 1987. CALM has aciv:sed that market conditions have 
been such that both first grade karri and jarrah customers have not taken their contracted 
amounts. However, the volume of second grade and other grade sawlogs supplied to the 
market has exceeded the 1987 Timber Strategy predictions. CALM has been actively 
encouraging utilisation of the second and lower grade logs. 

While CALM has advised that the 1987 Timber Strategy supply predictions and the 1992 
Timber Strategy sustainable yield predictions cannot be directly compared, the Authority has 
prepared Table 4-13, which is based on further discussions with CALM. It indicates the levels 

Table 4-13. 1992 Comparison with 1987 Timber Strategy Sawlog Availability 

Jarrah (m3/yr) 
Perwd 1987 1987 1987 1992 1992 

Timber Timber Timber Timber Timber 
Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy 
1st grade other residue 1st grade other 1 

1992 
Timber 

Strategy 
residue 

!
I sawiog 1 grade 1 1 sawlog 1! grade !I 

! · ! sawlog ! sawlog 

l
h1m9rr-92~--;-,4~59~oovo~-,I~23~o~o~o-+---_-_---+-4"5~9~o~oo~~2~I76"oo~o~~6~875A,oo~o~ 
1993-95 400000 122000 -- 459000 216000 685000 
1996-2000 I 300 000 11 99 000 I -- I 459 000 I 216 000 I 6~5 000 
2001-05 I 280 000 94 000 i -- I I I 

.---- Karn (m3,yr) 
Period 1987 

Timber 
Strategy 
saw log 

1992-95 221 000 104 250 

"~~~~-2ooo I ;;! ~~g I g; ~gg I 
r 2ool-05 I 224 000 I 192 000 I 
I Marri (m3/yr) 

* includes some sawlogs 

1992 
Timber 

Strategy 
sawlog 
214 000 
214 000 
214 000 

T~!t!r j 
Strategy 
other log 

I 2m ooo* 
! 203 000* I 

I 203 000* I 

# includes some jarrah regrowth and estimate of proportion of marri in mature & re growth 
karri forest 
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of potential forest harvest that could be sustained indefinitely. That is not to say that all of this 
timber would be removed from the forest, but it would be available to the market. The effect of 
the 1992 proposal in comparison to the 1987 Timber Strategy is also illustrated in Figure 1. 

In view of the difficulty in making comparisons which CALM indicated, the Authority sought 
confirmation from CALM that the above tables were not misleading, and CALM advised that 
they were in general agreement with the proposals. 

CALM's proposal in the 1992 Timber Strategy is to maintain the extraction of jarrah at the 
current (1992) level, the extraction of ka.'Ti at a similar level and to increase the extraction of 
marri. A major difference between the two·timber strategies is that the 1987 Strategy forecast 
reductions in the jarrah extraction over the period of the Strategy whereas the new Strategy 
maintains the level. In addition, the 1992 Strategy incorporates the extraction of volumes of 
jarrah and marri timber (identified as residue) not previously included for potential supply. 

This sustainable yield is only achieved under a particular suite c.f forest management 
prescriptions. CALM's draft Forests Management Strategies presents a discussion of this in 
Chapters 6 and 7 (CALrvf 1992b). Factors such as the area of forest available, the structure of 
the existing forest and desired future forest, market requirements, and other management 
requirements related to issues like disease and fire all play a part in determining this yield. 

The remainder of the Authority's Report discusses in detail the proposed management 
prescriptions for the jarrah forests. Research information relating to operational aspects of the 
new forest harvesting are somewhat incomplete and there is uncertainty relating to a range of 
issues which include; 

• the salinity response of the catchments to the management and silvicultural prescription; 

the effect of the salinity response on water resources and aquatic species; 

• the localised faunal impacts of the management and silvicultural prescription; 

• die back interaction with intensive harvesting; and 

• the long term community acceptability of a significantly restructured forest. 

These are significant issues about which more specific information is required. This can only be 
acquired through the application of the management prescription, but within a properly 
designed and monitored trial. The results of this trial should he used to determine the 
environmental acceptability of the prescription. During the trial, which should be at !east for the 
period of the new Forest Management Plans, that is 1992 - 2002, the Auu~ority considers that a 
precautionary approach to forest operations should apply. This would incl.ude the adaptation of 
management to Incorporate monitoring results and other experience. -

Consistent with this precautionary approach, the State should not enter into long term 
commercial commitments for the whole of the sustainable yield. The Authority recognises the 
desire of the forest industry to have a level of certainty in terms of wood supply volume and 
quality, and to operate within a level of certainty for forward planning. 

However, a degree of uncertainty is inherent in the managernent of the forest. It is appropriate, 
therefore for the State to be prudent when making commitments when conditions n1ay change, 
The operational trial recommended by the Authority may lead to the need to adjust the 
sustainable yield to reflect management of environmental impacts better defined during 
monitoring. 

Recommendation 6 

The Environmental Protection Authority has noted that CAL1'-..1's silvicuHural 
prescriptions for the jarrah forest have been developed with incomplete 
knowledge of their long term consequences; and therefore concludes that the 
proposals to amend the 1987 Timber Strategy should be implemented 
cautiously. The Authority recommends that the annual sustainable yield 
estimates in the Timber Strategy should only be applied for the life of the 
Strategy (i.e. until 2002 ). 
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Recommendation 7 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the letting of wood 
supply contracts from the jarrah forest under the CALM Act; 

• not commit all of the volumes in any class of log defined in the Timber 
Strategy for a term exceeding 10 years from 1992; and 

• not exceed the annual levels of supply in any class of log or wood 
(residue) nominated in the 1992 Timber Strategy. 

• recognise the possibility of the necessity to reduce wood supply beyond 
2002 as a result of monitoring and adaptive management following the 
trial implementation of the jarrah silvicultural prescription. 

Recommendation 8 

CALM's inventory has identified classes of forest produce (other logs Uanah) 
or forest residue (marri) in Tables 13 and 14 of the Timber Strategy) which 
had previously not been identified for commercial exploitation. There are 
uncertainties about the ecological implications of removing all of this biomass, 
so cautious, flexible management is warranted. 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that no contract for a 
substantial portion of this newly identified resource should be entered into 
without prior referral of the proposal to the Environmental Protection 
Authority. 

4.5.2 Private property 

One of the main thrusts of the debate on forests and timber supply in recent years has been the 
increasing emphasis on the development of private plantation resource. Both the Resource 
Assessment Commission and the Ecologically Sustainable Development Working Groups have 
pointed to the need to promote forest development on private property to complement and even 
substiiute for State Forest resource (RAC 1992, ESDWG 1991) 

While it is acknowledged that CALM's siaiUiory responsibilities relate to land vested under the 
I' . 'T -'M . . . h . . " . . l . ..__.onscrvatlon ana _._.anu. ___ a.'1agement Act, 1t has ~-e-en Involved. 1n encourag1ng pnvate p antat1on 
schemes, and has identified a broader role under its Production objective for forest 
management, whereby CALM wiil: 

"• Seek to develop new forests in conjunction with other land owners. 

• Assist private forest owners to =imise the productivity of and the economic 
returns from their forests." (CALM l992b, pl21-l22) 

This encouragement and participation is supported. As is clearly reflected in the 1987 and 1992 
Forests t..1anagement Plans and Timber Strategies, there is a limited natural forest resource 
which is facing increasing and competing pressures for multiple usage. There appears to have 
been an emphasis placed on a single species of tree for hardwood plantations (Eucalyptus 
globulus), aimed principally at the chipwood market. In terms of ecologically sustainable 
development, CALM should also be encouraging the establishment of private plantations for 
sawlog purposes. These saw1ogs could be used to bot.h supplernerH the variety and substitute 
some portion of the native forest resource. 

Where plantations are developed, they should only be established on cleared land (EPA 1988). 
It is the Authority's clear preference that land should not be cleared of native vegetation for the 
establishment of timber plantations. 
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4.6 Proposed changes to karri silviculture 

Closely related to the issue of protection of old growth karri forest considered in Section 4.4 is 
the management of the multiple use forest containing karri and karri/ marri stands. 

The Proposals document indicates that the final Forests Management Strategies document will 
contain the karri silvicultural prescription. This prescription would contain the elements of the 
proposal outlined in Table 4-14. 

Table 4-14. Karri silviculture proposals 

• Maximum gap size less than 80 ha and an average size of 30 ha. 

• An additional 3200 ha of old growth forest will be retained as linkage areas or having special 
value, without harvesting and protected from regeneration burns. 

• All river and stream wnes will be excluded from timber harvesting. 

• In regrowth karri, the following areas will be grown until they develop old growth 
characteristics (greater than 250 years): 

When last cut 

pre 1940 

1940-75 

1975-90 

post 1990 

Proportion retained to > 250 yrs 

25% 

all coupes less than 200 ha 

10% 

50% 

Area 

1 400ha 

2 OOOha 

2 650ha 

• A minimum of 3 years will elapse between harvesting of adjacent coupes, and the distance 
between areas of retained mature forest will not exceed 400m where possible. 

(Source: CALM 1992b) 

CALtv1 has advised the Authority that the last of these points, as presented on page 20 of the 
Proposals document, is incorrect. Table 4-14 has been amended to reflect this change. 

4.6.1 Silvicultural prescription 

The draft Forests Management Strategies proposes to alter the name of tl,e areas within the karri 
forest that are clearfelled. Previously these areas have been termed coupes, but the draft Forests 
Management Strategies now calls them gaps, a similar term to that used in the jarrah 
si!vicultural prescription (see Section 4.7 of this Report). 

The dispersal of clearfelled gaps in the karri forest is an important component of the 
environmental protection objective. The issue of dispersal also has to be related to the relative 
ages of adjacent portions of the forest. Some submissions suggested that the proposed 
minimum period of three years between the harvesting and regeneration of adjacent gaps is far 
too short in forest with a physiological age of >250 years, and that the 1973 woodchip EIS had 
recommended 4 or 5 years. CALM's response (Appendix 1) was that 

"The relationship between coupe dispersal and age of adjoining standi is a complex issue. 
For instance the guideiinesfor protection of National Estate values illustrates that in some 
cases it is desirable to aggregate coupes in order to maximise undisturbed areas 
elsewhere, in other case:·; it is de:·;irable to disperse ctttting. 

The relevant points are these: 

I. The most important criterion for wildlife is the separation of patches of mature f(Jrest 
from younger stages of development. The DFS (draft Forests Management Strategies) 
proposes that there he a maximum ol400m between retained patches of mature forest. 
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2. There is no advantage in dispersing coupes to enhance wildlife values if adjoining 
stands finish up at the same early stage of development (establishment stage). In this 
context it would be undesirable to cut and regenerate a stand before an adjoining stand 
reaches approximately 7 years of age. 

The question of coupe dispersal will be reviewed in the final document." (p97) 

4.6.2 Phasing out of old growth forest ehiplogging 

Since the EPA reported on the WACAP project, the State Government has stated its intention to 
phase out chipwood log harvesting from old growth native forests. This led submissions to 
question how woodchip demands would be met under this policy. CALM has responded (in 
Appendix 1) with the following comment: 

''The future demand for paper products will be met from a combination of plantations and 
other sources. Government Policy on the phasing out ofwoodchipping does not preclude 
native forest woodchips from the foilowing sources: (i) sawmill waste; (ii) silvicultural 
thinnings; (iii) residue materia/from the forest floor. The following statement was made 
by the Premier Carmen Lawrence. 

"! confirm that it is government policy to commence to phase out woodchipping 
from old growth forest after the year 2000, but I am hopeful that advances in 
technology may permit this to happen a little sooner. 

At the same time, the government fully supports the continuation of the sawmilling 
industry on a sustainable basis. Where sawiog harvesting occurs in old growth 
forest the genuine residue material will, of course, continue to be utilised for 
woodchip production unless higher value products can be found. In addition, 
woodchips will continue to be produced from thinnings, plantations and small 
residues." (p80) 

This commitment by the State Government came after the 1988 review of the continuation of 
the woodchio industrv. It is clear from the information provided bv CALM that the area of old 
growth forest in muliiple use State Forest will continue to dimin!sh rapidly, apart from those 
portions given special protection. The above statement by CALM suggests that all logs removed 
f'-rr.m 1-h.::. .fr.-rori- n,:;11 'h<:>uo C"r.nnrl 1"'t.r.rl1n.nco ..-.,.mr.uorl .fr.:r C''lHfrl t-1mhPT' -:1nrl th.a. -rPm~lnrlPr Af P.af"'h 
.l.lVU . .I. Ul'-' .I.V.l'-'01.. Y'fll.~ >IUV'-' .JVUI!U- pv.a~~VH._1" .l.'-'HH.J~\.,JU- A."-1~ C>U.H<• ~-U•>UV-"> "-''~'-" ~HV ~VLU .... -"-H~V£ "-'-'- VUV>• 

log treated as sawmill residue (CALM 1992b,p.175). In the case of many of the old growth 
kani and marri logs, most of each log wiil be residue. 

4.6.3 Conclusion 

Virtually all of the remaining old growth karri in the multiple use forest will be harvested over 
the next forty years or so. Some portions previously regenerated will be allowed to grow to 
maturity, under a rotation of 250 years. The majority of the multiple use forest will have a much 
shorter rotation length. 

CALM has yet to finalise the ka.'Ti silvicultural prescription. However, the Authority considers 
that, in conjunction with road, river and stream reserves, linkage areas and conservation 
reserves, the kmTi forest management proposals are environn1entally acceptable. 

4. 7 Proposed jarrah silviculture 

The jarrah forest has traditionally been the largest source of timber in Western AustralitL 
However, apart from the concerns about the developing bauxite mining industry during the 
1970's, the harvesting has not generated the same level of public interest as the kani forest. At 
around the time of the W ACAP proposal, the Authority was advised by CALM that a major 
change in the silvicultural management of the jarrah forest was in the process of being 
implemented. The Authority was shown examples of the treatments proposed, which included 
the felling of virtually all of the overstorey in areas, now called gap creation. 
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In its report on the W ACAP proposal, the Authority expressed its concern about the apparent 
intensification of the silvicultural prescription in the jarrah forest (EPA 1988). CALM has often 
stated that it is not intensifying its operations in the Jarrah forest (Appendix I). 

The Proposals document outlines a number of proposals related to the sustainable management 
of the jarrah forest These are summarised in the following two tables. Table 4-15 outlines the 
silvicultural practices that CALM proposes to use in the multiple use jarrah forest. 

Table 4-15. Proposed Jarrah Forest silvicultural prescription 

• Existing multi-aged structure of the jarrah forest Will be maintained, with no nommated 
rotation length 

• Gap size less than 10 ha, with scenic quality determining size 

• Generally lOOm wide strips of undisturbed forest (Temporary Exclusion Areas) will separate 
gaps 

• In the Intermediate & Low Rainfall Zone at least 30% of 2nd order stream catchments will 
remain unlogged for at least 15 years after harvesting of remainder of the catchment 

• 3 habitat trees and at least 1 habitat log will be retained on every hectare 

• In thinning, a minimum of 10 m2/ha basal area in High Rainfall Zone and 15 m2/ha basal 
area in Intermediate & Low Rainfall Zone will be retained 

• A minimum of 3 age classes (mature, intermediate crop & seedling regeneration) will be 
present on every area of cutover forest 

• No harvesting in river and stream zones 

(Source: CALM 1992c) 

CALM has advised in Appendix I of this Report that the I 0 year period for retention of 30 per 
cent of the catchment of 2nd order streams will be extended to 15 years. Table 4-15 has been 
a.'llended to reflect this change to t.he proposal. 

In addition to these proposals, other amended management practices in the jarrah forest are 
intended by CALM. These are listed in Table 4-16 below. 

Table 4..-16~ Additional Jarrah Forest management proposals 

• Review of fire management programmes, incorporating Wildfire Threat Analysis, will be 
I undertaken !I 
11· Diverse fire regimes (intensities, frequencies & season) will be maintained I 

I• Habitat regeneration burning will occur where special needs for rare/ endangered species are 
identified 

• New fire fighting resources will be developed 

~ Community education on dieback disease \vill be expanded 

I· Banksia grandis populations will be reduced: 

I -in jarrah forest subject to timber harvesting 11 

-in other forest areas, to a n1axinmrn of four rnatw'e cone-producing trees per hectare I 
- fire regimes will be implemented to minimise the development of seed-producing trees 

Operational prescriptions for the use of phosphorous acid will be developed for dieback 
control .1 

1- • , , . . 11 
"Kesearcn on lite cycle ot clleback causative agent w111 be used tor operational deciSIOns .

1
. 

Priorities for weed treatment and feral animal control will be developed 

Aim for 20% ?f forest t? be fo; free by 2002, using baiting programmes and researching I 
1 development or bwlogicai contrOl agems 1 

(Source: CALM 1992c) 
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A key pan of CALM's approach to the maintenance of ecological values within the jarrah forest 
is the retention of portions of the forest in areas not subject to harvesting. These areas, 
comprising conservation reserves, river and stream zones and high priority visual resource 
management sites, represents 32.8% of the jarrah forest (Appendix 1) 

4.7.1 Application of jarrah silvicultural prescription 

One of the means of assisting with the determination of environmental impact relates to both the 
intensity of change proposed and the area affected by the change. To find out more about these 
aspects, advice was sought from CALM on the area of jarrah forest that is projected to be 
subject to the three components of the 1991 jarrah silvicultural prescription (thinning, 
shelterwood and gap treatment) each year during the period of the new management plan. 
CALM's response was: 

"It is not possible to answer this question because detailed mapping of jarrah forest 
structure and lignotuber stocking density, the factors which determine the treatment to be 
applied, is not available. 
The forest officer in charge of the logging must determine which treatment is applied 
virtually on a hectare by hectare basis . 
Areas cut over (hectares) in the past 3 years lwve been; 

Northern Central 

1989190 2 950 7470 
1990191 2 570 6 710 
1991192 1970 7140 

Southern 
4 lOO 
3190 

1800 

Total 

14 520 
12 470 
10 910 

Areas cut over in the future are expected to be of a similar order and mapping done during 
1991 has shown (1991192 Annual Report) the following approximate percentages 
Thinning 25% 
Gap creation 55% 
Shelterwood 5% 
Single tree selection 

Other (clearing etc.) 

13% (marginal forest where it is not possible to 
create a gap commercially) 
2% 

At this stage we can only asswne the proportions will be similar for the next decade." 

defined for the various portions of the jarrah forest, it sets a minimum rotation of 100 years, 
except for high visibility, high priority sites where a minimum rotation of 200 years is 
indicated. 

Multi-aged structure 

CALM has made a commitment to retain three age classes in harvested areas. In response to 
questions about the rationale for this, CALrvf provided the following inforn1ation in Appendix 
1. 

"In a cutover area afforest there will be at least 3 age classes (at least 2 ages ofregrowth 
plus maturelsenescentforest as habitat trees and retained firoups and exclusion zones), 
but as you take a wider view of the forest there will be groups of the entire range of age 
classes from juvenile to senescent, with the mature/senescent stage being represented in 
every stand. The choice cfat least three age classes represents a cornpromise betvveen the 
desire for efficiency in timber production and wood growing against the benefits of 
structural diversity for wildlife and aesthetics, The production of more age classes in an 
area has not been shown as of greater benefit to those values. With a greater number of 
age classes there is likely to be greater detriment due to die back hygiene ,fire protection 
and regrowth quality. The large tree studies (Burrows, 1992) show that.few jarrah trees 
live beyond 250 years hence it would seem to he excessive to have a rotation offorest 
stands much beyond 250 years. The retention r!f some of the stand (e.g. Habitat Trees) 
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can cater for the "ancient" relics. The available cut from the old growth forest is 
determined by the goal of sustaining a nominated forest structure not from the rotation 
length." 

Related to this proposal is the stated intention by CALM of not nominating a jarrah rotation 
period. However, Appendix A of the Proposals document indicates that there will be two 
minimum rotation lengths in the jarrah forest. For all of the multiple use jarrah forest not 
considered to be high visibility, high sensitivity sites, harvesting would occur on a minimum 
lOO year rotation. In the sensitive sites, the minimum harvest period would be 200 years. 

Jarrah Forest Structural Goal 

On the future structure of the jarrah forest the draft Forests Management Strategies recommends 
that: 

"The structural goal for the jarrahforest be the maintenance of existing distribution of size 
classes. This will ensure that all of the values associated with different stages of tree 
development will be represented in perpetuity and that the proportion of each will he 
similar to that exhibited in virgin stands."(p 134) 

There are five defined stages in the development of the jarrah forest presented in the draft 
Forests Management Strategies. These are listed in Table 4-17. 

Table 4-17. Development stages of Jarrah Forest 

Stage Name J Appeamnce Age at which this 
stage usual! y ends 

Stage 1 Establishment includes seedling, lignotuberous 5 years 
seedling, coppice 

Stage 2 Juvenile crown development through to 15 - 30 years 
development of bole< 15cm (d.o.b.) 

1 "~ ....... ;1.:;: ..... ...,..../A..-..h\ I I Stage 3 ! lrru-nattu~ ! .t.J\..lu- ""T,J\ .. -Ju \\,l.v.u.; ! 40 - 70 years I! I Stage 4 Maurre 45cm- lOOcm (d.o.b.) 120 - 250 years 

I Stage 5 Senescent > I OOcm (d.o.h.) generally < 360 years 

. . (Source . CALM 1992b) 

The following distribution of differe-nt size classes in a number of virgin ja.rrah forest stands 
and the multiple use jarrah forest is taken from Figure 16 of the draft Forests Management 
Strategies. 

Table 4-18. Distribution of diameter classes in the Jarrah Forest 

t<requency of Diameter Classes (stems/ha) 

·---~ -n-- _L 

High productivity (Virgin Site A) 34 ' 37 25 2 I I I I 

J 20-30cm 30-50cn1 ! '1 0- 1 ()Oc-rn ! I - V - ---- I > 100crn 

High prCYJuctivity (Virgin Site C) I 55 "' I 28 ~ I _,. 
I 

High productivity (Virgin Site D) 26 34 28 3 I 
Low productivity (Virgin Site B) I 25 I 

"~ 

22 16 I I I I 
IF -i t-i u St~tf" ~n f""-'t I - -{ .L i -~ i u I 1 I 

(Source: CALM 1992b) 

The data in Table 4-18 show that there is no single frequency distribution of size classes in the 
jarrah forest. This raises the question of which "existing distribution of size classes" will 
-CALM adopt for the achieveme-nt of the management objective? The following table, taking the 
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data from Figure 16 of the draft Forests Management Strategies, attempts to show the range for 
each size class that was found on four virgin sites and the State Forest site. 

The way in which the figures in Tables 21 and 22 of the draft Forests Management Strategies 
are totalled suggests an implicit assumption that all diameter classes are equally represented, but 
this is clearly unrealistic. In the final Forests Management Strategies CALM needs to make 
more explicit, at a sub-regional level, its structural goal for the ja.-rah forest in terms of 
frequency of diameter and/or age classes. 

Table 4-19. Proportion of diameter classes in the Jarrah Forest 

Proportion of Diameter Classes (%) 

20-30cm 30-50cm 50-lOOcm >lOOcm 

Virgin jarrah forest 28-40 26- 37 20- 30 2-3 

Existing State Forest 44 36 18 2 

' ~ . ~ 

cALM 199Lb) 

In the silvicultural specification for the jarrah forest (CALM 1992c, Appendix A, p3) it is 
explained that for the purpose of ensuring that at least three age classes are present within each, 
adjacent protected areas such as stream zones should be considered as part of coupe. 

4.7.2 Wildlife values 

CALM's jarrah silvicultural prescription includes at least five elements that are intended to 
provide for the retention of wildlife values in the multiple use jarrah forest. These are: 

• exclusion of harvesting within the expanded river and stream reserve system; 

• management to ensure that a minimum of 3 age classes (mature, intermediate crop & 
seedling regeneration) will be present on every area of forest that has been treated, 
including hfu-vesting; 

• generally lOOm wide strips of undisturbed forest ( called Temporary Exclusion Areas) 
separating areas subject to gap treatment; 

• in the Intermediate & Low Rainfall Zones at least 30% of 2nd order stream catchments 
remaining unlogged for at least 15 years after harvesting of remainder of the catchrnent; 
and 

• retention of 3 habitat trees and at least 1 habitat log on every hectare subject to silvicultural 
treatment. 

River and stream reserves 

The Proposals document indicates that the river and stream zone system will be extended from 
the Southern Forest Region into the S\:van and Central Forest Regions, but the travel route 
zones will not 

The Authority has already discussed these proposals in Section 4.3 of this Report. The 
introduction of protected river and stream reserves throughout the jarrah forest is a significant 
environmental improvement. -

Undisturbed multiple use forest 

V'/hile the untreated retention of at least 30 per cent of second order catchrnents for 15 ye!.lrs has 
been proposed by CALM to address salinity concerns, clearly these same areas would have a 
major role in protecting wildlife values as welL If they are sufficiently large and distributed 
throughout the forest they will be more effective in protecting wildlife values. 

Appendix A of the Proposals document indicates that Ten1porary Exclusion ,A .. reas (TEA.S) 'vvill 
be established to protect nominated values while silviculturallv treated areas re£enerate. Thev 
will eventually be treated and would have a minimum dimension of lOOm in ~ost instance;_ 
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The values for which TEAS would be retained would be for wildlife protection, visual resource 
and water values. 

In terms of wildlife protection, the TEAS are intended to 

" ... act as corridors for movement and dispersal into adjacent regenerating forests and 
contain habitat elements absent from the regenerating area." (CALM 1992c Appendix A, 
p7) 

These areas would link permanent exclusion areas, such as river and stream reserves, 
conservation reserves, and diverse ecotype conservation areas, much as the linkage areas in the 
karri forest would do. 

Under a precautionary management approach, these proposals can make a significant 
contribution to the protection of wildlife values. This contribution is reflected in 
Recommendati<>n I 0 of this Report. 

Habitat trees 

Three large trees are proposed to be retained on every hectare to provide habitat for hollow
nesting species. In addition suitable ground habitat (e.g. hollow logs) will be retained and 
protected as far as possible, at a rate of at least one per hectare. 

Several submissions questioned the adequacy of the provision of three habitat trees per hectare. 
CALM responded in Appendix I by indicating that the selection of three habitat trees per hectare 
is based on local and eastern states research data. For instance, Inions (1985) showed that 
about three treestlta were used by possums for diurnal refuge in eastern jarrah forest. The 
number of trees to be retained is greater than in eastern Australia where there are more arboreal 
marsupial species. The jarrah silviculture prescription also requires habitat trees to be clumped 
(CALM 1992c, Appendix A). 

To ensure that the three habitat trees/ha have hollows, are used and are adequate, CALM 
intends to monitor the effectiveness of habitat trees. This would be part of ongoing programs 
which monitor the impact of disturbance causing activities on particular species and proposed 
monitoring of ecosystem change U~rough periodic rneasurerne1H of permanent plots. 

Another relevant issue is the development of hollows in jarrah/marri forest. CALM has advised 
(Appendix 1) that work by Inions (1985) and Inions et al (1989) has shown that hollows 
suitable for habitation by possm11s first develop in jarrah trees about 300 years old and about 
200 years in marri trees. This work also showed that high intensity fire reduced the the average 
age of trees bearing hollows by about !00 years. 

The TAP provided the following comment on the adequacy of the proposed habitat tree 
retention: 

"There is little knowledge of the density and role of habitat trees within the mature forests 
of Western Australia. The CALM proposal for habitat trees is based on research into the 
requirements of a single possum species which is just one of approximately 20 mammals 
which may use hollows within the Southern Forests. In addition there are many other 
vertebrates including birds which require tree hoilows for breeding and shelter, some of 
which cannot exist without this habitat. 

The TAP is not convinced that the tree retention proposal is adequate and CALM's own 
data supports this view. Inions (1985) reports that possums required three habitat trees 
per hectare. Other species such as birds require additional hollows with different 
clmracteristics. 

The spatial distribution of habitat trees should also be considered. It is diFficult to 
determine the "optimum;, distribution of trees without defining the con.iervation 
management objective for an area. Animal behaviour needs to be considered when 
making such decisions. 

There are also concerns abour the selection and lonr;; trrm vinhilirv of rlwsP trPeS !t is 
difficult to decide what are the hest habitat trees unle~s consid~;a!Ji~ tf"rrz~ fs ~pe~t o.n the 
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ground observing. Just because a tree has hollows and is 200yrs old does not necessarily 
mean that it is being utilised by fauna. 

Many trees are also likely to die in the short to medium term as a result of the normal 
mortality factors operating on the population. This would be a problem if the remaining 
forest was managed at the "juvenile" end of the age spectrum which is consistent with 
tilr'her production." (p7) 

The Authority is not convinced that the proposed retention of three habitat trees will achieve the 
desired objective. There is insufficient local research to provide a clear indication of how many 
habitat trees are required. Moreover, there needs to be recognition in forest management of the 
period of time taken for habitats (hollows, etc.) to develop in trees. Many of these trees are near 
the end of their life, and there is a need to ensure that sufficient trees are available throughout 
the lifecycle of the forest. 

The Authority has addre2, d these concerns in Recommendation 11 of this Report. 

4.7 .3 Die back 

One of the concerns expressed about the jarrah silviculture prescription is that it could lead to 
the spread of dieback. Dicback already infects approxitnately 15 per cent of the jru-rah forest. 

Thinning treatment 

One issue raised with CALM was the possibility that the proposed thinning of the jarrah forest 
to 10-15 square metres per hectare could enhance the propagation and spread of Phytophthora 
cinnamomi. For instance, thinning of the canopy could extend the period when soil 
temperatures are sufficiently high and the soil moisture levels sufficiently wet for the fungus. 
CALM's response to this suggestion is that this has not been shown to be a factor in die back 
spread (Appendix I). 

This issue was also considered by the Technical Advisory Panel. Its report (Appendix 2) 
provides the following information: 

and 

"Dieback policy over the past tl-'.JO decades has heen based on trying to minimise spread of 
the fungus from diseased to uninfected areas. This has required extensive mapping and 
restrictions on movements within the forest. This policy, based only on minimising 
spread, is severely and unnecessarily iimiced. in the development of siivicuiturai 
prescriptions, the effects of d(fferent practices on disease developmem and the long term 
fate ofjarrah and understorey species must be considered. Disease spread will probably 
be exacerbated by logging, thinning, disturbance and perhaps burning on sorrze sites ~lthe 
canopy is lost." (p2) 

"The fungus does not sporulate prolifically below l5°C and its maximum growth is at 
around 3(J!C. The microclimate near and below ground greatly affects the rate ofpathogen 
development and fate of individual trees after infection. The water status and temperature 
of soil and plant tissues greatiy influences the activity of the fungus. Well watered trees 
are more vulnerable than !drought stressed trees. Appreciaring that this fungus "takes off" 
in ternperatures greater than 15°C the effects of canopy removal on soil temperarures 
should be considered." (p2) 

The Authority considers that the relationship between canopy density, silvicultural treatn1ent 
and dieback risk should be investigated (see Section 4.9 of this Report). 

Concern \vas also expressed in subrnissions about the consequence to dieback risk and spread 
resulting from harvesting during summer under wet conditions. Management of the f·orest 
should explicitly build in contingencies for logging and other dieback threatening activities 
during wet summers. 
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Banksia grandis 

The proposal to reduce the population of Banksia grandis (Bull banksia) within the multiple use 
forest raised several concerns, mainly related to the justification for such a proposal and its 
environmental implications. CALM has responded to these issues in Appendix l with the 
following comments: 

"Proposed Banksia grandis reduction programs are an example of scientific research 
leading to management actions. It may seem a drastic measure but the alternative "no 
action" option would be even worse, threatening ecosystem processes and maintenance of 
biological diversity.lfmature Banksia grandis plants are reduced the inoculum potential 
of P. cinnamomi to qffect overstorey jarrah trees and other ground plants is reduced. The 
potentia/for lateral spread of disease through roots of B. grandis is also reduced. 

A comprehensive summary .. c research into the host-pathogen interaction of B. grandis 
and P. cinnamomi is given in Shearer and Tippett ( 1989). Strategies to disfavour the 
pathogen including nwnipulation of understorey composition offer one of the few 
practical means of reducing dieback impact on a large scale. These strategies are also 
discussed in detail in Shearer and Tippett (1989)." 

CALM goes on to point to two further bases that support this proposal: 

and 

"Reduction of mature B. grandis plants will actually alter the presence of this species in 
the jarrah forest to somewhere near the abundance found in undisturbed jarrah forest. 
Populations of B. grandis are thought to have proliferated following the opening up of 
forest canopies during timber harvest." 

"There is justification of favouring one species, if the survival of that species is 
threatened. Conversely there is justification in disfavouring one species if its presence in 
high abundance threatens the abundance and survival of many other species." 

The Technical Advisory Panel explored this issue, including discussing it specifically with 
CALM officers. The advice given in the TAP's report was: 

"in its discussions with CALM on this issue, the TAP expressed concern about the 
possible ecological consequences of the removal program and the emphasis that was 
being placed on this species. 

Concern was expressed by members about the role of the species in providing food for 
insects and animals at critical times in the year and during drought. Secondly the TAP 
was swprised at the emphasis being placed on this species when it is known that there 
are many other plant vectors in the forest understorey. 

It was the TAP's view that the importance of the B.grandis reduction program is over 
rated and further work is required to detennine the significance ufoiher trees and shrubs 
for fostering the penetration of P cinnamomi in deep soil profiles." (p3) 

While CALM may consider that the removal of Banks fa grandis is justified for die back control, 
the Authority does not consider that the environmental implications, and particularly the 
ecological, implications of such an objective have been adequately considered and substantiated 
by research. The Authority has reflected this concern in Recommendation 11 of this Report. 

4. 7.4 Fire 

Many submissions expressed concern about the environmental impacts of CALM's prescribed 
fire regime employed. CALM has indicated in Appendix 1 that the frequency of prescribed 
burns is determined by a number of field factors, including fuel accumulation. 
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CALM's conservation objective for the forest is proposed to be met in relation to fire by 
continuing to maintain fire regimes with a range of intensities, frequencies & seasonality In 
order to get a better appreciation of what this means on the ground, CALM was asked to 
provide more detail on this diversity. The following information was provided: 

"The prescribed burning programmes vary from year to year, and different burn regimes 
may be applied over time on the same area. The burn objectives also vary, and in nearly 
all cases there are multiple objectives to each burn. For example, whilst the primary 
objective of a particular burn may be to enhance habitat, it may also provide for a fuel 
reduction objective. Conversely ,fuel reduction burns often meet a secondary objective 
such as vegetation management." 

Diversity is also encouraged by the behaviour of prescribed burns. CALM's response to 
submissions (Appendix 1) indicates that a mosaic of different aged vegetation is encouraged in 
the forest because only 60 - 80 per cent of an area is burnt during a prescribed fire. 

In relation to the proportion of different fire regimes applied in the forests CALM advised that, 
using the Mundaring District as being representative of the northern jarrah/wandoo burn 
programme, the number of burns within five year rotation ciasses irrespective of burn 
objectives were as follows: 

Table 4-20. Frequency of prescribed burns in the CALM Mundaring District. 

Rotation 

05-09 years 

10-14 years 

15-19 years 

> 20 years (including 'no 
planned burns') 

No. of Jobs 

62 (41 %) 

35 (23%) 

9 (6%) 

44 (30%) 

\Viu~ regard to seasonality, an issue often ralsed by U1e public, CALlvi indicated t.~at: 

"The proponion of burns carried out in spring/early summer versus autumn varies greatly 
from year to year, depending on the availability of suitable safe burning conditions in 
autumn, and on the programme itself On average the ratio is approximately 4:1 injiJVour 
of spring. 

ln addition to the prescribed burning progra;;--zme raust be added the high intensity 
wildfires which range from a few hundred hectares in a mild season to thousands (4 
hectares in a hot summer." 

The fire management regime has a significant impact on environmental components. Where the 
prescription is tuned to the specific management objectives of sites (e.g. flora or fauna species), 
fire may be an beneficial influence but where the prescription is less discriminating of site 
requlren1ents, it effect may be detrimental. CALI\.fs intention of maintaining fire diversjty may 
be appropriate to meet environmental as well as the other fire management objectives, but this 
should be clearly demonstrated through cominuing research and monitoring, and the results 
made publicly available. 

An issue of increasing pubiic comment, as well as being of concern to the Authority, is the 
effect of prescribed burns on air quality, particularly in urban centres. While the Authority 
accepts that prescribed burns may be necessary to rneet environrncntal and public safety 
objectives, the pall of smoke that often hangs over Perth and other centres during spring and 
autumn periods is environmentally unacceptable, There has been considerable discussion 
between the Authority and CALM in recent years about the need for CALM to better manage 
burns to reduce this problem. 

The Authority has included these concerns in Recommencbtion 12 of this Report. 
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4.7.5 Nutrients 

An issue that was raised in submissions is the effect on nutrient levels in the forest as a 
consequence of harvesting and other management practices, including the loss of nutrients 
resulting from the burning of organic material. CALM believes that this is not a problem. In its 
response to submissions, CALM has made the following points: 

"Relevant points in this issue are: 

1. Nitrogen is lost by volatiiisation during combustion. 

2. Nitrogen is returned to the system by non-symbiotic and symbiotic nitrogen fz.xation 
and small accretions directly from the atmosphere. 

3. There are large stores of nitrogen in the ecosystem. 

4. Any long term loss of nitrogen depends on the valance of points 1 and 2 above. 

5. Even if long term net losses of nutrients occur they may not be a problem unless the 
nutrient pool is depleted below a critical level. 

6. The balance of nitrogen suggests that there is quite a degree of resilience in the jarrah 
and karri ecosystems, to quote O'Connell and Grove (1 991 )" 

This position was confirmed by the TAP. Their advice was that nutrient loss resulting from 
forest management in the jarrah forest was not likely to present any problem in the short term, 
and that only nitrogen levels in the soil may require explicit attention in the long term (Appendix 
2, p8). 

The effect of forest management on the nutrient status of the forest should continue to be 
monitored over the long term. 

4.7.6 Areas in State Forest of particular public interest 

Submissions to the Authority expressed concern about CALM's management intentions in a 
number of parts of the jarrah forest. On a numerical basis, the main area identified was Hester 
forest block, located near Bridgetown. 

Hester Block 

A number of submissions expressed concern about CALM's proposals for management of the 
Hester forest block, near Bridgetown. - · -

Comments inciuded: 

• Hester Block should not be logged because there is no nearby forest to provide alternative 
habitats. 

• Hester is high value old-growth forest and has many values to the community. 

CALM has responded in Appendix 1 by indicating that it will develop management plans, 
particularly for logging, for the area in consultation with the Bridgetown community. The 
closeness of Hester to Bridgetown and its value to the local community, including recreational, 
water supply, visual amenity, will be considered in its management. In relation to concerns 
about logging, CALM has indicated that the long term logging plan for the Bridgetown area has 
not yet been determined. 

4.7.7 Conclusion 

There are a number of important initiatives included within these proposals. For instance, the 
expansion of the designated river and stream zones into the State Forest outside of the 
Woodchip Licence area is a significant environmental benefit. ln addition, the adoption of a 
more flexible logging regime which takes account of the potential for increasing the salinity in 
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watercourses in the forest is highly desirable. CALM has been intimately involved in the 
research that lead to suggestions related to silvicultural practices within the salt risk portions of 
the forest At the same time, the proposals outline significant changes to the current nature and 
condition of the jarrah forest. 

The Technical Advisory Panel has advised the Authority that, while the proposals may well be 
environmentally acceptable, there is no basis in the documentation prepared by CALM or in 
discussions that the Panel had with CALM, to be able to make such a statement with certainty. 

For the jarrah forest management proposals, the Authority is emphasising the need for the 
application of the precautionary approach and its recommendations reflect this. The Authority 
cautions against committing resources or applying prescriptions in such a way that management 
cannot respond to changing circumstances or new monitoring results. 

The Resource Assessment Commission emphasised the necessity for forest managers to apply 
an adaptive management approach, which would include the need to 

"review and revise codes of practice in light of improved knowledge, preferably 
with community consultation." (RAC 1992b, p76) 

The main elements of the jarrah forest prescription have been applied to areas of the Central 
forest over the past five years or so. It is unfortunate that virtually no environmental impact 
monitoring has been carried during this time, particularly when the Authority's concern about 
intensification was made clear, publicly, in 1988. 

While each element of the jarrah silvicultural prescription has been applied historically, 
including clearfeiling on large areas of the forest during the 1920s and 1930s, the Amhority 
considers that the proposals involve more intensive forest operations because: 

• there will be an ongoing requirement for thinning; 

• there will be clearfelling of approximately 55% of treated areas; and 

• the treatment will generate more wood per hectare. 

The Authority believes CALM should implement the proposed jarrah silvicultural prescription 
as a trial. Consistent with the precautionary approach, the State should make no long term 
contractual commitments of forest produce, that is,.beyond the period of this management plan 
(1992-2002) such that, if the Timber Strategy needs revision downward, this is economically 
and socially possible. The precautionary approach also dictates that to the extent consistent with 
other constraints (fire, dieback, etc.), the implementation of the trial should be in areas of forest 
which are spatially and temporally dispersed across the range of forest and ecosystem types. 

Related to this approach is the essential need to check and confin11 the predicted outcotnes and 
to adapt and modify forest management according to the results. 

While the CALM proposals focus appropriately on the threat associated with die back disease, 
there are other diseases and pests such as the leaf miner and leaf skeletoniser which are present 
through much of the jarrah forest. CALM's commitment to expand discussion on other forest 
diseases and pests in the final Forests Management Strategies is noted. 

Salinity is a key environrnental issue in the jarrah forest This is discussed in detail in Section 
4.8 of this Report. 

Recommendation 9 

The Environmentai Protection Authority recognises that the jarrah silvicultural 
prescription represents a significant change to former jarrah forest management 
and needs to he conservative. Therefore, the Errvironrnental Protection 
Authority recommends that the jarrah silvicultural prescription should: 

• be implemented as a trial, to provide a basis for future adaptability of 
management. Treated sites should be dispersed throughout the range of 
sites and localities in the forest (see Recommendation 14); 
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• include long term monitoring which quantifies the impacts of silvicultural 
practices on environmental elements and values in the forest and provides 
bases to adjust management; and 

• provide for the first major report on outcomes and modifications to be 
part of the next review of Forest Regions Management Plans and Timber 
Strategy, by 2002. 

Recommendation 10 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that in the intermediate 
and low rainfall zones at least 30 per cent of second order catchments in the 
multiple use jarrah forest should be left untreated (i.e. undisturbed from 
harvesting, thinning, etc.) for a period of at least 15 years af•er harvesting or 
treatment of the remainder of the catchment. This untreated proportion should: 

• include areas of multi-aged forest (including uniogged sites); 

• be selected to emphasise wildlife, water resource and visual objectives; 

• comprise sites with a minimum dimension of lOOm: and 

• be in addition to protected river and stream reserves and diverse ecotype 
conservation areas. 

The status and effectiveness of this measure should be evaluated at the time of 
the next review of the Forest Regions Management Plans and Timber Strategy, 
by 2002 (see Recommendation 14). 

Recommendation 11 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that tile jarrah 
silvicultural prescription be modified in the following ways: 

• in providing for habitat trees CALM should ensure that sufficient selected 
trees are retained on sites subject to gap treatment which have the 
potential to provide this function throughout the lifecvcle of the forest; 
and 

• the :reduction of the pr~pu!at!on of Banksia grandis be Hntited to specific 
areas with a high risk of Phytophthora cinnamomi impact, that a 
programme to identify and. evaluate the environmental implications of the 
reduction be established as a priority, and that the results of that 
evaluation be subject to the next review of the Forest Regions 
Management Plans by 2002 (see Recommendation 14). 

Recommendation 12 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that the fire management 
objectives related to the jarrah silvkulturai prescription should be modified to: 

• 

• 

include avoidance of air pollution in urban areas; and 

CALM should inform the public about its fire management (purposes of 
burns. areas burnt under different re!!imes of season and neriodidtv_ ' "-.:' - - ..--------~--..,·-, 

escapes etc.) uH a regional basis in its annuai report each year. 

4.8 Harvesting marri from the salt-risk zones 
When the then Forests Department proposed the establishment of a woodchip industry in 1973, 
there was significant public and scientific concern that intensive harvesting within the 
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Woodchip Licence Area, particularly in the lower rainfall north east portion, could lead to 
reduced quality of water resources resulting from the release of salt stored in the soil. In view 
of this concern, the Forests Department made a commitment to restrict cutting in the north east 
sector of the Woodchip Licence Area (bounded by South West Highway, Perup Road, and the 
Licence boundary) to experimental stages (Forests Department, p21). 

The issue of logging in the low rainfall zone to obtain chiplogs was raised by W ACAP in its 
1987 Environmental Review and Management Programme. In its report on the W ACAP 
proposal to continue harvesting for woodchips, the Authority took account of the findings of 
the Steering Committee and noted that harvesting for woodchips was progressively moving 
beyond the Woodchip Licence Area, into the Intermediate and Low Rainfall Zones of the 
Central Forest Region. As a consequence, the Authority considered that there could be 

" ... increased intensity of harvesting (for chiplogs) in salt-risk zones of Jarrah-Marri in 
the Southern Forest region, but only after preparation of an Environmental Management 
Programme (EMP) to the satisfaction of the Authority. This EMP would need to detail the 
nature and location of harvesting proposals, the safeguards which would be taken, the 
monitoring which would occur, and the mechanisms for response should monitoring 
show any impact" (EPA 1988*, p23) 

This is t.l-te basis for Environmental Condition 6 attached to u'Je V//").Cl .. P proposal. 

CALM has prepared Section 3.4 of the Proposals document to address this condition, so that 
the restrictions on harvesting marri in the low rainfall zone could be removed. CALM proposes 
the following procedures to fulfil the requirements of Environmental Condition 6, which calls 
for an Environmental Management Programme as indicated above. 

Table 4-21. CALM proposals for harvesting in salt sensitive areas 

• River & stream zones will be implemented in salt risk areas 

I
• The 1991 jarrah silviculture prescription will apply to the jarrah andjarrah/marri forests, the 1 
major elen1ents of which an:: I! 

I 

- retain multi-aged forest structure in all areas; 11 

- gap size will not exceed I 0 ha; 

I -3 ha~i~:~~~s per ~ectare wi:l b~ retained within gaps; and ,~, 
I - Cl!tovei ;uea' w1ll oe regenera1ea 1 

I• In the Intermediate & Low Rainfall Zone at least 30 per cent of the forest on every 2nd order! 
stream catchment \vill remain unlogged for at least 15 years after harvesting of the forest I 
elsewhere on the catchment ('phased' logging) 

• Where stands are thinned in Intermediate & Low Rainfall Zone, a minimum of 15 square 
metres of basal area per hectare will be retained on all areas 

, '"Establish a strea.rn monitoring nrnPTruun1e t:ruoughom Inte:rrnediate & U.J\V Rainfall Zone: 

r -2nd order Stream catchme~l;S ~:mpled for 5 years after logging 

1 - Total soluble salts will be dete1mined at peak and base flow periods 

- ten unlogged 2nd order catchments will be sampled to establish 'control' total 
soluble salt levels 

• Monitoring existing bores & research catchments will continue 
" -jj• Stream monitoring programme results will be reported annually to Water /\uthority of \VA 

(Source: CALM 1992b) 

11 

I 

I/ ,, 

11 

In its reply to submissions, CALM has indicated that the period for which almost one third of 
the 2nd order catchments would rernain unlogged would be extended from J 0 years to 15 
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years. This change, which would be included in the final Forest Management Strategies 
document, has been incorporated into Table 4-21. 

4.8.1 Salinity and logging trials 

Much of the research into the effects of logging on the environment has related to the early 
perceived risk associated with salinisation of water resources. In particular, the concern related 
to changes on potable standards of water quality, as well as sediment contribution from logging 
and also changes in water yield. 

In 1987, the Steering Committee for Research on Land Use and Water Supply completed its 15 
year review programme into the impacts of logging on water resources within the Woodchip 
Licence Area. The emphasis of these investigations was on salts released from the soil and 
turbidity caused by timber harvesting, within the Low and Intermediate rainfall Zones, that is 
less than 11 OOmrn per annum. 

The management conclusions and recommendations of the Steering Committee were: 

"Conclusions 

1. In the high and intermediate rainfall zones, logging operations have caused small and 
temporary increases in stream salinity and/or sediment concentration in many local 
streams but this presents no significant threat to regional water resources. 

2. Further refinement of logging practice is possible to moderate local transient effects 
on stream salinity and sediment concentration. 

3. With appropriate management, there is no significant stream salinity risk from heavy 
selection cutting in the low rainfall north-east sector of the Woodchip Licence Area. 

Recommendntions 

1: Woodchipping operations can proceed in the north-east sector of the Licence Area 
sv.hject to the implementation of recol1".mendations 2 and 3. 

2: practical techniques for the identification of local salt-sensitive areas in the 
intermediate and low rainfall zones should be developed and implemented. 

3: Methods to control deep groundwater contribution to streamf!ow should be refined 
and incorporated into practice in the salt-sensitive areas of the intermediate and low 
rainfall zones. Methods include the greater use of stream buffers and phased logging 
operations. 

4: Methods to further reduce any temporary increase of stream sediment concentration 
should be developed and incorporated into operations. Methods include improved 
road location and design, more extensive use of stream buffers, phased logging 
operations and limiting winter operations in the most sediment sensitive areas. 

5: The current level of monitoring of research catchments should continue with a further 
major review in 1990.l"'fonitoring and evaluation should be carefully conducted to 
guide operational development, especially with respect to pha,r.,·ed logging and 
permanent groundwater management. 

6: Management prescriptions to protect water quality and quantity should be regularly 
modified in response to improved understanding Rained through research and 
operational experience." (WAWA, 1987) 

Submissions questioned several aspects of the CALM proposal for logging of marri in the salt 
sensitive zone on the Southern Forest Region because it appeared to differ fron1 the 
recommendations of the Steering Committee. In particular, comment was made about the width 
of buffers along streams in logged catchments and the increase in sediment and salinity arising 
from trial logging of forest. 
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In relation to these two issues, CALM provided the following comment: 

"WAWA (Research Steering Committee) recommended that the layout of stream buffers 
should be matched to the risk of saline discharge from permanent groundwaters in the 
low rainfall zone. In the intermediate rainfall zone the minimum width was suggested to 
be 10% of the ups/ope logged area or 50m either side of the watercourse. The report also 
permitted subsequent extraction of timber from stream zones under a system of "phased 
logging". CALM proposes a flexible system of buffer widths ranging from 30m to 200m 
either side of streams, but it does not Qropose any logging in these riparian zones. 

In addition there is proposed to be a limit of 70% overstorey removal ups/ope from 
stream buffers in catchments in the low and intermediate rainfall zones.ln effect CALM 
proposes /lQJhpermanent buffers and phased logging. 

The Steering Committee 1987 report said the sediment increases were minor, declining to 
pre-logging levels within 4-5 years. No sediment increases were detected on catchments 
where a stream buffer was kept. CALM's DMS (draft Forests Management Strategies) 
now proposes stream b!Jjfers on all streams." (p86) 

4.8.2 TAP comments 

The Technical Advisory Panel considered the available research information and CALM 
proposals, and provided the following comments in Appendix 2 of this Report: 

"These measures (for the Intermediate and Low Rainfall Zones) will reduce the impact of 
logging on salinity relative to previous logging prescriptions. However, as the new 
proposals only retain 20 metres qf stream buffer ( 3% to 5% of likely ups/ope logged area) 
the proposals will not eliminate the risk of groundwater discharge in the most susceptible 
areas. 

Alternative measures to further reduce the risk of saline groundwater discharge following 
logging are worthy of consideration. The phased logging approach is based on a 
permanent 50 metre buffer and a two nhased fogging oneration that is senarated hv abnw 
is years (the time to "~e-establish the hydrol~gic-: b~lance). In each /ogii~g :;;h~;~ -~ 
downs/ope area remains unlogged that represents between 15% to 30% of the ups lope 
cut-over area. 

These proposals could pose additional cost and cause logistic difficulty to forest 
operations. Therefore their application should only be considered where the 
environmental effects olhir<h. low flow salinitv are considered oarricularlv imvorranr, or 
in sensitive water suppti catchrnents where logging in IRZ zones o] wa'ter supply 
catchments are not diluted by streamflov·,; from higher rainfall zones within the 
catchment." (p4, 5) 

4.8.3 Conclusion 

The two page discussion IIl Section 3.4 of the F-Toposals docurneru in Hsen cannor be 
considered by the Authority as meeting the requiremerlts for an Environmental Management 
Programme prepared to address the issues nominated by the EP.~ .. in 1988 and Environmental 
Condition 6. lviention is n1ade above of the Authority's expectations of the ElviP. 

However, the Authority accepts that there is considerable published information of the 
implications to water resources of a range of potential harvesting prescriptions, as well as 
k:.'lowledge about the options available to manage known adverse conditions. Much of this has 
been conducted by the Water Authority and CALM. The Authority also took advice from the 
Technical Advisory Panel, which provided specific advice on this topic. 

EPA recommends a more flexible approach based on pre-logging planning, expanded stream 
buffers, phased logging, and the identification of high salt risk catchments. Monitoring of 
turbidity and salinity, and the use bio-indicator(s), especially for the beginning and end of 
season salt flushes to determine effects on aquatic fauna are important parts of the approach. 
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Recommendation 14 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that a Forest Monitoring 
and Research Committee be established. The Committee should; 

• have objectives which include the identification and approval of 
monitoring and research programmes and projects on environmental 
impacts of forestry management, granting of funds towards such research, 
receival of progress reports, reporting to the Environmental Protection 
Authority, and publication of results; 

• be established within 12 months; 

• be funded principally from the proceeds of native forest product sales; 
and 

• give brief annual progress reports to the Authority, with major reports in 
1997 and 2002, at the time of the next review of Forest Management Plans 
and the Timber Strategy. The Authority shall report to the Minister for the 
Environment following the receipt of each major report. 

4.9 Research and monitoring 
The major emphasis in this report has been the Authority's interest in applying the 
precautionary approach to forest management, and implementation of adaptive management. 

This approach relies on a soundly designed, adequately resourced and independently monitored 
research programme tailored to specific identified areas and implemented within an operational 
framework. 

Research and monitoring need to be integrated and, in the case of forest management, relate 
closely to operational practices. 

In its Forest and Timber Inquiry, the RAC drew the following conclusion relating to monitoring 
of the environmental impacts of wood production in native forests: 

"The inquiry concludes that the current levels of monitoring impacts are inadequate and 
recommends thai systematic iong term monitoring be estabiished and that forest managers 
hold the maintenance of forest ecosystem processes as their highest priority. The inquiry 
considers that there is much scope for improving public coriJidence in the abiiity of forest 
rnanagers to identify problerns and rnodf.fY their management accordingly. ·ro this end rhe 
Inquiry recommends independent audits of the adequacy of forest codes of praCiices and 
their enforcement." (RAC, pxxxvii) 

4.9.1 Research and monitoring 

The Authority made some cornments on research toplcs; organisation and resourcing in its 1988 
W ACAP report The Authority supported the changing en1phasis of CALM's research in the 
forests towards a better understanding of the ecological relationships in the karri and jarrah 
forest, and how forest management practices might affect them (EPA 19RR, p32) · 

A list of specific research areas was included in the Authority's report, and much is still relevant 
today: 

"• improved understanding of aquatic fauna of the karriforest, 

~ co;nplete an inventory of jlora of the karri forest; 

• forestry management practice impacts on long term flora and fauna composition in 
the karri andjarrahforest; 

• tf>£ effect of continued logging on nutrient status and cycling in the forest,-
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• the effect of fertiliser application in the forest on vegetation and fauna and water 
quality; 

• the ecological implications of the forest as cif.fected by disease and pests, and 

• the effects of climatic change." (EPA 1988*, p32) 

There are other areas of research and monitoring that should receive a focus as a result of this 
major review by the Authority. Many of these have been mentioned in this Report and others 
are referred to in the TAP report. In addition, CALM itself has identified areas of monitoring as 
an integral part of its forest proposals (CALM 1992b). 

The following is a compilation of areas for research and monitoring identified by the Authority 
in this assessment. Most arise from the proposed jarrah forest management. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

, 

• 
• 

soil and stream salinity response to timber harvesting; 

the effect of the salinity response on water quality and ecosystems; 

the use of bio-indicators to assess the effects of harvesting and buffers on streams and 
aquatic fauna; 

the identification of high salt risk sites and methods for managing harvesting impacts; 

the interaction of dieback with intensive harvesting; 

Phytophthora cinnamomi spread and management, 
'ho ·~loa-d "'~n;.-;~"n~o 0~ 0 "n1'"'" ~·~nzdz"s ;_ •1-.o o-•ond ~~ D ~;n"Ul-"m; . L 1\..- lV.U .. , 11 3lf:> U.ll\..UJ \..V -1- .l..J'U .r.._;Ha 51 U. Ul UJV ."'_p!VU Vl l tA U lfl.fJI H, 

the ecological impacts of removal of Banksia grandis; 

t.he effects of the removal of t.he canopy on the litter layer and other forest components; 

the relationship between forest management and the spread/survival/outbreak of insect 
pests, in particular leaf skeletoniser and jarrah leaf miner; 

impacts of forest management practices on sensitive vertebrate and invertebrate, terrestrial 
and aquatic fauna; 

impacts of forest management practices on understorey components of the flora; 
,,,. ... " 1,..,.,......,. i-a.........v\ .....-.r. .... ;+""....;rorr """""'""....,.;.,11~, .,;., -""1..-./1.-.. .... ,..,/ __.. ........ "~.-.---~~ .. ..,.c ~~--·~- 1 ....... __ ,-..-..-l ~-:1 
'f'·"'") -"VHb ~VH.H UJVHH.Vl.lH5' V;}_lJ'v'vlUHJ VH.l. 1V1"-'/ 1V>:l>::l/ J:Ua!Uit:,~H.H;;;IH Ui. J.Ulc:;l ldJc:;! ClUU :)Ull 

organic material 

what is a sufficient number of habitat trees, and how do they perform over the lifecycle of 
the forest 

the effectiveness in terms of ecological and water quality objectives of 307b of 2nd order 
catchments on which harvesting is deferred; 

fire regimes (frequency and intensity) to achieve environmental objectives; and 

the long term community acceptability of a significantly restructured forest. 

It is clear that the cOinmunity is expecting CALtvf to provide answers to a wide range of 
complex questions. Even though its research effort is significant and its research staff have 
considerable expertise, there is a need for greater effort to be applied to these issues. The 
Government needs to recognise the concerns of the community and enable CALM, as forest 
manager with prime responsibility for research in the forest, to carry out the necessary 
monitoring and research. Much of it is long term and therefore requires suitable commitment 
and funding and needs to be independently programmed and reviewed and available to the 
public. 

An integral part of the process of accountability and review relates to the need to monitor 
outcomes, to make conclusions based on those. outcomes and for resultant decisions to be 
subject to scrutiny. 

It will be important to monitor the impact of a number of management practices and report on 
the results in five years time and at the time of the next review. Throughout this Report the 



Authority has specified management practices the impacts of which should be monitored. These 
include the new system of river and stream reserves, the timber cutting and silvicultural systems 
in the jarrah forest and the Banksia grandis removal programme. 

In these monitoring programmes, the Authority does not propose that CALM make widespread 
measurements of a comprehensive range of parameters over the forest; this would be 
prohibitively expensive and ineffective in achieveing the objective. 

The Authority recognises that the most effective way of monitoring any impacts will be to 
consider the system in the light of existing knowledge, form hypotheses and then test these 
hypotheses in a formal research and monitoring programme. 

Certainly some of the monitoring projects are self-evident. Testing the relationship between 
catchment logging and water quality and turbidity has already been carried out; but further work 
in the jarrah forest seems warranted. This should include the study of certain aquatic organisms 
as bio-indicaiors. 

Often the critical task will be to select the most appropriate organisms as potentially sensitive to 
particular changes in forest management. These may be understorey plants if fire frequency is 
an issue, or nectar feeders if B. grandis removal is studied. 

The results of this research and monitoring should be published in refereed journals, as far as 
possible. In this form they are publicly available, their scientific vaiidity is independently 
attested, and their preparation is a proper part of the responsibilities of the research staff. 
Naturally, where necessary, pre-publication drafts could be used to inform any review of the 
management plans. 

4.9.2 Organisation 

Much of the existing research information in the forests has arisen through the efforts of the 
forest manager (recently CALM) and, in relation to specific issues such as the water resource 
impacts of logging and mining in the forests, the Steering Committee for Research on Land Use 
and Water Supply. 

In 1988, the Authority expressed the view that this Steering Committee should be reconstituted 
and determine the objectives and priorities for research into the environmental impacts of the 
woodchip proposal by W ACAP (EPA 1988). This was reflected in Environmental Condition 
10 applying to \VACAP. 

The Authority remains convinced that research and monitoring into forest management should 
be undertaken under the auspices of an independent co~ordinating committee. This Forest 
Monitoring and Research Committee should have the following terms of reference: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

to identify and approve monitoring and research projects into the environrDental irnpacts 
of the proposed forest management; 

to co-ordinate the granting of funds towards such monitoring and research; 

to co-ordinate the evaluation of the monitoring and research data and projects; 

to advise the Environmental Protection Authority and the Department of Conservation and 
Land Management on the implications of research and monitoring data for forest 
management; 

to ensure the publication of the results of the monitoring and research projects; and 

to report publicly to the Environmental Protection Authority on outcomes, conclusions 
and recommendations arising from this monitoring and research, when required by the 
A .. uthority or the Minister for the Environment, but at least after five years (1997), and 
again immediateiy before the expiry of the Forest region lvlanagement Plans, in 2002. 

The membership of the Forests Monitoring Research Committee should be drawn from those 
government agencies with direct involvement and/or expertise relevant to forest management 
and the projects. It should comprise one representative from the following: 

Environmental Protection Authority 
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Department of Conservation and Land Management 

Water Authority of Western Australia 

WAMuseum 

and preferrably CSIRO 

While the Committee should be comprise this membership, the Committee should actively 
promote the participation of and draw expertise from other government agencies, tertiary 
institutions, public organisations and individuals. This involvement is import.ant in terms of the 
accountability and independence. 

Clearly, the funding of the necessary monitoring and research is essential. The better inventory 
information and more intensive management proposed for the jarrah forest in the 1992 
management plans will mean an increased timber extraction over the next 10 years of nearly 2 
million cubic metres of saw logs, compared to the 1987 Timber Strategy. About half of this will 
be first grade saw logs. 

Because of the more intensive management which generates these additional logs, there is 
created an increased need to monitor the consequences. It is logical to debit the monitoring cost 
to the extra timber production income. 

It is important that the Forest Monitoring and Research Committee commence as soon as 
possible. The Authority considers that the Committee should be established by the end of 1992, 
and that it should identify monitoring and research projects and complete the design of priority 
projects by July 1993. 

4.9.3 Proposal compliance 

As with all projects subject to formal environmental assessment, it is essential that the Authority 
has clear knowledge of the implementation of each element of the proposals. 

In this Report, the Jl..uthority has used tables to list the proposals outlined by CALM in the 
Proposals document. Tnese lists should form the basis of the compliance reports, which shouid 
be prepared annually and made pubiiciy avaiiabie. 

4.9.4 Conclusion 

The Authority has recommended that a Forest Monitoring and Research Committee be 
P""'t!-'lhl-l~hPrl to .jil_p.ntif'u ~n.l ~nn..-n~FP mr.nitru-inrr 'C'lnr! rP.eP.<:'lr.-.h ,.,.,.,..,....,~.,.,..,.t., tr. m'<:'lnt f',.,..,rJ., t.-,_ .. ,.,.,....,-1,, 
.,.,, ~ ........... ~ .. £ .. ., ............ ....... "VH u>.J ..... ~.~ .... .t't'" ....... ..., ......... u ............ .u•o i;.<.uU- ............................ Y"" '-'J""''"'""'' LV o• " ....... ..._ UUU..:J lV"" UJ. u,., 

such research, to receive progress reports and to ensure publication of results. The general 
areas of such monitoring have been identified elsewhere in this Report The funding, at a level 
agreed as adequate by the Authority in consultation with CALM, should be provided by the 
Government from the proceeds of timber sales, and disbursed by the Committee to its research 
contractors in CALM, other agencies or private consultants. 

Recommendation !4 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that a Forest Monitoring 
and Research Committee be established. The ConuniUee shouid: 

• have objectives which include the identification and approval of 
monitoring and research programmes and projects on environmental 
impacts of forestry management, granting of funds towards such research, 
receival of progress reports, reporting to the Environmental Protection 
Authority and publication of results; 

• be established within 12 months; 

• be funded principally from the proceeds of native forest product sales; 
and 
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• give brief annual progress reports to the Authority, with major reports in 
1997 and 2002, at the time of the next review of Forest Management Plans 
and the Timber Strategy. The Authority shall report to the Minister for the 
Environment following the receipt of each major report. 

Recommendation 15 

The Environmental Protection Authority recommends that CALM provide brief 
annual progress reports ·to the Authority, 'and major public reports in 1997 and 
2002, on compliance with the environmental conditions. 
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Appendix 1 

Issues raised in submissions and CALM's response 
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CALM'S RESPONSE 

Legislation is being constantly reviewed and 
when necessary updated to accommodate 
changing community values. 

The principles of ecological sustainable 
development are defined in the Draft Review of 
Forest Management StrategieS,Jlage 113. 
The available data to support sustainability and 
their interpretation into forest management 
practices was the basis of the introductory 
chapters. 
Forest operations earn 5% real. Government 
decides where revenue is directed and how 
operations are funded. 
CALM agrees w"th RAC. 

CALM agrees but believes introduction of 
proposed practices is in accord with the 

' precautionary princirle. 
The basic principles of ESD have been 
employed in forestry for decades. The 
application of ESD is now being spelt out in 
detail for first time. 

-----
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' RIEVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
Arising from amended legislatioil", the n~~~ CALM to give reasons why 1987 objectives The 1992 objective for forest management takes · 
Nature Conservation Strategy and the Review inadequate. account of changing community perception of ' 
of Management Strategies for South West the values to be managed for, and need to spell ' 
Forests carried out during 1991, a new overall out goals ofESD. : 
objective for the management of public native 
forests in Western Aumalia has been 
develo~l. This is: ·-·-------.. 

Strategy to -defme additional landscape types in It was not the intention of the Strategy to define 
SFR eg: :sou them slopes. all landscape character types but to outline the 

. . methodology . 
Strategy should have provided research Agree. This may have been useful but the list 
programme list to show work done in SFR by was meant to show the broad areas of work 

--------· all organisations. rather than all projects. 
Table 25 of the review strategy to consider Only guidelines relating to land management 
small structures & Hardware Portfolio. were included. --ft----·-------···- Wetland studies by Jim Lane to be mentioned if This will be done in the final document. 
in the SFR. __ , .. 
Plan too prescriptive (e.g. water quality not CALM acknowledges the validity of managing 
buffer \Vidths). to direct quantitative objectives (e.g. water 

quality) but needed to outline in the strategies 
how this was to be achieved. - ·-·-------.. CALM proposal gives impression of a hurried The proposals were developed over many years 

approach. and written over 12 months. 
--"-------~-·· Don't list land areas for heritage listing, CALM CALM management did account for many of 

already covers this. the criteria whicl make places significant for 
national estate values but in some cases did not 
(e.g. Wilderness). The joint AHC/CALM 
study was necessary to ensure all were 
included. --· Concise pamphlet of proposal issues distributed The proposals document was free and 

free. considered as concise as reasonable. ________ , _______ .. 
W ACAP proposal would be covered by EMP if The EMP arose out of the W ACAP proposal 
appropTiate. and would cover it __ , _______ .. 
Policy stating areas available for defense Such areas are integrated into other management 
activities. activities and will vary in time. ·----·-------·· 
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I __;REVIIEW DOCUMENT -. ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
Recommendations don't reflect planning The planning process is the means by which the 

·-· ---~-·· 
I process involved. recommendation will be implemented. 
Concern that recommendations may not be An implementation schedule will be included in 
implemented. the final strategy. _,_ 
Will sanctions be applied if not implemented, There should be no need for sanctions however 

. ,,-------···-· this is an EP A responsibility . 

!--· ... ---·---·· Specify date of implementation. See the final strategy document. 
Concern that CALM document not an accurace The state of the forest could be described at a 
description of forest state,, range of levels. The Strategy document 

purposefully took a broad strategic view of the 
forests. 

·-,--------~· 

CALM library document gave no facts to assess The submission date was included in the inside 
& no submission date. cover. ... 

---~· Information in documents hard to comprehend; The Strategy was available for four months and 
would require a long time to respond was ac-companied by numerous briefings. ' 

·-·~---------.. effectiv<:!;t. 
Much background info:rmation not given - It was considered necessary to have the back 
should have had a separate document for this, ground material with the strategies to enable 

readers to see the context. 
--·· .. 

Major reference mater{al expensive & hard to All in Library which are free. 
obtain. 

·-,--,------~· 

References and data within proposals is Specific instances are required to comment on 
selective and data ofte!1 vague. this. -· - ··------··--·· Operational detril found only in J arrah The karri silvicultural specification w~ll be 
silvicultural specifications. written to reflect the strategy proposals if they 

---f-CALM.to develop silvicultural specifications 
are accep~ed. 
CALM believes they do. 

-------·-·· ---·· 
that trul¥ reflect aims _stated. 
Why must CALM propose amendments ov·er & Amendments art proposed to deal with the 
above 1ninisters? Environmental Conditions and new information 

available. They will require ministerial 
approval. __ , _______ , 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

~-"-- ___ ........ ,......... 
Do ministers condition No's 3,4,5,6, 13 apply No they apply generally, except where they are 
only to WACAP ERMP? written to apply to a specific area, as per 

condition No. 13. 
~-·.---------~·-

How wastFie major CALM/ARC study funded CALM and the ARC jointly funded to ensure 
& what beruefit? the inclusion of national estate as a value in 

~-··-------~·· 
forest management. 

Compile a11St of proposed forest management The individual strategies as discussed in the 
practices & 1987 ones including benefits, draft document discussed the benefits of 
defects & costs. amending existing strategies . .. 
Inclusiorlof new objectives in management CALM intends to conduct public attitude 
plans without survey of future changes. surveys. I - .. ---·· Developed conditions 1,3,4,5,6 in '87 so why Approval is reqmred in respect of specific I 

is new approval needed from the EP A? requirements in existing conditions and because I 

- . of variations to approved practices. ' 
EP A didn't review the timber strategy or The Timber Strategy was reviewed by the EP A , 
approve implementation of the document. as part of the 1987 Regional Management 

Plans. 
---------~-~-· Environmental Condition 12 of W ACAP project Some conditions (4, 6) could not be 

has only just begun to be implemented. implemented until the jarrah inventory was 
compared and the ARC methodology worked 
out. 

~-.. ----------··- Many terms in glossary of terms are biased Spe,cific examples are required before a 
towards wood growiryg. comment can be made. __ , ________ ,_ 

Poor supervision & enforcement of CALM's This is not an issue which relates to the draft 

- ··--------·· codes of loggir~;tic:e. strategy but is a day to day management issue. 
CALM doesn't have resources or ability to Resources are available. Priorities will dictate to 

-----------·· implen~;criptiOnUJroposed. where they are directed. 
Should make use of agroforestry practices. CALM is acknowledged as a world leader in 

--·~---------

[_promoting andp_racticing agroforestry. 
Staterrtents of management objectives Specific examples required for comment. 
conflicting & confused. ----------- Need more precise & comparable figures An attempt will be made to clarify this in the 
between 87 and 92 document~. Final Strategy. __ .. _______ ,, - -
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

~ ...,____,.., -- CALM n•~~ the findings of the CALM liaised with the RAC constantly and was 
Commercial Forest and Timber inquiry. aware of the thrust of their conclusions before 

---··-------~-~ 
publication of the draft strategy. 

Will new objective spread the responsibility to CALM is not proposing legislative controls on 

----· --·· include p:!_blic & private lands. forest practices on private land. 
CALM us~d assumption that what is good for ESD acknowledges the interaction of the 
economy is good for the environment. economy and the environment but maintains 

the overriding objectives of ecological 

-- sustainabilit:r_ in commercial use. 
Logging industry secure with legally binding Legally binding contacts are one means of 
conlracts. providing security to the forest based 

industries . - .. 
No more ignorance towards cumulative effects The need to integrate activities means 
of land degradation. cumulative effects are considered in 

management ----··------- 'Nould like to see the expansion of CALM's Prionties tor the allocation of resources do not 

--.. -~m-• 

Rural Advisory servic~s. allow this to happen in the short term. 
No proposal tackling intensity of logging & The final strategy will outline proposals to 
bauxite mining in Northern Jarrah forest. better integrate bauxite mining and other forest 

-·-- --.. ----------··· Production of fine funrliture within ourS-W 
uses in the jarrah forest. 
The end use of timber will be part of a Timber 

forest area. Industry Statement, which will follow the final 

To manage the nal]ve forests of the smith west Scientifically survey the public's priorities for 
strategy. 
CALM will undertake public attitude surveys 

of Western Australia, in consultation with the management. but it is the Government's responsibility to 
community, so that they provide the values dictate priorities for management. This process 
required by society while sustaining is caUed the Westminister System of 
indefinitely their biological and social democracy. 
divershy. 

r--· ·-·-------··-· Community input shc,uld have been sought A series of public seminars and workshops 
prior to review drafting. were held to obtain input at a broad level and on 

specific issues such as stream zones and reserve 
selection principles. Also we called for input, 

'--· - '---· -·---- and got it. 
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--~--~-- - ··-- ----
REVIEW OOCUME:NT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I 

What is meant by the 'socilal diversity' of native "Social diversity" in this context is the forests 
forests? ability ~o provide for the diverse demands 

LP laced on it b~ societ~. ' -- . ---~M-g-o 

There sh<)uld be community input into the Vaiue The priorities CALM puts on fire protection I 

system used for protection. life, property, forest values wete detailed in the 
policy summaries in the Draft Review of Forest 

-- .. ---···- Strategy hence available for comment. 
How will CALM provide for public input into CALM will advise local Government and 
proposed n·avel routes in Northetn forest? tourism bodies of the classification of travel 

routes and <~dvertise the existence of the 
classification to enable interested people to 
inspect it at Regional offices. 

~ .. ----------··· There has been scant research to find out public CALM intends to continue research into the 
perceptions offorest management public perception of forest management issues. 

Also, CALM staff represent a wide rwge of 
professional disciplines hence are partly a 

·-· --·· Rely onprofessiional toresters and not public 
reflection of Eublic perceEtion. 
All plans are approved by the Minister and 

for policy implementation. endorsed by controlling bodies. Policy 
implementation is the responsibility of the 
Department however public comment will be 
sought where the technical aspects allow a 

!---· . . range of solutions. 
Explain· to the public how forest management is This is set out in Departmental Annual reports. 
funded .. --·--·-----·· Create public awareness of LFC, NPNCA & The individual controlling bodies have 

r---· FPC's role. pro!Eammes to achieve this. 
~-.. ----------· Specialists required to link management to Society's values are determined by Government 

society values. and it is the role of CALM officers to impliment 
the management plan which reflects those 
values. Increasingly, specialists are being 
employed to achieve that in fields such as 

.... _ aesthetics and communications . --·· -
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I REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
·~ - ..... -~. 

Forest mana;me;at should aim to enrich The rec,-eation program has this as one of its ' 

individual experience and not necessarily 
educate. 

goals, _________ ,. --- Develop a communication strategy, use all CALM regularly develops communication 

----··-------~--
involved in _forest management. strategies for programs in forest management. 
Further ciassification of social diversity The public subntission period has been a useful 
required. means in which to determine social 

--·---------·· requirements and relative demands. 
Communications which are only public CALM publications are recognised as being of a 
relations exercises create suspicion not high standard and informative. 
understanding. - " .. 
Perception that taxpayer subsidises operations, See Annual reports. 

'--
__ ,. ________ nothin~ 110 state otherwis(:. 

Public perception of being unwelcome in CALM does not believe this is wide spread. 
forests. Figures show the number of visitors to the 

--·--------------h·---------· forest is growing each year. 
A small percentage of timber royalties should Cun-ently no timber royalties are retained by 
go to community education. CALM but all go directly to Consolidated 

Revenue. ,.-- --·· -··- CALM shows insufficient under-standing of the CALM has a number of progran1s to inform and 
difference between interpretation & other educate the public. Interpretation is one of 
community education methods. these. 

-·· " 
Interpretive tours play greater role than other . CALM believes these tours are valuable but 

f-· --- ---·- commu~ education methods. other approaches are also required. 
Public consultation should not end when the CALM agrees. 

r--- ----------·· ma.nag(~ent plan is published. 
Should be regular publication of intended This is now standard practice and is done 

----------· operations on CALM lands. through some regional newspa_pers. 
Plan for detailed, accessible, public Within budget constraints this is already done. 
information. 

I-- M-~· 

How will the differer:ce:s between sttategies be Strategies are integrated at field level through 
resolved without public review. prescriptions such as the silvicultural 

- . . .. --· - - I prescription. 
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-------
REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE --- --· Lack of coherence in pub!Jic documents defeats No comment - is a statement which we 

__ .. ___________ I public review process. disagree with. 
The overload of public do~uments on review The 3 documents were available for 4, 5 and 6 
suggests •CALM has no real interest in public months respectively. This is considered 
comment reasonable. --·· ··-·· Public has not seen the ]aiTah forest inventory. A more detailed output from the jarrah 

--··--·------- inventory will be published. 
Public doesn't like whai CALM are doing to An assertion - we accept some sections of the 
state forests. public do not like Govt. policy regarding use of 

State forests. --·---------· CALM wastes scarce public money on Many people are seeking information on forest 

- . ·----- propaganda material. management issues. 
I Details of river & stream zones for Swan & Details were included in the Forest Strategy 

Central region should be released for public page 59. I 

comment. I 

.. 
Wildfire threat analysis should be published for Wildfrre threat analysis is available fm anyone 
public comment. interested. It is considered too detailed and 

specialised to be of general public interest, and 

- --- - values change nearly every ye.ar. 
Public toacces'!; firewood in forests. The public does have access to firewood 

however, it must be managed according to the 

-- -----·----·-~--
demand and impact on other forest values. 

Concem over forest industries targeting of The responsibility of the Ministry of Education, 
school kids. outside CALM's control. - ·--------·· Full explanation of costs and benefits should be It is very difficult to quantity costs and benefits. 
made available to public. The draft strategy attempted to do so 

----------· ---·· , qualitatively. 
Community consultation required n respect to Local developments in amenity and tourism is 

-- --·--·------ local amenity values & tourism. done in consultation with local community. 
CALM unapproachable. CPJ..M is approached by a vast number of 

-----· [_people on a range of issues eve!l da~. 
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~-·· -------------------
REVIEW !DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

·-" ""'"'~ 
CALM may talk to and sometimes listen to CALM has created significant new areas of 
communi1ty groups, but has shown total reserves from 1987 which has resulted in a 
inflexibility on plans for timber extraction. lowering of available timber. In addition 

structural goals for karri and jarrah limit 

~-.. ---·------- availability of wood. 
CALM ignores public submissions in The criteria for evaluating public comments is 

~-·· .. subsequent management 12lans. detailed in the summary of public submissions. 
Final plans formed only after a more considered CALM is considering all comments made to it. 

- "------··-·· JJublic comment. 
Bridgetown friends of forest wish to assist CALM is liaising with this group at the local 
CALM in management. level. 

--·--·-------~ Liaisons with all interested parties to discuss This occurs with those parties who wish to 

- ·--------··--~~- forest m~a1;1ement. comment on practices in specific areas. I 

Want better control of Calm's operations .. CALM's operations are controlled by the I 

Minister through relevant Acts, Policies and I 

prescriptions. 
~-.. ---·------- All government departments to come together to Their has been considerable interactions with 

organise a management plan. other Government Departments in finalising the 

:---- R-·---·-----.. -
The time taken for native trees to mature should 

stratel;\Y· 
Royalties are detemuned on the cost of growing 

~-

~ taken into account when setting royalties. which includes time taken for trees to mature. 
- .. 

CALM trying to blind reader with geewiz CALM is actually trying to communicate the 
technology & shiny paper. technical requirements of modem forest 

1--- ---------------- Toomilch dependence on the poorly defined 
ma~ement with the public. 
'Whole of forest' concept implies treating all of 

'whole of forest' concept. the forest in an integrated way rather than 
compartmentalising and managing 

r---- ~-" 

compartments in isolation. 
Charge royalties to cover all forest management Royalty calculations include a component for all 
costs forest management costs. 

--------~-~·- Remm~e taxpayer subsidies to timber & There are no subsidies from the taxpayer to the 

r--- ---------------- ~oodchip industries., timber industries. 
Principles, objectives of draft do not recognise The principle of ESD acknowledges economics 

· econo1nics. of production. --·---------
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REVIEW 
-- -

I 
-----~---· --

J DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CAL:1'S RESPONSE 
. .. 

What are estimated ongoing costs to manage This question is too complex to answer in this I 

national parks & heritag~ areas? format. I ---------- Costs & timetable to be given for implementing The timetable for implementation is detailed in I 

new proposals. the final strategy. Costs cannot be as they will I 

---·------- Cost to WA community of proposed changes. 
depend on implementation technigues. 
CALM believes theW A community will gain 
from the proposal through a better managed 

. !-;.,· 
forest. _, ___ , _____ , ____ 

Profitable to operate small scale timber. Aspects of the Timber industry will be dealt 
industry & manage it effectively? with in the follow up Timber Industry 

Statement. •. ··-------.. No cost predictions & no analysis of where $ Cost of implementation will depend on how 

r--- .. ·------·-·· come from or goes to. strategies can be integrated. 
Supports the Strategy concept of demonstration Acknowledged. 

. " forests but does not want too man~ . 
Tenm "demonstration forests" not defined but if It is not envisaged that all demonstration forests 
that proposed by Jepsen then 5 is absmd. will need to be as well developed as the 

.. "-------~·- Vancouver examEle mana~ed b~ JeEsen. 
No evidence that "demonstration forest" Demonstration forests are to help the public to 
effective at changing management attitudes. understand fhe implementation of forest 

-· ·- ·----------- Special areas showing.cun:ent management 
ma~nt. 
Current management practices can be viewed in 

practices to be set aside many places throughout the forest It is not 

-· ·----------~ necess~ to set aside an~. 
'Natural Forest' is not the result of intensive It is not possible to have "natural forest" and 
management. use the products from it. However, it is 

important lto preserve some natural forest and 

'--· ·-· --------·· this is done in the reserve system. 
Against wood going to Kemerton for ash. The silicon plant at Kemerton provides an 

excellent use for residue which would 
otherwise be wasted. 

~-
__ , ______ .. _ 

Paper products not to: come from forest Agree, this is why it is preferable to source raw 
destruction. material for paper production from managed 

Australian forests. --·· -------· 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ··-··----· ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
.. 

Concern over relationship between CALM and The Williams inquiry found the relationship 
Timber iJ:dustrY:_ was perfectly legal. ' 

f--- --·-----M-oo 
Against tile destmctive practices of the Timber Some specific inctance is required to enable I 

industry. comment. I 
R-00 -· The structural goal allows for a proportion of Concern over jauah & other long-mamring I 

~-··---------· 
indi ,eno~pecies. the forest to grow until natural death. I 

Should double the prices for high quality CALM has doubled the price of logs over the 
' 

timbers. last 5 years, but current prices are at market 
value. ·-- Spot mills w be located. in a~eas cleared for Areas cleared for mining are rehabilitated as 

- - min~. soon as possible after mining ceases. 
Royalties to include cost of regeneration. Royalty calculations include the cost of 

--··-------.. ---Timber !left standing unless all cost. 
regeneration operation. 
Royalties cover all the costs of growing a forest 
stand. _ .. _______ .•. 

Against forest being ripped down first & sold Unable to comment. However, logging only 

-- off later. occurs according to approved Elans. ·-·· -·--~-·· Opposed- to excl.usion of other industries in S- Multiple purpose management provides for all 
W forest. industries, but not at maximum levels. -- R-•• ~-·· . 
Forest clearing results in world hunger. No direct relationship seen between forest 

-----------··· harvest in W A and world hun!;ler. 

,....----· - ---·---·--· ~oncem a~bulldozin£ activities by fanners. Outside the scope of the Strategy. 
Extraction cost increases on ecological not Managing for aesthetics is a legitimate objective ________ ,. ___________ aestheti_c grounds. of manaliement. 
User of ecological benefit should pay increased This is agreed with in principle and CALM is 
management costs. developing the accounting procedures to 

- M-OO 

identif~. 
Forest o:Cosystem research paid by major The royalty calculation have a component which 
~~~i_s~:Bunnin~. funds research. r---

__ , ___ . _____ , ____ 
Deciding the social value of the end use of Forest not to go to pulp mills, more recycling 

required. timber is a Government role. CALM 
encourages value adding of wood but is 
especially concerned to see its extraction is 

- - ecological!;): sustainable. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

••" ww - PossiiiTI'ityOfunchscovemd medicines in native Possible. Since all species regenerate after 
forests. logging, no potential is going missing. ·--------g 
South-west forest an industrial wasteland. Disagree with this statement. H-··--------·•• 
Should let things be for the sake of nature. This does not recognise societies wish to 

-----------· Recreation issues not addressed m great detail. 
materially benefit from forest use. 
The document W'lS intended to be basically 

·-·-------- Must develop management of European heritage 
strategic hence d.l not provide much detail. 
This is being done now but will be expanded 

sites. when the CALM/AHC study examines 

-- -~-~ 

Euro~an heritage. 
Role of 11be forest as a resource base for This is recognised. 
recreation. ,-- --··----------· Maintenance and management of recreation Too specific to be addressed in a strategic 
areas. document. I __ , ________ 
Secure IesOirrce base & finance for recreation The resource base must be integrated with other 
areas. forest areas so a range and level of 

_., ____________ 
Recreatlon mon: closely integrated with other 

opportunities are available. 
Agree with this. 

forest uses, 
- .. 

Monitoring and reviewing of recreation uses Agreed. 

1----· --··---------- reguire•~----· 
Cyclic nature of timber harvest reflected in It is possible to integrate many values in time to 
recreation si~e design. reflect the dynamic changes in a regenerating 

f---· ·-·--------- ecosystem. 
Prepar<l,tion of Recreaition Framework plans to The preparation of these documents is already a 

r---------·-------------- be a priorisy of the stratc~y. j)riority to CALM. 
Increase visitor input & ownership in This is recognised by CALM and is being aided 
Recreation areas -to stop vandalism on through programs such as "Camp Ground 

Host". ---- ·-· --···-· Staff training & appropriate career structure for Not pertinent to this document 

- 0 ---·· rec;reation management 
Preser,le the natural history of the remaining Natural history (Heritage) is one value CALM 
forests. manages for but it must be balanced witb other 

values. -- __ .. -
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----REVIEW DOCUMENT-----, ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I ·-- ~ ....... 
Bushwalking not consid;;:;~d separate from day CALM considers the strategies provide ample I 

use activities. scope for bush walking. I 

·-.. ----------··-· Development of recreation areas that balance Agreed. 
between user need & environmental ' 

n. --·--------- areas n:quired to facilitate Agreed. 
d outdoor recreation. -----·-----··- evelopment is destroying the featmes It has the potential to hence must be managed to 

r---- rted bv. avoid it. ·-·---·------.. -- _ __. 
This'is outside th~ scope of the strategy. impact of tourism development on 

d. __ , --··- Town btiS!nesses feel livelihood depends on CALM recognises this. 
forest atlractions. ·-·---·--------- Liaison with tomism organisations to promote Agreed. __________ .,_ areas & ~ol resources. 
Importance of forest resource as a tourist This is recognised in the amenity strategies and 
attraction. Nati~al and Conservation Park proposals. 

--· ---··-- A revi~~ of the royalty system is necessary. This has been done in the Timber Strategy. --· Waste \vocxl used for fuel in non-bleach pulp No pulp mill in W A proposal.s call for 

f-------------·---------- mills. environmentally safe projects. 
Designated fi:rewocxl areas to be more widely Designated frrewocxl areas are advertised in the 
advertised. I press each year. 

I--- -- Mining company reaftorestation programmes Reforestation in mined areas is adequately 
not adequate. researched and monitored by Company and 

Govemment committees. --··--------- Major environmental problems in Australia Agreed in most areas. 
associated with loss of tree cover. -- --·~-------.. ---- Breaking of theBuiiiiings monopoly on theW A Not a forest management question. 
timber industrv. -- --· ----- Need to use alternative methcxls for prcxlucing Outside the scope of the Strategy. 

a er. -- --·------------···--- Sllive to maintain enviromnent for fumre Agreed this is a function of ESD and an 

---------.. - ~~g~--- objective of the Strategl-
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REVIJEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
"'"-

Sawmillers seen as a pest attacking public If people did not want timber there would not 
lands. be a need for sa wmillers. ~_ .. ________ ,.,_ 

Pristine forest and wildemess values are not Wilderness can be restored (see AHC 
renewable resources. documents). Pristine, if its definition includes 

non disturbance, by definition can not be 
restored, however, all other attributes of it can 
be. -------------· Need a table of CALM's budget, total timber See Annual Reports. 

-- --•n• 
extraction 8u;;overnment subsidies. 
At what Ievel would timber extraction cease to Tbis is too complex a question to answer 
be profitable'7 without defining the specific area harvesting ________ , ____________ and processing o_TJ_!ions .. 
What subsidisations are given to the timber None. 

__ , __________ , indu~?(BC)_ ___ 

---------·· What income :from royalties for timber?(BD) 
What are the costs of roads, replanting, forest 

See Annual Reports. 
See Annual Reports. 

-·-------· management and resea:ch? 
Need comparison of value added and raw This is outside the scope of the strategy but will 
timber. be addressed in the forest industry statement. --·· - -Im lementation 

The above objective·;,,@ be put into effect 
throu~ the follow!ng devices. ____ , 
Firstly, through the development of issue Are these issue plans av2ilable to the public? Yes. 
plans attached to andl approved with the 
Regional Management Plans (eg, the Timber 
Strategy) which are put into effect using 
re ulations under th·~ CALM Act. 
Secondly, through "Incorporation in the Mamagement decisions to be made by local Management decisions are the responsibility of 
management plans for the forest regions. This professional officers, not public. CALM, any input by the public is advisory 
will provide the land tenure base for the only. Overall land use decisions are made by 
conservation reserve system and muliiple use the Govt. not CALM. 
forest areas. ------··--·----.. 

-------·--.. 
Presen1.~~ of plans is p;oor(593) A matter of opinion. 
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I REVIEW >OCUMENT 

"r---·----"" 
ISSUES RAISED 

l__ ------ ., 

Thirdly, by developm nt of area management 
~~ 

rks and reserves. 
tent of wildlife --· 
. and recovery plans for 
a taxa. 
velopment of Is this meant to imply that these policies and 
md prescriptions (eg, prescriptions apply equally to forest where 

lans for individual J 
Fourthly, by develop 
management progra1 
select~-d t1ora and fau 
Fifthly, through the ~d 
departmental policies 
for disease control or 
on all forests managed 
implemented by CAL 

ilviculture) which apply wood exlraction occurs and forest in 
by CALM and are 

vl staff in regions and 
districts. 
Sixthly, through the
annually updated fiv 
which directs the pri 

-----ora; ' development o an 
;:-year research plan 
orities for research by 

CALM. ---·· 

conservation reserves? 

Final management proposal to state when plans 
to be renewed 
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Yes, although some policies are speciftc to 
certain land tenures. 

Management plans run for 10 years unless 
changes dicltate a revocation at an earlier date. 



c==---RE~iEW_DOCUMENT ___j ISSUES RAISED 
---

.. - - -- - -- ···--,---------
~_B:oad, Riv~r and Stream zot~es ~ . 
A system of road, river and stream zones was 
developed for southern forests during the early 
1970s. The objective was to provide corridors 
and strips of undisturbed forest adjacent to 
areas being harvested for saw logs and 
woodchips. The system comprised a network 
of varying widths along selected major roads, 
rivers and some streams. Along selected 
streams lOO metres of forest either side of the 
stream was protected; this width increased to 
200 meu·es either side of rivers. Along sdected 
roads 200 metres either side of the road was 
designated In practice up to 400 metres either 
side was actually retained. . 
The objectives of this system were: ___ _ 
• To provide zones of undistmbed vegetation 

between water courses and logging areas so 
as to minimise the 1isks of stream 

--------· 
Supporithe oojective of 
to e:nsure maintenance o 
values in all State fores 

1 sedimentation c~r salinitv. ----- 1 • To provide vistas of undisturbed forest for 
tourists travelli~~~n ml!i£r roads. __ ·-.---h 
To provide comdors of mature vege:1ation Why are linkage zones 
which would provide habitat for ·wildlife types, not only Karri? 
and a reservoir of species which could 
recolonise maturing regrowrJJ forests in the 
harvested areas, 

~---------------- I What security is there tb 
system will not be logg 

L- .. 

-

retaining su·earn zones 
1· ecological and riparian 
s. 

t applied to all forest 

at areas in the new zone 
:d in future? 
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I 

I 

Good. 

Linkage zones a. cur naturally through jarrah 
silviculture because of the nature of selection 
cutting. 

Any proposal to log these zones (other than 
thinning of road zones) would require EPA 
approval which is subject to public review. 



-- --- ---·-·· 
REVIEW DOCUMENT XSS UES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

"~ 

If they are secure froml'urure logging they The iiwentory of timber resource covered all 
should not be included in ilhe Inventory of State forest and the standing volumes reflected 
Timber Resource as multiple use forest. that. For calculations of sustainable yield 

however, the timber in the zones were 

1---
excluded. I --·--------- If Foresu; in the proposed road river zones may Some have already been logged. The figures I 

-- --·· -·- h~ve already bee~~-<1 are provided on table 5 under regrowth karri . 
I 

Linkage zones/movement corridors to be In karri forest this will be the case until 
' excluded from logging_ regrowth has taken on mature forest 
' characteristics. 

-~-~·--

Conidors/linkage zones t;o be a min of lOOm It is intended these areas contain mature forest. 
wide-and full of old growth forest or The width will vary but will generally be 
/smtcturally mature foPest. comparable to the stream zone width it is 

-·- connecting. 
and which would interconnect major Support the use of corridors to interlock buffers Ok. 
conservation reserves. with high conservation areas. 

When this system w<ts developed :in theearly This is misleading. lt was known at time of the This is not so, the Kelsal committee trials were 
1970s the best information available at the time woodchipping EIS that buffers were needed instigated to detennine these requirements. 
on forest hydrology and nature conservation along 1st, 2nd & 3rd order streams as well as 
was used_ larger streams to protect water quality, but they 

were not introduced. 

However, it was re:cognised that more ··-
information was m:J_uired, and several research 
programs were initiated. Specifically, i11 was 
necessary to detennine objective methods of 
optimisim g water resource protection, 
conserving fauna at the local level and 
managing the visu;'ll resource.. ,.....,.-··-· 
It was also recognised that the onginal system Reserve system should not be duplicated Historical reservation patterns have resulted in 
was distorted by the unnecessarily excessive unnecessarily. uneven representation of vegetation complexes. 
width of some roa.d protection zones, where The proposals in this document are aimed at 
400 metres was set down, althoUigh 200 including under represented complexes. 
metres was sEecif!.ed. ----·--
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I REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

~--~-~ Al! existing-"f''O'driver & stream buffer zones The extensive research and public consultation The development of a new road, river and 
programs undertaken since the 1970s indicated should be retained. stream zone system had to be accomplished 
that the objectives of the original road, 1iver within the context of the 1987 Timber Strategy 
and stream zone system remained valid, but (Environmental Condition No. 4(2)). This 
the allocation of forests to th~se zones could be necessitated a redistribution of existing zones. 
made 1~e effective;:_ ________ .. 

Removal of buffers threatens landscape, All importar1t road zones to be protected. 
recreation and tourist values. Landscape and recreation values will not be 

I 

threatened. I 

~-·----------.. 
Support the objective of improving road, liver Ok. 
& stream zones . . ·-------·--~· Increasing-forest areas in road,river and stream Increasing area in stream zone enhances high 
reserves enhances high conservation a1·eas. consenration areas but road zones generally 

have no especially significant conservation 

----.. - value com_pared with other forests. 
In addition, CALM'ii'as developed a What is meant by 'the most effective river, The system that optimises hydrological, 
Geographic Information System which can stream, and road zone system'? biological and aesthetic values with the area 
analyse a variety of options for meeting t.he available. 
specific objectives of the road, river and 
stream zone system. The GIS was used to 
detennine the most effective river, stream, and 
road zone system. ·- -- CALM's 1986 1:50 OCi:J maps are inadequate to Implementation will be based on field 

discern 1st order low gra.client streamlines so evaluation not map information. 
logging should be delayed until GIS data 

'The proposed systerr!'ls basedcm the·re:sults of 
becomes available. 
What will be the ecological impacts of the CALM believes the redistribution will improve 

research into forest hydrology and nature redistribution of river & road zones? ecological values at the local l-evel by improved 
conservation, and on a quantitative assessment protection of water and wildlife values. 
~-f forest visual res;JLirce values. 

..-g~ .. 
If the proposed zone system is based on Research shows that 30m is adequate. 
research why have the zone widths 
recommended by CALM's researchers been 
reduced? .... -
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L--...- - ,_,......-~, 

The results of hydro ioiical and e;:;o 
e are discussed 
':Jent Strategies 
rincipal findin1 

research on this issu 
Review of Managen 
West Forests. The p 
research were: 
(i) Small, local an1 ctl:iransient redu 

sociated with ti 
·:neration in som 
.:taining a zone 
etation adjacen 
Water Authori11 

water quality a 
harvest and re1 
be avoided by 
undisturbed ve 
and rivers (see 

(ii) The retention of undistwrbi.i str• 
~ to protect nat1 
lues in forests 
harvested, tbro 
tl.Jlfe habitat and 
r undisturbed ar 
·:amside zones 

zones also help 
conservation v: 
timber is being 
provision of m; 

linkages to oth1 
undisturbed str 
themselves are: 
diversitv (W ar1 

s of high ecolo 
lell-Johnson et 

" 

--·· 

--· 

)g1C:1:! 
n the 
lf South 
:from this 

ions in 
1ber 
e areas can 
,f 
to streams 
'1987). 

il.Il1sld"e 
e 
om which 
gh the 
of 
~as; tbese 
·e also 
ical 
1., I?91). 

~~-g 

-
ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

Forest management should be based on ecology Aesthetics, or the visual resource, is a value 
not visual resource values. which society requires forests to be managed 

for hence CA.LM must include it. 
· What, if ;iny, legislative" protection will road, Road, river, stream zones do not have tenure 
river & stream zones have? protection. They are protected by CALM 

management plan and an Environmental 
Condition stemming from EPA review. 

VRM & aesthetic conservation dubious & Aesthetics is a legitimate value required by 
contrary to professional standards. society to be managed for by CALM. VRM is 

the best method to quantitatively achieve that. 

Growns & Davis (1991) say buffer zones of at Research has shown that any physical impacts 1 

least lOOm on ephemeral streams 'appear to be (salinity and turbidity) are small and transitory. 
sufficient to reduce' (not prevent) the impact of 
logging, and 'the recovery of these streams will 
be slow'. How can these effects be described as 
avoidable (with 20-30 metre zones) or 
transitory? 

As the streamside buffer zone is likely to be The stream zone will have habitat (eg. mature 
ecologicaJJy different fi:om the adjacent forest, trees) which will enable species to remain in the 
how will it serve as a recolonisation area for area and recolonise the surrounding forest as its 
that forest? regeneration stage provides appropriate habitat. 

Additional recolonisation resource in reserves 
and linkage zones. 

m· . . 
Buffer zones should be planted and protected. Stream zones will not be disturbed hence 

plan tin~ will not be necess~. 
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I REVIEW DOCOMENT ISSOES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
--~-,_ ·-~~="' Protect tr:ees on roads, rivers, streams buffer Trees Tri zones will be protected except for the 

zones. thinning of re growth in road zones and the 

~-··--------
removal of trees which pose safety hazards. 

Little research on the value of buffers as Agree. However ecological principles give 
. biological corridors. strong support to the concept, especial! y in 

streams. 
(iii) Roadside forests can be managed to avoid How in detail will the application of Visual VRM principles are applied at 3 levels : Broad 

or minimise disturbance to the highest Resource principles operate to 'sustain the scale planning, specific project planning and 
scenic values by the applicati.on of visual beauty of the natural envimnment'? design and in monitoring and evaluation. 
resource management procedures (Revel!, 
1991). 

~-··--·-----

What research evidence is there for the An extensive bibliography can be supplied on 

~-.. ---··-· 
principles of VRl\1:? request. 
llnder the silvicultural spe:cilfication these zones There will be substantially less area logged and 
will be logged (albeit more slowly) so after 20 gap sizes will be reduced hence the visual 
years in ,,JVhat way will they differ visually from impact will be less. 

r--- - the adjacent multiple use forest? 
Don't like the way that cleaTfelling is hidden. Road zones are mainly in place because tourists 

on travel routes would rather see largely 
undisturbed forest. CALM can provide guides 
for people seeking to view CIF areas. 

In addition to these scientific studies, the:·-· Mariagernent of these zones should be This is the intention of CALM. 
Lands and Forest Commission conductecl a determined by professional forest managers, 
public workshop on the designation and based on scientific research and clear 
management of road, river and s1ream zones in objectives. 
southern forests at Manjimup in 1991. 
Proceedings of the workshop were published 
(Lands and Forest Commission, 1991 ). 

f-'----"· -- --·· Management no1 too presmptive, flexibility CALM endorses this however must find a 

The existing systerri(:;rroacr;rlver and sti-eam 
_gives better decisions i~ the field. balance between flexibility and accountability. 

zones does not optimise wildlife, water 
resource and aesthetic values . ........__ 

~-·---------~--· 
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REVIEW lDOCUME!'\T ---- I ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

The review of resem:ch findings and of public -- Ripmian zones are the key to protecting aquatic 
input concludes that the priority must be ecosystems but in some cases whole of 
protection of riparian zones in the forest. catchment work may be required to rehabilitate 

degraded streams e.g. Denmark and 
Blackwood. 

while aesthetic values· along roads ides "Cil"n be VRM. call only reduce disturbance to highest This is acknowledged VRM is a means to 
maintained by the application of visua:! scenic values, not avoid it. include visual values in the balance of values 
resource management strategies. ------ ------ being managed for. 

Proposed VRM system places fixed restrictions VRM. is a flexible system. In the southern 
& ignores economics. forest region fixed width zones have been 

placed on well used roads but this is in addition 
to VRM management. The economics of 
management are always a consideration but 
VRc'\1 is not seen as an economic impost but a 
value that must be managed for. .. 

What was the 'r•~view of research findings and The trials conducted in the southern forest 
public input' which concluded that VRM cm1 region where road zones were halved indicated 
maintai1 aesthelic roadside values? aesthetic roadside values can be maintained. 

VRM manages high value aesthetic values by 

f--· - ' '" 
i prescribin!!f minimal alteration. 

Cutting trees pmmotes weeds, and does not Weeds, particularly pioneering species, can 
enhance scenic values. become established following logging, 

however, experience has shown native 
vegetation regrowth competition eliminates 
them as it develops. Cutting trees will generally 
not enhance scenic values except, in some 
peoples view, when re growth forests are 

Anew svstem for ·r;)ad, ri,lefandstrr:'ii'in zones 
thinned allowingDeater viewing_ depth. 

is proposed. The proposals are shown for 
roads (or "Travel Routes" because a tramway 
m1d a walking path are included) in Table 1, 
and for rivers and strean1s in Table 2.. -- - - ----·------· 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

Table 1 A propos·ed new travclrrnJ1te 
zone system for 'West Australia11 
fon~slts . The er~re forest i>Jill be mapped into ·three What are the criteria for. these scenic quality This is explained in the Draft Forest Strategy 
scenic~ zo!::~ (A, B or C)_. ---··-·-- zones, and how were th~ derived? 

fy::evel 1 sensitivity should be accorded to private 
pages 149-154. 
One of the criteria for Level 1 sensitivity is the 

property boundaries. A 'VRM A' zone should number of people viewing the scene. Private 
apply in forest 200m from private property, property boundaries, in most cases, have very 
subject to negotiation with the owner. few viewers. CALM does however as a matter 

of course negotiate with private property 
owners concerning activities on their 
boundaries. 

• Travel routes throughout the forest w'ill be What opportunity will t.here be for community Viewer sensitivity classification is based on 
! 

surveyed and classified as Level I, 2, 3 or consulta1don in this classification process? objective criteria published in the Draft Forest 
I 4 a.ccording to p:a,uerns of use and viewer Strategy. The public have had an opportunity 

sensitivity. Level 1 mutes are those which to comment on levels for the southern forest I 

meet 1be highest criteria for visual :resource region. Classification is completed for the 
values. Swan and Central Regions and they may be I 

obta.ined from the respective Regional offices. 
• In southern fores:is where clearfelilnl~ is the Level 3 & 4 travel routes should also be They are but to a lesser degree . 

method of timber harvest and regeneration, managed as visual resources. 
200 metres of u111disturbed forest willl be 
retained on either side of all travel routes 
classified as Level 1, and 100 metres will 
be retained on either side of all travel routes 
classified as Leve12 (See below for a Iist of 
roads in the Southern Forest Region 
classH'ied as Level 1 or Level 2.) Level 3 
and Level4 travel] routes do not require 
buffers. . ' ---
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··------
ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

~-

Level 1 & 2 travel routes in all forest areas It is not considered necessary to have fixed 
should have 200m & lOOm buffers width zones on roads in the Swan and Central 
respectively. forest regions because logging has in many 

cases already occurred and the nature of 
selection logging means it is of less visual 
impact than clearfelling which occurs in the 

-~-~· 

karri forest in the Southern r~ion. 
The existing 400m designated road zones The old growth forest values have been I 

should be retained until their ecological and old- assessed for all of the southem forest region 
I growth forest values have been publicly including road zones in the CALM/ARC study. 

assessed. Ecological research, whilst not targetted at 
individual road zones, has shown that riparian 
areas are more important hence CALM's 
decision to reduce road zones to build up stream 
zones. 

-·· 
Reject the proposed new road zones (except in There are many opportunities for the public to 
old-growth areas) because the public should see see logging in the forest away from the main 
how the forest is logged. roads whereas the tourism industry representing 

the travelling public believe minimal disturbance 

-·· on major roads is desirable. 
Road reserves should not be 'screens' only to Road zones are retained to fulfil both aesthetic 
maximise flora/fauna values & provide wildlife and wildlife protection values. 
conidors. 

-··· Against flexible road, river and stream zone Flexibility is required to enable variation in 
widths. width to ensure maximum ecological advantage 

is obtained from the available width. A set 
minimum is specified as a safeguard. 

""' A min of 150m each side of the road centreliine On Level 1 road this will be 200m and Level 
to be left in clearfelled areas. 2,100m. 

• No logging of rr ature fc;restsw1TI t ke place Protect trees on roads, rivers, streams buffer Trees in zones will be protected except for the 
in these zones. zones. thinning of re growth in road zones and the 

.. removal of trees which 12ose safety hazards . 
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I ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
Even-aged regro;Vth forests w'ITitiet'li'in,ned; If they are to be thinned how are they All slTearn zones and mature forest in road 

'undisturbed' as stated above? zones will not be disturbed by logging. Forest 
in road zones will be thinned. Disturbance will 

--------·-·--------.. - There should be no logging at all in the existing 
be slight and temporary. 
CALM does not consider biological surveys at 

road river & stream zones or proposed river & that level to be effective as there are no species 
stream zones without a prior assessment of vulnerable to local disturbance. All effort 
values. should go into regional biogeographical 

surveys to determine the more useful regional 

~-··-----------·· 

patterning_ of flora and fauna. 
Buffer zones to be a min 30m each side of road Regrowth forest only will be thinned. Thinning 
centreline & be exempt from thinning. is a natural process, and does not detract from 

dangerous trees n:;aj, be fellecland i:itilised if How can CALMl satisfy the public that this 
long term visual attractiveness. 
New Forest Management Regulations will be 

these pose a hazard to human life. provision will not be not abused to permit gazetted to ensure that each tree is inspected and 
normal commercial logging? marked for removal. 

• In central and n,j,rihem forests and in-]arrah Can CALM provide inf01mation about travel! Viewer sensitivity has been defined for travel 
stands adjacent to Level! roads in southern zones in the Swan and O~ntral forests? routes in the Swan Region. They can be 
forests, harvest gap size will be modified obtained through the Regional office at 
depending upon whether the area is Kelmscott. 
classified as Scenic Quality A, B or C. 
Allowable gap sizes will be spelt out in 
silvicultural sEe~:ifications (~e Tabli; 7). 
Prescribed burning for fuel reduclion or 
habitat regeneration will take place fi.'Dffi 
time to time in these zones. 
New roads mai toe constructed which cross CALM should review the practice of low- CALM is reviewing its whole dieback 
these zones but 1they will be designed to profile wading. management at present. 
minimise impacts on the values which are 
being protected. Forest produce generated 
during legitimalle road construction will be 
utilised. -;-·-----·-·· .. 

Level 1 travel routes m the southern -
forest are: 
~~---------·-------·· - . 
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REV]EW OOClJMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
Big T;ee'Rd* ·- Mordalup Rd - Wha'iaretiie criit;i';ifoi· selection of travel Criteria for the designation of viewer sensitivity 
Beardmore Rd Mt F:rankland Rd routes? levels are pub list e.d in the Draft Review of 
Boat Landing Rd Muir Highway Forest lvlanagement Strategies on page 152, 
Boorara Rd* North Pernberton Rd* 153. 
Burma Rd Noma! up Rd* 
Centre Rd* Orchid Rd 
Channybearup Rd Pemberton-Nthcliffe Rd 
Chesapeake Rd Pemberton-Nthcliffe 

Tramway* 
Chindalup Trail* Perup Rd 
Collins Rd Pine Creek Rd* 
Coronation Rd Peppermint Grove Rd* 
Cosy Creek Ralph Rd* 
Diamond Tree Rd* Ritter Rd* 
Davidson/Graphite Rd River Rd* 
Deeside Coast Rd Rainbow Trail* 
Dog Rd* Sears Rd 
Donnelly Mill Rd Seven Day Rd 
Donnelly Drive* Smith Rd* 
Eastbourne Rd* South West Highway 
Eastbrook Rd* Spencer Rd* 
Glanders Rd* Stirling Rd 
Kin Kin Rd* Thompson Rd 
Kurandra Rd* Tramway Trail 
Middle ton Rd V asse Highway 
Middlesex Rd* Wheatley Coast Rd 
Mockedillup Rd* 
*Roads which were not included in the 

I nrevious road zone svstem. 1 
~ ·-"---·---·---.. --+"w""h,...a""'t_p..,.lans are there to regularly revie•iV the list Travel routes will be reviewed internally on a 

o:f travel routes. regular basis and formally with the renewal of 
L.__ _ .. ________ .. , __ .J.__ __ ,___________ each~~al Management Plan. 
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REVIEW nOCUMENT ---- -------ISSUES RAISED 
-

CALM'S RESPONSE . - Add Windy HartOOrRoad. The Windy Harbour road only coincides with 
CALM tenure in the D'Entrecasteaux National 
Park hence will not need Ll status to ensure the 
aesthetic values are retained. 

Level 2 travel ro1lit·es m the soutiiii:im 
forest are: 
Boronia Rd* --·Grays Rd --··--- Add Calc:up Road, Springdale Road. The VRM system provides an objective criteria 
Boyup Brk/Cranbrk Rd Lewis R.d on which to base sensitivity and there are no 
Corballup Rd Malimup Track* reasonable grounds seen to vary them to 
North Walpole Rd Scott Rd* accommodate Calcup and Springdale Road. 
Pozzi Rd* Weld Rd* 
Sea1ton Ross Rd* West Palgarup Rcl* 
*Roads which were not included in the 
previous road zone srstem. - --------·· Boronia Road lies totally~.vithin existing and Incmrect. In the calculation of areas in road 

proposed national parks so its 'road zone' is zones the GIS overlaid conservation reserve 
double counted. tenures and removed those that overlapped 

hence only multiple use State forest is included 
in the road zone area statements. 

The previous road z,c,{:ie system in the Soi1thern Retain Dean[KTC Road. The VRM system provides an objective criteria 
Forest Region included Bevan Rd, Bmmimgs on which to base sensitivity and there are no 
Log Rd, Dean/KTC Rd, Distributor Rd, reasonable grounds seen to vary them to 
Kingston Rd, Nelson Rd, North Rd, accommodate Dean/KTC Roads. 
Springdale Rd and Vvestboume Rd. Whe;n 
evaluated using visual resource criteria, these 
roads did not rate as Level I or Level 2 travel 
routes. 
Table 2 A proposed new river andi. 
stream zone system for West•1rn 
Australian Forests 
• ThisJlmposal wi[l apply to all state _fc:rests.-r--

·--·-----
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!REVIIE:W DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
• All rivers and stre.ar";i's within the publi.cly- It is misleading to say all these zones will be The reference to undisturbed refers to future 

owned forest of the south west will be 'undisturbed' because the forest to be included management not past. 
classified as first, second, third, fourth or in the zones may well have been disturbed by 
fifth order and a protective zone of logging, or even clearfelling. 
undistUlrbed vegetation wi.ll be designated. 
(Note: Stream order numbers are based on a I 

geneal~ical appr?ach. ------
• A first order stream is the smallest at the top Can CALM clarify how ftrst order streams will First order streams will be defined by the 

of the catchment. \:Vhere two first order be defined in the field? combination of the characteristics of the stream 
streams meet a second order is formed and depression and ~-··~ vegetation. Guidelines will 
where two second orders meet a third order be drawn up and made public. 
is formed. Fifth order streams are usually 
nvers. -

Mappingof 1st order e~;hemeral streams only Agreed. These will be designated on the basis 

On all first, second .. and third order streams 
accurate through ground suJrVey. of ground survey. 
According to Growns & Davis (1991) buffer Growns & Davis (1991) also state the "1 OOm 

a zone of between 20 metres and 30 melres zones of at least l OOrn on ephemeral streams buffer left along the stream edges was effective 
of undisturbed vegetation will be retained 'appear to be sufficient to reduce' (not prevent) in ameliorating any disturbance due to logging" 
on either side of the stream. the impact of logging on macro invertebrate and further "Borg et a1 (1988) found that, in 

fauna, so how is 20-30 metres adequate? Western Australia, reducing the width of buffer 
zones from 200 to 100 and 100 1to 50m had no 
effect on the water course or water quality". 
Evidence (Clinnick 1985) suggests 30m will be 
adequate to maintain water quality. 

What plall1s are there to monitor the A monitoring program to assess stream quality 
effectiveness of dhese buffer areas (especially will be devised in consultation with the Water 
their biological impact) in both jarrah ar1d karri Authority. 
forests? r--- --··--·------··· 1st & 2nd order streams should be given same 1st, 2nd and 3rd order streams all have the 
protection as 3rd order streams. same level of protection under the draft 

__ , __________ I proposals. 
u nlogged streams and str<!ams with 100rn See reference to Growns & Davis above. 

- ---g buffers have similar faunml populations. 
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REVIEW !DOCUMENT i ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE ·--- ·---- ----= 

River,stream (riparian) zones should all be a CALM must produce a management strategy 
minimum of lOOm. which balances the output of all values. It is not 

possible to have lOOm wide riparian zones and 
balance other forest values, particularly timber 
production, in keeping with Environmental 

!------------- --- ·-----· Condition No. 4(2). 
CALM believes research suggests maintaining 

Reduction in habitat corridors threatens the same area of habitat corridors but placing 
biological diversity. them on streams will be better for the 

maintenance of biological diversity. 
- ------···--·· River buffers need to be a min of 75m either River zones (5th order and above) will be 200m 

side. either side. ! 

--.-----------·· 
The width applied viili depend on theloc.alion The zone width should-not be fixed but 'should There is some flexibility built into zone width to 
of the riparian zone, as determined by be increased according to the steepness of the take account of soil type, steepness of valley 
ecolo1,>ical and topographical characteiistics. stream valley or creek gully, as well as the and vegetation type. 

gradient of the slream' (Hillard, Penn & Potter 
(1987)). --.. --------~· Since tht~ width depends on the riparian zone, It is anticipated that it will do both. CALM will 
will the system protect the riparian zone or will monitor and commission research to check that 
it provide a buffer of sufficient width to protect it does. 

-- ----------~ .. - aquatic ecosystems and~ water quality? 
The enforcement of flexible stream buffers Minimum widths are prescribed to ensure 
would be nigh ot1 impossible, with indus1ry and requirements are quantifiable but the objective is 
public alike unsure of actual requirements in a to protect the zone and the water and this should 

------------·------ given area. be identifiable by monitoring. 
Ecological boundaries should define stream It is CALM's intention that this be so. 
zone boundaries. c----------··-------- Stream zones should iriclude 'a narrow band of Where trees are in preservation zones this will 
mature trees' and 'ensure that roads are above occur. Road location guidelines attempt to 
steep slopes and seasonally moist sites' ensure this occurs whenever possible for 
(Hillard.,. Penn & Potter (1987)). ecological and engineering reasons. __ , ________ 
All seepage sites & valley head waters should Protection of these ecologically sensitive areas 
be protected & not harvested. is the purpose of the Strategy on identifying and 

b. - ' -·--- managing special areas. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE - ..,_...,.~-" _._. ....... _.........,_,, 
CALM shoUidin(;rease tipa:tian zone widths, CALM must produce a management strategy 
thus max area of representative vegetation and! which balances the output of all values. It is 
reducing 11he overall area subsequently available not possible to have l OOrn wide riparian zones 
for logging. and balance forest values, particularly limber 

roduction. 
• On all fourth order streams a zorte oC .. River buffers need to be a min of 75m either See previous answer. 

between 50 metres and 7 5 metres of side. 
undisturbed vegetation will be retained on 
either side of the stream. The width applied 
will depend on the location of the riparian 
zone, as determined by ecological and 
topological characteristics r-------·-----------------·------·---

. On all fifth order "streams and above(l.e., 
rivers) a zone of between 100 metres and 
200 metres of undistnrbedl vegetation will 
be retained! on either side of the Jriver, the 
width depending on the adjoining ecological 
and ~ographic ~g:1ation. 

,., 

• Prescribed bumirig for fuel reduction or Stream/river zones are an important part of the This is intended, however, the narrowness and 
habitat regeneration will take place from nature conservation network and should be spatial distribution of stream zones will make it 
time to time in thesr~ zones managed as are conservation areas, especially impossible to manage them the same as an 

re- road construe tion an;~ burning. a e ated area. 
• New roads rriay t;e constructed which .. cross 

these zones but these will be designed to 
minimiise impact on the values that are being 
proltected. ·--• Forest produce generated! during legitimate 
road construction and trees removed 
because they preso~nt a danger to human life 
will be the only utillisation in these zo111es. 
No logging for the sole purpose of 
generating fo~est Eroduce will be pe_rrnittedl. ·--
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

Compariis'Oii'OITSI7S road, river ami 
stream zone system and proposed new 
system 
The following table~:compare the origiiiiili ·-
road, river and stream zone system which 
applied only to the woodchip licence area and 
the proposed road, river and stream system 
which will apply to _aLl south west :forests. -· 

Proposed road zones will only be logged to the I 

Road:Sl'i'ravel Routes 
Table 3: Area. ·of forest (ha) in The table: is misleading: Existing zones are 
existing and proposed road zones In undisturbed, proposed zones will be logged, so extent that existing zones are, that is removal of 
the SoUithern Fme·st RegioE:_ ___ . they are not comparable. dangerous trees and thinning of re growth. 
ROADZONIES Are some roads (e.g. Boronia Rd) double No. The portions ofroad zones passing 

counted in the table in that they pass through through tenures in which logging is not 
existing or proposed national parks or permitted were removed from the area 
conservation reserves in which the concept of a statement. 
road zonr::_ does n~!.r? 

Forest Type Existing Proposed Proposed Total -- . ·------· -
System (ill WLA) (not WLA) (p:rop.) 

Jarrah 27100 'io385 530 10915 What area of mature jrurrah m proposed zones? The nature of past selection cutting makes it 
difficult to defin · the area of mature jarrah 
hence it was not done for these figures. 

·-·------~-·· Karri Has location & value of mature karri in zones Yes, partly, through the CALM/AHC 
Even aged regeneration been assessed. assessment of National Estate values. 

2000 830 5 835 
Malure Karri 8900 4430 5 4435 
~;r forest 

. 
70 0 70 

'-·-Other 3400 1360 540 1900 
~-
Total 41400 17075 1080 --ifil55 There are 38 ()(X) ha of forest in the current road It was a deliberate strategy to reduce the area of 

zones wlthin the WLA, the proposed system road zones to enable increased coverage of 
has only 16 255ha for the whole Southern streams. This is seen as a superior distribution 
Forest R:egion. for optimising the mix of wildlife, water and 

aesthetic values. --· --
WLA- "Woodchip Lice~c1: Area" ·-----··---· -· 

L-- . ----
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REVIEW [)0CUMENT --- --iSSlJES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I 
Riversaiid Streams - ~---
Table 4: Areas of forest (ha) --· ---------------------+------------------
within existing and proposed rive•· and 
stream zones in the Sollthern Forest 
Region. ------·---RIVER ANDSTREAMZlJNE"'S--{------·------------------t-------------------

1-E""x""'i-st"'"in_g,_P""r"o_po_s-ed·.-. ""'P::-r,;f:~;oposed Total --·-· -·-----------------+---------------------
--.. ··-·--:--+------·--.. -------·--------+------------·------System (in WLA) (not WLA) link zones proposed ·-·-·-----------+------------------------+-----------------

& corridors 

Jarrah ·-·------- What area of mature jarrah in projJOsed zones? See previous answer 
14200 22700 2540 25240 
~--------·---·-------.. -·--t----·------------------·-·--1-------------------

Even-aged regeneration 
I 000 3600 3600 
Mature karri __ , _______ ,_ Has localion & value of mature karri in zones See previous answer 
12300 15560 200 3200 18960 been assessed? 
Other forest ~ . m- =·='--·------------·-;--------------------
200 250 250 -------------·- --·------------------1-----·-----------0ther 

3 100 9 920 82:70 ' 18 190·--11----·--------------------t--------------------
lUfAL 
30800 52090 11010 3200 66300'---t-----
Note woodchip licence area no longer has any legal status. 
The river and streani zoning system w""i!IT-1-a-;-ls-o--+----·------
be extended to the native forest in the Central 
Forest Region and the Swan Region. This will 
result in tb.e allocation of a further 91 400 
hectares to protectec! 1iparian zones. .. 
There has been some controversy sunoun:-:dl"'in=-g:-1---------------------·--+------------·-------
ilie road, river and stream system in the 
southern forest. It has been suggested that the 
existing system will he redt~ced to compensate 
for new f<:Jrest reserves to be created 
elsewhere. In fact, if the above proposals are 

implemented: ..... ----·--.. --·---------------.l.-------------------
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I REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

• the area m the rmtd, river and stream z;:Jne These figures are not comparative, as the first The formal system of Road River and Stream 
system in the southern forests will be relates only to the WLA and the second to the zones stemming from the 1973 Woodchip EIS 
increased from n 200 hectares 110 84 455 Southern Forest Region. only applied to the (then) existing woodchip 
hectares (see Table 5 for details); licence area. The 1992 Strategy proposes the 

extension of the fonnal system to the remainder 
of the southern region and to the Central and 

--· Swan Re~ion. 
• the area of mature: karri forest in thiss'ystem 

wiH be increased from 21 200 hectares to 
23 395 hectares; 

• the area of road, river and stream zone This claim 1s mislieading since half of all native It is true that only the southern forest was 
system in all native forests will have been forest was not previously part of the system. covered by a formal system; thus the extension 
more than doubled (see Draft Forest to cover the whole forest was seen as a 
Str~;y Review,1mge 159); and . significant achievement. 

• visual resource management principles-;will 
be applied to the management of roadside 
forests adjoining all major travel routes 
through the forest. 

Table 5: Compar1ison of areas (h-ai of -· 
forest (by forest type) withi111 existing 
and proposed sy:stems of road zones, 
river and stream zones and linkage 
zones Southern Ft)rest Region -FOREST TYPE - ·---Jarrah Regrowth mature Other Other Total 

Ka:rri Karri Forest . --- ----·-·------Existing System 
(Woodchip Licence Area only 

14200 1000 ----- --------· Road Zones 
27100 2000 890Q_ .. - 3400 41400 
Total 
41300 3000 21200 200 6500 72200 , _______ 
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REVIEW .DOCUMENT 
~----~~·~------- ~---t'--=------· 1 Proposed System ·-·m w _,_ I 

I~UES !,AISED I CALM'S RESPONSE 
I 

(Woodchip Licence 
Area only) 
River&stream zones 
2700 3 660 15560 250 9920 52090 
Road zones 

0385 830 4430 70 1360 17075 
Linkage zor:.es 

Total 3200~ 1:l_QO I --- =t= =J 
11 os 5 ____:! 4 9o 2.212.L.__11.Q_. 112 so __ 7~2-~s _ 
Proposed System 
(Entire Region) 
River and stream zones 

5240 3660 15760 250 18190 63I;c,OO"--I----
Road zones --·---------·· 

10915 835 
I Linkage zor;;-

4435 70 1900 181 . .:.:5"-5 -+--

1 Total __ .. There is less forest (i.e. excluding the 'Other' This appears to have occurred because the 
3200 3200 I 

36155 4495 23195 320 20090 84455 category) in the new system, down from 65 increase in stream zones at the expense of road 
700ha in the old woodchip llicence area to 64 zones has resulted in a large increase of heath 
305ha in the much larger Southern Forest and sedge type vegetation often associated with 

-----------··- Rp.J2on. .. the riparian areas, but in fact part of the forest. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED I CALM'S RESJ>_()NSE ~ 

3.2 H•gh Valw ·--G"im·----· • Old ;rowtli1 Forest 
The need to preserv• 
areas of high vah 

~representative and viable Proposals do not indicate~ which is high value It is necessary to look at Vol. 3 of the 
1e, old growth forest is old growth fores1. AHC/CALM documents to see which of the 

widely recognised. and is a feature of the national estate indicative areas contains criteria 
conservation reserv e system which has been relevant to old growth forest. In time CALM 
established in W A forests and which it is will prepare maps of expression of individual 
proposed to further e)~pand (see part 4 of this criteria. 
document). ·-·--·-·-----··-· Privateaireas of high conservation value outside CALM has a list of areas it would like to 

CALM establishment .to be acquired by CALM acquire and a budget to implement a proportion 

·-·-------- or CALJ'vl to assist in m~!!:_ging these areas. of it each year. i 

Hester is high value old-growth forest. CALM acknowledges the value of Hester and 
will consult with Bridgetown community about 

-- ·------·--·-~-o•n-

its manlligement, particularly logging. 
Against· clearing of Hester block in 11he There are no plans to clear Hester block. 

-- ·-· --··· 
Bridgetovm area. 

·-·----------- Salinity & herbicide co~cerns if Hester logged. When logging occurs these will be considered. 
Hypocritical to log as agricultural clearing bans There is a vast difference in the ecological 
enforced in the Bridgetown area. impact of clearing for agriculture versus logging 

and regeneration. ·-.. --·------··· Would quantity of timber that could be obtained It would. 

f--- ·----·-----.. 
warrant costs involved in harvesting Hester? 
Hester susceptible to introduced species These can be managed. 

1--· --- invasion if logged. 
Hester is ecologically mature and important This is acknowledged and will be incorporated 
environmentally,aesthetically and economically into plans for the area which will be developed 
for industries other than timber extraction. in consultation with the Bridgetown 

1---
'~-- -------

·-·---------··· community. 
Want ecological!;): sustainable use of Hester. CALM agrees with this. ,-.. ---------~-RO-
If VRM cosmetically based then Rester to get The closeness of Hester to Bridgetown will be 

-·------~···-

an A class rating throug~Jut. considered in its management. 
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F--_, __ _ REVIEW !DOCUMENT I ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
·-----·· ' VRM inadequate on its own as it doesn't VRM is not meant to include requirements other 

than aesthetics. It is the means by which 
aesthetics are included, along with recreation 

consider •economic or recreational requirements. 

and other requirements into decision making. 1 
·-·-------···---l~m 50% of Bridgetown Shire is being The long term harvesting plan for the forests in I 

forested. the Shire are not set. 1 
·-· ···· Hester blocks highly visible and this is why This will be considered in its management. I 

f----------·-·· ~.Je live close .!!L__ _ 1 
All forest in Bridgetown Shire has been or will The long term logging plan for the Bridgetown 
be harvested within the decade. area has not been determined. 

f--------·-··--------·· --!l-ir;..;n-;3;:;0; yrs there'll be no multi-purpose 1o"rest in Jarrah forest is selectively logged to retain a 
1--- ·----------· 

1 

the Brid~~etown are 50yrs old and over. series of age classes some more than 100 years. I 
1--- --··· . Hester of huge recreational value. This will be considered in its management. 

Hester Brook drains Hester blocks, this water This is due to clearing for agriculture. 
I ··-·-· -·- I already e~·eriendng ri~inll._ salinity. I 

Hester already under pressure, logging to be CALM will liaise with the local community in 
·---· -----·----.. 1 reconsidered. developing plans for the logging of Hester. I 

Hester blocks islands of wildlife refuge in See previous response. 
---·. __ .. surroundi~g fam1land areas. 1 

Hester an amenity for country dwellers & See previous response. I 
resource for tourism. -·------··· There will be a drop in property values if Hester See previous response. 

. .. ___ .. I logged. , I 
1--------- Tourism important economically in the area, See previous response. 

---·. ----.. ·-

1- -------·-·· 

with an emphasis being on environmentally 
intact destinations. 
CALM did not set up aprojecCieam to assist in See previous response. 
the public consuhation .E!~:..:e:;:s:::.s .:.;re:....:.;H:..:e;.::st:.:e::.r.:.._ __ --!..,.---~-----------·----1 
CALM has formed a quality improvement team See previous response. 
to reduc1~ opposition, but not to discuss! 1--------·-.. --·----.. ·----+Noareas for 200 yrs while Hester reco\:.:'e;.:.r_s l-s""e_e_p_

1 
r-:ce-v"'"io_u_s_r-:ce-:s:-p-on,..s:-e:-.-----------l 

L- __ .. _________ ____._!!._om loggin!i;_ __ 
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REVIIEW ][)0CUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
i ·-- - Gap creation t,:J'be"'"liJmited to 0.33% of'l See previous response. '1 

Rester/year with thinning of pole stands & 

1 __ .. __ .. ,_ I removal of shelter woO<! in.:..;:;ad::;d::i.::ti.::o.::n.,;.to;.,::th:.::i:::;s·'-7,-h--~-------
55ha should be logged in one year followed by See previous response. 

1--- __ , --- 4 years with no h~"- . 
1l1ere are various categories of portable mill that See p-re-v~i-o"'ucs'""r-::e-::sp"'o=-n=-s"'e=-. --

1-- ·-·------------+would result in less damag~:.:.· -,---.,-, 
Suggest setting up a formal workshop to See previous response. 

1-- -. ---· 
establish management plans accommodating all 

lgoalsof<~interestedpart~:iT.e~s-~~~~~··ccc,---rF-::-::-::~~-,-::"C:~-::-:::-:--------------; 
Hard to believe that gov't. would undermine See previous response. . . __ ,._ I ~an:owner by logging Rester. 

getovvn shire was not consnlted about the See previous response. 
osed_!9_gging of H~ster. 

Will herbicides be us""e'ct'i"'-w"'I"'.t'"h~in,.,.t:;-h-e Rester See previous response. •-·---------·--••a-• 

·-· __ .. _ 
1 
catchment area. ··--------l 
DMS proposes reclassifying some areas around See previous response. 

1---------·-·----------.. -- I ~~~~e~·~~~~t in DMS 'conflict with proposed Cannot identify this conflict. 
reclmssifications of Rester area. 
Maps 5 & 7 obscure in ~:r;;;e:s . .::p.:.e:.:ct::-t:-o-::t:;-h-::e-::n-::· fl""'e-r"'an--g-e-t'N;-o-p-·r_o_p_o_s_al''fo"'r::-::;th'"'i-::s-=r"'es:-e:-:rv=e-. ----------1 ·----. __ ,. 

___ _ ~----·-· 1 reserve at Bridgetown .. 
The reqmrement to look beyond the n:serve 
system to identify a.nd appropriately manage 
additional areas of high value old growth 
forest was hampered for some time by 
disagreement about what constituted "high 
value" and "old gfD'~vth" forest. ... ____ _ 
CALM has adopted the system developed by 
the Australian Heritage Commission in it's 
definition of National Estate forests as the 
basis for identifying high value old growth 
forests on a regional basis in W A. 

Can CALM give a cleai'statement of the criteria 
used by CALM/AHC for identifying old growth 
forest? 

A.-study of the CALM/ARC-reports needs to be 
made for detaiL In brief it included aspects of 
the following AHC criterion: A2 (existing 
processes/natural systems), A3 (richness and 
diversity), B 1 (rare, endangered or uncommon-

'-----· _____ • 1 natural), Dl (representativeness natural). 1 
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IREVIEW DOCUMENT . ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE .- ___ , 
·- --·· 1 Is the ,;:;aluation based on a regional No, the evaluation considered every occurrence 

----·--------··---tl"'"ri-ep~~lti'?~"alues?.___ on its own merits. 
Assessing old growth forest on visual criteria Yes, the structural goal for the jarrah forest will I 
ignores their roile in providing ecologicallly ensure the maintenance of the old growth 
mature systems for nature conservation. Will component through the forest. In the karri 
this role be protected outside the reserves and forest the extension of rotation length for part of 
buffer zones~ the re growth forest will, in time, provide old 

growth throughout the karri forest available for 
logging. 

·---------·· 1 DMS & proposals give inaccurate & biased There is no universally accepted definition of 
definition of old-growth forest . old owth forest. 
Reject Christensen's definition of old growth Ok. 1--- -- ----

forest. 
----·· · - I "RAC definition of oild growth forest The RAC definition of old growth forest, I 

supported, CALM to adopt this. requiring negligible disturbance, is seen as too 
restri.ctive as it would exclude nearly all W A 
hardwood forest from the definition. 
No it does not. ·-··--------·· Envirom:l1ental Condition 4 requires CALM to 

use AHC developed criteria for old growth 
forest. 

·-··------------·- I CALM to provide I :50 000 maps of old growth CALM has not mapped "old growth" as an I 

A major joint study iJ.i:tween CALM ancfAHC 
staff has examined the southern forests, and 
agreement has been reached on the 
designation of National Estate areas for this 
region, and their management (CALM/AHC, 
1992). This study win be continued in central 

forest by~ecies. attribute. 
Would like all national parks, conservation Where these areas attain threshold value in the 
parks & nature reserves on the register national CALM/AHC study they will be proposed for 
estate. listing on the register of the national estate. 

and northern forests in 1992. - . -
·· Above should be explicit in CALM and Wildlife I There can not be a legislative requirement to list 

Conservation Acts. areas on the register of the national estate. It 
must be based on an assessment of values 

L.._---------·--·--------· .. _.JI...tP:.:.re:::s:::e:::n:::t. _______________ __, 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I 

:rowth All rem!ining old grmvth areas should be It is not possible to do this whilst the 
vation protected from wood extraction. Government also endorses a timber industry 
strean1 based on native forests. 
::h will 
·vation 
~ernent 

·e the 
son a 

... 
Does CALM disagree with the RAC view that Yes, if it is not done within a holistic 
logging of old growth forest potentially violates management strategy which provides for 
the precautionary principle of sustainable ecological values at the strategic level with a 
development ? If not, how does CALM plan to representative reserve system and at the local 
manage logged old growth forest for all values, level with the protection of special areas and the 
and not simply replace it with old growth ltre<~s? retention of mature habitat. CALM does not 

agree with the RAC definition of OGF. -----·------ ... 
How can CALM ensure that sufficiently large CALM has reserved from logging 33% of the 
areas of old growth forest are protected to jarrah forest and 45% of the karri forest. 
ensure tlhat lhollow nesting species requiring Management is aimed at distributing that area 
large hollows are adequately protected form effectively in the landscape. 

1----------·-------- ... extinction? (Wardell-Johnson 1992). 
As CALM/ARC are proposing that old growth CALM agrees with the intent of the definition in 
forest outside conservation areas be logged terms of little disturbance and dominated by 
(albeit more slowly) is it correct to assume that mature trees. CALM does not accept the 
they disagree with the RAC definition of old concept of "ecological maturity". Individual 
growth forests as 'Forests that are both little trees grow and mature and in doing so provide 
disturbed and ecologically mature'? an important ecological niche however it is 

fallacious to equate this niche with a state of 
ecological maturity. The ecological niches 
provided in forests are not the result of a neat 
succession which is a function of age but a 
result of disturbance cycles operating in the 

····-
understorey and overstorey. 
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Old growth forest may qualify for inclusion on AHC/CALM assessment of forest for national 
the register of the: national estate. estate significance included old growth as one 

of the cliteria. 
·-·-----~-·· Mature forest left standing & plantations to be Plantation is seen as complementary to 

·-·------·-----~~ablished on degraded farmland. 
Against continued logging & burning of areas 

harvesting in native forests. 
The CALM/AHC agreement manages national 

on the National Estate. estate values to ensure they are sustained on a 
regional basis. Individual national estate areas 

·----· maybe3ed. 
Proposals are set oui-in table 6 
Table (j Propmials for idenll nc:ation 1------· 

and management of high value old 
~~wt:h forests in W A 
• The criteria devcloped by CALM ai1d the How will CALM provide for the on-going CALM records the impact of disturbance on the 

AHC to identify forests with National updating of its register of old growth forest to forest (logging, fire, storm, etc.) and will use 
Estate value will be used to identify areas of reflect the dynamics of the ongoing processes? this to update records on a periodic basis. 
high value old growth forest. These areas 
will be nominated for the Register of the 
N atiomJ Estate. ·-·-------.. WiLl the designation of heritage priorities Identification of national estate values has not 

involve the general public? involved the public except to seek out 
knowledge held by the conservation movement 
on attributes used in the assessment. The 
process and results are however now available 

------------·------· Important areas of high value old growth forest 
for public comment. 
Only areas which reached threshold levels 

have not been included. Why, for example has based on the nominated criteria were proposed 
East. Crowea Block not been listed? for listing. . 
Support AHC's findings on significance of old Agree. 
growth forest lto national estate. -- ·-·--·----~-···-· Eas!l Crowea state forest for national estate This area did not meet threshold value for 
listing. national estate significance. ·-·--· Clearfelling maximises losses to National Estate If the value is related to mature forest this is so, 
values. however, the effectiveness of the regeneration 

enables values to return in time. 
~-.. --·----.. -·-· " 
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I A sooure and re:ii~esentative conserv 

reserve system has been identifie 
established and is proposed to be f, 
enhanced. In these areas there will 
timber harvesting, thereby allowir 
growth values to be retained or to de 

ation 
and 

rther 
le no 
~ old 
1elop 

r_?~r ti~.!:::_-·-··---· 

r--
~-

r-- ---·-·------

---· , _________ _ 
~-.. ------------

r.--old growth forests within designai; 
and stream zones will not be harves 
timber. In zones adjacent to travel 
classified as Level 1 and Level 2 
southern forests, old growth fores· 
not be harvested for timber. ------·-

. 

. 

friver 
ed for 
routes 
in the 
s will 

ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I 
There would be minimal development of old Old growth forest values begin to develop after 
growth forest values in forest younger than 100 years and by 200 years would be well 
200yrs. developed. Rayr ~r (1992) fourtd few stands of 

virgin karri trees in excess of 350 years and that 
a multi-aged structure occurred on each sampled 
site with the majority of the regeneration events 
under 200 years ago . 

Dispersal of old growth forest should reflect The spatial distribution of retained old growth 
fauna! dispersion. values has been selected to ensure their distance 

apart is not greater than 400m. This is based on 
an understanding of fauna! movement. 

RAC inquiry states, "logging old growth forest This is agreed. 
destroys Eristine nature." 
Re growth forest will never attain ecological & RAC believes, conectly in CALM's opinion, 
cultural values of old growth forest. "ecological characteristics of old growth may be 

regenerated in the long term". 
ESD working group considers old growth The only aspect of old growth not renewable in 
forest as non-renewable. time is the pristine nature i.e. not having been 

disturbed by man. This is not of ecological 

Clear tholt unlogged forest poorly represented in 
significance. 
Virgin forest in reserves in W A is 36% for 

the reser~e syste_m. jarrah and 76% for karri. 
CALM says existing old growth logging values This will depend on the area in question. For 
reduced, but by how much? the coupe it will be 100% but in the local area 

might only eguate to 5%. 

------· 
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REVIEW llOCUMENT 
Within State Fc;~~sts an addi·~· 
hectares of mature KatTi forest w 
designated to link resellVes and ro:: 
and streamside zones or to encor 
patches of mature :forest, or areas of s 
ecological, cultural or recreational 

r-Jhese areas will !!Ot be harvested. 

--··---·--------~-' 

---- , ______ , 

3200 
1ll be 
dside 
npass 
)ecial 
ralue. 

-

-----

-

f' the • In areas listed---;~n the register o 
National Estate which are outsil 
conservation resel!Ve system, outsi 
road, river and stream zone syst 
outside the additional areas designa 
link reserves, Jogging and regene· 
prescriptions wiU be applied which 
that National Estate values are main 

e the 
le the 
m or 
ted to 
mtion 
:nsure 
ta.ined 

on a re~ional baf~!:!-· __ _ 

'-------------------------· ,_, 

---
ISS UES RAISED 

Karri Forest Sil' 
p 167) makes ne 
What is tlhe signi 

Does mature fc 
forest? 

""""'·------Old growth fore! 
not just patches. 

,riculture principle 3 (Strategy 
mention of the linking role. 

lficance of this omission? 

rest ciifhr fromofdgrowth 

t still occ:lirs in extended areas, 

CALM'S RESPONSE 
There is no significance io this omission. 
Retained patches will be used in any of the 
ways mentioned to achieve the optimum 
ecological benefit. 

Mature forest will have the biological 
characteristics of old growth forest but may fall 
down on disturbance criteria. 
Agree. 

Is the additiona I 3200ha of maiiii'e-I<liiTi for I Both. 
patches c~ linkag 
Where are the ad 

e zones? 
ditional 3200ha to be found? I It is part of State forest currently available for I 

CALM/ AIIc dcx 
old growth or m: 

All areas on the I 
to conservation< 

What Jogging a 
will CALM appl 
values are maint: 

';uments use "undisturbed'"' not 
tture. 

·~ational estate should be added 
1reas. 

nd regeneration prescriptions 
y to ensure that National Estate 
tined on a regional basis? 
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harvesting. 
"Undisiuroed" is an attribute which was 
mapped and was used as one indicator of old 

uwth values. 
The register of the national estate is not meant to 
be a surrogate for a nature conservation reserve 
system. The philosophy of the CALM/AHC 
agreement was that national estate values were 
as important as any other forest value and 
needed to be identified and provided for in 
management which considers the mix of all 
values, not the maximisation of a single value 
(national estate) at the exoense of all others. 
The major- strategy-to maintain national estate 
values on a regional basis is their representation 
in the reserve system. The guidelines for 
minimising the loss of national estate values is 
deta.iled in volumes 4 and 5 of the CALM/ AHC 
reoort. 



le---_ 
-~----~ ---·--- -·-.---

CALM'S RESPONSE REVIEW 0 )CUME.NT ISSUES RAISED 
-~==--~ 

CALM to identify & protect old growth areas 
outside conservation rese1ve system. 

r-----·-·-- - Other uses Important in old growth forests, 
man• not destructive. 

--·· CALM has not identified all areas of forest 
worthy of heritage listing. 

----of National Estate What are the temporary losses of National Where'"iempoiai:~-~o 
values are unavoidab 
minimised. 

----·--· 

• Management prc;~ed 
new silvicultuml s 
jarrah and karri fore 
and in guidelines w 

~~ort:c..· __ _ 

~ese losses will be Estale values referred to here, and why might 
they be unavoidable? 

----·--~ How will losses of National Estate values be 
minimised? 

arec:letailedTn the What are the new silvic'ultural specifications for 
fications for the karri forests') (Appendix A covers only jarrah 
see Appendix A), forests) 
the C'ALM/AHC 

.. 
What operational guidelines are there to ensure 
heritage protection at a sile-specific level? How 
do they differ from normal silvicultural 
practices? 

--------w-g ----· 
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CALM has assessed them through the 
CALM/AHC study. It will not protect them 
individually but will manage them on a regional 
basis. 
Agreed. 

Areas that have not been identified are all areas 
in the Central and Swan regions not yet 
assessed. 
Many national .:state values are sensitive to 
disturbance such as that resulting from logging. 
They are unavoidable because timber 
production is a value to be managed for from 
the forests and they are temporary because 
ecosystems regenerate and with time national 
estate values return. 
Losses will be minimised through use of 
guidelines and procedures outlined in volumes 
4 and 5 of the CALM/ AHC report. 
A summary is provided on page 167 of the 
Draft !Forest Strategy and page 19 of the 
document provided to the EP A. If the thrust of 
proposed changes is accepted a new karri 

I prescription will be developed. 
Guidelines for site specific management of 
national estate values are listed in volume 4 of 
the C'ALM/AHC agreement. "Normal" practice 
will no longer exist in the implementation of the 
new strategy. Gap size, frequency of return 
logging, rotation length of regeneration and 
aggregation or dispersal of coupes will depend 
on the national estate value as well as the 
biological, visual and resource values of the 
site. 



~- REVIEW DOCUMENT -- ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I 
·-- _, The CAI:M~c report suggests designated Yes. Refer to previous answer. 

areas wiH be logged last. Does CALM/AHC 
also propose more sensitive logging practices 
(e.g. smaller gaps or selective logging) for 
designated areas? 

·- Believe !logging of 'old growth' forest can be Agree. This is the basis of the forest 
sustained at levels that do not preclude habitat & management strategies. 

___ other ecological values. 
• The m-ul;-,.ti~-a:-g-e'd-stmcture of the jarrah forest Why is it the existing multi-aged structure The existing age (size class) stmcture is known 

will be maintained. Mature trees win be which is to be maintained, why not the pre- through the jarrah inventory and represents 
retained on all areas hatvested for timber. logging age structure? (314) something to aim at. The pre-logging age 
This will provide old growth values structure is not known and would necessitate an 
throughout the jaiTah forest. (see Table 7 arbitrary decision. In addition, any stmctural 
and Appendix A) goal which nect 'sitated development of more 

mature and senescent trees than currently exist 
would require a severe curtailment of timber 
cutting rates in defiance of Environmental 
Condition 4(2). 

· · Does thisrefer to the 3 senescent trees per The 3 habitat trees/hectare are included in this as 
hectare, or will there be a balanced structure are retained crop trees (mature) and the range of 
including mature trees as well? age classes contained in stream zones. 

-;--Areas of regro'>';th karri forest havo; been Presently large areas of :immature re growth in Particularly in the karri forest cut using a small 
identified which wiJI be grown on until they remnants of old growth forest. group selection system from 1940-1965 
develop old !,>TOwth characteristics. These 
include 25 percent of all pre-1940 regrowth 
stands and all re growth stands regenerated 
between 1940 and 197 5 occurring in 
~che:s of less tl::an 200 hectares in s~ze. . . 

1--· A further 50 per cent of all stands The percentage of fores""u---e-,tru'"'.~n-ed.,...,.to-;d-ev-e-;1-op--o'ld*R=e-g~-··o-v.-· ,t"h_e_x._,i""st"'s~i""n-m,..a""n-y--co-n-s"e . ._rv-a:-:u~· o=-n.,...r_,e-=s-:e-:rv-e-:cs 
regenerated after 1990 will be grown on growth values may include forest in and this is expected to grow on and obtain old 
until they develop old growth conservation reserves. growth values. 

characteristics. ·-··---·----· -----·-·-·----------·----------~---------------·----
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Approximately ;I() per cent of the Karri How much of this is in-production forest and When the minimum of 40% is reached it will be 
forest will always contain old growth how much in buffer zones, linkage zones and almost entirely within reserves, stream zones, 
characteristics. conservattion reserves? road zones and linkage zones. Thereon it will 

begin to increase as forest harvested in the 
initial stages of cutting (eg, Big Brook, Treen 
Brook) move into the mature stage and begin 
develo •in old owth characteristics. 

__ .. __________ ,_ Oid grmiVth estimates probably overestimate This will depend on the definition of old 
amount kft. growth. CALM definition would include 

selection cut karri forest whereas RAC would 
exclude it. --·--------·---·· ----· 
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3. 3 Managemei11 of Jarnih For€i.T 
Types 
1 arrah forests mana1i~d by CALM fall inio two 
broad categories: those within nawcr-e reserves, 
national parks and conservation parks (which 
are managed primarily for nature conservation 
and recreation); 

andthose withinsi:ilieforests (which-are 
managed for multiple: uses, including nature 
conservation, recreation, and timber and water 

I production). 
In State forests tnemiinagement.objecti\;;~ls to 
sustain, in a whole of forest context, all forest 
values indefinitely. T11is wi!ll be achieved by 
the use of silviculturaltechniques which 
develop or maintain m forest structure that 
delivers fundamental requirements for nature 
conservation, timber production, water 
resource conservation, heritage and landscape 
values; and by the application of protection 
programs which miJrrimise dlamage: to the: forest 
from fire, disease a~d pests. 

1-

-

Require ~~eater protect£o t of the jarrah forest. 

J arr:ili-tobe~useHor me I •roduction of 
furniture:. 

'cept ecologically All State·Torest should be 
mature (250-350yr rotatio rr) 

Removt-subslarltiall yles 
forest. 

the proposedsil viculture, 
management system is v'' 
specific training are field 
supervision is there to mr 

wood from State 

'ntegrated logging 
y complex. What 
:aff given? What 
imise inconsistency 
[ons? -L--- ____________ ---L.2!_~cation betwee~ r~. 
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The Draft Forest Strategy outlined an objective 
criteria for conservation reserves in the jarrah 
forest and proposed new areas to achieve them. 

Jarrah is used for furniture. 

It is not possible to do this and maintain the 
Government required level of timber supply. 
Further more this is not the natural life cycle of 
trees in the forest. See the age class distribution 
of j and k on page 12 and 13 of the Strategy. 

This is against current Government policy and 
would result in further unemployment in the 
south west, and increase costs of wood. 
It is recognised ongoing training is required. 
This will be addressed in the implementation 
phase. 

J 
! 

! 

! 
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-
UES RAISED 

' Wardell-Johnson & Chrlstensen (1992) suggest 
that there: is inad<: 
assumption that t 
indefinitely susta 
timber productio 

~quate research to support the 
he silvicultural techniques will 
in forest values other than 
~- What research is proposed 

__________ , I to ~ctify this lac c 
---- No more clearfel ling of native forests 

·-------------,,~eri1ent sho 

trees, especially 
erosion, 

_____ , ________ , __ , 
The level of fore 
the natural proce: 
demand for a pm 
What will be the 
forest removal or 

__ ,__________ Does C71LM agr 

sustainability rec 
concerns should 
timber extraction 

.,---11'-ici=ap.,:acicy of the f•: 
Scientific resear'' 
the jarrah ecosy~: 

uld involve replanting more 
n areas affected by salt or 

>t use should be determined by 
sses of the forests, not by the 
ticulrur use or ![Oup of uses. 
effect of the proposed native 
rainfall? 

:e that the principle of 
uires that environmental 
be considered first, with 
at a level to fit the ecological 
,rest to sustain that extraction? 
h findings should be applied to 
em I ------ Silvicultural tee! 

product be simul 
rtiques let every commercial 
taneously removed as forest 

___ ,J.5oupes are I~ d, 
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CALM'S RESPONSE I 
The publication cited detailed research i 

requirements. Research is continuing in many 
aspects of silviculture and ecology in the forest 

Clearfelling is demonstrably the best method to 
regenerate karri forests. 
This is outside the scope of the Strategy which 
dwelt on native forest management CALM 
supports this comment and is already involved 
in intensive planting on cleared agricultural 
land. The issue will be in the Forest Industry 
Statement currently bein~ prepared. 
CALM agrees with this as it is the outcome of 
employing ecologically sustainable development 
and integrated mana~ement 
It is not intended to remove any native forest 
Research has shown the leaf area and 
transpiration rates of native forest are restored 
to 90%+ within 10 years (Stoneman et aL 
1988), There is no evidence that rainfall will be 
reduced. 
Yes, this is ecologically sustainable 
development. 

Agree, and do so. 

Agree. 



- -···-

R:EVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE . 

- ,_,_"""""""'~m• ..... -
Forest sh.ould not be logg<ecl unless resources If regeneration (in jarrah forest) is not present, 
are available for regeneration. logging is not done for regeneration but to a 

shelterwood to establish regeneration. -- ---·· CALM lacks a genuine commiunent to CALM rejects this assertion. 

-- -·· 
ecosystem protection. 
How, in the absence of adequate past or Evidence suggests management is well within 
planned research, has CALM determined that it the uncertainty zone. 
is not operating in Schapper's (1992), 

··-··--- 'uncertainty zone'? -- '"fu'vfewcJfthe complex· symbiotic relations Forest ecosystems are adapted to disturbance 
dismpted by logging how do the silvicultural hence will recover following logging. 
techniques deal with these 'fundamental Techniques aim to minimise damage ~o soil to 

----------··~-
re9!,ltirements for nature conservation'? ensure regeneration is effective. 
CALM looks at each factor separately, what The thmst of CALM's management is to 
about combined effects? integrate activities and this requires looking at 

combined effects. ·-·---------·· Research into forest ecosystems and the impacts CALM tries to promote independent research to 
of logging on th<~m should be undertaken ease the burden on its own resources. 

~-··---·---·--g 
independently or CALM:. 
Trees to be allowed to grow to ecological Some trees will, but not all trees do in the 
maturity (300 - 400yrs). natural environment. See the age distribution in 

uncut forests of j and k on pages 12 and 13 of 

·-·---·-----.. ·- Silvicultural spe~ificati;~ns generally accepted 
the Strategy. 
The comment appears to be directed at a lower 

but apply less intensively. level of timber yield. The current level is 
sustainable and to the best available knowledge 
is not impairing ecological processes hence 
should be able to be continued. --·--------·- C'unent management satisfies a small minority, Management strategy attempts to provide for all 

at ex_Eer;!se of other forest users. users. -- ···------- Maximised land under the silviculturalists The Draft Strategy actually proposed to remove 
control. 120,000 ha from areas available for wood 

~- ·-·--------·------rroorest nnanagement practices do effect the 
I production. 

Agree, but is small in the global carbon 
amount of carbon stored. balance . . . . 
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I ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
"'""-- ·-= ...... --·· ArroganttOaSSWne that we can manage the Management must be attempted whilst humans 

1 

forests. live in forests, around them and use their 
__ ,. -- _products I 

Forests only need managing if used for The presence of european man in and around 
! 

purposes not intended. the forest, the introduction of feral animals, 
weeds and unnatural fire sources requires that 

-- __ , 
--··- all forests be managed. 

Forest not to be a resource for the human Forests are a resource for the human species 
species. and a huge number of other vet1ebrate and 

--· ··-- invertebrate species. 
No infmmation on timing & location of These are detailed in logging plans available in 

--------------------· intended logging opera.!!:_ons. regions. 
Doubt that silviculturally logged forest Evidence available indicates they wilL 

----------··-· re enemtes the former ecosystem. 
New silvicultural practices if implemented will Ok. 

--··-----------·- beanin~ent 
Use Wardell-Johnston to suggest how much It is not up to one person to dictate forest 
disturbance the forest can take. management __ , _________ 
CALM protests too much re forest ecology. CALM is merely making sure the logical 

inferences are set down. - . --- Ecological processes in forest largely time and Agree. 
area de endent. r---- ' "--·-----w•-• State G•:N't.,CALM & timber industry should Do not agree. 
face up to debacle. that remaining forest in 
tatters. ----- ---m•-
Should manage the foi~est based on the basic Agree, this is ESD 
philosophy of the principle of stewardship -- that 
is with a comntLtrnent to maintain in perpetuity 

1--- -----------·- ecolo ical processes. _ 
CALM to develop diffeiing silvicultural Silviculture will vary according to disease 

r--------------------- nfected/uninfected forest presence and predicted impact 
ept to replace bush picking CALM is not advocating this. 
ultivation. --------- " 
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-

L______ m_,,_ _. 

__ , ___________ _ 
-

f-- ·-·--·· -· 

_____ .. _________ _ 

~---------.. ----The fundamental requirements are consid ered 
to be: 
• To maintain bioilversitiiitthe genetG 

species and ecosystem level througho 
jarrah forest 

f--

f-;- To maintain or rC:itore populations of 
taxa so that use of the forest does nm 
to loss of biodiversity at the localleve 

1---------- ··---· 

-.. 
ut the 

-

in 
lead 
L 

. 

--·-- -
ISSUES RAISED 

Native seeds should also be cultivated not bush 
_]Jicked. 
Oppose export of native seeds picked from 
bush. 
MoratoriuJn-;:ir~llloggi.ng for at least 100 
years. 
Allow for recovery of forest/resources in order 
to establish cmTect use and to manage 
a~quate!Y: 
CALM employ interpretive ecologists research 
into management. 

-·-·----· 

Iii what ::Vays does CALM consider such 
practices as clemfelling, burning regimes, 
removing species to prevent disease, thinning to 
promote particular tree foma or species etc 
consistei:t 'lvith maintaining biological diversity? 
As rnatme and senescent trees will be mainly 
confined to reserves, buffer zones and habitat 
trees, the multiple use forest, composed of 
immature trees and seedling regeneration will be 
incapable of maintaining biodiversity at the 
genetic species and ecosystem level throughout 
th~_jarrah forest. 
Hester Block should not be logged because 
there is no nearby forest to provide alternative 
habitats. 

Protection of native fauna should be approached 
as a whole issue. -- -'-· 
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CALM'S RESPONSE I 
It is not possible to cultivate all requirements. 

I 

There is no reason why seed can not be ' 

harvested in a sustainable manner. 
Against Government policy. I 

CALM's management ensures forests are 
regenerated so that resource values are restored. ! 

CALM employs ecologists and many other 
scientific disciplines applicable to level 
management. 

None of the practises listed have been shown to 
reduce biological diversity in south west 
forests. 

The multiple-use forest will be composed of 
trees in all stages of development from 
establishment to senescent. Apart from the 
availability of hollows for hollow dwelling 
species the age of the overstorey has less impact 
on maintaining diversity than factors such as 
fire, introduced predators and plant diseases. 
Proposed logging in Hester Block will not 
significantly affect habitat and wildlife values. 
Nearby forest blocks are Nelson, Glenlyn, 
Winnejup, Walcott, Green bushes, Ca.tterick and 
Jolly_. 
The Draft Forest Strategies and the Nature 
Conservation Strategy do this. 



~-~~ REVIEW DOCllJMEJ'I, 
r--- """""'""" wm 

• l'o protect aJ1-cfcoi1serve taxa Oil 

communities which are threate 
uncommon in the forest. 

I--

-

--
-··· 

rclfe or 

-~~-

-
n an • To manage~ihe forest so as to s 

efficient timber ~!,!du:.:s.::try"'-'-. __ 
-·-~-··· 

-----------· --

··~~,----

ISSUES RAISED 

The destruction of habitats because of 
clearfelling is contrary to this requirement. 

Require a comprehensive system of wildlife 
corridors & refu~ 
Little da11:a is presently available concerning 
water quality & ecology of native fish. What 
research does CALM propose? 

CALM 11as overlooked th.e impacts of timber 
extraction on the indi!,ienous fish EOEulation. 
CALM should ensure stable resource supply at 
nominated levels. 
Since the amount of timber that can be 
sustainably extracted from the forest depends 
on the ecology of the forest, which is dynamic, 
does CALM agree that the concept of am 
allowable cut which is guaranteed in the long 
tem1 is i~riate? 
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CALM'S RESPONSE 

Whilst habitat is severely modified by 
clearfelling habitat is managed at a wider level 
than the coupe. Habitat values are quickly 
restored in re growth forests, and provided 
hollow beari.ng trees are kept throughout the 
jarrah re growth forests to complement the 
reserve system no fauna species will be 
permanently disadvantaged. 
The DFS proposes this. See pp 157-165. 

There are several research projects in progress 
or planned to commence which will continue to 
improve the understanding of water quality and 
aquatic biota. The proposal to install 
undisturbed riparian zones on all forest streams 
will protect streams from erosion, 
sedimentation, salinity and changes in 
temperature thus reducing the potential impacts 
on aguatic fauna. 
See DFS Chapter 3 pp.59-62; Chapter 7 
pp.158-159. 
This has been done. See DFS Chapter 7 p.175. 

An allowable cut, guaranteed in the long term is 
appropriate if the maintenance of forest 
structure can be achieved and if forest processes 
are maintained. CALM only advocates firm 
supply contracts for 10-15 years. 

-
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I REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
~=" 

How doeS1~ALM define "an efficient timber An "efficient timber industry" is one which 
industry"? maximises utilisation of each tree cut from the 

forest, maximises recovery and utilisation in 
I processing those logs and maximises value 

adding and downstream processing of timber. 
An efficient timber industry is also cost 
effective and innovative in harvesting, 
processing and marketing timber to ensure that 

-- -- -·- it is competitive in the market place. 
How is forest m<magement schemes Through ecosystem monitoring. 
sustainability measured? 

• To maintain the qtitality of water frorri forest 
catchments and to enhance the yield of 
water within harnessed catchments. 
To maintain, enhance and improve the -----· • 
scenic quality of the forest. _ 

• To minimise the occurrence and damage In viewi){Iarge areas bumt through escapes "Wildfire" is a traditional term for an unplanned 
caused by wildfires in the forest. from controlled burns each year, delete the fire event, regardless of cause. DFS Table 7 

word 'wild'. (page 50) shows that 13% of fires were caused 
by accidental escapes from CALM's prescribed 

• To prevent the SJjlii:ad and to mi.ni£mse-to Insuffici;ent reference is made in the documents 
burning, between 1981 and 1987. 
Agreed. This will be covered by an addendum 

intensification of forest diseases and to to other diseases eg: canker fungi in the final document. 
minimise the damage caused by insect 

r--~sts. ____ --·· There is 'no reference in tlhe documents to the Agreed. This section could have been more 
effects of leaf miner & gum leaf skeletoniser. detailed but insect pests were covered on p.128 

--·----------'cilrrent silvicultural practices do allow 
(Chapter 7) in the DFS. 

The principal device used to translate these The silvicultural specifications show how gap 
objeclives into operational practice in areas proposed management object to be achieved. size, rotation length, retained areas are used to 
where timber harvesting takes place is the ensure the achievement of the wide range of 
silvicultural specifi<;ation. This is a document management objectives. 
which provides detailed rules and guideLines 
for field staff responsible for planning and 
supervising timber !~lfVeSt and r~enera_tion. __ '-·----·---· 
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J REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
Silvicultural spe'ClfiC'ar:ions are updated from Forest management changes should be based on Proposed changes to silvicultural practises are ! 

time to time as policy is amended or new scientific research. There has been little aimed at increasing the maintenance of all forest 
research findings are incorporated. scientific research into the proposed silviculture values, at the "local level" and to ensure forest 

techniques, and s.ome of the information which values are sustained through time and space 
is available does not support them. Extensive throughout the forest. Extensive field trials will 
field uials are needed before implementing the be implemented and evaluated. 

Because silviculturaEpecifications deal iVlth 
new ~~sals. --· 

parameters such as gap size, stand density, 
retention of habitat trees or patches, cu1tting 
cycles and rotation lengths, they are the 
primary mechanism by which forest stmcture 
is managed. In turn, forest structure 
detern~ines the prov!silon of forest values. 
Dming 1991 the silvicultural specification for Oppose i1ntensified logging in the jarrah forests. CALM is not proposing intensified logging in 
the jauah forest was reviewed and the jarrah forest. 
substantially modified. The new approach 
provides a practical rnechanism for meeting 
nature conservation, timber production, water 
resource conservation and heritage and 
landscape objectives tor jarrah forests in the 
Swan, Central and ,~~guthem Forest Rc~!ons. 

Wood extraction still dominates in new Jarrah The jrurah silvicultural prescription is about 
silvicultural specifications. providing wood while sustaining a range of 

other values. ~-·~-_, _______ 
Changes to forest management are almost all Timber values are "traded off' to increase other 
aimed at increased logging intensities. forest values in the new jarrah silviculture. 

Potential timber supply is reduced by increased 
stream zones and ecotype zones, reduced gap 
size, reduced thinning intensity in salt risk 
zones, retention of habitat trees, longer rotation 

r-- ~-·------"----

length etc. 
Forest rrlariagement plans should be prepared In the future with improved GIS capability 
for individual forest blocks. managements may be prepared to cover smaller 

areas of forest. ·-·--·-----.. 
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ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE -- ·- -· NOevidence of further re;earch on forest. Forest hydrology knowledge is still being 

hydrology, or silvicultural techniques. advanced by monitoring long term catchment 
studies. Silviculrural research was described in 

~-.. ·~-· 
the Strategy. ________ .. __________ , Against current ~orest management practices. Opinion. No Comment required. 

Selective logging protects the forest whilst Opinion. No comment required. 

- . --~"-

mining d~strovs everyt~ng. 

- . Forests are presently bein£ managed properly. Qpinion. No comment reguired. 
More care needs to be taken with management Opinion. No comment required. 

--··---·------·· • J:lractices 
Present silvicultural techniques are probably the Other values are being maintained but the 
best so far evolved for wood production, but comment is directed at the relative outputs of the! 
the rate and intensity with which they are being mix of values. Government must ultimately 
applied over the whole forest is excessive for decide what levels are appropriate. Only 
the maintenance of values other than wood approximately 1% of forests are harvested each 

The new proposals fc;r silvicultural practice in 
I producti£!!t· year. 

jarrah forest are detailed in Appendix A. 
Principal changes are summarised in Table 7. 
(Note: New silvicultural proposals for k::uri 
forest have also been developed and are 
discussed in Section 3.5 of this document and 

a e 167 of the Dr:~~t Forest Str~~ .. 
Table 7 New proposalS for silvicultural Forest noi"manipulated to make jarrah grow at One of the values is wood and it is appropriate 
pracn:ce in multiple purpose jarrah forests other values expense. in some areas for forest structure to be 

manipulated to increase that value. 
• The existing multi-aged structure of the How will the existing multi-aged structure be See above. Wood production levels are set by 

jarrah forest will be maintained. retained? Government in consideration of social, 
economic and global environmental factors as 
well as the need to sustain other values in south 
west native forests. -- - ' ... --· 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CAL- 11'S RESPONSE . Gap size (see glci'i:.sary at Appendix B for Gaps, zones and corridors don't constitute Agreed. Wilderness values are protected in the 
definition) will not exceed 10 hectares and wilderness. reserve system. New reserve proposals in the 
will be varied downward depending on the southern forest are specifically aimed at 
scenic quality zone in which timber harvest protecting forest areas with highest wilderness 
is takin!; Elace. ·------·' quality. 

I 0 ha ga]JS too big, especilally for fauna; Disagree. No evidence to support this opinion. 
suggest 2-3ha. . 

• Strips of undistuif;ed forest willi be.re:ltained 
between gaps unlil a later cutting cycle. 
These strips will he 100 metres in width 
except where gaps are below one hectare in 
size, where the minimum strip width will 
be 50 metres. 

• Throughout the :liilennediate and law ... The 30% of forest retained in second order 10 year (minimum) lime period is based on 
rainfall zones at least 30 per cent of the stream catchment salt risk zones should be left recommendation from W A Water Authority. 
forest of any second order stream uncut for 20yrs, not 1 Oyrs. (See WAWA 1987.) Research has shown that ' 

catchment will be Jetained uncut for at least the crown cover of jarrah re growth stands after 
10 years after the cutting and regeneration harvesting was restored to 90+% of the original 
of the forest on the remainder of the forest cover within 8 years of harvesting. Latest 
catchment. WAWA advice suggests 15 is a more 

appropriate period for phased logging. Final 
document will reflect this. 

• Three large trees will be retllined on every What is the research on which the decision to The' selection of 3 habitat trees per hectare is 
hectrure to provide habitat for hollow- provide 3 habitat trees and one ground based on local and eastern states research data. 
nesting species; suitable ground habitat habitat/ha is bas,ed? Evidence suggests that Inions (1985) showed that about 3 trees/ha 
(eg., hollow logs) will be retained and isolated trees are inadequate. were used by possums for diurnal refuge in 
protected as far as possible, at a rate of at eastem jartah forest. This number retained is 
least one per hectare. greater than in eastern Australia where there are 

more arboreal marsupial species. Eg in Victoria 
1.5 habitat trees are retained per ha 
(Lindenmayer et. al, 1991). The jarrah 
silviculture prescription requires habitat trees to 
be clumped. See proposals document Appendix 

~-·~----------
A (J2.18). 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT I ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
F-~------·- --· 1 What mcii1itoring:;iii'd7eporting is proposed to Monitoring and reporting is covered on pp 182-

ensure that the 3 habitat trees/ha have hollows, 85 of DFS. The effectiveness of habitat trees 
rure used and are adequate? will be moniltored through ongoing and 

increasing progrr .ns which monitor the impact 
of disturbance causing activities on particular 
species and proposed monitoring of ecosystem 
change through periodic measurement of 

emmnent lots. 
1---- ·-··---·------.. ---+orua:uct,. alone needs preferably five den logs Serena et. al (1991) states "den logs should be I 

per hectare (Serena, Scderquist & Morris 1991 distributed at a density of at least 1/ha, and 
p9). preferably 5/ha to provide adequate choice." 

Soderquist (1988) states "In one year each 
female Dasyurus geoffroii is estimated to 
occupy, on the average, 65 logs and 110 
burrows distributed over an area of about 
lkm2". This equates to 0.65 logs per ha. The 
jarrah silviculture prescription requires den logs 
to be kept at a rate of "at least 1/ha". See 
Proposals document Appendix A (p.l8). 
Serena et al. (1991) also say that in the jarrab 
forest Chuditch prefer the denser vegetation 
along river systems. The DFS proposals for 
increased formal riparian zones supports this 
research finding. In regard to den logs, the data 
presented by Serena et. a! does not indicate 
whe!her or not dens are a limiting factor to 
Chuditch populations in the jrurah forest. Much 
of the present logging provides more den sites 
than would have been available in pre-European 

'--- ·--------- ----------'''-'t;:;im=e.:.;s. __ , ______________ _, 
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REVXEVI' DOCUMENT .-- """ .. ,,_ ___...___,.,.._, 

ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
I 

What is the time taken to form hollows in Workby Inions (1985) and Inions et. al. 
jarrah/marri forest? (1989) showed that hollows suitable for 

habilation by possums first develop in about 
300 years in Jarrah and about 200 years in 
marri. This was for forest at the eastern edge of 
State forest. Inions' work also showed high 
intensity fire dec~eased the average age of trees 

--·-·-------· bearinjl ho!Iows Jl' about 100 ~ears. 
The best habitat trees should be selected The jarrah silviculture prescription does not 
regardless of any impact on crop trees. preclude the selection of exceptional habitat 

trees, regardless of impact on crop trees. See 

---·----·-------· Proposals document AEEendix A (E.l8). 
All old treesoontaining hollows to be left See above. 

---·-·--------- stan~ _ _!Jut not alone. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
• Nororation lengtil'is nominated for-the If so, why -doesthe Janah Silvicultural The Jan-ah Silviculture Specification 2/91 

janah forest. This concept is no longer Specification specify rotation lengths and not predates the 1992 Draft Forest Strategy. 
relevant. The objective will be to ensure a forest structures? Nevertheless the Silviculture specification does 
multi-aged stmcture of the fores.t in all not set a precise rotation length for vaJious 
areas. zones, it sets minimum rotation lengths (greater 

than 100 years, greater than 200 years). 

L-. ._ .. 
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Rotation length is not abandoned in the jarrah 
forest. The specification shows that rotations 
will VaJ)' according to the needs of the stand. A 
proportion of the forest will be on a natural 
rotation (Reservts, Retained StreaJB Zones, 
Preservation VRM zones, etc) amounting to 
32.8% of the jarrah forest. A proportion will be 
on rotations of at least 200 years, with the 
remainder being of a least 100 years. 

The large tree studies (Burrows, 1992) show 
that few jarrah trees live beyond 250 years 
hence it would seem to be excessive to have a 
rotation of forest stands much beyond 250 
years. The retention of some of the stand (e.g. 
Habitat Trees) can cater for the "ancient" relics. 

The available cut from the old growth forest is 
determined by the goal of sustaining a 
nominated forest structure not from the rotation 
length. The rotation length is thus a 
consequenoe of that structure and the growth 
rates of the trees in the forest. 



~-~---- - - ---c:--=:-:~ 

I REVIEW llOCUMENT 
·--· --

ISSUES RAISED 
~ ·-·- ............. -· Jt of rotation length may not be 

limber production, but it is relevant 
I to other values. The shorter 
roposed produce ecologically 
rees which cannot sustain forest 

The conce 
relevant to 
& essentia 
rotations p 
immature 
ecology or values other than timber production. 

• In the thinning ofregrowth stands 111 the 
high rainfall zone a minimum of !0 square 
metres of basal area will be retained per 
hectare. In the intermediate and low rainfall 
zones a minimum of 15 square metres of 

There is 11 
the interm 

I basal area per he~grre will be retain~':!: I _ 
There sho 

--hi f"'o_rest in 11:h 
Why choo 
intenmedia 

f---- ----- ··--·------ · I What is th 

these basa 
area chara 
forest? Co 
to Fig 16 
proposed 

'---- ----------- undisturbe 
---'--'-''-'' 

· 1stification- for thinning stands in 
ate & low rainfall zones. 

be no intei1sified logging in jarrah 
:all Iisk zones 
15m2/ha thinning in low & 
;alt areas? 

; research bas.is for the selection of 
area minima? What are typical basal 

;leristics for undisturbed jarrah 
Jld CALM show graphically (similar 
1n p134 of the Strategy) how the 
ilviculture compares with 
d forest in terms of basal area? --
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CALM'S RESPONSE 
The DFS does not propose short rotations for 
jarrah. The strategy for jarrah forest structure is 
to maintain the full range of diameter classes, 
which falls within the range of diameter 
distributions of virgin stands. This strategy is 
aimed directly at sustaining all forest values. 

Note also that immature trees have an important 
ecological role in the forest, and they grow into 
mature trees. 
The justification for thinning stands in the 
intennediate and low rainfall zones is to 
enhance several forest values including timber 
production. Timber is one of the primary values 
of management cf State forest specified in the ' 

CALM Act. I 

CALM is not intensifying logging in the jarrah 
I forest. 

The selection of basal area limits in thinning 
operations in intermediate and low rainfall 
zones is based on several research projects 
which have developed relationships between 
forest density, canopy cover, stream flow and 
stream salinity. These limits were endorsed by 
W A Water Authority. The research is 
summarised in Steering Committee Report 
WAWA (1987) and Stoneman et. al. (1990). 

See comment above. CALM has a very large 
amount of data on basal area distribution in 
virgin forests which can be compared to cutover 
stands. The best references for this are Stoate 
and Helms (1938) and Abbott and Loneragan 
(1986). 



L---REVm":._,DOCUMENT _ 
----

-·-

---- ··--·-·--· 
·-----··--·-----· 

• Following t!mberl1arvest and regener 
a minimum of three age classes will b 
present in every :uea of cutover fores 
mature trees, intermediate aged trees 
retained as crop lxees and seedling 
regene~ration. 

-----··----------

"-" 

ltion 
: 
, 

·-

-----··~---· . 

ISSUES .RAISED 

Con•m over wa'iefresources and poisoning of 
trees 
Disgusted at the acts of poisoning 

Thinnin~; too sparse at 10m2/ha. 
Selection of retained trees in J arrah 
recrenera1tion to favour resistant Jarrah. 
What is the basis for the minimum of 3 age 
classes? How many age classes in unlogged 
janah forese Vvhat are they? How old are 
mature & intermediate-aged jarrah trees? Are 3 
age classes enough to maintain forest 
ecosystems and their processes in perpetuity? 

------· 
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CALM'S RESPONSE 

Poisoning trees by stem injection results in 
negligible egress into ground water. 
Opinion. Use of herbicide to cull trees is the 
preferred method for one major reason - it is the 
cheapest and most effective method, and 
therefore can result in a substantial saving of 
public money. 
See previous comments. 
Agreed. This line of research is being actively 

I pursued by CALM and ALCOA. 
Patches of unlogged forest can be single aged, 
two-tiered or multi-aged depending on the 
source of regeneration. When d1e forest has not 
been significantly disturbed for a long period it 
will appear as if even-aged, even though the 
trees may well be of different ages. When the 
forest has been disturbed relatively recently and 
regeneration occurs, different age structures 
will be readily al)Parent. The diameter, height 
and density of younger trees will be different to 
older forest. Where this disturbance occurs due 
to minor events, eg wind throw, individual tree 
decline, the regeneration in the small gap will be 
a small component of the stand; but where it 
follows a major disturbance the regrowth is 
likely to be significant if not dominant in the 
stand. If there are a series of disturbances over 
time a multi-aged stand will result. Stands 
appear multi-aged purely based on stem size. 
This may in fact be an even-aged stand with the 
smaller stems being those suppressed by the 
larger dominant trees in the stand. 



REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED l CALM'S RESPONSE I 
- - ·· -··-.. - -··· 1 In a cutover area of forest there will be at least 3 1 

age classes (at least 2 ages of re growth plus 
mature/senescent forest as habitat trees and 
retain groups and exclusion zones), but as you 
take a wider view of the forest there will be 
groups of the entire range of age classes from 
juvenile to senescent, with the mature/senescent 
stage being represented in every stand. The 
choice of at least three age classes represents a 
compromise between the desire for efficiency in 
timber production and wood growing against 
the benefits of structural diversity for wildlife 
and aeslhetics. The production of more age 
classes in an area has not been shown as of 
greater benefit to those values. With a greater 
number of age classes there is likely to be 
greater detriment due to dieback hygiene, fire 
protection and re growth quality. The large tree 
studies (BmTows, 1992) show that few jarrah 
trees live beyond 250 years hence it would 
seem to be excessive to have a rotation of forest 
stands much beyond 250 years. The retention 
of some of the st:md (eg Habitat Trees) can 
cater for the "ancient" relics. 1l1e available cut 
from the old growth forest is determined by the 
goal of sustaining a nominated forest structure 
not from the rotation length. 

1 - · -----·---tEcologi(;almaturity should be no less thaflji:JO CACM's goal is to maintain rel}resentative 

-------------------~~~-------- mature trees in all jarrah forest stands. 
Trees to be allowed to grow to ecological See above. 

-----·--·------·-- maturity, 300- 400yrs._ 
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I REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSIUES IRAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
No !harvesting will occur in river and ·- ,..,. ... = • 
stream zones, except that associated with 
road construction or the removal of 
dangerons trees which may threaten human 
life (see Table 2). 

A mlmber of other n,;,;v meas'iifeSai·e a!sc) Supports demonstration forests but does not Opinion. No comment required. 
proposed to enhance jarrah forest management want too many 
in the Swan, Central and Southern Forest 
Re ions. These are shown in Table 8. 
Table 8 Other proposals for jarrah forest .. 
mana ement 
• A review of fire ri:mnagement progran:is in Wildfire Thieat Analysis should be published A description of the Wildfire Threat Analysis 

the forests will be undertaken. This will for public comment. will be published before the end of 1992. An 
incorporate the Wildfire Threat Analysis early draft of the WT A was published in a 
whkh integrates the risks of fires starting discussion paper to the NPNCA in 1988 "Fire 
and the factors which influence fire Management and Prescribed Bunting on CALM 
behaviour and suppression, and the results lands". The VI/TA was developed within the 
of fire ecology research. framework of CALM Policy No. 19 "Fire 

Management". This policy is summarised in the 
DFS on pages Al-6 to Al-7 and the policy is 

______ M ____________ available for public comment. 
Welcome CALM's comntitrnent to review flre Opinion. No comment required. 

- ---·· 
prolirammes 
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. REVIEW DOCUMENT I ISSIUES R.AISED 
1 

- --·- ----··-
1 CALM's prescribed burn::i'::'ng~sh::o:::u~ld'Fbe~--
reviewed by independent experts 

CALM'S RESPONSE 
CALM's prescribed burning practise has been 
reviewed by many independent experts over the 
years. 

The comprehensive summary paper by 
Christensen and Abbott (1989) "Impact of fire 
in the eucalypt forest ecosystem of southern 
Western Australia: A critical review" was 
reviewed by independent experts and referees 
before being published in the Journal of 
Australian Forestry. 

Another review by Gill (1986) "Research for 
the fire management of Western Australia's 
State Forests and Conservation Reserves" 
provided an independent view of iliis issue. 

In addition tl1ere have been numerous visits by 
international fire management and fire research 
authorities to Western Australia. These people 
have commented favourably on ilie 
professionalism and scientific validity of 

·----·-· _ 1 CALM's fire management operations. 
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r~---- REVIEW DOCUMENT 
-··--~ r---·-

ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I - ~-··= -w ·- Why do s<Jmany "controlled burns" escape? CALM conducts approximately 200 prescribed 
burns each year, requiring up to 450 separate 
ignitions. These bums are conducted in a wide 
range of weather conditions, including hot dry 
conditions required for slash removal aLild forest 
regeneration burns. 

The average number of escapes from CALM's 
prescribed burns is 25 per year, which is 1 per 
18 ignitions. 

The average area of wildfires which escape 
from CALM prescribed burns in State forest is 
about lSha. More than 90% of escapes are 
contained to less than Sha because they occur 
during the burning operation when conditions 
are usually moderate and suppression forces are 
in attendance. 

The primary reason for escapes from prescribed 

·-·------· burning is inaccurate weather forecastin~. 
Stop burning of forests, introduce fauna to Herbivorous fauna has a significant impact on 
reduce leaf matter. shmb vegetation, at least in the jarrah, and 

some fauna will consume fallen leaves, 
hov<ever, they cannot keep them below proven 

~-.. ------~-·· Fire and it's effect on ecosystem not properly 
dat~rous levels. 
CALM maintains fire regimes within currently 

------~-.. ------· unders~ CAU~L understood ecological Earameters. 
Level of fire protection in Southern Forest be Fire protection level must balanced with other 

·----------m mainta~ed-enough resources 1:rovided. management reguirements. 
Few areas of forest with no recent fire- these No known evidence to support this statement. 

·-·---------·· areas were healthier above & below !.i!:ound. 
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-------·· ··---·-·--.. ------·-··-----
IREVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES IRAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

- =--------··'" CALM prescribed burns burnt back from CALM does in some circumstances bum back 
roadside buffer zones every 2nd rotation. from buffers to maintain roadside amenity 

I 
however there are problems which would 

I 1 preclude creation of parallel buffers on all roads 
·-·--·---~-···---I MRW A advised of impending bums, and input CALM will liaise with MR W A on all roadside 

a lan for roadside zones. burning. . Diverse ftre regitnes (incorpOi·ating arange Present fire regimes are" not compatible with CALM's prescribed burning regimes now 
of fire intensities, frequencies and season maintaining forest ecosystems. Fire regimes involve far g_'feater diversity of fire intensity, 
of burning) will be maintained in the forest. need to be more conservative, with less forest seasonality and periodicity in forest areas. 

burnt, much longer rotations and much less _________ , __ s rin~b:~ 
Concemed that 90% of National Parks were Fire is a na~ural part of the ecosystem in all 
exposed to burning last year. forest areas including National Parks. 

Protection of park visitors and conservation 
values is implicit in National Park burning I 
regimes. I ... --·-----··-· Substantially reduce prescribed fuel reduction There is no ecological evidence that reduced , 

bum area. burning is justified and plenty of evidence that it' 

.. .. -
Reduce frequency of fuel reduction bums, 

ts necessary . 
Opinion. Note however that Serena et. al 

especially spring. (1991) prefer cool spring buming injarrah 
forest to favour the Chuditch. This is an 
example of how particular burning regimes may 
favour one or a group of fauna species . .. .. -

Complete overhaul of prescribed bum system. Prescribed burning is reviewed constantly in 
CALM for operational, ecological and fmancial 
reasons. --------·---------- Investigate cost to the taxpayer of "controlled The cost of prescribed burning is known and 

burns" available if required. What is more difficult is to 
quantify the benefits of prescribed burning. 
(Protection of human life, private property 
values, forest regeneration, protection of 
wildlife and forest values, forest recreation, 
water production.etc.). Many of these benefits 

·-·--------- cannot be guantified in dollar terms. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE -"- w .......... ....,_r. 

Does fue'l reduction burning work in severe Fuel reduction burning is not carried out in 
weather conditions? severe weather conditions. -· ··--------·· "the soil and biornass nutrient reserve are The method of burning proposed by Costin 
unprotected for a much longer time in the ( 1991) is exact! y the method employed 
aggregate under our frequent and widespread unsuccessfully in south west forests before 
controlled burning regime ... we should be 1961. A Royal Commission following the 
reviewing our cunent wide scale fuel reduction Dwellingup bushfrres recommended a 
practices in favour of more restricted perimeter broadacTe prescribed burning be implemented. 
bums and strip burning of fixed areas."(Costin 
1991) 

·-·-------·· Burning affects tourism, destruction of wild CALM's prescribed burning practise 
flowers specifically aims to minimise impacts on 

wildflowers alongside tourist roads by 
favouring autumn road edge burning and only 
burn:mg one side of a tourist road in any one 
year. Some of the best wildflower displays 

·-·--·------···- follow recent prescribed burns. 
Little diversity offire frequency and intensity. CALM frre regimes have built into them 

__ , 
---···- diversity in season and frequency. 

1--- --··------------~·-
Burning is e~>sential. Agree. 
Support selective: bumi~. Agree. __ , ---- Require more prescribed burning in Manjirnup Prescribed burning achievements have fallen 
area. behind target in most forest areas in recent 

years, clue to diminishing resources. This is not 

1--- ·-·------~-

only the case in the Manjimup area. 
How does fire maintain diversity of ecosystem Fire is the main natural force which clrives 
when natural forces can not? ecosystem change. ·-·-·------·---··· In what circumstances will nature fail to adjust Fire is a natural part of the ecosystem dynamics 
to the removal of man made frre? and to remove it, if it was possible, would 

result in a marked change in species 
composition and density. ·-· ---··· Shmt span between burns in high rain zone Prescribed fire burns only 60-80% of an area 

doesn't establish differing aged vegetation. hence a mosaic of different aged vegetation is 
established . 

-· . .. __________ .. , ____ ---------· 
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r REVIEW DOCUMENT ----~~----~S:~UES RAISED I CALM'S RESPONSE --- ·-- Notiiing to deteri:Oad'srcte~ bums annually & CALM is not aware of any forest area which is 
little care taken. burnt annually. This is unnecessary and very 

difficult to do. 
~-.. ---------

Must change local council attitudes to Not reievent to CALM. 
; preservation not destruction. 

~-·---------· . A minirinum of 8 years not a maximum of 5 The periodicity between bum is not detennined 
years needed between bums. in years. It is related to many factors including 

fuel accumulation. In most cases the period 
between burns in the jarrah forests five to ten 
years. 

!--·------· --~· Josephine Spriggett's W.)rk on soil microflora Other studies have found rapid recovery 
ignored, recommended a longer time between (Abbott 1984) (3 years) of invertebrates 
burns. following fire. --···-· Banksia seminuda -nc•t lless than a 15 year Where it is known that particular plant species 
burning cycle. require spt>-eific fire regimes this can be satisfied 

in prescribed burning objectives. See 
Management Plan for W a! pole Noma! up 
National Park. -- .. ···- Cease fud reduction bu1ming of remote forests. There are no remote forests in the south-west. -- ·-·--·------·· Gap sizes/dispersals may affect fure Agreed. Coupe dispersal in particular will 

programmes and silvicultural techniques in influence the effectiveness of broad burning 
Karri forest. buffers in the karri forest. -- M ·--·----.. - Assess interactions between gap size/and time See above. 

• Habitat regenef.1tion burning will t)e 
space dispersals to maintain fire protection. 

und,ertaken in forests where special 
:requirements :for threatened or endangered 
species are identified. 

M.obilie rangers should be employed to patrol • New ftre-fighting resourceS:willbe~ Ground patrol is a very ineffective method of 
developed by training personnel employed high risk areas. fire detection. Aerial detection or fire towers are 

'--in 1he timber ~:iustry. --·· si!.[lificantl~ more efficient. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT 
~.-~N'"e-w"ll"y"""d:-e-v-elro-p-ed'''frre system analysis and 

computerised techniques in fire 
management will be implemented in forest 
districts. 

1-:- Cmmnunity education programs ml the 
problern of die back disease will be 

ISSUES RAISED 
There has b~nno technological advanceTnTire 
management over the last 25 yrs. 

Edm:ar;;::;nrecommendation for illsease 
supported. 

CALM'S RESPONSE 
D1sagree. Technological advances in fire 
management include: 

. Highly reliable fire behaviour and fuel 
moisture models - "Forest fire behaviour tables" 
which have now been computerised to provide 
accurate predictive capability . 

. Fuel moister measurement equipment 

. Incendiary machines for reliable aerial 
igrtition (developed by CALM in WA) . 

. Computer based fire management systems 
including Wildfire threat Analysis, Fire 
Suppression Decision Support Systems and 
Fire Weather and Fire Behaviour predictive 
models. 

. Aerial detection and reconnaissance systems 
based on light aircraft, acknowledged as the 
best in Australia . 

. Use of chemical retardents and foam for fire 
suppression and mopping-up. 
Ok. 

L- expanded. _ --------L----------------------------------~----------------------------------~ 
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I 
---·-----------

--~1---------ISSUES RAISED 
I REVIEW DOCUMENT CALM'S RESPONSE - Dieback research findings should be made more Dieback research findings are published in 

accessible to public. various forms, from scientific papers to simple 
brochures. CALM scientists contributed to the 
publication of 20 scientific papers in the past 3 
years. In 1990/91 alone CALM produced 7 
publications specifically on dieback disease . 
. Research Bulletin No. 3 Jarrah Dieback 
. Dieback on the Central West Coast 
. Fight Dieback, Give Our Plants a Chance 
. Dieback Kills Wildflowers 
. Fight Dieback Speakers Kit 
. Tree Killer- Dieback 
. Stop the Rot - Winter Firewood 
There was also dieback research information 
published in "Landscope" and various CALM 
management plans. CALM is working with 
Rotary International to increase public 

·- -· awareness of the dieback Eroblem. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT 
• Popuiations-of lJa1tk:sia grar!dis (BuiT 

banksia), whose extensive root systems are 
highly susceptibte to diebac:k fungus, will 
be reduced in jarrah forests at risk from 
jaiTah dieback djsease to lessen inoculum 
density of diebadc fungus, hence the risk to 
jarrah trees. 

ISSUES RAISED 
ReduCiriJi BinT~slagral1dis popuTailon is a 
drastic measure. 

CALM'S RESPONSE 
Proposed BanK.S[: grandls reduction programs 
are an example ot scientific research leading to 
management actions. It may seem a drastic 
measure but the alternative "no action" option 
would be even worse, threatening ecosystem 
processes and maintenance of biological 
diversity. If mature Banksia g randis plants are 
reduced the inoculum potential of P. cinnamomi 
to affect overstorey jarrah trees and other 
ground plants is reduced. The potential for 
lateral spread of disease through roots of B. 
grandis is also reduced. 

A comprehensive summary of research into the 
host-pathogen interaction of B. grandis and P. 
cinnanwmi is given in Shearer and Tippett 
(1989). Strategies to disfavour the pathogen 
including manipulation of understorey 
composition offer one of the few practical 
means of reducing die back impact on a large 
scale. These strategies are also discussed in 

·-------·-.. -- ___ .. _ ---- _ detail in Shearer and Tippett (1989). 
h.vhat research is there: on the impact of th~· s . Reduction of mature B. grandis plants will I 

measure on the forest ecosystem to enable actually alter the presence of this species in the 
CALM to conclude that there will be no jarrah forest to somewhere near the abundance 
unacceptable side-effects? found in undisturbed jarrah forest. Populations 

of B. grandis are thought to have proliferated 
following the opening up of forest canopies 
durin timber harvest. 

f- · No scientific or etlmcal basis for protecting one Disagree. There is justification of avouring one 
spedes at the expense of another. Should species, if the survival of that species is 
restrict logging an.d vehicle movements, not threatened. Conversely there is justification in 
remove Banksia grandis. disfavouring one species if its presence in high 

abundance threatens the abundance and survival 
L..-. -- ... -. L ~"'y-'o:.:th:.:e:.:r~s.~:.pe::.;c:.:ie:.:s:.:. ---------...1 
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I REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
• Reseaa-ch into and. use of the fu~e Use of Jlhosphorousacid unlikely to be Agreed. It is likely that this method of control 

' 

phosphorous acid for control of die back applicable across whole forest. would only be employed in the field in 
disease in vulnerable species of trees and exceptional circumstances. Nevertheless, it is 
shrubs will be developed into operational important that op~rational prescriptions are 
rescriptions. developed in cas these circumstances arise. 

• The results of re-search in the life cyde of Increase~ research into die back immediately. The dieback research program by CALM and 
the causative agent of dieback disease will other agencies is listed in CALM's Annual 
be used to determine when and where Research Plan. There are 54 current research 
operations will be carried out in the :forest. projects in the Plant Diseases Program listed in 

CALM's 1990/91 Research Pllan. ·-·--·------ CALM presently logs quarantine dieback areas Logging in "quarantine" (Disease Risk Areas) is 
all year round. canied out because this is where the best 

information exists (accurate disease maps), to 
prevent introduction and spread of die back. 
This is why forest areas were quarantined · to 
obtain accurate disease location maps. The 
seasorn of logging (moist or dry soil) is 
determined by a rigourous evaluation (the 
Seven Way Test) of potential disease spread, 
disease impact, land use impact and appropriate 
hygiene measures. ---·---··----------

Develo:p prescriptions to manage and CALM has such a prescription - Silviculture 
rehabilitate disease areas. Specification 4/89 "Regeneration in Forest 

Affected by Phytophthora cinnamomi". 
-· ~<'lonitoriJ~e effects silvicultural.strategies have Agreed. This aspect needs to be monitored. 

on disease, especially in intermediate/low 
rainfall zones. - Fungus-can be spread by workers carried under The risk of introduction or spread of disease by 
nails, on hand. this vector is insignificant. . . ---·- Is diebad;:one of the greatest threats to Yes, particularly outside the forest areas. 
biodiversity? Fortress management. 

·-·- -~-·· The rernoval of all marr\ from areas of jarrah Marri is not being removed from jarrah forest 
forest being regenerated to be reviewed. areas being regenerated. See Proposals 

M_,. ________ ,. - document AEpendix A Eage 9. 
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RE VIE~ ---- IV DOCUMENT 
-

I ISSUES IRAISED CALM'S RESPONSE .. 
CALM lore-appraise management DRA- what The DFS recommends this. See page 126. 

·- level of _:;:~cess should public have? 
Assess effects of vegetation & species loss This is likely to be more significant in the 
caused 1:2:. P. cinnamomi on fauna. heathlands. 

"' 
Identify & protect species at risk of extinction CALM has begun this work. 
from P. cinnamomi . .. 
Determi:ne whether any \•ulnerable vegetation This has already been determined. Upland 
sites in Jru.rah forest stream zones are vulnerable. 
Which jarrah forest vegetation is most affected? Riparian vegetat10n on high impact sites. 

-·- The understorey? 
If regeneration fails, few jarrah forest objectives Agreed. 
will be met. 

"' 
Assess the effect P cinnamomi has on This will be part of the monitoring program. 

1--·-----· ···- regenera~on with/without funll;US monitor. 
After canopy removal,soil temp increases, sites This is hypothesised but has not been shown to 
become: wetter, and this increases .fungal be a factor .. 

·- ~lations. 
Site disturbances/loss of canopy cover may See above. 
·exacerbate disease. 

1--· OR-n 

CALM should limit jarrah forest thinning to Potential impact is of greater consequence than 

1--· 
disease free sites. fungal presence/absence. 
CALM logging guidelines to take particular care Acknowledged. 
after summer rains. 

1---
Pror.osals to control die back are commendable. Ok. 

'" 
CALM to acr.nowledge the extent of the die back CALM has run many public awareness 

r--------- problem & conlrol it. campaigns on dieback r.roblems. 
Provide boot cleaning facilities on park This strategy is being considered for 
walkwavs. particularly susceptible sites. -- Acknowledge the effect of recreation activities It is acknowledged that any activity which has 
on spread of dkback. the potential to more infected material can play a 

part in dieback distribution. ·--- Has Cl\.LM written off 64% of state forest 1to No. 
die back? 
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I IREVIEW DOCUMIENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE -· MU'Si'ffiftintain quarantine area boundaries. Quarantine boundaries and management are 

-· ·-· ....... being reviewed. 
More of CALM's lands should have been Consideration is being given to extending 
quarantined years ago. quarantine boundaries. However, the original 

. .. 
··~--·-

intention was to have quarantine for 3 years . 
Believe that more than. IS% of forest is infected This is a very difficult figure to measure at any 
with die back. one time. The figure of 15% is believed to be 

close to the actual. -------·-·· ·---·· 
Close off forests to tourism, this will help It is not necessary to close off forest but to 

1--· ·- ----· , prevent s_eread of dieback. manage the access. 
CALM should develop different silvicultural CALM does this. Refer to Silvicultural 
prescriptions for infected and uninfected forest. Prescription 4(8C' and 7 Way Test Guidelines. 
These prescriptions should also consider forest 
of different hazard ratings in different zones of 
the forest. 
Vital that diebac:k quarantine methods are well Agreed. 

·-·---------.. 
understood, acccepted & enforced 
Against logging into wet winter period because Responded to above. 
of the threat of die back and instances of __________ , inadeq!:!ate enforceme1~t of hygiene. 
Make isolation diebacck affected areas more CALM is reviewing quarantine procedures as 
acceptable. part of the dieback review and may be able to 

. . __ ,, better target quarantined areas. 

·-· 
Doubts a~ut dieback ~mrantine. Opinion. No comment required. 
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IRE VIE\' !I DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
I 

American expert Dr T Lawson considers CALM staff including the General Manager and 
hygiene practices inadequate to prevent Manager of Environmental Protection Branch 
introduction of dieback. have communicated with Dr Lawson in America 

by telephone and mail following a request by 
him for information about CALM's forest 
hygiene practises. It was understood that he 
wanted this information to design hygiene 
management practises in Port Oxford Cedar 
forests in Oregan. To CALM's knowledge Dr 
Lawson has never been to Western Australia. 
CALM understands that Dr Lawson was also 
sent information by the Conservation Council 
and that the Conservation Council has a 
"report" from him. The Council refused a 
request by CALM for a copy of the report. In 
CALM's opinioP Dr Lawson's lack of 
knowledge abou P. cinnamomi disease in 
Western Australia and his lack of knowledge 
about forest hygiene practises hardily constitute 

~-···-

the mantle of "exEert". 
Reference should be made to other diseases,. eg: Agreed. The final document will include more 
canker fungi. information on other fungal diseases including 

1--------· ·-··------~-~-
canker funj;i. 

Shires should be involved and resources CALM participates in local APB advisory 
provided for weed control. committees on which Shire Councils are 

represented. Resources for weed control are 
limited and priorities are detennined to criteria 
listed on page 126 of the DFS. 

R,_, 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I -- -· No plan1ing of exotic species in forest or Generally agreed. There is currently very little 
nearby. exotic tree planting in native forest areas 

compared to past decades. Exotic plantings are 
generally restricted to highly disturbed sites or 
recreation facility areas where extensive exotic 
trees have been planted previously and where 
existing cultural themes will be enhanced by 
further exotic planting. M_., ________ ,u 

CALM shm1ld eradica1:e noxious weeds & See above. 
vermin from the forest, and APB should 

Priorities will tJe developed for the ··- enforce this as it does for private landholders. 
Log'ging is much less likely to cause invasion of • Hester susceptible to introduced species 

treatment of weeds in the for-est and l'or the invasion if logged. introduced species in Hester than other agents, 
control of feral animals. eg: weeds introduced from surrounding farms, 

M-" -~-·· AclcJJowledge all exotic s.pecies (including cats 
horse riding and birds. 
Agreed. The final document will acknowledge 

& pigs).& their impact on forests. other feral animals. ____ , 
" Fox and cat baiting programme necessary. Agree. - ~-~·-

CALM needs more resource assessments. to CALM would welcome more :resources in all 

- ' --~· 

show in:pacts of loggi~, fire, pests etc. aspects of man a•. ~rnent. 
Commend decision to phase out grazing leases - No comment required. 

·-.. -------~-
this should be done quickly. 
Weeds,e.g.Watsonia,Acacia spa threat to Agreed. These weeds will be treated as 

• A coordinated p1:ogram for 1he erac[[C'ation of 
inteE!:1 of forest. resources permit and priorities determine. 
Grazing leases in State forest phased out in life Some pastoral leases do not expire until2015. 

foxes from areas of State forest will be of this plan. Unless lessees are willing to sell leases to 
developed and implemented. 1l1e aim is to CALM, lit!le can be done before 2015. 
achieve at least 20 per cent of the forest fox-
free in the next ~.91ears. ------'---------
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REVIEW DOCUMENT 
r---- - ,_, '""" 

The impacts of!oresi management prac 
forest ecological processes and the flon 
fauna ar·~ discussed in detail in Chapter 
3 of the draft Revkw of Management 
Strat~s for the South-West Forests __ 

1--- ___________ , 

,__ 

--

.. 

tices on 
11and 
'2 and 

. 

,_ 

ISSUES RAISED 
Why does CAUvi concentrate on the threat 
posed by foxes only? 

Plan to eradicate foxes is welcomed, but 
burning & logging permit easy access for foxes 
(Wardeii-Johnson 1992). 

Control &'eradication costs can be provided by 
a lift in royalties. 

All is not ·well in the Jarrah forest & unless it 
has been badly damaged it is not improved by 
logging. 

Employ less destructive & capital intensive 
logging_& transEort e9tiJiTment 
Lighter on-ground transport equipment sought 
for in--forest use. 
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CALM'S RESPONSE 
CALM has concentrated on control of foxes in 
this forest strategy because of the 
overwhelming weight of research pointing to 
the fox as the most serious predator of native 
fauna and because of the scientific fact that 
many species benefit from fox control methods. 
See DFS pages 126-128. 
Wardell-Jolmson is not aware of a 1992 
reference. Wardell-Johnson and Nichols (1992) 
said "the demise of many ground-dwelling 
vertebrates in native vegetation has largely been 
attributed to the european fox, which also has a 
considerable effect on the recovery of native 
fauna following disturbance". The link between 
logging, fire and fox predation has not been 
established. In areas where foxes are 
eradicated, this link will be circumvented . 

Fox control is unlikely to be directly funded by 
an increase in timber royalties although revenue 
from royalties may be indirectly returned to 
CAL~I[ for wildlife conservation progranrrnes 
such as fox cant :>1. 
Logging is not done to improve the forest but to 
supply a resource. This can be done whilst 
sustaining other values. 

Many modern logging machines have very low 
ground pressure. 
See above .. 



--- ""' ·----·-·'" 

l ~~:~!>!)CUMENT r_ 
......,Bd 

ISSUES RAISED 
OOble' road trains not to be permitted in 

for• St. 

In sumrrlary, reseai;::i1hasshown water;quality I Red 
and quanttty can be maintained or increased of I 

uctit:ms in water q1iality do occur as a result 
'ggmg 

with appropriate practices, 

___ .. Fe! 
ling pra"Ctices result in salinity increases. 

1-----.. ----.. -----------· Fro m 1970-1986 salinity rose in every river and 

[__ ____________ _ 

stre 
cat 
(B11 
19' 

am in the WLA includimg totally foreste<l 
:hments where logging was the only activity 
rlee Bk, Deep & Weld Rivers) (Forests Dept 
3, WAWA 1988) 

-:eas:es.in salinity, turbidity, sedimentation & Inc 
tem penlture caused by logging adversely affect 

----·-- 1 aqu atic ~£~Stems. 
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CALM'S RESPONSE I 
Civil engineers recommendations are that B 
doubles actually cause less damage than a semi-
trailer carrying the same total quanti£!: of timber. 
"Changes to water quality are small and 
temporary and present no significant threat to 
regional water resource "Research Steering 
Committee (1987). 
Small increases between 50 and 150mg/L TSS 
have been recorded in research experiments in 
some areas. However all stream salinity 
recordings have remained below flow weighted 
500 mg/L TSS, the limit for high quality 
drinking water. Effects are transitory even in 
"worst case" treatments. Retention of additional 
stream buffers and limits on overstorey removal 
will further minimize potential impacts. 
Incorrect. Specifically, the trend for Barlee 
Brook, Carey Brook and April Road North (all 
fully forested) is declining salinity. Reference 
Schofield et a!, 1988 Table 9 page 34. An 
explanation of the trend for 17 fully forested 
catchments is provided. In summary stream 
salinity wif:hin fully forested catchments has 
declined over the last 20 years This decline is 
attributed to lower rainfall conditions causing 
the lowering of roundwater tables and 
decreased groundwater discharge (Schofield et 
a!, 1988) 
See response later re Growns and Davis ( 1991) 
research findings. 



[ REVIEW DOCUMENT ----- g- __ , 

~ 

ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
Status of aquatic fauna concentrations to Water quality for human use can be readily 
accurately assess water quality. measured. More research is required to 

determine suitable biological indicators, 
however, the invertebrate group/groups may be 
one. 

Problems of thistle, salinity & erosion from Spear Thistle (Cirsium vulgare) often 
clearfelling. incorrectly called Scotch Thistle is a very short 

lived weed which often appears following soil 
disturbance and opening of the forest canopy. 
The species does not persist in the forest 
environment and disappears following canopy 

·- closme and development of a litter la;ter. 
Must address bad farming practices in all areas Outside the scope of the Strategy. 

--··-------------··· to contrc?JJP.ollution into streams. 
LCDC to make farmers contribute to reducing Not relevant to CALM. 

----~.alinity. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT 
1-th.,.-er~e"'i-s -n-o=e-vJ .... dF"e-nc_e .• for any long-term loss in 

forest nutrient status 

ISSUES RAISED 
Fire-does a'i'fe'Ci'"SOiT'i'ei1ility, removes leaf litter 
& encourages erosion. (Hingston et. al. 1989, 
Keith & Raison 1992). 

CALM'S RESPONSE 
fnrelation to the loss of nutrient capital with the 
combustion of litter. 

Relevant points in this issue are: 
1. Nitrogen is lost by volatilisation during 
combustion. 
2. Nitrogen is returned to the system by non
symbiotic and symbiotic nitrogen fixation and 
small accretions directly from the atmosphere. 
3. There are large stores of nitrogen in the 
ecosystem. 
4. Any long term loss of nitrogen depends on 
the balance of points 1 and 2 above. 
5. Even if long term net losses of nutrients 
occur they may not be a problem unless the 
nutJient pool is depleted below a critical level. 
6. The balance of nitrogen suggests that there 
is quite a degree of resilience in the jarrah and 
karri ecosystems, to quote O'Connell and 
Grove (1991). 

1-----·· --··· rSilviculltural practices wont let the forest ~agree. This comment is not based on fact. 
rmtrient cycle maintain itself. I The most important axiom about any ecosystem 

is that they are dynamic systems, and thus are 
continually changing. Changes caused by 
silvicultural management obviously cause 
changes in the ecosystems however unless the 
ecosystem is completely destroyed then the 
nutrient cycles will continue. It may take time 
for the system to return to the state it was prior 
to disturbance, but disturbance per se will not ·-· ---·-- ··- I 'destroy the nutrient cycles'. 

1 "Fires of mode:rate intensity can result in ... the See above. 
loss of a high proportion of the nitrogen in the 
system"(Ward et al1991) so how is there 'no 

·-·---·------·- ~vidence of long-term nutrient loss'? 
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I REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE - ·-·- m~" 

Cleart'cliing practices destroying fertilitv (433) See above __ .. - Nutrient cycle of affected streams may take No evidence for this assertion. Given small and 
200yrs to return to normaL ephemeral changes in the nutrient loads in 

streams following burning, logging a.nd 
regeneration it is difficult to accept that changes 

__ , ______ could last 200 years. 
Current logging destru-ctive to remaining Studies have shown vegetation regenerates after 

-----·---·----- '~etation & so~. logging. 
Stated that tire increases certain plants growth Agree. 
& replacces lost N. 

-~-··-· 

No kno-~.vledlge of other nutrients not replaced. It is acknowledged that infomtation on budgets 
is incomplete, however what there is suggests 

- -·-------- depletion is unlikely to be a major problem. 
Not true tiiat roots remove nutrients from Physiology studies have shown trees are able to 
heartwood in time. exo·act nutrients from leaves before they die and 

living tissue before it is set to heartwood. ------·· ---·· Effect ofUV·b rays on soil structure as Rapid regeneration ensures soil exposure time 

- ·-· m-•n-
remainin!l trees will increase rays in. is very limited. 
Phosphorous may be depleted & this nutrient Not proven, however, it can easily be 

--- -· -~--

likely to limit timber production. artificially added if it becomes depleted. 
Strategy table 6 deficient in many aspects of Pis so readily and cheaply replaceable it is not 
phosphorus input/output. considered a problem if deficiencies show. The 

table also did not show the pinpoint at the time 
of planting in the karri forest which is 
significant in the budget. --·· -~-g·-

Any decrease in Potassium or Nitrogen would No such declines have become evident. 

·-· ---g·- immediately reduce p~tt growth. 
Nutrient deficiencies overcome by changing This is one option available to management if 

------- rotation_lengdJs. nutrient deficiencies occur. - rAbove means productivity & profit will dec:line, This has not occurred. 
__ , ________ . so system not sustainable. 

If nutrienl deficiencies corrected, how will this Nutrient input is a small cost in the total cost of 
affect profit? the rotation. In many cases it could actually 

increase profit. ----· ·---- --
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE ·-- Strategy table 6 contains error on reference for Acknowledge the footnote error. 

·-·--------··· Potassium input from weathering. 
Strategy nutrient budget misleading with respect W A forests lose little N from drainage because 
to N lost in drainage. they are hydrologically well buffered allowing 

--·--·-----·· the vegetation ample opportunity to remove it. 
Soil acidification not discussed, but will Acidity needs to be monitored, however, it is a 
become a limit factor. long term (centuries) problem which can be 

·-.. -----------·· readily adjusted bv fertilisation or liming. 
Josephine Spriggett's work ignored, relating to Other studies have shown recovery within 3 
time needed between bums for soil microflora. years. - ---··· More research into invertebrate & litter/soil Agree. 
biota. --···- There are-few areas forest with no recent fires - Opinion. 
and these areas healthier above & below 
ground., - .. - Don't bc:11eve that sustain ability of long tem1 Opinion. 

- timber hm-vest i~!£etuity. 
These effects are very small, if at all, and Soil decline, nitrate to streams & increased soil 

-~--.. - acidity :with proposed timber extraction. operate over very long time scales. 
Timber production wont be competitive if soils Agree. Management strategies are designed to 
depleted & degraded. avoid this. - .. - Addition of fertiliser increases costs & increases Fertilizer increases costs but would only be 
environmental pollution & acts as fire hazard. done if costs could be recovered and 

environmental impact acceptable. -- - .. ---·- Absence of evidence of damage to the Agreed, but considering the time over which 
ecosystern not same as no damage! disturbance has been occurring and the work 

done the balance of probabilities is that no 

~e has been no "toss of any plant oi=iinimal 
damage is occurring. 

Acknowledge that past practices haven't Opinion. No Comment required. 
species as a result of forest harvesting and resultecl in extinctions. 
regeneration - - - ··-·-----
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REVIEW' DOCUMENT SUES RAISED [ ··-·--. - Bec:ausem mr 

survey of 
logging b 

prehemi've flora & faurm-
)rests was conducted before 
t is not possible to say that 

and fire-managemeil"tregimes ai'e wiililiithe 
known lik cycle strategies of plants and 
animals 

there has 
species' b 

10 loss of any plant or animal 
: of harvesting. In fact we do 

not know 
Concerrl 

Not that:! 
there's no 
looked. 
Notenou" 
vegetatio 

wer the eradication of species. 

fiere's no evidence of extinctions, 
evidence at all! CALM haven't 

~h knowledge of effect of fire on 
1. 

f-- ·-·--------- I Burning iften alters floristic richness If loses 
sensitive species. 

·--------------... For most species the life cycle 'strategies' a:re 
notkno'W n. (Wardell-Jolhnson et all992) 

-------
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CALM'S RESPONSE 
I 

On the basis of current knowledge and 
extensive research CALM's statement is 
correct. It could be rephrased "on the basis of 
current knowledge there ... ". 

It is not planned to eradicate any native species, 
only introduced SEecies. 
The south-west forest ecosystem has been 
studied at greater detail than most other 
ecosystems. 
What is "enough knowledge" ? There have been 
literally hundreds of papers wJitten on research 
conducted into the effects of fire on vegetation 
in the forests of Western Australia. Research is 
continuing and there are currently 29 research 
projects being conducted by CALM alone on 
aspects of fire and vegetation (1990/91 
Research Plan). 
No evidence for statement that burning "loses 
sensitive species". In regard to species richness 
see paragraph 6 on page 55 ofDFS. 
Although life cycles are not completely known 
for all species, it is possible to make reliable 
predictions when knowledge of vegetation is 
coupled with a good knowledge of the life 
histon; strategies of the component organisms 
(Wardell-Johnson, et. al. 1989). 



,---,----- --------- --

REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE - Muir ( 1987) shows that rotations of less than 6 The Muir (1987) paper did show that about 
years will eliminate some species yet some 10% of the 198 obligate seed regenerations 
jarmh forest is burnt at five-year intervals. examined in the study requiredl6 years or more 

before flowering. Although there are 
implications from this study for fire periodicity, 
time before flowering should not be the only 
consideration. Most areas burnt under 
prescribed conditions aim to develop a mosaic 
of burnt and unburnt areas. Not all mature 
plants are kjlled in a fire event and many of 
these species are represented by seed storage in 
the soil. Muir's work does however, confirm 
the need to incorporate diversity of fire 
intervals, fire, intensity and season of burning 

-- into forest fire re~imes. CALM is doin~ this. 
Require apj)i]Caidon ofcorrect fire regimes for Agreed. CALM does this in accordance with 
s ecific eC"~stems. mana ement 1ans. 

Research in all the~e areas is continulrig;·-
, __ ----
,_ 

The impact of disease, introduced predators 
and weeds has the potential for serious adverse 
effects and manage1:nent must take account of 
this. 

-~-··· 

__ , _____ 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT 

3. 4 Harvesting Marri from the 
Risk zones of tlrte Southern Fore 
An Environmental Management 
Prol!rarn 
Marri saw logs arei!:Jr;lested througliou 
Southem Forest Region, including the 
risk zones". 
Marri chipwood logs are harvested fmr 
intennediate rainfalil zone, but not from 
rainfall zone of the Southern Forest Re 
This is because there was concern at th 
the original Environmental Impact State 
was prepared in 1975 that this may hav 

1 
increased stream s~Y.~.!Y ____ _ 

·---· ,, _________ , 

Salt-
;ts: 

'"ille 
'salt-

1 the 
the low 
;ton. 
time 

ment 
:led to 

-· 
'"' 

,_, _____ 
-----··------------

,_ 

___ , _____ _ 
.. 

-

Nomru 
Sou the: 

Remov 
intenTI< 
Conditi 
approv: 
risk fro 

ISSUES RAISED 

-

" 

ri shoul 
11 Fores 

i be taken for woodchips from 

alofma 
diate rai 
on 6of 
11. The i 
m salini 

t salt risk zones 

rri for woodchips from the 
nfall zone is a breach of 
heW ACAP environmental 
Jtermediate zone is at greater 
;ation than the low rainfall zone 

(EPA 1 2§1_P.2 l; WAWA 1987, E25) 
CALM 
risk ZOI 

Marrir 

taken N 
1es with 

esistant 
true lure forests 

Woodc 
Woodc 
it gets 1 

rwoodc 
Woodc 
Not em 

I practic 

.~~il!li. 
hipping 
id ofun 

lifpping 
hi~. 
ough ca:r 
'"'(' ,_.,:). 

larri for woodchips from salt-
JUt monitoring. 

o P. cinnamomi to maintain 
& Erevent increasing salinity. 
and clea:rfelling are suEEOrted. 
a good conservation practice. if 
wanted growth. 

suEported if marri waste used. 
of waste wood on!~. 
e taken in current woodchipping 
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I CAL A'S_ RESPONSE I 

Research reported in Research Steering 
Committee (1987) shows there is no salinity 
risk as a result of logging in the Low Rainfall 
Zone and salinity can be controlled in the 
intermediate zone by controlling water table 
through stream buffers and/or phased logging. 

The Chairman of the EP A approved CALM's 
continued harvest of marri from the IRZ in 
November 1988, whilst an Environmental 
Management Plan for this activity was being 
prepared. 

Long term monitoring has been done on the 
paired catchment studies located in the 3 rainfall 
zones. 
Marri regeneration can fulfil the same purpose. 

OK. 
The end use of the product is not important in 
an ecological sense, only that the silviculture 
ensures maintenance of the ecological Erocess. 
As above. 
As above. 
As above. 



REVIEW DOCUMENT IS 
I ~ . . ----Since that time the Government has stated its Will woodchipp 

SUES RAISED 
ing of old-growth forest be 

intention to phase out chipwood log harvesting phased out by w iping out old growth forests? 
from old 3rowth 112~tive forests _ --··---

1 If woodchippin 
out, how will de 

··-·-·-+Phasing out wo 
areas would be 
industrv. 

~of old-growth forest is phased 
mands be met? 

>dchipping from all old-growth 
letrimenta1 to the timber 

~arding % of logs from old f-------·---·-··---------··· I RAC fii;ures re 

growth forest "· rong._ 
Upto87% ofv1 r A's eucalypt woodchips from 

'--- ------· ___ ,_o_ld gro·~!;h fore sts. 
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CALM'S RESPONSE 

70% of karri and 30% of jarrah in reserves is 
' 

old growth. It is in no danger of being wiped 
out. 
The future demru.d for paper products will be 
met from a combination of plantations and 
other sources. Government Policy on the 
phasing out of woodchipping does not preclude 
native forest woodchips from the following 
sources: (i) sawmill waste; (ii) silvicultural 
thinnings; (iii) residue material from the forest 
floor. The following statement was made by the 
Premier Carmen Lawrence. 
"I confmn that it is government policy to 
commence to phase out woodchipping from old 
growth forest after the year 2000, but I am 
hopeful that advances in technology may permit 
this to happen a little sooner. 

At the same time, the government fully supports 
the continuation of the sawmilling industry on a 
sustairuable basis. Where saw log harvesting 
occurs in old growth forest the genuine residue 
material will, of course, continue to be utilised 
for woodchip production unless higher value 
products can be found. In addition, woodchips 
will continue to be produced from thinnings, 
plantations and small residues." 
Opinion. No Comment required. 

Not relevant to Draft Strategy. 

Confirmed in Annual Reports. 



I 
.. ·----~~- .. ------·· ---·---

I 
REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES IRAISED CALM'S RESPONSE - "' 

Not known if chip logs from private property This was not relevant to the Draft Strategy. 

. 
-·-~· 

from old P-.:owth forests . 
Research on plantation establishment - nutrients Research on plantations is being undertaken. 
loss from fertiliser, soil microfauna, disease 
and insect attacks on monoculture. --··-----------· 
Researci1"rJn plantations - species for saw logs The driving force behind hardwood plantation 
rather than pulp. establishment awl research is economics. At 

present investor> see pulpwood rotations as 
providing a greater economic return than 

1--· --·· 
saw logs. 

Research on plantations - varied species - Agree this is desirable but a lower priority to 

.. 
-·--~~-~·---

~ildlife!~bitats/multi~: products. existing pi<mtation problems. 
Products from privately owned forest must be Agree. 

--·· ... sustainable, to protect old-growth values. 
CALM no mandate to convert public forest into CALM regenerates harvested areas with natural 

1---- . ' 
tTee plantations. tree species. 
Increas<:royalties to iriduce woodchip industry Royalties must reflect market value and be 
to restructure. related to other log products. Royalties have 

.increased by about 500% since 1986. ·-----------· Woodchippers to produce and harvest their own The only woodchip company in W A is 
wood - to gain own resource security and investing in plantations. 
remove pressure on forests. Then there'll be no 

--··------------ need to impo~ropical timbers. 
Not concerned over woodchipping as forest. Opinion. 

-- ·---·- ~ears..!~' be going up all the time. 
Establishment of more tTee farms instead of Plantation estate is a necessary component of 
clearfelling. future timber supply but does not mean 

cessation of all native forest harvesting is 
desirable. ________ , ________ , 

Environmental Condition No 4 should be CALM is responsible for forest management 
addressed by W ACAP EMP so why CALM hence must be the body putting it forward. 
involved? -- --·· ·--·---- -Grow trees for woodchips etc. on land already Thils is occurring now. 
cleared ------------·---.. ---·-
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!REVIEW DOCUMENT 
,~ 

1--------.. -------· 

1--- - ---------

I Integrated logging ~operations will con~ 
these zones during the phase out periQ{I 
the Government's timber strategy 
commitments can be met and proper fo 
regeneration completed. 

Extensive research~tias been carri·ed oif; 
detem1i:ne the effectl of timber harvesti 
water quality in we~.tern Austtalian for 

L.,__ __ , _________ _ 

~-·~ 

··---

··-· 

nue m 
so that 

·est 

to 
ng on 
:sts. 

·---

ISSUES !RAISED 
Govt, industty support for ttee plantations on 
cleared land. 
Contracts to log only given if Company replants 
on cleared areas. 
Concern over cutting down & burning forests 
for plantations. 
Loggin1; in plantation~_',!nly. 
Against clearing of natural bush for plantations 

Need a sel)-arate review of plantations as they 
have an impact upon native forests. 

How far have we progressed in terms "of 
plantations? 

What is the meaning of 'proper forest 
regeneration'? Is it JSJ & is this good practice 
in salt zones? 

No commitment by CALM to cease logging if 
monitoring results indicate problems. 

'-·---·--· 
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The Government does support ttee plantation 
on cleared land. 
This is part of the companies export licence. 

CALM promotes replanting of cleared land in 
its plantation scheme. 
It is not Government polic~ to do this. 
It is not Government policy to clear native 
forest for plantations 
The plantation strategy will be reviewed in the 
Forest Industry f tatement to be published 
following finalisation of the Draft Forest 
Sttategy. 
The plantation estate is increasing steadily each 
year. About 100 000 hectares of hardwood and 
sof!wood plantations are planted on private and I 

I public land. · 
"Proper forest regeneration " in this context 
means the removal of cull ttees to allow a full 
stocking ofregrowth free from competition to 
be established in forest gaps. Essentially this is 
what the jarrah forest silvicultural specification 
and follow-up JSI treatment aims to achieve. 
JSI is not expected to be a problem in "salt risk 
zones" if stteam zone buffers and limits on 
overstore~, removal are implemented. 
Research has shown the problem can be 
managed by maintenance of an appropriate level 
of canopy cover and does not necessitate 
cessation of logging. 



~~~~~ ·----,·--

I I IREVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
This research has been summarised in a"report WAWA report looks at effects of logging on the Logging in Project 4 experimental catchments 
by the Steering CormTiittee for Research on water resource only, not aquatic ecosystems. was completed in 1977. These catchments have 
Land Use and Water Supply (Water Authority Steering Committee says records are needed now been monitored for 15 years and the 
of Western Australia, 1987). The commu.ttee over more than 20yrs to 'identify salinity trends. Project 2 experiment catchments monitored for 
concluded its assessrnent of the :implications to On! y l Oyr records are available so far for paired 10 years following logging. Trends have been 
forest management with these words: catchments and do not include biological data. established which enabled the Steering 

Committee to draw sound conclusions. 

Data on water quality is collected primarily to 
assess impacts on water for human 
consumption, nevertheless this data on stream 
turbidity, sedimentation and salinity will be 
useful if subsequent biological research 
establishes a relationship between aquatic fauna 
habitat and these water quality parameters. 

"Analysis of researcii!·esults currently:-· The figures actually show that salinity has risen Incorrect. See response to 235. Reference 
available indicates that logging methods in every stream & river in the old WLA. Schofield et. al. (1988). 
involving clearfelling of karri and heavy 
selection cutting of"j;mah have minor effects 
on strearn salinity and sediment 
concentrations. 
------~-,. -~-~·-

A salinity increase of just 50% may adversely The magnitude of any change in stream salinity 
impact on aquatic biota & make the water needs also to be considered in terms of firstly 
unsuitable for human consumption. the duration of change and secondly the 

•-·---·------m•- ·-· geo![aEhic scale of change. 
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Increases in salinity, turbidity, sedimentation & Growns and Davis (1991) "presented evidence 
temperature caused by logging adversely affect that the invertebrate communities of streams 
aquatic ecosystems, and the recovery of these running through clearfelled areas without a 
streams is likely to be slow (Growns & Dav'1s buffer zone of riparian vegetation show 
1991, p704). differences in their composition to that in 

nearby streams in unlogged areas. However, 
there is no statistically significant difference in 
either 1ichness or total invertebrate abundance". 

EP .~considered the WAWA 1987 report mits 
1988 review and concluded more research was 
needed. CALM has provided no evidence of 
furtherresearch in the salt-risk zones. 

The authors also stated: 

"How long it may take the clearfelled streams in 
either the Lewin or the Sutton paired catchment 
to return to conditions that are more similar to 
those of the undisturbed streams, either in terms 
of community structure or in terms of water 
quality, is not known. The invertebrate 
communities in these streams will probably 
return to prelogg· ng status when the physical 
and chemical conditions return to the prelogging 
situation". 

The DIFS now proposes riparian buffer zones 
on all streams. Growns and Davis showed that 
buffer zones (1 OOm wide) were sufficient to 
reduce impacts of logging disturbance on 
stream macroinvertebrate fauna. 
Although no new research has been iriitiate<fifie 
DFS provides an up to date analysis of 
continued monitoring in the paired catchment 
studies. This was the major priority for future 
research stated in t.he 1987 Steering Committee 

·-- 1 Rep.:.o:.:rt:... -·------
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Res~Jsed for managing water quality not Research covered the high, intermediate and 
applicable to a.ll areas. low rainfall zones hence should be applicable to 

__ .. all areas subject to logging. 
Status of aquatic fauna'conditions to accurately Answered previously. 
assess water gualitl: 

No major changes tomanagement pnicti:ce are Must rectify ignorance towards salinity. The cause and control of stream salinity is well 
necessarv. understood. __ .. ____ , __ ·---~ .. -· ·-· 
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.,.H""o_w_e_v_e"r",""rr_a_n_s.,.ie_n.,.t 'effects on stream sai'inity Propose,[! CALM buffers are much less than WAWA (Research Steering Committee) 1 

and sediment concentrations could be locally those recommended by WAWA in public water reconnnended that the layout of stream buffers 
significant and could be moderated by supply areas. should be matched to the risk of saline 
refinements to managernent practice. Such discharge from permanent groundwaters in the 
refinements should be progressively developed The results indicate a substantial increase in low rainfall zone. In the intermediate rainfall 
and implemented." ('.Vater Authority of forest erosion and sediment input into streams. zone the minimum width was suggested to be 
Western Australia, !\'lay 1987.) 10% of the upslope logged area or 50m either 

Status of any river area reliant on up & 
downstream conditions. 

The Steering ComriTittee concluded: -:-~-~ __ .. 
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side of the v;atercourse. The report also 
permitted subsequent extraction of timber from 
stream zones under a system of "phased 
logging". CALM proposes a flexible system of 
buffer widths ranging from 30m to 200m either 
side of streams, but it does not propose any 
logg.ing in these riparian zones. 

In addition there is proposed to be a limit of 
70% overstorey removal up slope from stream 
buffers in catchments in the low and 
intermediate rainfall zones. In effect CALM 
proposes ]2pth permanent buffers and phased 
logging. 

Disagree. The Steering Committee 1987 report 
said the sediment increases were minor, 
decllining to pre-logging levels within 4-5 years. 
No sediment increases were detected on 
catchments wher· a stream buffer was kept. 
CALM's DFS now proposes stream buffers on 
all streams. 

Self evident statement. No comment required. 



~"~----
~-- ___ , _______ .--· 

REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
"I . In the high an:d intermediate rainfall - -
zones, logging operations have caused small 
and temporary inneases in stream salinity 
ancVor sediment concentration in many local 
streams but this presents no signifilcant threat 
to r~~onal water resources. 
2. Further refinement of logging practice 
is possible to moderate local transient eflects 
on stream salinity a!1d sediment concenlration. 
"3. With appropriate management, there is 
no significant stream salinity risk from heavy 
selec1jon cutting in the low rainfall north-east 
sector of the ~ood·::hip Licence Area." ... ·-The results of the hydrological research 
initiated by the Steering Committee were 
reviewed in consultation with the WA \Vater 
Authority as part of the Review of Native 
Forest Managemen~t (CALM 1992). ... -· This review confirmed the conclusions of the 

I 
Research Steering Committee and in particular 
highlighted the benefit of undisturbed zones of 
vegetation along Sl!'eams. -·-
In experimental catchments where zones of To claim that 'there has been no reduction in The statement which is challenged referred to 

undisturbed vegetation were retained along water quality' in experimental catchments is "catchments where zones of undisturbed 
streams there has been no reduction in water false. vegetation were retained along streams - there 
quality. has been no reduction in water quality". 

This statement is clearly supported by the data. 
See previous response for sediment and Table 4 
in the Steering Committee Report (1987) for 
salinity. April R •ad North and Yerraminup 
South catchments (with buffers kept) showed 
no significant increase in flow weighted salinity 
following logging. 

-- - ----
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

The Steering Committee recommended either The preferred option in the high rainfall zone in This comment is incorrect and also misquotes 
retention of stream zone vegetation or phased WAWA ( 1987) was pem1anent buffers. Phased the WAWA (1987) document. The WAWA 
logging as the principal methods to be used to logging :1s proposed by CALM because the document says on page 25 that in the high 
moderate local, transient effects of loggmg on resource is needed to meet commitments. How rainfall zone oermanent stream buffers on all 
stream salinity and sediment concentration. is this consistent with the principle of streamlines is one means of n'linimizing 

sustainability? sediment concentration. Phased logging is 
another means. In any case CALM proposes in 
the DFS to have permanent stream buffers in 

They also recommc:nded that a monitci'rrr[g Water quality in the presently logged, low rain 
the hijlh rainfall zone. 
Disagree. Water quality is being protected in the 

system be implemented to identify salt- zones is not being protected or monitored. low rainfall zone through measures previously 
sensitive areas. described. The following quotation from the 

Steering Committee (1987) report is relevant. 
"At the outset of the research programme, there 
was particular interest in the effect that the new 
logging strategies could have on water quality 
in the north-eastern low rainfall ( <900mm per 
year) sector of theW oodchip Licence Area 
where the soil salt storage is high. However, 
experimental results have shown that there was 
no stream salinity increase in this area because 
recharge was small and the depth to 
groundwater was sufficiently large such that 
ground water (the major source of salt) did not 
conttibute w streamflow following logging". 

Once identified it .i:a·spropose(I that siream 
buffer meas in the intermediate rainfall :wne 
which were not salinity prone would be 
available for timbe!· harves~ng. -----·----- ------·-------
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The Steeling Committee proposed thal ~>later -
quality would best be preserved in the high 
rainfall zone by "the introduction of penmment 
stream buffers" but noted that this would result 
"in a Ios~. of valuable timber resources'''. As an 
alternative they proposed that phased logging 
operations be introduced. ···-It is proposed that re~;trictions on the Support removal of Marri restrictions in low Opinion. No Comment required. 
harvesting of marri, imposed in the low rain zone. 
rainfall zone for salinity control reasons, be 
removed. - . -· No intensification of logging in low & It appears that some submittors equate removal 

intermediate salt risk zones in Central & Swan of marri with "intensification of logging". 
Forest Regions. 

The Steering Committee (1987) report 
concluded (page viii): 

"With appropriate management, there is no 
significant stream salinity risk from heavy 
selection cutting in the low ralnfall sector of the 
Woodchip License Area" 

and recommended that: 

Woodchipping operations proceed in this sector 

The small, local aridtransient effects of ____ t------· subject to modified forest management practise. 

I logging on salinity will be avoided by the 
imposition of stream and river zones of 
undisturbed vegetatiqn throughout the forest, 
and phased logging J;hroughout the 
intennecliate and low rainfall zones. .. _____ f--,-----· 
It is also proposed that a monitoring system be There sl1ould be monitming of dieback, water Monitoring of water quality following logging 
introduced. & soil salinity in areas being logged. is recommended in the Proposals document. 

~-··------~--· ... See pll:_g_es 17 and 18. 
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REVIEVr' DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

The specific proced~res which \~ 
==-~ -~ 

introduced to fulfil the requirements of 
Environmental Condition 6 are as follows: 
1. The river and stream zone system --· 
outlined above in Table 2 will be implemented 
in the sa1t risk areas. This means that zones of 
undisturbed vegetation will be retained beside 
all sn·eams. 

No logging: rncluding thinning (other 
than the removal of dangerous trees where 
they pose a threat to human life or salvage of 
forest produce genemt<>Ai by legitimate road 
construction) will occur in these zones. 
2. The 1991 jarrah Silviculture ------
Specification will be applied to jarrah and 
jarrah/marri forests in these areas. This 
specification is at Appendix A. Major features 
are summarised in Table 7. r-- . ----

In essence, the multi-aged structure of 
the jarralh forest will be retained in all areas; r------···-----Jap sizes will not exceed 10 heC:tares, 

within gaps tlnree mature habitat trees 
per hectare will be retained; 

f-----2~ cutover ~eas will be ~gen::!:~-
The proposed Silvicultural 

f------· 

Specification for Karri and for Karri Forests is 
outlined in Chapter 4. These changes will be 
formalised into a CALM silvicultural 
specification and applied to the appropriate 
areas on release of the final Strategy 
document. 

" -
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I REVIEW DOCUMENT KSSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
3. Irr the in\erri;"e<i'ia'te and low""'TI'i1ri"trul 
zones at least 30 per cent of the forest on every 
second order stream catchment \vill be retained 
uncut for at least I 0 years after the cutting and 
regeneration of the forest elsewhere on that 
catchment. 

This ensure"s that logging wilffX:'- -
"phased" throughout the intermediate and low 
rainfall areas. 
4. Where stands are thinned in the 15m2/ha too low in salt-risk zones. To protect water quality at a Regional level the 
intermecliate and lmli rainfall zones a minimum 15m2 is considered adequate. The impact of 
of 15 square metres of basal area per hectare this level of thinning on small localised high salt 
will be retained on all areas. areas will be monitored. 
5. A stream rruonitoring program '":m be 
established throughout the intennediate and 
low rainfall zones. 
• Al.l second order catchments will be 
sampled for a period of five years after they 
~~ve been logged. . ... 
• Total soluble salts will be determined at 
peak flow and base flow periods. 
• Ten unlogged second order catchments 
will be sampled for the purpose of establishing 
"control" total soluble salt levels. 
6. Monitoring; of existing bores and ·-
research catchments will continue. 
7. The results of the stream monitoring -
program \vill be reported annual.ly to theW A 
Water Authority. ·--------·· 
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1 

• Nevertheless, a 
silvicuhural spe• 
developed whic 
protection of ec• 

iew jarrah forest --
ification has been 
1 further ensures the 

'" • It is proposed to 
Lennard, Presto 
(see Section 5) a 
reserves. 

• Tt is proposed to 
management pr''' 
Review of fore~; 
adjacent to the c 

~~;nated in th,, 

>logical vaJues in the forest. 

increase the area or'the 
1 and Noggerup reserves 
nd create additional 

apply visual resource 
scriptions (detaikd in A 
t Managemem) to the areas 
)nservation reserves 
·Environmental Condition. 

• ~anagementpl 
reserves will be 
availability of 11e 
Government an 
anticipated, hol', 
be prepared befo 
R~onal Manag: 

1s for the designated 
.>repared according to the 
;ources and pliorities of the 
the NPNCA. It is 
~ver, that these plans will 
:e the expiration of the 
;ment Plans. 

·---·· 

- ·---"- - -
llSSUES RAISED 

How wiU the treatmem given to areas adJacent 
to conservation reserves differ from that 
applying in the main timber production areas? 

The former conservation I\1P As Dalgarnp, 
Lennarcll, Mullalyup, Preston, Noggerup, 
Mowen and Dardanup & Blackwood River 
recreation ~PA have been progressively 
removed from the conse1vation estate since 
1982. They should become conservation 
reserves. 

VRM is:not based on ecology, which should be 
the guiding principle of all forest management. 

The condition will not be satisfied until the 
plans are prepared. 
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Managing the impact of disuibution to Visual 
Resource Management objectives relate to 
maimenance of inevident alteration to the visual 
landscape. This is usually achieved through 
more sensitive timber harvesting and prescribed 
burnin!;a OJ2erations. 
Many former M.P.A. core areas have increased 
in size since 1982 and many more areas with 
more significant conservation values have been 
added to the reserve system in 1987. More are 
now proposed in the 1992 review. In the 
Central Forest Region the following data is 
relevant: ' 

1982 1992 
(Proposed) 

National P;arks 23,000 83,400 
Nature Reserves 3,000 25,200 
Flora Fauna & 
Landscape M.P.A's 115,000 -

Conservation Parks - 45,900 
5g Reserves - - -

Total: 141,QQQ 155.370 
Cmrect. Visual Resource Management is based 
on 1the premise that the visual landscape must be 
appreciated as a value in its own right. 

Agreed. The Environmental Condition will not 
be satisfied until the management plans are 
prepared. The condition did not specify a time 
for the management plans to be completed. 



---------· 
REVIEW DOCUMENT 

L__ __ 
ISSUES !RAISED T- CALM'S RESPONSE 
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4. PROPOSED CHANGES TO 
KARRI SILVICULTURE 
When timber is beirt~g....,h-arv-'-e-s-ted-...."""fr_o_m_r_n--a,-tu_r_e-t;,T,..h-e"'"Ia-c'l:-: o-,f~d.,-a-ta· on the in 1pact of the proposed 
multiple purpose kani and karri/marri forests silvicultural changes mak es it difficult to 
the following changes to the silvicultural cormnem. CALM should extensively evaluate 
approach spelt out in the 1987 Regional the proposals .. 
Management Plans and Timber Strategy and 

I theW ACAP ERM~ are proEo~d ___ ,. 
Can't properly assess the 
more infonnation ( detaile 

:se changes without far 
:d maps, scientific 

1--
___ basis for figures). 

I Inappropriate to assign o ver 2/3 of worlds karri 
---tl-7to;;,.:w.oodchips & unsold t 

Crowea karri resource ah 
allowable cut figs so no 1 

imber(666) 
1:eady committed in 
uom to manoeuvre by 

CALM. 

e sizes. • Gapslze (or'cmipe size) will not exceed 80 I Accepfilie1·edw~ed coup 
~:ctares. 

I ·-·------

Wta is better than 200Fw 
there iliat 80ha is not stiii 

Since selective llogging 'i 
clearfelling from most er 
viewpoints'(Attiwell 19:! 
selective logging not pra 
karri forest7 

L--- R 0 ______ _.L_ 

What evidence is 
oo large? 

more acceptable than 
ironmental 
., p29), why is 
ised in any of the 
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Agreed. CALM rroposes to extensively 
evaluate the pror-Jsals. Details will be provided 
in the final strategy document. 

"Whole of forest" planning using GIS 
technology will enable this type of visual map 
presentation to be available before 1997. 
Incorrect. 

This is so and the reason why the Minister 
offered to keep the Crowea area free of 
harvesting if the group could find an equivalent 
area of karri currently reserved from logging to 
swa~. 
Opinion. No comment required. 

The limits on coupe size are primarily related to 
visual impacts. However, in the final analysis it 
will= coupe shape, rather than coupe size, 
which will have greatest influence on aesthetic 
values and wildlife values. The proposed limits 
on coupe size provide some expectation as to 
those impacts. 
Selective logging has been proven to be 
unworkable in the karri forest if timber is to be 
one of values for which the karri forest is 
managed. (See Bradshaw and Lush 1981, pp. 
17-20; Rotheram 1982, Christensen 1992, 
p.79; DFS, pp. 71-74. 
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---------Gap size and sl 

meet the landsc 
h•eritage values 

>e will be designed to ap 
ao :, wildlife, recreation and 

the site. ·of 
Gaps may be as i!iiT: 1all as one hectare. 
Average gap size e : expected to be 30 
hectares.• ----------Retained matur:' -bitat in addition to the I1 

tr• 
he 

:1 fr, 
d fr• 
edi 

road, tiver and am zone system an 
additional 32()( ;tares of mature l~orests 
will be exclude Jm harvesting and 
regeneration ar om yield calculations. 
This area will t stributed to cover 
"habitat patche 

,., 
1d to provide linking 

corr.dors withi 1 ~ger gaps and the river, 
s1:ream and roac z, ne system, and to 
encompass spe• ia _ his;h value ecoloJ,rical or 

~ -

ISSUES IRAISED 

Worred ihat kal-ri to be clearfelled for the next 
10 vears . 
Timber extraction & initial regeneration to take 
place in one season in :each coupe. 
Logs removed & soil restored within 12 months 
of operations start. 
Post-harvest silvicultui:al treatments & 
regeneration bums done at ftrst available 
O£P.Ortunitl:. ____ 
Accept small coupe cle31felling but not the rate 
at which removals are_occurring. 
Smaller annual area of logging required and the 
dispersal of smaller C<?_I:!Pes. 
If de31felling karri to continue, then smallest 

i possible c~e~~~d. 
Does coupe size influence salinity & 
~und·~.vater fluctuations? 

All high value old-growth forest must be 
retained. 

Require a comprehensive system of wildlife 
corridors & refuges .. 
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See previous answer. 

Agreed that this is a desirable objective. 

Agreed. 

Agreed. 

Opinion 

This would not supply the level of timber 
required. 
Coupe size must be determined by ecological, 
visual and operational efficiencl:. 
Not coupe size, but the proportion of the 
catchment logs;ed at anl: one time. 

-

Opinion. The highest value old growth forests 
have been identified through the assessment of 
National Estate values in the southern forest 
region. Guidelines for the protection of these 
values have also been developed (CALM/ AHC, 
1992) and subject to endorsement in the final 
plans, these guidelines will be implemented 

CAL'vl believes the proposed system is 
comprehensive. 
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• recreational sites. In these areas 
understorey vegetation and gTcmnd 
components will be kept undisturbed 

durin~ harvestil!E; and regeneration. .. . .. -----------------+----·---------------
• Rotation lengths will vrur__ ___ ,_ -·----·------·-----· 
• No rotation length is nominated for areas -----+---

being managed primarily for nature 
conservation and recreation (ie, road, river 
and streaJU zones and habitat retention 
areas). 

• These areas are expected to reach therr 
natural physiological rotation, ie >250 
~ars. _ 

~in regrowth fore:=st::s::re"'g"'e::n-::e=ra=te::dTLbe=.f"'o':r=e::---t-.\"V"'h::at=-i"=s' the basis for allc<:ating these The Strategy for sustained wood yield from the 
1940, 25 per cent will be managed on a 250 percent~ges to these rotation lengths? kani forest has been derived from a structural 
year rotatioru and the remainder on a I 00 goal for the forest. The structural goal provides 
year rotation for minimum proportions of each stage of 

development to be represented in the forest. 
This structure enables the important mature and 
senescent stages to be sustained. 

f----- -·-----------.. Capacity for jarrah/marri to regrow to matwity Evidence of 100 years of regeneration growth 
can't be: demonstrated for 200yrs. gives no reason to doubt trees will not continue 

--·----------.. for another lOO years plus. ----------
1-------- So clearfelling must be considered a risky As above. 

procedure. 
t---- -----------.. Will future environmeiatli conditions permit The uncertainty as to what the greenhouse effect 

easy forest regrowth? will actually do precludes predicting its impact 
on forest processes. 

-=~-----------:·-· Must addiess greenhouse issues. See above. 
1-------- Karri forest re-growth will lead to shortage of The Draft Strategy shows a constant level of 
----------.. ----·-----·- kruri sa,wlogs. sawlog production indefinitely. 
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• In re growth t'Orests regenerate'd"bei;"een How much of the forest is in this age category? 2000 Hectares. See DFS page 167. 
1940 and 1975 where patch size is less than 
200 hectares the rotation age will be 2.50 
years. Where the patch size is more than 
200 hectares the rotation age will be 100 
years. 

• In re growth fores~s regenerated bet\,,;en 
, ___ 

1975 and 1990 approximately 10 pe:r cent 
will have a rotati~on a12e of 250 ~ears. 
In the remainder the rotation age will be 100 Logging of under-stocked or fire damaged areas The logging of these areas at this age is 
years, except for some small, understocked 60-SOyrs old is aimed at producing wood not primarily designed to ensure that the forest is 
or fire-damaged areas which will be maintaining forest ecosystems. fully stocked and properly regenerated as a karri 
harvested and regenerated at age 60 or age forest. A secondary aim is to develop structural 
80. (age class) diversity within these areas which 

currently have very large single aged regrowth 
distribution. 

For 50 per cent of re growth forests 
.• ·-

established after 1990 rotation length will 
exceed 150 years ;md may exceed 2.00 
years. --· -
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' Gap dispersal. A"minimum oi"iiiree): 
will elapse between the harvesting an 
regeneration of adjacent gaps. 

Wnere possible." the distance betwee 
of retained mature forest will not fall 
400 metres. 

These changes -willi be formalisr-<:1 in i C 
silvicultural prescription when the final 
Strat~~ documen1, is released. 

ears 
d 

:1 areas 
below 

ALM 

ISSUES RAISED 
Three years is far too short in forest with a 
physiological age of >250 years. Even the old 
EIS recommended 4 or 5 years. 

How will CALM ensure the distance between 
areas of mature forest is not less 400m? 
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The relationship between coupe dispersal and 
age of adjoining stands is a complex issue. For 
instance the guidelines for protection of 
National Estate values illustrates that in some 
cases it is desirable to aggregate coupes in order 
to maximize undisturbed areas elsewhere, in 
other cases it is desirable to disperse cutting. 

The relevant points are these: 

I. The most important criterion for wildlife is 
the separation of patches of mature forest from 
younger stages of development. The DEFS 
proposes that there be a maximum of 400rn 
bet\veen retained patches of mature forest. 

2. There is no advantage in dispersing coupes 
to enhance wildlife values if adjoining stands 
finish up at the same early stage of development 
(establishment s· ige ). In this context it would 
be undesirable to cut and regenerate a stand 
before an adjoining stand reaches approximately 
7 years of age. 

The question of coupe dispersal will be 
reviewed in the fmal document. 
This will be part of the coupe planning. 
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5. PROPOSED , CHANGES TO'T 
lriEMIN SOUTH-RESERVE SYS 

FORESTS 
The 1987 Forest R e~ional Managemeili 

k of the forest areas designated the bul 
managed by CAL 
nature reserve, eo 
or timber reserve. 
out in these plans 

11 as either national p 
servation park,. State 

The land use designa 
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heritage value of s 
criteria for wilderr 
within the forest o 
A new set of ptinc 
which help to defi1 
conservation reser 
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Review of Forest l 
require that the res 
areas which are sp 
properly managed 

'~he last five years. __ 
ns were approved, m 
:;ome available on the 
:)uthern forests, on th 
ess and on the presen 
specific plant comrr 
ples has been clevelo 
e an ideal nature 
/e system. 111ese ptil 
th in some detail in tl 
.llanagement Strategi~; 
.erve system incorpor 
ecial, representative, 
and have involved 1h 
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State fo:rest/con 
complementary 

-ervation 
role 

eserves 

Area set aside f x conserv ation is still too small. 

Nationa!J:,ark~ 
Forest parks/re~ 
logging. 
That logging pe 
diminishes the~ 
Don't agree tha 
has been identil 
All nndistmbed 
Undisturbed we 
reserved. 

~~--

till threa tened b~ mininJl· 
erves are available for selective 

1 conservation areas 
ICe; 

rmitted i1 
.· impmta 
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ied & est 
forest 'iD 
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~ntative reserve system 
ablished. 
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reas are not adequate! y 

-----
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The Strategy has as its philosophy a "whole of 
forest" approach in which different land uses 
are integrated. 

CALM have set objective criteria and tried to 
meet them. 

Government Polic~. 
This category of reserve was not preceded 
within the 1987 management plans. 
Agreed but is not occurring. 

Would need to see criteria used to base 
statement on. 
Not possible and maintain a timber industry. 
The Mt Roe proposal was meant to redress this. 

------



L_ REVIEW DOCUMENT 
---- -----,--
ISSUES IRAISED CALM'S RESPONSE -- -

Changes to the res 
proposed. 

All areas with 
reserved. ·-·----------·- I .. 
Conservation 

s trOrig-con se 
State Govt. 

·-··------···-····-·---lt-N;;.;=o:.:ar=-:-::ea'" rnana 

I 
parks . 

. erve system are therefore W A does not 
system. 

·--

wilderness characteristics to be 

estate has no security. 

vation. Act for native forests from 

gement plans for several national 

have a representative reserve 

-5.1 Additions t oState Forest 
The 1987 Forest R egion Management Pians "2s3,ooon~n 

national park identified an a:rea 
which could be de 
forest is currently 
within various mii 
south west. 

>f 283,000 hectares of forest 
dkated as State forest. This 
'>acarJt Crown land, or 
ceUaneous reserves ill the 

283,000 also 
n~ re-examined dmin:'"g '1"9"90"-+R:;;;::::eserve remaJ. All these areas we1 

91. This review c• 
areas for multiple 
is proposed to pro 
State forests. Thi~ 
significant increa~ 
many decades. 

nfirmed the value of these logging. 
pmpose management, so it 
:eed with their dedication as 
will represent the most 
.: to the State forest estate for 

for state forest alone, also for 
nd conservation reserves. 

~ludes non-forest a:reas. 
ing virgin State forest- no 

----2,2 ;;r:,,-a"i!OriReS-eiV-es··--- -·-· New ConS< 
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Not possible, while meeting other values being 
managed. 
It has the best security the Westminster system 
can suppl:)::. 
The CALM Act is a good Act. 

The. task is very la:rge and will take a long time. 

Would need to see criteria on which statement is 
based to comment. 

Agreed. This was a error in the proposals 
document. 

Overall, it is all forest. 
Not possible and maintain the Government 
approved timber strategy. 

I 



~m-- iRE VIE\:~ .. ooc.uM~~T--: . I ~ · i:~s~ iRAISED -- - CALM'S RESPONSE 

A review of the cmre:nt conservation reserve Protection of all virgin forest in conservation See Above. 
system in south west forests has revealed that reserves. 
all major forest type~. are represented in the 
reserve system. The review indicated that the 
system could be enhanced by expansion to 
include some specific vegetation ~ypes within 
forest types, and to incorporate wildemess 
values. 

Use integrated approach in reserves too for It is to a certain exterithowever reserves are 
consistency. predominantly for nature conservation and 

·--.. ·---;-;,---,---· _ man~ement must reflect that. 
CALM have nolt ensured protection of Assertion. CALM managemerut objectives for 

A sl11Jstallriill iiicre:i:S;e to the conservaiwil 
reserve system is recommended. In particular, 
a major new national. park of 78,820 hectares 
is proposed in the Southern Forest Region, 
and new national parks are proposed within 
the janah forest in the Central and Swa1n1 

conservation values in conservation areas. these areas is to do this 
Immediately implemeJitjXirks & reserves in It is not possible to implement all proposals 
1987 plans. immediately as it takes some time to complete 

the Parliamentary process. 

1 Re_g:!.ons ·-··-------- ---1-r I,-----,---,-----,·---;-~.---------!-,;-;------------------l 
I Proposed extensions to parks and reserves Ok. 

----·-· 1 supported. ·--·--------+-,-...,-..,--,------...--·-:--------l 
1987 buffer area concept out so nature resetves Individual reserves were reduced to core areas 
reduced to 1/3 original area. but the actual area of reserved forest has 

·----h-----·-·- increased dlue to additional areas. 
Require more information on forest area in the Specific information should be sought by going 

I-- --·---·-----.. I conserv,ation estate & th~proposed excisions. direc';'tl"'y';-'-to;;._C,"'A..:;L=M..:;·;.._ ___________ -i 
CALM removed over 24,000ha from 8 reserves See 1 above 

1--
+over last lQ_yrs. 

------ All forn]er' conservation management priority See above. 
areas to become conservation reserves, 

1----------.. -------.. I Why duplicate National Parks as National The two are different concepts and not managed I 
'--- __ , ________ ... 1 Heritage areas ? the same. 
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~·~-- .. ~-- .. - ---- - -~-----~- -
REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE . -· Why National PaTk'i'ii"stead of state resenre for National Park is a state reserve classification. 

multi-use? . . .. 
Why is a substantial in.t~r,ease in conservation The criteria on which the new reserves were 
reserve system recomrner1ded? recommended was published in the draft 

strategy essentially it is to ensure adequate 

. . re resentation of vegetation com12lexes. 
Adopted reserves maximise ecological & Agree. 
Iiparian values & minimise reserve losses. ... 
Representative areas of forest ecosystem Agree. 

I preserved _i_:1 a dynamic reserve system. 
Land surrounding Warren & Crowea for 2km This area did not meet the criteria published for 
to be conservation resenre. inclusion in the reserve s;tstems. -- Denbarker conservation area, wonder over The size was based on representing the value 

-- -·--·-~-···-· 
sudden generosity in proQosing this. "wilderness" in the reserve s;tstem. 
CALM not impllemented 1987 proposed plans- See previous answer. 

Table 9 and Table iCI summarise all tiie" 
I public be told why not. 
State forest of lower Mitchell River added to Mt No additional vegetation complexes would be 

recommended addiijons to the conservation Lindsay N.P reserved by doing this. 
reserve system. The location and extent of the 
proposed reserves is shown on maps included 
in the Review of Forest Management in the 
South west of wes1tem Australia. ·-·---------··-· Sharpe state forest added to Mt Frankland N.P. No additional vegetation complexes would be 

reserved by doin this. 
f--· ... 

-~-··· Proposals should have contained details of Vegetation types were desc1ibed for the Swan 
vegetatiion types in new conservation areas. and Central Region reserves, however, were 

not mapped at the level required to do so for 
the south. r---- ~-.. --·---- How mucli' conservation estate has been None. 

returned to state forest since 1982? -- __ ,. --···- CALM to restore removed conservation areas to CALM has increased the area of total. 
conservation esltate immediately. conservation estate and ensured buffer 

representa1ion of different vegetation types by 

-· -·-----··· ado)2ting the approach it has. 
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RE VIE'· 'V DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED 

Table 9 Rec: 
nature conservatior 
Region and Central 
Table 10 Rec: 
nature conservatiOJ 
Forest Rej,jiOn 
5.3 

oinmended additions to the 
1: reserve system - Swan 
Forest Region 

ommended additions to the 
''reserve system -- Sou them 

Existing Tenure Chanl.jeS to 
In addition to the n ai'irre conservalion re:serve ·-·-----" 
system outlined in Table 9, th~~'2... ·--

)f the 1987 Regionall Plans 1 of implementation 
has highlil.jhtedl an 1mber of 

ihing minor changesto inconsistencies req 
land ten me and cla ssification. 

f-nlese mainly relal< 
the 1987 proposed 
the designated are 
boundary changes 
plan. 

elo the appropliateneSSOi' 
classification in relation to 
's size or condition, or 
equiring amendment to the 

Table 11 sun ii'iarises all proposeil' 
changes to tenure < :nd vesting the location and 

shown on maps 3, 4 and 5 
l\!lanagement Strategy 

extent of which ar: 
of the Draft Forest 
Review. 
Table 11 Propose<' ·changes in tenure;,;::,s~ting 

e Swan, Central Forest and 
egions 

and purpose for th 
Sou them Forest R 

Some so-called new nati 
proposed as conservatio 

No 84 Bridgetown fores 
forest. 

No 75 Greeilbushes MP 

___ .. , I No 76 Greenbushes l\I!P 

;---------.. --·-----·- 1 state park .. 
No 83 Bridgetown state 

r--- ·-·----------.. I ~J~~p~~~~~~jup MPA as 

onal parks already 
n parks. 

: block to be state 

'\ to be State park. 

\ not logged & become 

park classification 

slate park; fore&t 
park/reserves only if no logging. 

---- ·--·-------·-.. ----1.-- ----
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Yes. This :represents an upgmding of their 
status. 

Green bushes is proposed to become Nature 
Reserve. There is no catej,jon; State Park. 
Green bushes is proposed to become Nature 
Reserve. There is no catel.jOfJI State Park. 
There is no land classification State Park 

Forest Park was abandoned in the final 1987 
RMP. Nollajup is proposed to be a nature 
reserve. 

---------- -------



------ -·-"· 
REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I 

~''""""'"''''"="' 
No 79 Daigarup MP A·as a nature reserve. 

------------~·· ' 
It is eroeosed to be a nature reserve. 

No 36 Bridgetown Jarrah Park not to be state Will be vested in the Shire. 
__ , __________ forest, no_!~~l2pg. 

Hester Block State forest as miscellaneous A part of Hester block is proposed as a 

--·------·--- reserve., no log!~ conservation eark. 
Glen! yn blocks as miscellaneous reserve, no Glenlyn is multiple purpose State Forest hence 

__ , ________________ l..£g~;_ ____ is available for logging. 
!-Rifle range block to be present as part of ? 

--· -· 
Bridgetown forest belt. 
Areas of Beavis & Giblett added to Beedelup Beavis & Giblett will be reviewed according to 
National Park. a previous Environmental Condition. 

Current or ProE_2se~-·· , -------· Area 1\rea PropJs.ed(P) Classific.atiom .. 
Name (h:l._J.!2.!~!.L_Classi[ication.(199]l..,_, ___ !---------.. --------
SWANRBGION 
Perth District 
Yanchep 45 VCL nat. pk 
Mumd1~~ District ____________ ,. 
John lForrest 1130 freehold nat. pk 
Burkinshaw Road 10 cons pk(P) delete -- --Jarrahdale District - ' 

Gibbs block a degraded area, not suitable for a Gibbs block is proposed Conservation Park not Ara1uen-Canning 3 5 cons pk(P) delete 
Monadnocks 15370 cons pk(P) nat. pk national park. National Park. 
Gibbs 5850 Stat1~ for cons plk. 
Gibbs lO timt~~~-re_s·--~~8-g----

Gibbs 6Iocfl:aftdform" type not threatened, so The vegetation complex was under represented 
no need to be National.Park. in the reserve system. 

~-.. ------~-~·-· 
Gibbs has no rare/endangered flora/fauna, so It contained vegetation complexes which were 
what value is it as a conservation area? under represented ( <5%) in the reserve system. 

--·- ----
Concentrated eJiorts protect poorly represented Agree. 

--- ---··· vegetation tyees in conservation areas. 
Proposed Monadnocks National Park has large Disagree, the whole Monadnocks is an 
areas with no outstanding features. outstanding feature. --·------------··· 
Monadnoeks features ar•e hilltops which could Disagree, the whole Monadnocks is an 

-- ---- be E:S!~~:_!ed as state forest. outstanding feature. 
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-····· --·- --
REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE ·-·- - - Monadr:;Ocks swfficieniJY protected being in DRA status does not imply any form of 

DRk management for ecology. 
~-.. ----------·· 

Field visits/surveys requilred to establish areas In many cases this is done however broad scale 
suited to National Park status. landform mapping has also been successfully 

- ··---·--------~ .. - used to identify areas suitable for NP status. 
DwellinguD District --·· 
~~Ion 5 natut~ ;res.(P)delete: ----·-·---~ould like to se:e C73 (Murray V) included in George 3140 State for cons pk 

Lane Poole Reserve 180 cons pk(P) Lane Pc!Ole National Park. 
Sg res. 

(1cy Ct~,!) 
--~· 

_, 
CENTRAL FOREST REGION 

-~·---Harvey Di:strict . - -Lane Poole Reserve 26420 cons pk(P) 
nat. pk ·-· Lane Pool{~ (Stene) 1465 State for 
nat. pk 

C!arke (Falls Brook) 1165 State for 
nature res. 

Kemerton 1405 5g res.(P) delete 
Kemerton 265 5g res.(P) cons pk 
Wagerup 10 --.. cons pk(P) delete --Collie District -Lane Poole Res. *9845 cons pk(P) nal.. pk 
Lennard 645 State for cons pk 
Gervasse 2015 State for cons pk 
Roseneath 1360 State for nat. pk 
Goonac 5140 cons~~!l~-·· 
Kirup District ---Goonac 30 cons pk(P) nat. pk 
Preston 305 State for nat. pk 
Hovea 1055 State for nat. pk 
Noggerup 1690 State for nat. pk 
Gwindinup 10 cons pk(P) ddete 
Hes:ter 780 State for cons pk 
Ryall 260 State for cons pk 
Carnballan 7155 VCL cons pk 
Camballan 1430 State for cons pk 
C.amballan !10 other res . cons pk . -Busselton District ·-· --·· 
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I 
REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE ·-· --;; 

Leeuwin-N aturaliste 325 other res. 
nat pk ·----------Nannup District ·---·------· 

Beaton 415 Stat':for con~ .. --·-------· SOUTHERN FOREST REGION 
Manjimuo District ·--------·--
Jardee 10 cons, pk(P) State for 
Jervik Park 10 cons pk(P) delete 
Dingup 210 State for nature Jees. 
Kenin·up 6740 State for nature res. 
Tailing 6410 State for nature res. 
Talling 5 other res. nature Jres. 
Chitelup (Mt Roe) 2890 State for 

-=--:-· nat. pk 
-·-~--· Pemberton District 

90 
. 

nat. pk State for Hawke Karri state forest added to Warren There are no plans to do this as the vegetation D'Entrecasteaux 
Charley 2385 State for nat. pk N ationml Park. type is adequately represented elsewhere. 
Hawke 60 State for nat. pk 

.. -~-~~-

Against sand rmning in D'Entrecastrea11x Government Policy. 
N ationml Park . . .... _ ....... , 
Gazetting of reserves (incl D'Entrecasteaux') a Gazetting is progressing steadily however in the 
highest priority. mean time they are being managed as if they 

~-" -- --·-------· were already gazetted. 
Waloole District ·-

____ ,_ 

Mattabancl 250 State for --;;~Lt. pk 
Pardalup Road 30 nature res. dekte 
Gum LinkRd(Mt Roe) 575 nature :res. 

nat. pk 
Thames(Mt Roe) 880 nature res. nat pk 
Thames(Mt Roe) 500 nature res.(P)nat. pk 
Mt Roe 1!1715 VCL nat. pk 
Mt Roe 37050 State for nat. pk 
Mt Roe 26770 other res. nat...E!_ ___ 

Note: IlD numbers 40, 46-51 represen-t the New MI Roe National Park supported. Ok. 
prosed Mt Roe National Park (80 380 
hectares). ·------------ No wildf1ower picking in Mt Roe area or where Dieback can be managed through controls rather 

diebadjntroduction i:?_possible. than exclusion. ·-·-----------
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J REVIEW DOCUMENT IISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
•••m-........ =-... 

No case for the 1:iffiii0sed Mt Roe National The case, as perceived by CALM, was clearly 
Park. set out in the draft strategy document. ---------·· Mt Roe recommendati~n not explained. See above. H-·---------•• 
Are Mt Roe reserve area practices currently Current practices are appropriate to the land use 

·-·--·----·· unsatisfa~. I purpose. 
Reference to more infomntion becoming Crit<eria for proposing Mt Roe be reserved is 
available doesn't relate to Mt Roe. based on existing information. ·-· WAWA moves to excise potential dam sites \Vater storage is something that must be catered 

·-·--------· from Mt Roe rejected .. for in forest planning. 
Suggest renaming Mt Roe National Park to Cannot comment on a proposed name until 
I~flect Aboriginal heritage. Government decides to reserve it. 

*In the Draft Foresi Strategy Review these 
figures (Table 16) were lower as parts. of the 
ident'lfied areas were not inclmkd in the area 
statement. The supporting map (Map 4} 
showed the boundaries correctly. 

. -----·· • ·- ··--··-f-We!come proposed addition of diverse e-types 5.4 Diverse Ecotype Consetvation Agree. 
to conservation estate but must manage. 

A mosaic of heathfands, sedge and herb 
vegemtion, rock outcrops, swamps, lakes, 
wetlands and low shrubby woodlands occurs 
throughout State forest, particularly in 
southern forests. --f----------· r---· These are \;ery important areas for 
wildlife conservation and in some cases 
passive 

recreation. They are also a. distinctive 
and integral facet of fhe forest landscape, and 

they frequently provide linkage 
between conservation reserves and other 
undisturbed 

forests. ---------·· "" --------
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REVIEW DOCUMENT 
t-,-.17' -----A,..n-area of 115,000 he,:;(' 

these diverse ecotypes occurs within the 

-··-r~--~-~-- ISSUES RAISED -
southern State forests 
and a further 88,000 hectares OCCilfS wi 
central and northern State forests. 

No timber liarvesting occurs in 
areas and it is proposed that they be ace 
special protection fl-om road making an 

1 physical disturbam:e. . 
Effectively this will add a further 203.,0 
hectares to the area primarily managed I. 

I nature conservatio1~1 within south west I. 

1-------·-·--·-----· 

'--

1res of 

ihin 

he se 
orded 
'l other 

Do 
or 
~orests. 

··-· 

-

Link Franklin & Shannon National Parks with 
corridor. 

Linkage:. of buffer zones to larger areas of 
conserved forest. 
Reject c:oiicepl, "foresi-nJanaged primarily for 

. nature conservation"- dishonest. 
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They are linked through the corridor down the 
South-West Highway. 

Ultimately they are connected to the reserve 
system. 
Disagree - Nature conservation reserves and 
forest to be left undisturbed in Stale forest is 
largely for natnre conservation values. 



[ REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES lUISED I CALM'S RESPONSE I 

6: PROPOSED i 
THE TIMBERS 
As well as proposi 

!I.MENDMENTS TO 
TRATEGY 
!1g changes to"tfie"For:est 

Region Manageme 
changes are made 1 

nt plans, it is proposed that 
:) the State's Timber 

Strategy (which w: 
with the regional E· 
Changes to the Tim 
the li~of: 
• changes to i 
strategies proposed 
Management; 
new information al: 
obtained from the f 

f--· 

s produced in association 
ans in 1987). 
ber Strategy are re[jiiired in 

'orest management ··---· 
in the Review of Forest 

--· 
. 

lOUt timber resources 
mest inyentory; 

CALMhaveov ~rcomrnitted Hester -cut set too 
high. 

·---+CALM accurac y calctilations are 'ponderable' 
farrah inventory . .. --+I w;.;,r:.:· th: res~ct tS?_ 

No details give 
doesn't ease log 

11 for Jarrah inventory, & it 
!;ging rate. 

. 
Reject rievllnve 
biased. 

:ntory as it is unsubstantiated & 

~utting down j arrah & tingle 

r--·----· 

Morato1rtiim on 
ttees. 

·-··---·------ 1 Will timber ind rstry still demand resource. 

fproposed changes i 
and therefore to the 
timber production 

-· 

'----· 

security when PI 
a:the forest rl:serve_s_y-st,_e-m--'1-oppose p-ropos 
area of forest available for timber availabk 

Recominend a 
multiple purpos 
in terms of the 

-·-------------+·RAC repc;rt sta 

limited future o 

·------------· 

Jrest ruined? 
1 to increase the amount of 
for harvest. 

Jrecaution to exclude 15% of 
e forest (after other exclusions) 
:llowable cut. 
es- past cutting practices have 
ptions. 
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CALM have no plans to cut all of Hester block 
in any period. 
Need to study Spencer (1992}. 

Jarrah inventory showed logging rate did not 
need to be eased. More details will be 

I published on the jarrah inventor:t:. 
Need to study Spencer (1992). 

Not possible unless Government wishes to 
cl os~ down jarrah timber indus!!l. 
The forest is not being ruined by current 
mana!l;ement. 
The level of present harvest forest is to be 
maintained. 

See page 175 of the DFS. 30% of the potential 
yield has been excluded to ensure the 
maintenance of other values. 
This is true and would apply in any situation 
but does not mean that option is available are 
not desirable. 



c- REVIEV~ D lOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE I 
" -·-· 

What is the relalionship between Sustainability in an ecological sense is relevant ! 

growth/logging rates- and sustainability. on an adequate forest structure and an important I 

factor in that will be the growth rate of trees. 
" --· Sustainabliity seems only to relate to timber .. Not' so. The whole thrust of the Strategy is to 

···-· 
sustain ecological process. 

Past,pre~~~roposed levels of cut too high. Present levels of cut are sustainable. 
------·· Karri allowable cut figs arrived at by doubling Nonsensical. No comment required. 

1--------

------~ .. - present~;£ values and adding 10%. 
Recommend 5 separate inventories of logging One done proper y is adequate. 1----------·--· 
patterns and allowable cut. -------·· Reduce allowable cut to a more realistic Current cut is sustainable. 

----- sustainable ~ield_. __ , 
Should not need to log reserves to maintain Agree. They will not be. ----·-··--· 

allowable cut . .. 
Strongll:_9~ any increase in allowable c:ut. The allowable cut is sustainable. ·------ CALM's figs for increasing allowable cut to be This could be done if the Government 

-----.. --. 

·--·-------- v~fied_2;t independant experts considered it necessary or desirable. 
rr~arrow of zones, conlinued clearfelling & The redistribution of zones has actually 
logging of salt Iisk zones to increase allowable decreased the karri available for harvesting. 
cut. 

---·· Figures for allowable cut must be gained from The Strategy proposes a new sustainable cut 
1987 timber strategy based on the structural objectives and reserves 

-·-----···- 1987 p1:oposed reductions in allowable cut 
I proposals. 
See above. The new proposal is seen as 

should be adhered to. superior for timber and wildlife values. - ·---·· Largest timber :firms least efficient in use of Large firrns conduct drying and value adding 
timber resources & foreign currency. for export and this meets to be considered in 

assessing relative efficiencies. --- Largest films produce timber at higher prices Market forces will resolve this. ·-----------
----- than smaller competitors. 

Utilisation of mill wastes for charcoal, don't Mill waste is used for charcoaL In addition live ·-----·--· 
use live trees. trees are only used to the extent that they are 

--·----- , ___ unsuitable for saw logs. 
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REVIEW DOCUMENT ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 
I If apprm:ed, boththeamended Regional Ne~t revie;;:;Qfi:orest management in 1997, not The review will be in I 0 years from approval 

Management Plans and. the amended Timber 2002. unless the Minister decides it should be revoked 
Strategy will be current for the period 1992- sooner. 
2002. 
Two amendments to.the Timber Strategi·· are 
proposed. 

Timber strategy does not define efficiency 

Present royalty structure not achieving stated 
timber strategy aims. 

Timber strategy -evidence of royalties vs costs 
needed. 

Strategy doesn't state spt>A:ific operational 
constraints to deal with erosion. 

Principle 4 of timber strategy to be backed up 
with dal:a on royalties. 

Principle 5 means that timber extraction willl be 
maintained even if a decrease in productivity 
occurs. 

If production ceases to be competitive, will it 
stop or be subsidised ? 

Is a relii.iive term which is always improving. 

Royalty stmcture is only part of the Strategy to 
achieving aims. 

See Timber Indu :try Statement to be published 
later 

These are in codes of practice, available to the 
public. 

This will be in the Timber Industry Statement. 

Should any decrease in productivity due to 
nutrient depletion will be on a time scale well 
beyond cmrent commitments (5-15 years) 
hence adjustment will be easy. 

The timber industry operates because people 
purchase timber at prices sufficient to maintain 

L- __ .. ------ 1 the indusny. No subsidies. 
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CALM'S RESPONSE 
Mm:e detail will be publicly avilllable. 

The table includes tlhe standing volume on all 
State forests, including road, river and stream 
zones. It is not however all available for use. 
See above. 

Table 12 is an inventory. The effects of 
different retention zones is reflected in the yield 
strategy, 
Figures are midway in ranges. 

Data comes from CALM increment plots. 

These tables already include the effect of 
retained areas. 
More information on the inventory will be 

I published. 
Agree. Product changes witlh economics, 
technology, etc . 
This is a broad presentation, a whole of forest 
basis. Regions are used for specific contracts. 
CALM is seeking highest possible recovery 
rates tlhrough pricing. It is not possible to 
stipulate achievable recovery rates because logs 
are natural products witlh difficult to minimise 
faults. 
As above. 

Recovery rates depend on quality of logs. It is 
preferable to convert even poor logs witlh low 
recove!:l: tlhan waste them. 



------··-" 
REVIEW DOCUMENT [SSUES RAISED CALM'S RESPONSE 

-Forest tYj;e Kani & Janah/ . ···--- ---·-···-karri/mani man1 
Area (ha) 121'700 1239000 ··-

~ne~~ Timber VoJ~J.W'm3) ·----··---
·-

--Gross Bole VoJ(l) 25.4 144.0 
57 .213) 

•-m• 

Saw logs. 10.2 
1s.:z(2) 86.8(6) 

.. ·--·-------Other logs ----·-----··· --Forest Residue(?) 4.0 78.7 ,. ----·-------· 
Stand increments (~n°/ha/an) .. 

1.5(3) to 1.65 ... 
--~--· l.0.0(4) ----·-------(l) GBV of all_~!_ljor spec\s;~-- ·-------· (2) Includes 6 :~qo OOOm3 of m~ !£~-

(3) The inc-rement of the selection cut of ~----·------· 

old growth _forest -·-· 
(4) The increment of high prod. regrowth 

(ave regrm~tlil increment=? .3_r_::i~IJ-Ja/an) 
(5) Includes 4 400 OOOm3 of marri 

sawlo~s 
(6) Includes 3Li 800 OOOm3 of marri logs -----· 
Cl) Wood additional to gross 'bole~:;~lume 

' -·-· f--· (branch woo~] & wood from dearl trees) 
The second amendinent co1ncems - The level of sustained yield past & future is Available evidence does not support this. 
recommended sustainable yields for the janah, more than ecology, soil and water can take. 
marri and kani. forests. Tables l3 and 14 
below are proposed lto replace Tables 14-17 of 
_0~ 1987 Timber S!fat~------.. 

Bridgetovm/Greenbushes friends of forest have CALM has discussed this with BTGFOF. 
proposed changes to rotation lengths which will 
disrupt timber indus(f;r by a mere 217ha of 
Kani and 2 814ha of Jarrah. -- . a-m•-• ·-----· 
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,_, __________ ,,, 
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---

~STAINABLE Y 
Gross Bole Volum 
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.. YiE 

.. 
1992-2001 I 3t' )' JOOO 469000 
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.. 
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LOG PRODUCT 'I J~LDS 
(current S£ecificati' 
Fitst !2:!:de saw log: 

~an) _____ , 

... 459000---
- -·-·--Other saw logs(ll 216 000 ----------·· 

Other lot;s(2) 685 100 ---··· Sawlogs 57000 .. 
Other lo~s(2) 412 000 

"' ··-· Forest Residue(3) 300000 ... .. 

(I) Includes 21 
f--· 

saw logs & 
! grade sawlo~~!!.?rt 
~nall diameter sawlo._gs 

(2) Includes in :rior lo~ grades whi~h are 
available b1 not all of which are 
marketedc ~--:-(3) Woodaddi onal to gross bole volume 

L-..---J1Jranchw(ll cl & wood from d~ad tre~:&_ 
n 

00 

----
,_, ______ , __ ,,, 

---

I 
ISSUES RAISED CALM'S RIESPONSE 

If sustainable yields not reduced then more Current yields are sustainable - no disruption 
disruption to industry by turn of century will occur and available evidence indicates no 
includin~ sEecies extinction. plant or animal sEecies faces extinction. 
State and Timber industry living on forest Not so. DFS yield levels are sustainable. 
capital. 

·---

·-~· 

-·--· 
·--~--· 

-·----· 
·--·---· 
·-
----· 

--
·--·----· 

·-----· 

- . 

·--· 

---------· 

·-- . 
---·-
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CALM'S RESPONSE REVIEW DOCUMIENT I ISSUES RAISED 
TableT4 Calculated annual sustaTri"iibie ,;ield 1 ~ 
from karri forest available for timber -

harvesting ·-··---------··--+-· 
KARRI MARRI 

SUSTAINABLE y"fE"']')" ____ , I 
Gross Bole Volum<~{:m3/an) , __ .. , --t-"'C'o-nc_e_rn;ed over the allocation of Gross bole This is not an allocation but an indication. It 

volumes into log grades. will change as a result of economics aJJd 
--·--------·-------··--.. technology advances. 

1992-2001 417 000 90 000 
2002-2036 41ic,Jo-·~oocr-- · 

LOG PRODUCT lfiELDS 1992-2001 ---· 
(current specificati•;m:s)(fii3/an)-----::- -=~==: __ 
First ~de saw_!££?_~_000 ----···---!---·-·---------· 
Other saw logs . __ _!03 000 _______ _ 

~~~:~~~ · i~~ -=:= t·----·---: ::I I 
U?ther logs .. _ 77 000 _____ , __ 
Forest Residue(2) 75 000 

--· ---- ----------l-----·--------------1 
f-------~Ags belov~-sawlog specificatic;!;;,--
1 derived from thinnings in regrowth 

forest. ~- I _ I (2)~;v;;odaddi![?nafiOgToss lxll~~:?iume --·-. -· 
(branchwcK>cl) . . 
~- M-~ -------
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Summary of Advice 
This document is a summary of the advice, both oral and written, provided to the 
Environmental Protection Authority by the Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) appointed to advise 
on technical matters associated with the review of CALM's "Draft Management Strategies for 
the Forests of South-West Forests of Western Australia" Febuary 1992. The main issues of 
concern to the TAP include;. 

Die back 

Dieback, Phytophthora cinnamomi (Pc) is still spreading and affects over 14 percent of the 
Jarrah Forest. CALM appears to be moving away from the sophisticated hazard rating and 
hygiene nactices that have been developed to manage the disease. In addition CALM appears to 
be placing a greater emphasis on limiting the overall number of movements in the forest as a 
trade off for liberalising other control measures. 

There is concern about the consequences of a succession of wet years on the spread of the 
disease and the implications to the timber industry. A responsible strategy to protect industry 
from not being able to log during wet summers needs to be developed. In the absence of a 
strategy to address this problem CALM has relaxed hygiene procedures. 

There is also concern about the potential impact of Pc on lignotuberous regeneration in the 
Jarrah forest. More information is needed on the effect of Pc on the persistence of the stock of 
!ignotuberous plants. It is from this source that the next stand generation will develop. CALM 
needs to monitor the effects of operations and silvicultural practices on dieback in the 
intermediate and low rainfall zones of the forest. Disease expression should be evaluated before 
and after thinning and the forest improvement and rehabilitation trials over a range of sites. The 
focus on Banksia grandis appears misplaced. CALM should identify the role of understorey 
species other than B. grandis as hosts for Pc and determine the ecological effects of the 
proposed changes in the Jarrah forest understorey composition. 

Salinity and Road, River and Stream Zones 

Overall, the impact of forest operations on salinity are low. However; parts of the 900-1100 
mm zone of the forest (the IRZ) are susceptible to salinity increases following heavy logging 
operations. The proposed road, river and stream re:;;erves and associated silvicultural 
management provide improved. water quality protection relative to !he original EIS reserve 
system. However the 1992 proposals apply to the entire south-western forest. More flexibility 
is desirable in defining stream buffer sizes relative to local risks and specifying management 
goals. The current proposal will not eliminate the risk of groundwater discharge in the most 
susceptible areas of the forest. 

/ 1 .. phased logging approach is proposed in those areas where the environmental impact of 
increased salinity is considered particuiarly important. Ivionitoring of research catchn1enrs 
should continue to determine appropriate thinning regimes for the maintenance of water yield 
and quality. The phased logging approach is based on a permanent 50 metre buffer and a two
phased logging operation separated by about 15 years. In each logging phase a downs lope area 
remains unlogged that represents between 15 and 30 percent of the upslope cut-over area. As 
this approach is costly and logistically difficult it should only be implemented in regions where 
the environmental impacts are high. 

Through joint planning and water resource and conservation values, the \Vater Authority of 
Western Australia (WAWA) and CALM could identify regions where phased logging may be 
justified over the next 2 to 3 years. 
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A standard corridor width (equivalent to stream buffer zone) is not meaningful for terrestrial 
vertebrates. CALM needs to define the principle management objectives at a regional level in 
order to determine the appropriate corridor widths (buffer zone) for terrestrial vertebrates. The 
life history strategies of a selected number of aquatic insects and the effects of forest 
management on them should be determined to resolve uncertainties about the effect of salinity 
and turbidity. The fauna! conservation objectives for the reserve system, stream zones and 
linkage coridors should be determined at a regional level. Management priorities should be 
defined and life history information on key vertebrate species used to determine the appropriate 
corridors widths. Further investigations are needed of the ecological functions of road reserves 
to determine the ecological cost (if any) of the proposed intensification in timber harvesting in 
some road reserves. 

Habitat Trees 

The TAP is not convinced that the proposal to retain the equivalent of three habitat trees per 
hectare is adequate. There is a need to re-examine the requirements of fauna in multiple use 
forest to determine habitat tree requirements of priority species taking into consideration animal 
behaviour and tree mortality. 

Forest Nutrients 

The TAP recognises that natural nutrient levels within the soils of the J arrah forest are 
extremely low. The vegetation is consequently highly adapted to low nutrient levels.There is 
little indication that nutrient depletion is a serious problem now, However, the amount that is 
removed by harvesting, fire and other management practices, though virtually undetectable in 
the short term could be significant over decades. If a problem did develop many of the elements 
could be replaced through the addition of artificial fertilisers. However there may be difficulties 
with maintaining nitrogen levels due to the degradation of the soil litter substrate. Nitrogen 
replacement depends on biological fixation and Pc is known to attack some nitrogen fixing 
species. 

Old Growth Forest 

There is no clear indication in the CALM documentation of the harvesting strategies for old 
growth forest outside the reserve system. Nor is it clear on what basis CALM and the 
Australian Helitage Commission(AHC) have allocated the forest which satisfies their agreed 
old growth criteria between the reserve system and rnultiple use forest. 

The TAP conciders the CALM/AHC agreement on old growth forest acceptable provided that 
linkage/reserve zones are satisfactorily outlined during detailed planning at the regional level. 

Fire Management 

The document conveys an impression of the absence of effects of the current fire prescriptions 
on many components of the fauna and flora when the factual basis for this is very smalL For 
exatnple very iittle is known of the effects of low intensity fires on invertebrates. These 
organisms underpin other components of the ecosystem and further investigations are required. 

Whilst the TAP recognises CALM's legal obligations to reduce the threat to life and property 
from bushfire, ongoing research into the ecological impacts of fuel reduction burning is 
required, Public disclosure of such factors as the fire risk in different areas and the area of 
forest subjected to different fire pre~criptions is supported. 

CALM should quantify the risks associated with its fuel reduction burning at a regional level 
including the probability of prescription burns "escaping" and of "no burn" areas surviving the 
impacts of bushfire. This information should be made available to the public. 
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Forest management · a cautious approach 

The TAP found that the documentation did not specify the assumptions within CALM's yield 
projection modellings, the trade-offs involved in allocating the forest resource between 
conservation and timber production and the extent to which CALM is constrained in making 
decisions about forest management. Of particular concern is the absence of discussion on the 
trade-offs between production, environmental protection, social values and resources in 
arriving at the proposed land-use strategies. With-out this information it is not possible to 
determine how CALM arrived at its proposed forest management strategies or what other 
options may have been considered. The trade-offs, assumptions and any contractual constraints 
upon CALM should have been stated in the documentation. 

The TAP feels that under :'··; precautionary principle CALM should develop and implement 
adaptive management strategies to resolve uncertainties associated with certain aspects of the 
proposal. These include; salinity control and aquatic ecosystem protection, stream and linkage 
zone widths for fauna! conservation, disease management under wet summer conditions, 
provision of habitat trees and the impacts of prescriptive burning on components of the biota. 

The TAP therefore advises that the proposed changes in management practices be limited in area 
and phased in over time as individual aspects of the strategy are developed. On-going 
management of the forest should be based on research which is directly linked with operations. 
This is essential if the effects of operations on environmemtal values are to be gauged. 

lU 
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1. Introduction 

1. 1 Terms of Reference 

In April 1992, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA), as part of its assessment of the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management's (CALM) proposed amendments to its 
Forest Management and Timber Strategies, appointed a Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) to 
provide scientific and technical advice on various issues associated with forest management. 
The advice from the panel was to be used in conjunction with information obtained from 
various other sources in assessment. 

The Environmental Protection Authority identified broad issues on which advice was sought. 
These issues were identified from th~ 1992 CALM proposals and public comment on these 
proposals and the 1987 Environmental Conditions on W A Chip & Pulp Co Pty Ltd and CALM 
Management Plans. 

A list of questions on specific technical issues were also incorporated within the Terms of 
Reference (see Appendix A). Whilst the TAP chose to answer a selected number of these 
questions (Appendix B), its main emphasis was on the broad strategic issues considered to be 
of greatest importance. 

The members of the TAP included; 

Professor Albert Main (Convenor), former Chairman ofthe Environmental Protection Authority 

Dr Joanna Young, former research scientist with CALM 

Mr Tan Loh, Water Authority of Western Australia 

Dr Frank Hingston, CSIRO 

Dr Rick Howe, Western Australian Museum 

Dr Bernie Dell, Murdoch University 

1. 2 Meetings, Supporting study and Form of reporting. 

The TAP heid a total of seven meetings in July and August 1992 including three with the EPA 
and one with the Executive Director of CALM. The TAP was asked to provide an oral briefing 
of it's findings at the EPA meeting on August 6th, 1992 and prepare this written report. The 
Department of CALM also provided an unsolicited response to the TAP questions which is 
presented as an appendix of the main EPA assessment report. 

In addition to the TAP, the EPA contracted Dr Ken Shepherd of ANUTECH Pty Ltd to place 
the CALM proposal within an international and national perspective. Dr Shepherd, who has a 
professional and academic background in forestry attended two of the TAP meetings and 
undertook a field rrip to the Southern Forests to examine current silvlcuitural oractices. Apart 
from attending the two TAP meetings Dr Shepherd worked independently of the TAP. · 

1 " Limitations on Advice 

After detailed consideration of the issues, the TAP concluded that some of questions within its 
brief went beyond the membership's area of expertise. Where this occumid the TAP sought 
professional advice elsewhere. 

Limitations on time and resources resuitcd in a decision to focus on a limited number of key 
issues. These were the issues considered by the TAP to be of highest environmental 
significance within the context of the current proposal and included dieback; salinity; old 
growth; road, river and stream zone; nutrient loss; fire management and conservation and 
production trade-offs. 
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2. Technical Response 
2.1 Dieback 

2.1.1 Background 

In CALM's "Draft Management Strategies for the Forests of South-West Forests of Western 
Australia' (FMS), no long-term objectives have been stated in relation to die back caused by 
Phytopthora cinnamomi (Pc). The reality is that the jarrah forest is an extensively infected 
forest and the disease is causing irreversible damage to the ecosystem over a large area. The 
species composition of the understorey is being dramatically changed with loss of species of the 
Epacridaceae, Proteaceae and some other understorey species. 

Dieback policy over the past two decades has been based on trying to minimise the spread of 
the fungus from diseased to uninfected areas. This has required extensive mapping and 
restrictions on movements within the forest. This policy, based only on minimising spread, is 
severely and unnecessarily limited. In the development of silvicultural prescriptions, the effects 
of different practices on disease development and the long term fate of jarrah and understorey 
species must be considered. Disease spread will probably be exacerbated by logging, thinning, 
disturbance and perhaps burning on some sites if the canopy is lost. 

Concern is now being expressed within and outside CALM on the relaxation of policy. Thirty 
percent of dieback free forest may now be logged in winter (in other words wet soil conditions) 
and the fungus will be spread under such conditions going on past evidence. 

Thus effects of disease should be considered both in terms of future jarrah timber supply and 
the effects on understorey and associated fauna. 

The fungus does not sporulate prolifically below l5°C and it's maximum growth is at around 
30°C. The microclimate near and below ground greatly affects the rate of pathogen development 
and fate of individual trees after infection. The water status and temperature of soil and plant 
tissues greatly influences the activity of the fungus. Well watered trees are more vulnerable than 
drought stressed trees. Appreciating that this fungus "takes off' in temperatures greater than 
l5°C the effects of canopy removal on soil temperatures should be considerctl. 

The Pc issue rnay have been considered by CALM during the formulation of their strategies but 
this is not apparent within the document 

2 .L 2 Reason for Concern 

• The disease is expressed in the Intermediate Rainfall Zone (!RZ) of the forest e.g along 
the Perth Muja powerline. The infections resulted from field operation in the days before 
the implernentation of forest hygiene. 

• the disease is worst in wet years. It is really 20 years since the last years of well above 
average rainfall for the northern jarrah forest. CALM does not have a strategy to help the 
timber industry cope with further restrictions on operations during wet summers. Abovt 
average summer rain recently resulted in CALM relaxing hygiene prescriptions, which 
seems inappropriate. 

CALrYl has not assessed die back expression before and after thinning. A report on effects 
of thinning on the vulnerability of jarrah, to Pc does not seem to be avaiiabie. 

• Often disease expression and symptom development is slow and subtle but long term 
consequences of the disease in this context, within the Intermediate Rainfall Zone of the 
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forest cannot be ignored. Pc can affect growth of jarrah without necessarily causing 
mortality. 

• Effects of the disease on different vegetation types, understorey species and flora seem to 
have been ignored by CALM in the timber strategies document. 

• There is a great lack of information about disease expression in the southern forests. 
Many understorey species are being killed and their conservation status is unknown. The 
focus on B. grandis with little regatd for other understorey host plants appears misplaced 
(see below). 

2.1.3 Hygiene 

Dry summer soil conditions are the only really safe time to harvest jarrah. If mapping is 
accurate, Jogging may continue under wet soil conditions but there is a much greater risk of 
spreading the fungus on the machinery. CALM responded that the risk would be reduced 
because the strategy reduced the number of incursions into the forest and there is more 
comprehensive removal at one time. 

2.1.4 Regeneration 

A critical appraisal of regeneration as a result of silvicultural practices in the Jarrah forest is 
required as this issue has not been examined in detail in the past. 

The effects of the fungus on regeneration are also unknown. Uncertainties such as whether 
seediing regeneration occurs on old dieback sites and the impact of different fire regimes on the 
health of lignotubers requires examination. For example fuel reduction burning may result in a 
reduction in canopy cover through time increasing soil temperatures and fungal activity. 

The possible effects of the fungus on jarrah re growth within gaps if they become infected is 
unknown. The TAP expressed concern about lignotuber regeneration in the jarrah forest 
affected by Pc. In extremely wet yeats it is unknown what the repercussions are for disease and 
regeneration. We ate concerned about consequences of a succession of wet years on Pc spread 
thwughout cut-over ateas. 

Discussion about possible uses of jaiTah selected for resistance to Pc is absent from the CALM 
document. 

2 .1. 5 Banksia Removal 

A case either for or against B .grandis removal could be developed. CALM appears to be 
atguing that as this species is a major vector of Pc it's removal will reduce the risk of disease 
spread. They claim the population level is higher now than in pre european times and as such 
there is justification for selective removal in multiple purpose forest. Furthermore B. grandis 
will always be present because of it's vigorous reproduction strategy, 

In it's discussions with CALM on this issue, the TAP expressed concern about the possible 
ecological consequences of the removal prograin and the emphasis that was being placed on this 
spectes. 

Concern w~.s expressed by members about the role of the species in providing food for insects 
and animals at critical times in the year and during drought. Secondly the TAP was surprised at 
the emphasis being piaced on rhls species when it is known that there are n1any other plant 
vectors in the forest understorey. 

lt was the TAP's view that the importance of the B.grandis reduction program is over·rated 
and further work is required to determine the significance of other trees and shrubs for fostering 
the penetration of Pc in deep soil profiles. 
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2. 2 Stream Reserves and Salinity 

2.2.1 Stream Sediment 

CALM proposes that a riparian buffer of at least 20 metres is left un-logged on all first, second 
and third order streams. This will significantly reduce the effect of logging operations on stream 
turbidity levels relative to the original Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) prescriptions 
established for the southern forest region in the early 1970s. While minor turbidity events are 
still likely to occur from time to time they are not likely to be a significant environmental 
concern. 

2.2.2 Stream Salinity 

Research results have shown that:-

(1) a wide range of salinity responses are possible following logging, with the IRZ being the 
most susceptible to salinity increases from forest operations; 

(2) the salinity response is a function of the local soil salinity levels in valley areas and the 
chance that this salt will be mobilised by rising groundwaters following the logging; 

(3) the salinity risk in the LRZ is low where the depth to groundwater is large (greater than 6 
metres), and; 

(4) the salinity risk in the High Rainfall Zone (HRZ) is low as salt storage is low 

The risk of local salinity increases following logging in the IRZ is highly variable locally. Areas 
exist where either the depth to groundwater or the local soil salinity is such that only small 
amounts of salts are mobilised following logging. In these cases only minor increases in 
salinity occur. Annual mean flow-weighted salinities commonly remain below 250 mg TSS/L 
and base flow salinities would rarely exceed 1000 mg TSS{L. 

In areas where average shallow soil solute concentrations above the water table exceed about 
2000 mg TSS{L and depths to water are less than 6 metres salts can be mobilised following 
logging and increases in salinity can result. Base flow salinities in excess of 1000 mg TSS/L at 
the start and end of the flow period can develop locally and annual mean flow-weighted 
concentrations in excess of 500 mg TSS/L can occur in dry years. 

The effects of logging local high salinity risk sites are diluted at the medium scale (50 sq. km) 
by the effects of logging other lower salinity risk areas in the LRZ. However the high salinities 
at the start and end of the flow period are less likely to be diluted than those in the main winter 
periods. This is because the salt sensitive areas commence flowing earlier and cease flowing 
later than the less salt sensitive areas. 

High rainfall zone tributaries provide additional dilution of these IRZ disturbances to the extent 
that the overall impact of logging operations at the large water resources scale is minor. 

The 1992 Karri Forest management strategy proposes at least 20 metre stream buffers and a 
reduction in coupe size (to a maximum of 80 ha) as means of reducing the impact of clear
felling on salinity. In the Jarrah Forest the strategy proposes to maintain a 15m2/ha basal area 
and ensure that 30o/o of the coupe area ren1ains uncut in Sf':cond order catchments. 

These measures will reduce the impact of logging on salinity relative to previous logging 
prescriptions. However, as the new proposals only retain 20 to 30 metres of stream buffer (3% 
to 5% of likely upslope logged area) the proposals will not eliminate the risk of groundwater 
discharge in the most susceptible areas. 
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2. 2. 3 Phased logging 

Alternative measures to further reduce the risk of saline groundwater discharge following 
logging are worthy of consideration. The phased logging approach is based on a permanent 50 
metre buffer and a two-phased logging operation that is separated by about 15 years (the time to 
re-establish the hydrologic balance). In each logging phase a downs lope area remains unlogged 
that represents between 15% and 30% of the upslope cut-over area. 

These proposals could pose additional cost and cause logistic difficulty to forest operations. 
Therefore their application should only be considered where the environmental effects of high, 
low flow salinity are considered particularly important, or in sensitive water supply catchments 
where logging in IRZ zones of water supply catchments are not diluted by streamflow from 
higher rainfall wnes within the catchment. 

The Water Authority and CALM, through joint planning of water resource and conservation 
values, could identify regions where phased logging may be justified. Cheaper methods to 
identify the local risk areas within these regions also need to be developed. Research involving 
both hydrologic modelling and experimental studies should aim to evaluate the 1992 proposed 
management with and without phased logging. Much of this work could be developed over the 
next 2 to 3 years. 

2. 2. 4 Water Yield 

Hydrologic research has clearly demonstrated that forest logging increases water yield in the 
early years following the logging. As the forest regenerates water yields decline and can reduce 
below prelogging levels if dense regrowth stands are allowed to develop. On-going 
management of regenerating stands is required in water supply catchments to avoid significant 
reduction in water yields. 

As the draft 1992 Forest Management Strategy seeks to maintain the current age structure of the 
Ka..rri Forest there should be no major reduction in water yield in the n1iddle of the next century 
by which time the major water resources of the southern forests are likely to be developed. 
However on-going monitoring of research catchments should continue to determine appropriate 
thinning regimes to ensure that possible declines do not occur. 

2. 2. 5 Irnpacts on Aquatic Ecosystems 

Removal of vegetation (especially overstorey) in the vicinity of streams and wetlands is known 
to increase water temperature. This is known to impact on the composition and density of 
invertebrate species. 

Monitoring in southern forest catchments has shown in some circumstances there are two peaks 
of salinity events (one each at the beginning and the end of the stream flow period) following 
logging in the 900-1100 mm rainfall zone of the fore~t areas. This possibility is based on initial 
monitoring of macro-invertebrate communities downstream of three research catchments near 
Manjimup and macro-invertebrate salinity tolerance studies in Victoria. Whilst only limited 
study of these effects have been undertaken in Western Australia the overall regional impact is 
likely to be minor for the following reasons. It is only the macro-invertebrate species 
composition, not the richness or total abundance of taxa that was found to be significantly 
different downstream of the clearfellcd area. Species present in the south-west of Western 
Ausu·alia have evolved in conditions where streams naturaiiy dry up each season and should be 
tolerant to desiccation. They rnay therefore be tolerant of seasonal salinity changes. The areas 
where peak sa!inities are increased significantly are limited to part of the 900-1100 mm rainfall 
zone. Gradual re-colonization from unlogged and unaffected areas could be expected. 
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Nevertheless if regional water resource and forest conservation planning studies identify 
important wetland communities or river reaches worthy of special protection, modified forest 
management practices to further minimise the risk of salt discharge following logging could be 
warranted 

A proposed phased logging approach is detailed in section 2.2.3 above. While designed to 
minimise salinity impacts the phased logging it would also minimise the possible effect of 
logging on water temperature. 

Research into the life history strategies of a selected number of insects is desirable to improve 
our knowledge of forest disturbance and aquatic ecosystems. 

2. 2. 6 Stream width implications to Fauna. 

The proposed buffer zones around first and second order streams is commendable, uowever 
the proposed minimum 20 metre buffer may substantially limit the conservation value and 
function of these zones for fauna. There has been no quantitative work to determine the 
required width of riparian zones for terrestrial biota in Western Australian forests. Studies 
summarised by Wardell-Johnson and Nichols {1991) indicate that riparian associations 
generaily have a more diverse assemblage of vertebrate species. W ardeli-Johnson et. al ( 1991) 
recommended that a corridor of 50 metres be retained each side of first, second and third order 
drainage lines. This recommendation has not been adopted in the CALM proposal for riparian 
areas. 

2. 3 Zone and Corridor Widths for Conservation 

2.3.1 Size and Function 

The size of fauna! conservation corridors can only properly be determined after defining the 
purpose for which they are to be managed. This is regardless of whether they are located along 
streams, roads or they join forest blocks. Corridors function differently for different 
organisms. · 

If zones and corridors are to be managed for fauna! values, more needs to be known about the 
life history strategies of the individual organisms present. Unless we have the knowledge of 
how these corridors operate and understand what they contain we cannot assess the true 
benefit. Decisions arc also required on the priority given to each species and the frequency in 
which these areas are likely to be disturbed in the future. 

The life history data of the "priority" organisms can be used to determine the zone width(s) 
according to the management objectives for each species within geographic areas. Some 
knowledge of what is currently within these reserves system and how they might be operating 
is obviously a prerequisite to making decisions on corridor function and widths. 

Invertebrates are much rnore substratc specific and distributions are much more oatchy. As such 
corridors will act more as refuges. For -the more mobile species obviously it w'ill be. crucial to 
maintain gene flows and these corridors will act as linkage between reserves. 

2.3.2 VVidth of road zones 

Logging in and the reduction of width of road reserves will alter their value as faunal refuges 
and corridors. However, there is no research data frurn south west \Vestem Australia to identify 
the nature or significance of this change. Conservation reserves linked by corridors will be 
more effective than those that are isolated while larger corridors are more effective for 
movement and refuges of their composite fauna. Harris and Se heck (1991) suggest the 
foliowing principles should be adopted : 
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a. when the movement of individual animals is being considered, when much is known 
about their behaviour and when the corridor is expected to function in terms of weeks or 
months then the appropriate corridor width can be measured in metres (c. 1-lOm) 

b. When the movement of species is being considered when much is known about its 
biology, and when the corridor is expected to function in terms of years then the corridor 
width should be measured in hundreds of metres (c.JOO-JOOOm) 

c. When the movement of entire assemblages of species is being considered and/or when 
little is known of the biology of the species involved, and/or if the fauna[ dispersal 
corridor is expected to function over decades then the appropriate width must be 
measured in kilometres 

Further investigation of the ecological function(s) of road reserves system is warranted to 
determine the ecological cost of an intensification of harvesting and whether visual resource 
management can act as a surrogate for ecological needs. 

In terms of visual resource management, the retention of 400m on one side only of the road 
reserve would be beneficially in an ecological context. However, in the event of a fire the entire 
zone would be lost whereas if 200m were retained either side only one side would be damaged. 
Obviously these situations represent a trade-off. 

2.3.3 Implementation and Monitoring. 

It may be difficult for field staff to adhere to the zone distance criteria when applying buffers. 
To apply exact distances either side of the stream would not take into account ecological 
boundaries. 

Technology such as geographical information systems would help to identify ecological 
boundary areas and CALM should be given greater flexibility in deciding on boundaries than 
prescribing finite minimum distance criteria. 

Monitoring and operation should go hand in hand and although there has been opportunity to 
do this in the past, it has not occurred. There is some knowledge of what widths may be 
required to protect composite elements of the fauna but this imformation has not been 
documented. 

2. 3. 4 Impacts of Fire 

In terms of protecting invertebrate fauna it would be more beneficial to Inaintain 200m either 
side of the road in the event of a fire as these organisms are relatively immobile in comparison 
to vertebrate fauna. 

Many fire studies look at post-fire events to make assessments and comparisons on the effects 
of burning. It would be beneficial to have information on a burnt area's pre-burnt status to 
make general staten1ents on the impact of fire on biota. 

2. 4 Habitat Trees 

There is little knowledge of the density and role of habitat trees within the mature forests of 
Western Australia. The CALM proposal for habitat trees is based on research into the 
requirements of a single possum species which is just one of approximately 20 mammals which 
may use hollows within the Southern Forests. In addition there are many other vertebrates 
including birds \Vhich require tree hollows for breeding and shelter, some of which cannot exist 
without this habitat. 
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The TAP is not convinced that the tree retention proposal is adequate and CALM's own data 
supports this view. Inions (1985) reports that possums required three habitat trees per hectare. 
Other species such as birds require additional hollows with different characteristics. 

The spatial distribution of habitat trees should also be considered. It is difficult to determine the 
"optimum" distribution of trees without defining the conservation management objective for an 
area. Animal behaviour needs to be considered when making such decisions. 

There are also concerns about the selection and long term viability of these trees. It is difficult to 
decide what are the best habitat trees unless considerable time is spent on t.l-te ground observing. 
Just because a tree has hollows and is 200yrs old does not necessarily mean that it is being 
utilised by fauna. 

Many trees are also likely to die in the short to medium term as a result of the normal mortality 
factors operating on the population. This would be a problem if the remaining forest was 
managed at the "juvenile" end of the age spectrum which is consistent with timber production. 
Even if there is recruitment from regeneration, it would take many decades for the habitat 
function to be replaced and hence there would be major changes in fauna composition and 
population levels over time. 

Whilst the TAP commends CALM for taking rh is initiative, consideration should be given to 
retaining more trees and to defining their habitat function if forests are to be managed for 
multiple use. 

2. 5 Forest Nutrition 

The statement that there has been no recorded evidence that there is a decline in the growth of 
the forest is not a very firm basis to decide whether the forest is being depleted. There are three 
reasons for this (1) variability within the forest itself, (2) changes are extremely small in 
comparison with the stores of nutrients in the forest and its response, and (3) the whole system 
is adjusted with a lot of feedbacks in it. 

However, the TAP considers that the only nutrient of concern in the long term (100-200yrs) is 
the loss of nitrogen from the jarrah forest system. The document offers a balance for this and 
other elements, hut TAP believes this to be a brave step by CALM as some of the numbers are 
extremely difficult to extrapolate from the experimental areas that have been looked at. 

The systern in the kani forest is reasonably uniform. partly due to CALM!s burning practices 
which encourage the growth of nitrogen fixing plants and a fairly uniform understorey. It is 
reasonable to assume input of Nitrogen into the system is uniform and values estimated (given 
in t.l-Je literature) are reliable. 

In the jarrah system this is not the case because the distribution of nitrogen fixing understorey 
plants is patchy and there is little knowledge of the efficiency of the composite species. 
Therefore a greater degree of caution may be warrante.d in accepting literature estin1ates as 
applying to the jarrah fore~t. 

The amount of organic matter in some areas of the jarrah forest forest n1ay also decreased over 
the long term due to the sandy nature of soil and management practices such as lire and removal 
of biomass. It is important that the organic matter is maintained from the soil conservation and 
nutrient viewpointso 

~1 "'"' p ~ h l' - . . -·- - ' l • • 1 l h rl h 1 ne llL. uoes not _,e.Jeve that there IS 1Ikeiy to oe a proo1cn1 wltn p.;.osp .. orous an_, ot..er 
macro-elements in the short to medium term for either the jarrah or karri forest. lf major 
deficiencies do eventuate over time the problem could be resolved through the addition of 
fertilisers. There is evidence from other native forest areas however that use of fertilisers can 
result in weed invasion. 
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In conclusion whilst the TAP does not consider nutrient loss is a major issue in current forest 
management practices it would be wise to establish a long term monitoring program as a 
precautionary measure. Further discussion on forest nutrition is included in the TAP's response 
to the specific EPA questions (see Appendix 2). 

2.6 Old Growth Forest 

The Forest Management strategies document does not present data on the area! extent of forest 
types in conservation reserves or parks. CALM should prepare a table which clearly indicates 
the trade-offs in order to maintain the multiple use forest structure. This table should clearly 
indicate (among other things) the area and distribution of old growth forest within the reserves, 
corridors and multiple use forest at the regional level. 

The management objectives for the old growth forest within the reserve system should also be 
defined as they will vary on a local or regional basis. These objectives will also determine the 
appropriate fire prescription and corridor linkage configuration. 

2. 7 Fire Management 

Fire managment, especially prescriptive burning for fuel reduction purposes is a contentious 
issue in this state and elsewhere in Australia. There is division within the scientific and forest 
management community on the impacts of fire on forest structure, composition and biota. The 
principle issue is not so much whether fire should be used as a management tool, but rather 
how it is used. It is widely recognised that fire is an inherent componenr of Australian forest 
ecosystems and wild fires will occur irrespective of human activities. 

In the past fifteen years CALM has implemented an aggressive fuel reduction program, 
designed principally at reducing the probability of crown fire development during adverse fire 
weather conditions. From a fire suppression perspective there is evidence of the success of this 
program. However success comes at a price including the possibility of some burns escaping 
and there may be adverse impacts on biota under some circumstances. 

It is the TAP's view that CALM should attempt to quantify the risks associated with the fuel 
reduction burning including the probability of burns "escaping" and "no burn" areas surviving 
the impacts of bushfire. This should be done at a regional level and made available to the 
public. 

This process rnay reduce public concern on the fuel reduction issue by explaining the 
assumptions and judgernents made by CALM when implementing particular prescriptions. 

The CALM documentation should also recognise that despite past research, there is still much 
to be learnt about the impacts of fire on the forest ecosystem. Meantime CALM must meet it's 
legal obligations on fire safety and continue it's research into the ecological impacts of fuel 
reduction burning. 

3. Conservation and Production Tradc-offs 
There is concern about the lack of discussion of the assumptions within CALM's yield 
projection modelling, the trade-offs involved in allocating the forest resource between 
conservation and timber production, Gnd the extent to which CALM is constrained in making 
decisions about forest management. 

Trade-offs are made in every field of resource management and are based on a range of factors 
including technical/scientific data, political and economic considerations and value judgements. 

Whilst it is accepted that CALivi has the responsibility for making professional judgements on 
such issues, there is an increasing need (and public expectation) for CALM to explain policy 
positions on the major issues. Such explanations would go a long way to allaying the wide 
spread public distrust of CALM's activities that becomes apparent when reading the public 
response to tt'1e current proposal. 
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It is ironic that such distrust exists in the community given that CALM is proposing a scheme of 
management that incorporates conservation objectives which are arguably the most progressive 
in Australia at this point in time. 

A possible format for describing the trade-offs involved in arriving at a policy decision is 
presented in Appendix C. 

4. Adaptive Management 
The concept of adaptive management and its application in renewable resource management is 
described in detail in Waiters (1986). The application of the concept in Australian forestry was 
also discussed in the Resource Assessment Commissions Forest and Timber Industry Report 
(1992). 

Essentially the concept recognises that limited resource exploitation may be acceptable in 
circumstances where there are doubts about sustainability etc if the proposal is treated as an 
experiment. In such circumstances, the resource manager defines the objective of the proposal 
and predicts outcomes from particular management technique. After defining the criteria used to 
determine success, the proposal is implemented on a limited scale and the results monitored. If 
the predicted outcomes eventuate and are considered acceptable in the context of current 
objectives, the manager continues with the approach. If the original prediction does not 
eventuate, and the original outcome is desired, changes can be made to the management 
strategies. 

Tne TAP considers tl1at the principles of afi::.ptive management should be applied in an attempt 
to resolve the many uncertanties associated with CALM's current proposal. 
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Appendix A Terms of Reference - Technical Advisory Panel 

Objective: 

To provide independent advice on technical issues relating to the impacts of forest management 
on the environment and the functioning of the forest ecosystem, with an emphasis on the Jarrah 
forest indicating the need and priority for further research where relevant. 

Form of Advice: 

The Authority has identified several key subject areas in which advice is needed. These key 
areas derive from CALM's proposals and the requirements of the environmental conditions on 
W ACAP and the 1987 Management Plans. In each of these key areas there are a number of 
scientific issues on which advice is sought, and these have been framed as questions. 

The Authority has grouped the questions together in order to cover as much material within the 
time available and would be happy to receive your grouped answers. Definitive answers are not 
expected, we will discuss issues rather than exact details. 

In answering these questions the EP A would appreciate an indication of the status of 
knowledge in that particular field; if widely accepted scientific information exists; if the area is 
scientifically controversial, and if there is a need for further research. The TAP is also expected 
to consult with CALM on these issues. 

The advice of the TAP will provide a form of scientific peer review of CALM's documentation. 
It should also identify the environmental trade-offs implied in the management strategies. 

Key Issues 

Road, river and stream zones 

Ur.der cor.dition 3 of the WACAP approval CALM is required to develop "in consultation with 
the public, a detailed proposal for those (road river and stream) zones". 

= Will the proposed strearn reserve system protect the entire riparian ecosysten1 or is it 
principally designed to ensure WAWA potability standards are maintained? 

• Can the proposed changes to buffer zone widths along streams and rivers be justified on the 
basis of the existing quantitative research by WAWA or CALM? Are there divergent views 
on this issue in the professional research community'? If so what are they. 

' k "" ' , ' ' "' fC h•l h 'h' h ' , h 1d • IS tue trxea \Vlatn DU.1er zone p~ hOSopi y w1L.1n eac . stream oruer appropnatc or s ou1 
there be greater flexibility according to broader catchment ma..r1agement objectives. 

Is the current strearn monitoring program extensive and sophisticated enough to provide a 
realistic overview of water quality in forest catchments? Are the criteria used by WAWA 
appropriate for u1e protection of aquatic ecosystems ? 

• Is there evidence to support the view that there has been no increase in stream salinity levels 
in the South VY'est forest catchments in the past decadt (?)resulting from forestry 
management? Are salinity and turbidity levels in the majority of river systems likely to be 
maintained, reduced or increased under the proposed management strategy. 
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• To what extent will the proposed logging of the road zones reduce their value as fauna! 
refuges and corridors? 

High Value Old Growth Forest 

Under condition 4 of the WACAP approval CALM is required to "identify within old growth 
State forest: ( 1) additional areas of high value old growth forest meriting special treatment in 
the sense that they should be managed and harvested flexibly rather than subjected to broad
scale clear-felling; and (2) areas which should be excluded from harvesting to protect their 
exceptional scenic,faunal and other amentiy values." 

• Is CALM's proposed definition of old growth forest ecologically appropriate? 

• According to the Resource Assessment Commission (RSC) and the draft Commonwealth 
·'New Focus" Forest Policy statement, protection of old growth values is "a matter of 
urgency".The RAC suggests that WA has the lowest proportion of old growth in reserves 
of all Australian states. To what extent will the old growth values of forest listed by AHC 
for old growth values but within State forest be impacted/protected by the CALM/ AHC 
agreed logging procedures for these areas? 

• The American literature mentions the significance of old growth heartwood (lignin) for the 
development of humus and mycorrhiza. Is there any evidence of this in W A? 

New Jarrah Silvicuiture 

Under condition 5 of the W ACAP approval CALM is required to refer to the Authority for 
assessment "any proposal to harvest wood from the salt risk zones of the Central and Northern 
Forest Regions, IYy more intensive methods than selection cut harvesting". 

• Is it possible to detennine the spatial and temporal management thresholds for stand 
species/age composition to ensure that "non-favoured" species are not selected out of the 
ecosystem by the proposed silvicultural techniques? 

• Assuming that it takes about 20 years for Jarrah forest to recover crown density after 
intensive logging, is there any research to suggest how long it takes for crown density to 
recover after coppice poisoning in conjunction with intensive logging? 

• What quantitatve data arc there to support the ten square rrtetre per hectare basai area criteria 
used in jarrah silviculture. What are the ecological implications for managing the overail 
resource in this basal area regime or elsewhere? 

• Is the proposed distribution of trees between the age classes balanced enough to create a 
strucUirally mature forest '!What are the ecological implications if a forest consists of a 
limited number of discrete age classes rather than a mix of i.ndividuals representing all ages 
of classes tP.rough to 200 plus years? 

• Page Sl of the Draft Forest Management Strategies document says" ... There is no evidence 
that any of (the major biotic and abiotic) processes are being impaired under existing forest 
management strategies." 
Is there evidence of non-major abiotic/biotic processes being impaired under existing 
strategies and if so, what are the long term implications? 

• What are the ecological implications/costs of using the chemical Tordon in the JSI? 

• Is the linkage system proposed for the Karri forest also suitable for Jarrah? 
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• Is there evidence of degradation in forest soil structure/nutrient status as a result of current or 
past forest management practices in the Southern Forests. 

• What data are there on whether 15 'habitat' trees per 5 hectares are adequate for fauna! 
conservation? How long would such trees be expected to last? How can potential 
replacements develop from selected crop trees? What measures are suitable for selected crop 
trees? 

• What measures are suitable for non-mammal fauna! conservation? 

• It has been estimated that 127 million cubic metres of increased streamflow can be achieved 
by Jarrah thinning, however that only 48 million cubic metres of this could be utilised 
because of increased evaporation and system collection limitations. What is the basal area 
which would be required in order to produce the 48 million cubic metres over all forest 
zones'! What is the basal area which would be required if this extra were to be collected from 
the higherrainfall zone only? 

• What evidence is there that a minimum of 15m2/ha basal area and temporary exclusion zones 
will be sufficient to prevent salinity increases in the intermediate and low rainfall zones? 

• After coppice poisoning it has been found that ground water rises with no levelling off for at 
least 4 years. Does any other research suggest how long groundwater would take to stabilise 
after coppice poisoning? What is the significance of this ground water rise? 

• Has any salinity/groundwater research been undertaken for the central or northern forests in 
relation to intensive integrated logging and thinning? 

• What fire regimes would improve the availability of nitrogen and phosphorus? What other 
management practices might improve nutrient availability? In some Eastern States forestry 
operations the. bark is removed in the forest. Would this technique significantly improve 
nutrient recycling in karri or ja..rrah forests? 

• Do the hydrological conditions in a logged/thinned forest tend to favour the spread of 
phytophthora? Is there sufficient cause for concern to justify monitoring or the consideration 
of management alternatives? Is information available on any connection between the 
condition of t.~e litter layer and Phytophthora cinnnmomi ? 

s Do the conditions in a logged/thinned forest tend to favour the activity of jru-rrah leaf nliner'! 
What about gum leaf skeletoniser? 

• What will be the ecological cost of the Banksia grandis. reduction program? Is it likely that 
the B. grandis population is currently greater than it was in the pre-european times? 

What is understood of the ecological role of the soil/litter flora and fauna in W.A.. forests? 
What is known of the relationship between the condition of the forest canopy and the activity 
of soil/litter flora and fauna'? 

• Is the proposed Jarrah silviculture sufficiently flexible in the field to adjust for the many 
environrnental variables encountered in addition to soil and climate . 

. Fire Management and Ecology 

• Is the current state of knowledge with regard to the life cycles of pi ants and animals adequate 
to determine that fire management regimes will ensure the maintenance of species diversity at 
the local level. 
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• What fire regimes would favour mycorrhizal fungi? 

• Are the proposed fire management regimes for old growth forests and conservation areas 
appropriate given the structuraVspecies/habitat objectives for these areas? 

• What impact is the current high frequency fire management program having.on the relative 
species abundance, age structure, habitat diversity? 

• Does high frequency burning select for pyrogenic vegetation types on sites where fire 
sensitive (less pyrogenic) species once dominated (e.g. sites that may have experienced 
relatively low fire frequencies in the past such as wetlands, lee side on hills)? 

• What percentage of the total forest area should be subjected to each intensity/frequency 
management regime? What are the likely ecological implications of the current biased 
towards spring burning? If there is a problem what is the appropriate "mix" of spring and 
autumn burning regimes? 

• What is the evidence for an explosion in the fox population? Is the current fire management 
regime a likely cause of the problem? 

Marri in salt risk zones 

Under condition 6 of the WACAP approval, prior to supplying Marrifrom the salt risk zones to 
WACAP, CALM is required to prepare to the Autlu;rity's satisfaction an Environmental 
Management Programme giving "prior details of salt risk areas to be harvested, harvesting 
methods and safegunrds to be applied, monitoring techniques proposed and feed-back 
mechanisms which would be used to modify management if salt impacts were found." 

• Will the application of the proposed river and stream zones, phased logging (i.e. no more 
than 70% of the forest taken in any second order stream catchment in the intermediate & low 
rainfall zones) ~-nd the new jarrah and karri silviculture adequately ensure no unacceptable 
increases in salinity? 

• Is the proposed stream monitoring progrd.ffime adequate to determine the impact of salinity 
on logging and to enable early detection of problems and implementation of modified 
management practices if necessary? 

Management adjacent to reserves 

Under condition 3 of the Region Management Plans approval CALM is required (in relation to 
the planned reservation of parts of Dalgarup, Lennard, Mulla!yup, Preston, Noggerup, Mowen 
& Do.rdanup M PAs) to prepare "detailed rna!Wgement proposals for those proportions(){ the 
M PAs which have the capacity for direct interaction. with the reserved area and will remain 
within State forest, to ensure protection of the ecological values within the Nature Reserves and 
Conservation Parks." 

• CALM states that "there is no evidence that any existing management practice in areas 
adjacent to the conservation reserves has any detrin1ental effect on the ecological values of 
the reserves".Can this statement be verified? A popssible inference is that there is therefore 
no cause for concern because the lack of evidence follows adequate investigation. Has the 
investigation been adequate? 

Karri Silviculture changes 

• What rotation length gives a mature forest in different Karri forest areas (i.e. is it 250 years, 
400 years etc)? 
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• CALM is understood to apply kani silviculture (which favours the regeneration of kani 
rather than mixed forest) to jarrah/kani mixed forest with four or more kani trees per 
hectare. Are there any likely negative environmental impacts from this practice? 

• What Old Growth will be left outside the reservesystem after the first rotation ? 

Reserve system changes 

CALM has proposed changes to the reserve system in South-West Forests 

• Is there sufficient research data to assess with reasonable certainty the conservation 
adequacy of kani reserves, riparian zones, linkage corridors? If not, what are the research 
priorities? 

• Should CALM identify more specifically the species to be conserved in each conservation 
area and develop more specific active management plans to achieve those conservation 
objectives? 

• Is CALM's assessment that pans of Jardee proposed conservation park and D'Entrecasteaux 
National Park should become multiple use forest (proposals document p24) appropriate on 
the basis of the representation of their conservation values elsewhere in the reserve system? 

Timber strategy amendments 

• The implication from Table 12 is that all the elements of the Standing Timber Volume could 
be removed from the forest (if markets were available). What would be the ecological 
implications of this complete removal of the forest biomass on nutrients, disease risk, local 
hydrology, fauna! habitats, etc? 

• Is the proposed increase in harvest an indication of more removal per unit area only or also 
of more ~rea cut over per annum? What are the ecological implications of each of these 
intensifications of harvest? 

• Given the likely increase in scientific knowledge over the next decade is it likely that the 
11 Sustainable yieldn indicated in Table 13 will need to be revised? 

Monitoring and Research priorities 

• Are the current monitoring techniques adequate to provide early warning of an impending 
environmental problem in the Southern forests? 

• Is there a case to require CALM to avoid management practices which increase or decrease 
nutrient status outside a "virgin" or "nonnal range? 

Is there evidence of any mammal, bird, reptile or other terrestrial vertebrate population 
having fallen to a critical level locally or regionally as a result of current managen1ent 
practices? 
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Appendix B TAP Response to Selected EP A Questions 

• Will the proposed stream reserve system protect the entire riparian ecosystem or is it 
principally designed to ensure WAWA potability standards are maintained? 

Comparison of macro-invertebrate communities in the streams of the catchments was 
made eight years alter logging (Growns and Davis, 1991). They found the macro
invertebrate community in the stream with no buffer showed differences in composition 
to that in the nearby unlogged catchment. However, there was no statistically significant 
difference in either richness or total invertebrate abundance. Observed responses included 
some taxa being more and other taxa being less abundant in the clear-felled areas than in 
the undisturbed areas. These responses were probably due to increases in salinity 
(Growns and Davis, 1991). Ho\o>~ver the amount of coarse and fine particulate organic 
matter were also identified as different, and there was a reduction in nitrogen. 

Storey et al. (1991) found that while reduced flow below a dam had an impact on the 
macro-invertebrate fauna, confluence with a major tributary allowed recovery of the 
macro-invertebrate community to that expected from an unimpounded river on the Darling 
Scarp. 

Studies in Victoria have suggested that direct adverse biological effects may occur in 
freshwater rivers and streams when salinity is increased to around 1000 mg L-1 TSS 
(Hart et al. 1991). However it must be stressed that there are considerable uncertainties in 
the scientific information used to assess the affects of salinity increases ("'riart et al. 1990) 
and they may not be readily transferred to Western Australian conditions. 

In the jarrah forest CALM has proposed to maintain a 15 m2fha basal area and to ensure 
that 30% of the vegetation remains uncut in salt sensitive areas. This will limit the risk of 
salt mobilisation compared with the prescriptions carried out in the southern jarrah forest 
research catchments. However the proposed prescription does not specifically ensure that 
any more than about 5% of the lower slope areas (for 30 rn wide buffers) it will be 
available to transpire adclitional up-slope soil water and groundwater discharge from the 
logging operation. If groundwater tables are within 4 m of the surface at the end of 
summer and less than 5% of the up-slope logged area is maintained in a riparian zone. 
then there is the potential that salts in the groundwater could contribute to the streams 
even with 15 rn2 /ha basal area retained up-slope_ 

If the increased salinities at low flows were considered to result in unacceptable impact to 
high conservation value areas, then the temporary retention of larger lower slope buffer 
areas would be required. A phased logging prescription or temporary exclusion zone 
would minimise the chance of high low flow salinities. 

The thinning of jarrah forest to 15m2 /ha in the intennediate rainfall zone needs further 
investigation. Two catchment experiments are being operated in the intermediate rainfall 
zone, in the Yarragil region, which will investigate the salinity response from thinning 
treatments down to 15m2 {ha in a high salt storage and moderate depth to groundwater 
areas. These catchments provide an opportunity to evaluate the 1992 Jarrah Silviculture 
prescriptions with and without phased logging. 

e w-hat quantitative data arc there to support the ten ~auare rne.tre oer hectare basal area 
criteria used in jarrah silviculture. What are the ecological implicatiuus for manaP"lng the 
overall resource in this basal area regime or elsewhere? 

The reduction of basal area from about 28 to 10 square metres per hectare in the high 
rainfall zone has been shown to increase gtowth on the remaining stems and is therefore a 
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valid and commonly employed silvicultural option for increasing the production of 
merchantable wood. Thinning to the lower basal area decreases leaf area index and hence 
significantly reduces water transpired from the canopy. The rate of increase in total leaf 
area index following thinning is difficult to predict, it depends on a number of factors 
including year to year variations between seasons, the rate of growth of under storey, 
coppice stems and previously suppressed lignotubers and the increase in leaf area of the 
canopy. 

Is the linka~:e system proposed for the Karri forest also suitable for Jarrah? 

Answers from CALM suggest that these linkage zones are implicit in jarrah forests given 
the heterogeneous nature of this forest type and the logging regime proposed. A map, as 
prepared for Jarrah Silviculture Training Brief, would prove useful in the final document 
to highlight this. The circumstances of linbge zones in jarrah could realistically follow 
the view expressed by Wardell-Johnson et al. (1991) "We believe that option five [Retain 
strips or patches of mature forest within harvested areas] remains the most valuable for 
wildlife conservation and should continue to be the first priority in multiple use forest 
containing karri" . 

• What data are there on whether 15 'habitat' trees per 5 hectare.s .i!L~'!dequate for fauna! 
conservation? How long would such trees be expected to last? How can potential 
replacements develop from selected crop trees? What measures are suitable for selected 
crop trees? 

There is no baseline information on the natural occurrence and use of hollows by 
vertebrates in mature forests. Hollows in mature and senescent trees are essential as rest 
sites or nest sites and, consequently, for the survival of the many obligate hollow users 
amongst bird and mammal species in the south western forests. The figure of '15 habitat 
trees/5 hectares' comes from a single study of the requirements of hollow (den) trees for 
the Common Brushtail Possum, (lnions 1985). It takes no account of the other 19 
mammals and 31 bird species that require hollows for breeding or shelter in south 
western forests (Christensen 1988). Christensen (1988) presents data on hollow 
numbers and size in different forest tree species, but presents no data on the size or age 
of trees that were examined or the criteria for their selection. This is an area where both 
experimental and observational research is needed 

~ What evidence is there that a minimum of 15 souare rnetre Qer ha ba~al area and 
temporary exclusion zones will be sufficient to prevent salinity increases in the 
intermediate and low rainfail zones? 

The intermediate and low rainfall zones currently have basal areas just above 20 square 
metres per hectare and below. A decrease to 15 square metres per hectare would probably 
have little if any effect. A more important consideration is what proportion of catchments 
is to be logged. 

• Wl)J!J measures are suitable for non-mammal fauna conservation? 

Retention of large areas of unmodified habitat is also the key component for non-mammal 
fauna! conservation. Corridors are important in linking these areas so that movement of 
the more mobile fauna can occur. Corridors that are of suitable size for the persistence or 
movetnent of larger vertebrate species w111, in nearly all cases, be suitable for the sn1a1ler 
and less mobile invertebrate fauna. 

What fire regimes would improve the availability of nitrogen Hnd phosphoms 
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Fire regimes resulting in ashing of litter and wood debris release phosphorus from the 
organic to the more available mineral form. The increase in available phosphorus in the 
soil is short lived because it is rapidly taken up by vegetation. Hence burning may have a 
transient effect but unless the fires are frequent and of the intensity of those producing ash 
beds, phosphorus availability in the long term should be little affected. In bark in jarrah
marri and karri forest would be of the order of 5 kg ha. This can be compared with 
readily extractable contents of about 15 kg/ha in jarrah forest soils and 25-55 kg/ha in 
karri forest soils. If it is economically possible and there are no other hazards to be 
considered it would be preferable to leave bark in the forest. 

The situation with nitrogen is different in that the content of jarrah forest soils is 
particularly low and the nitrogen in vegetation and litter is volatilised when this material is 
burnt. Comparison with nitrogen contents published for other Australian Forests indicates 
that the content of nitrogen in the top metre of Jarrah forest soils is about a third of that in 
the next least well supplied forest soil. While there are mechanisms for replenishing 
nitrogen through fixation the extent of this depends on the distribution of nitrogen fixing 
plant species. Species such as the acacias and macrozamias respond to burning and 
thereby provide for replenishment of nitrogen lost through fires. However the extent to 
which this occurs is difficult to estimate in view of the variations in factors that affect 
fixation rates such as; age of plants, seasonal conditions and the distribution of these 
nitrogen fixing species throughout the forests. Variation in the distribution of nitrogen 
fixing species is particularly wide in Jarrah forest in which it is common to find areas 
where these species are sparse or absent. In the karri forest nitrogen fixing species are 
often dense and actively fix nitrogen for a longer period in the season. The nitrogen in 
bark would be about 50 kg/ha in jarrah and karri forests While this is only a few percent 
of that in the top metre of soil it is about equal to the content of litter in jarrah forest and 
about 20% of the content of litter in karri forest. As for phosphorus a conservative 
approach would be to leave bark in the forest in logging operations. 

• In some Eastern States foresn:y operations the bark is removed in the forest. Would this 
technique significantlv imnrove nutrient recycling in karri or imTah forests? 

Benefits in retaining bark. Again it is a trade-off decision. A fairly significant amount of 
nutrients are removed in bark when compared to the overall amount of nutrients present in 
the part of the tree that is removed and in tt.iis respect it would be beneficial to leave these 
large amounts of organic matter behind but this does pose the question of whether this is 
a fire risk. This is the trade-off. In many local species there is also a problem in that the 
bark is quite difficult to ren1ove. This may be econowically undesir,able to remove it in the 
forest. New technology is however being developed. 

• Do the conditions in a logged/thinned forest tend to favour the activity of jarrah leaf 
miner? What about gum leaf skeletoniser? 

Abbot! (1992) has recently collated information on this problem. He concluded (p4)
""' k h h. • ,£ , ' . ' . · . ' ' r · / /, 

1. a en toget .er t. lS new l.fl.JOrmatzon conctustvety proves tharJarran teq[!nvu;r out Jrea.< 
invaded State forest east of Manjimup from the low quality jarrah.forest along the upper 
reaches of the Perup and Tone Rivers" However, he makes no mention of correlations 
between damage levels and disturbance history of the forest. 

A factor affecting the population of leaf miner or any leaf-eating insect is the palatability 
of their food source. In as far as logging/thinning or any other management practice 
increases the flush of n~w and rnore palatable leaves in the overstorey and understorey the 
indigenous leaf-eating insects will favoured if they are present. (See 11The Jarrah Forest'; 
p 128.) 

What will be the ecolog,ical cost of the Banksia l?randis reduction program? Is it likely 
that the B. grandis population is L:Uuent1y greater than it was in the pre-european tirnes? 
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Problems considering the range of understorey species which can act as a food base for 
the fungus. The implications for dieback in the southern forest in relation to conservation 
of species of the susceptible groups is still underestimated. Focus has been unnecessarily 
upon B.grandis. Many other understorey species also act as reservoirs (zamia palms, 
dryandras, black boys etc) - why are these not removed? 

• What is known of the relationship between the condition of the forest canopy and the 
activity of soiWitter flora and fauna? 

There is no research data on the processes which involve soil litter flora and fauna of 
W .A. forests. Majer and Ab bott (1989) when evaluating the influence of disturbances on 
the soil-litter invertebrates of the jarrah forest concluded that they were well understood. 
However, as Wardell-Johnson and Nichols (1991) point out-"The importance of 
taxonomic resolution remains critical in studies of the effects vf forest operations on 
invertebrate communities". In other words the discussion needs to be at the level of 
genera and species rather than classes and orders. 

• Is the current state of knowledge with regard to the life cycles of plants and animals 
adequate to determine that fire management regimes will ensure the maintenance of 
species diversity at the local level. 

Current literature on the impact of fire on fauna! assemblages concentrates on changes 
recorded in post fire successional stages, and should be supplemented by studies 
involving pre-and post-burn situations. There are very few invertebrate species for which 
anything is known of iife history strategies. 

• What fire regimes would favour mycorrhizal fungi? 

Species of fungi that require the conditions associated with a litter layer will not be 
favoured by a regime where the litter layer is frequently removed by burning. Species that 
are more prevalent in the mineral soil will be less affected. lv1inera1isation of nutrients 
through ashing will favour mycorrhizal fungi as much as any ecosystem component 
provided the fungi and/or its habitat are not destroyed in fires. Fruiting of fungi is often 
observed foliowing fire. 

ls there evidence qf~legradation in forest soil structure/nutrient .status as a result of 
current or past forest u1anagcment practices in the Southern Forests. 

The problem with statements such as "No conclusive evidence has been produced to 
show deterioration of any forest ecosystem due to loss of nutrients" ( FMS p 42), is that 
it is difficult to prove or disprove especially for long-term effects. 

In assessing nutritional effects due to forest disturbance three approaches are commonly 
"ppl;.,d . u .._..__, . 

(a) The forest ecosystem can be monitored for changes in plant growth rates or 
characteristics such as the size of nuu·ient pools. 

(b) The response of the ecosystem to different levels of imposed disturbance can be 
assessed by measuring changes in nutrient flux rates. 

(c) Changes in nutrient status of the ccosystern can be predicted fron1 simulation 
modelling. 

The first approach (a) is least sensitive because of the natural buffering of responses to 
disturbance, changes are likely to require long-term measurements (perhaps over one or 
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more rotations) and variability in natural ecosystems makes small changes in ecosystem 
difficult to detect. 

The second approach (b) has potential but has only been applied to a limited extent in 
jarrah and karri forests. Combined with approach (c) it may be possible to set up some 
general principles for conservative management of nutrients in natural ecosystems. 

The statement "analysis of the nutrient budgets shows that the quantity of nutrient leaving 
the ecosystem are relatively small when compared with the stores of nutrients in the 
ecosystem and inputs over the time period considered" (FMS p 42), can be reasonably 
substantiated. The jarrah and karri forest have been subjected to a large amount of 
research and the information about ecosystem nutrient pools and fluxes is as extensive as 
any in Australia. 

Data on rates of nitrogen fixation are less reliable than that on nutrient Mores because of 
uncertainties in the experimental procedures available for measuring N-fixation and the 
extreme variability in the type and distribution of N-fixing flora, especially in the jarrah 
forest. The assumed rate of N input in karri forest (10 kg/ha/year) is realistic for forest 
areas with a good cover of Bossiaea laideawiana and probably for other Bossiaea and 
Acacia species in that region. However the rates for jarrah forest (9 kg/ha/year) are 
probably optimistic as the distribution of N-fixing plants is patchy and there are large 
areas of forest where they are present in very low numbers or absent. 

Experimental data for losses of N through volatilisation during prescribed burning and 
slash burning are limited. 

As indicated previously the amounts of nitrogen in jarrah forest soils are very low and the 
proportion of the nitrogen of the ecosystem stored in trees is large compared with that in 
other commercial eucalypt forests In Australia. 

The budgets in Table 6 (FMS) are sensitive to these considerations and should he treated 
with caution. A conservative approach should be recommended for the long-term 
management of the nutrient status, particularly in the jarrah forest. 

• Are the current monitoring techniques adequate to provide e.::~rlv warnine: of an impending 
environ!llental oroblem in the Southern forests? 

There is a need to rnonitor the irnpact of forest disturbances on the forest hydrology and 
water quality of water resources. Current research programs have targeted forest 
management and bauxite mining in the Northern Jarrah Forest and logging in the 
Southern Forest. 

If the appropriate silvicultural management is carried out then there should be no 
requirement for additional localised monitoring of the hydrology. However at the 
mcdium~scale (10-50 km2) there is a paucity of information on the hydrologic irnpact of 
forestry operations. Consequently a nnmber of medium-scale catchments should be 
monitored to determine the more regional impacts of land use practices on water resources 
in forested areas. 

There is considerable uncertainty on the affects of salinity increases on the aquatic 
environment (particularly macroinvertebrates) within the forest of south-west Western 
Australia. The current research into the effects of forestrY activities on aouatic biota and 
water quality should include the effect of salinity increases. ' 

• Is there a case to require CALM to avoid management practices which increase or 
decrease nutrient status outside a "virgin" or "normal range? 
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• 

It would be fair to indicate that the disturbance to nutrient status due to forest management 
could not be considered large from the short-term viewpoint. Relatively small additions of 
nutrients would replace losses and larger additions may introduce other problems. 
However for the longer-term conservative management is desirable and it would seem 
particularly valuable to consider practices that result in soil organic matter being 
maintained or preferably increased if this can be achieved without increasing wildfire 
risks. 

The American literature mentions the significance of old growth heartwood (lignin) for 
the development of humus and mycorrhiza. Is there any evidence of this in W A. 

In Western Australia, there are no reports of the significance of wood on the forest floor 
in relation to mycorrhizal fungi, but the presence of a litter layer is important for some 
species of ectomycorrhizal fungi. 

The American literature indicates that rotting wood and litter may serve as a refuge for 
ectomycorrhizal fungi during periods of drought, wildfire or forest disturbance.
Decaying logs acting as reservoirs of moisture and ectomycorrhizal activity. 

A study of the distribution of ectomycorrhizal roots in Jarrah forest (Malajczuk and 
Hingston 1981) showed the number of ectomycorrhizal root tips was greater in litter and 
the surface 0-5 cm of the soil than deeper in the soil. Comparison of the numbers of 
ectomycorrhizae in sites burnt 1, 6, and 45 years previously indicated that the 45 years 
unburnt site had the most. However the numbers in 6 and 45 years unburnt sites did not 
differ significantiy and the numbers in u'le 1 year unbumt site, though significantly lower, 
approached those found in the other two sites in the winter - spring part of the year. In a 
later study Malajczuk, Dell and Bougher obtained similar responses to burning and 
identified the dominant fungal species forming mycorrhizae in several Jarrah and karri 
sites. 
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Appendix. C. Example of Table outlining Trade-offs 
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... 
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Appendix 3 

CALM's response to questions referred to the Technical Advisory 
Panel 





RESPONSE TO EPA TECHNICAL ADVISORY PANEL 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Road, River and Stream Zones 

• Will the proposed stream reserve system protect the entire riparian ecosystem or is it 
principally designed to ensure WA ~~potability standards are maintained? 

The proposals for protection of riparian zones by extending buffers to all streams is 
designed to maintain or enhance the multiple values of water, aesthetics and nature 
conservation. The case to support the redistribution of road and stream zones 
(favouring additional stream buffers) to protect these three values is set out in papers 
delivered by CALM staff to a seminar, held in July 1991, which addressed this issue. 

The flexibility in width of riparian zones proposed in the draft is aimed principally at 
ensuring that riparian ecotype vegetation which fringes forest streams can be included 
in the riparian zones. Because these riparian vegetation types vary in width according 
to landform, soil and topographic conditions, flexibility in width is essential. 

Potable water standards will be maintained not only by the riparian zones but also by 
phased logging and modified thinning intensity prescriptions. 

• Can the proposed changes to buffer zone widths along streams and rivers be justified 
on the basis of the existing quantitative research by WAWA or CALM? Are there 
divergent views on this issue in the professional research community.? If so what are 
they? 

The changes proposed to stream and river buffer zone widths cannot be precisely 
justified by research conducted by CALM or WAWA. 

There is no research data for wildlife or v.rater values in sout.lt~\.vest forests which 
directly addresses the question of buffer width. 

Some research conducted in WA compares the impact of l 00 metre huff er with no 
buffer. It is inappropriate to extrapolate the benefits or disbenefits of smaller widths 
than 100 metres in W A forests from existing research. 

What is unanimously agreed in the scientific community is that a buffer system which 
protects all streams is far superior than one which protects selected streams with wide 
h,ffpr-- rw "•delL Tohnson Pt a! 199 't· -Bor,o e" al 1987) LIU-..L..L~~~ \ •. {b _ ..!..!. '-' .. £ ~ ~-- "-'"•) - - -; b ~t •> • 

• Is the "fixed width" buffer zone philosophy within each stream order appropriate or 
should there be greater flexibility according to broader catchment management 
objectives? 

The proposed stream buffer zone has sufficient flexibility to permit the npanan 
ecotype vegetation to be targeted when buffers are demarcated. 

It could be argued that more/wider stream buffers would be more valuable in the 
intermediate rainfall zone (in lieu of the low rainfall zone) if water was the only forest 
value protected by those riparian zones. However, to do this would potentially reduce 
the delivery of wildlife values at the local level in the low rainfall zone. 

Similarly any variation to buffer zone width or allocation in harnessed/unharnessed 
catchments would also potentially reduce the protection of nature conservation values 
at the local level in areas where reduced butTers were allocated. 
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o Is the current stream monitoring program extensive and sophisticated enough to 
provide a realistic overview of water quality in forest catchments? Are the criteria 
used by WAWA appropriate for the protection of aquatic ecosystems? 

The current stream monitoring program is sufficiently extensive and sophisticated to 
identify impacts of forest harvesting on water quality at the regional scale. 

The CALM EMP for harvesting in the salt sensitive zone proposed monitoring of 
second order catchments to identify changes to water quality which might result from 
logging. Monitoring of experimental catchments is also continuing to detect trends in 
water quality following timber harvest. These detailed result~ can be used to interpret 
and extrapolate changes detected at the local level. 

It is no:: nown if the water quality criteria used by WAWA for domestic consumption 
are appropriate for the protection of aquatic ecosystems because very little research 
has been done on the effect of changes to water quality on aquatic biota in W A. 

o Is there evidence to support the view that there has been no increase in stream 
salinity levels in the south-west forest catchments in the past decade (?) resulting 
from forestry management? Are salinity and turbidity levels in the majority of river 
systems likely to be maintained, reduced or increased under the proposed 
management strategy? 

The best evidence to support the view that there has been no mcrease in stream 
salinity levels in south-west forest catchments resulting from forestry management is 
found in a 1988 WAWA publication (WS27). This publication shows the resull~ of 
extensive sampling carried out. A table showing salinity trends for 17 fully forested 
catchments indicates that salinity has declined in all but one of these catchments. This 
trend is evident despite a history of extensive logging in many of these catchments. 

If there were any increases in saiinity and turbidity in streams of the south-west 
resulting from logging operations they are likely to be reduced as a result of the draft 
proposals because they give greater stream side protection than is contained in 
existing managernent. 

• To what extent will the proposed logging of the road zones reduce their value as 
fauna! refuges and corridors? 

No logging is proposed in strea.-n and river zones. 

Thinning in regrowth forests within road zones is unlikely to reduce fauna! values 
because thinning is possibie in only a small portion of the zone (4 500 hectares out of 
72 000 hectares) and prescriptions require retention of habitat trees, undisturbed scrub 
patches and ground lOgs which favour \Vildiife habitat values. 

High Value Old Growth Forest 

o Is CALM's proposed definition of old growth forest ecologically appropriate? 

Old growth is not an ecological concept, however, old trees are an element of the 
ecology of a forest. A definition of a component of a forest cannot be ecologically 
appropriate or inappropriate. it merely defines broadly or namlwly a component of an 
ecosystem, the forest. 

• According w the Resource Assessment Commission ( R/iC) and the draft 
Commonwealth "New Focus" Forest Policv statement, protection of old growth 
values is "a matter of urgency". TI1e RAC suggests that WA has the lowest proportion 
of old growth in reserves of all Australian States. To what extent will the old growth 
values of forest listed by AHC for old growth values hut within State forest he 
impacredlprorecred by the CALMf.'IHC agreed logging procedures.f(Jr these c1reas? 
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The RAC Final Report did not suggest W A had the lowest proportion of unlogged 
forest in consenration reserves, in fact the percentage for dry and wet sclerophyll 
forests throughout Australia are fairly similar (RAC Final Report. Table 6.2). It is not 
the intention of the CALM/ AHC agreement to "protect" old growth values outside 
reserves. The agreement with the AHC provides for management of old growth on a 
regional basis through: 

,. preservation in reserves and protected zones (>50 percent of all expressions); 
>- minimising impact outside reserves; 
,. ensuring the creation of old growth through rotation lengths which allow its 

development 120-240 years. 

• The American literature mentions the significance of old growth heartwood (lignin) 
for the developmN·f of humus and mycorrhiza. Is there any evidence of this in lVA? 

No. We would appreciate copies of the American literature. 

New Jarrah Silviculture 

• Is it possible to determine the spatial and temporal management thresholds for stand 
species/age composition to ensure that "non-favoured" species are not selected out of 
the ecosystem by the proposed silvicultural techniques? 

Variation in the forest is such that it would not be reasonable to manage to a specific 
threshold. There is no intention to eliminate so-called 'non-favoured species'. There 
are deliberate attempts to retain mixtures where they occur. It is generally the case 
that these species are abundantly represented in the regeneration even when they are 
less common in the mature overstorey. There is no evidence that these practices have 
resulted in a loss of these species in the past. 

• Assuming that it takes about 20 years for jarrah forest to recover crown density after 
intensive logging, is there any research to suggest how long it takes for crown density 
to recover after coppice poisoning in conjunction with intensive logging? 

Coppice poisoning is undertaken in association with thinning as a deliberate attempt 
to maintain a lower stand density, The original crown density will not return until the 
stand again achieves maximum density through growth. This tim_e depends on the 
inte.nsity and frequency of thinning. 

• What quantitative data are there to support the ten square metre per hectare basal 
area criteria used in jarrah silviculture. What are the ecological implications for 
managing the overall resource in this basal area regime or elsewhere? 

Thinning some stands to a density of .1 0 sqoare metres is based on published research 
dating from the 1960s as well as on principles of stand dynamics that are common to 
many species. It is the lowest density that produces maximum stand growth in 
average jarrah forest. As stated in the forest strategy and the silvicuitural 
specifications there is no intention of managing the overall forest area to this regime. 
A relatively small proportion of the forest would be at this density at any time or will 
ever be thinned to this density. 

ls the proposed distribution of trees beru.'een the be classes balanced enough to create 
a structurally matureforest? What are the ecological implications if a forest consisrs 
of a limited number of discrete age classes rather rhan a mix of indil•idua/s 
representing all ages of classes through to 200 plus years? 

It is not clear what the questioner means by a structurally mature forest. Most natural 
jarrah. sta~d;.; consls1 of relatlv~I:~: fc.;,v .ag~ classes, though th~ age classes present may 
he qu1te d1verse. A stand conststlng oi all age classes through to 200 years plus would 
be extremely unusual. The jarrah forest that is harvested will ultimately consist of 
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small patches of different age trees up to the rotation age that is chosen for the forest. 
Each of these patches are capable of achieving structural maturity if the rotation is 
long enough. Intermixed in these patches will be trees that are already old (habitat 
trees). while patches of unharvested forest will occur throughout the forest as stream 
buffers and other reserves. In the future there is the option of keeping some patches, 
portions of patches or individual trees to a much greater rotation than may be chosen 
for the rest of the forest. We are not aware of any adverse ecological effects on the 
forest managed in this way. It can however be adopted as new information becomes 
available. 

Page SI of the Draft Forest Management Strareg_v docum.ents says " .... There is no 
evidence that any of (the major biotic and abiotic) processes are being impaired 
under existing forest management strategies". 

Is there evidence of non-maJor abiotic/biotic processes being impaired under existing 
strategies and if so, what are the long term implications? 

CALM is not aware of any. 

• Whar are the ecological implications/costs of using the chemical Tordon in the JSI? 

We are not aware of any adverse ecological implications of the use of Tordon TCH 
used in the way that it is, i.e. by injection. 

" Is the linkage system proposed for the karriforest also suitable for jarrah? 

The linkage used in jarrah forest is more diverse, in the fonn of dispersed habitat 
retention and a similar retention of retained stream buffers and in general a wider 
variety of si!vicultural practice in the harvested areas. 

• Is there evidence of degradation in forest soil structure/nutrient status as a result of 
current or pasrforest management practices in the southern forests? 

No. Forest soil structure will inevitably be affected to some degree by compaction 
from machinery use, especially in moist soil periods, but control mechanisms are 
designed to keep these affects within acceptable limits. There are no known nor 
expected nutritional efftccts of proposed management practices. Extensive research 
has been conducted by CSIRO on nutriem budgets and we arc not aware that this 
research has shown any significant nutrient depktion as a consequence of forest 
management practices. 

• What data are there on whether 15 'habitat' trees per five hectares are adequate for 
fauna! consen,ation? How long would such trees he expected to last? How can 
potential replacen~ents develop from. selected crop trees? VVhat measures are suitable 
j..0r selected crop trees? 

Studies in Perup, noted as a fauna rich area in the eastern janah forest, have shown 
that possums use between two and seven habitat trees per hectare (lnions). 

Elsewhere (Harvey) studies of hollow occupation (Fannt, unpublished) have shown 
that very few of the available hollows have signs of occupation. 

The number of habitat trees per coupe will be greater than three per hectare. On the 
cut-over portions three per hectare will be retained. in the uncut areas (stream zones, 
high value landscape areas, diverse vegetation types) there arc to be significantly 
more. 

The habitat trees can be expected to last until replacement trees are available to take 
their place. Habitat trees are selected as vigorous mature trees in preference to 
senescent. As such they arc ll.kciy to live for the l00-150 years that replacement trees 
will ta_ke to develop. 
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Crop trees have large vigorous crowns. These are desirable for the development of 
hollows, viz.. brittle branches and rapid growth. If it is needed to keep potential crop 
trees to replace habitat trees they are the most suitable as both species are retained and 
they have the greatest potential for hollow development. 

• What measures are suitable for non-11Ulmmal fauna/ conservation? 

Measures adopted: 

,.. maintain flora species richness of sites; 
,.. maintain habitat element' which take a long time to replace - logs, large 

secondary storey species etc; 
,.. maintain diverse landform' undisturbed, e.g. rock outcrops - these are 

frequently rich in species; 
,.. diversity of burning regimes; 
,.. low disturbance in species rich stream zones. 

• It has been estimated that 127 million cubic metres of increased streamjlow can be 
achieved by jarrah thinning, however that only 48 million cubic metres of this could 
be utilised because of increased evaporation and system collection limitations. What 
is the basal area which would be required in order to produce the 48 million cubic 
metres over all forest zones .o What is the basal area which would be required if this 
extra were to be collected from the higher rainfall zone only? 

Increased water yields will only be sought in the high rainfall zone where thinning is 
to 10 square metres per hectare. In intermediate rainfall zone it is not intended to thin 
to gain water flow- hence thinning to 15 square metres per hectare. 

The proportion of the forest thinned in any one year would be relatively minor (only 
20 percent of the NJF is thinnable) and the basal area reduction will be significantly 
less than the basal area increment of the forest. A stand when thinned to 10 square 
metres per hectare will be left to grow on to 25-30 square metres per hectare before 
rethinning. The average stand basal area over this period would be 17-20 square 
metres per hectare. 

• What evidence is there thar a minim.um of 15 square rnetres per l1ectare basal area 
and temporary exclusion zones will be sufficient to prevent salinity increases in the 
intermediate and low rainfall zones? 

In the low rainfall zone the logging trials (including clearfeiling without stream zones 
or TEAS) have failed to produce saline streamflow. Regrowth rapidly regains much 
of the leaf area of the former stand. In the intermediate rainfall zone the March Road 
catchn1cnt which was a worse case scenario of a large coupe (20\J hectares) and no 
strearn zone produced saline outflows, however, increases only ranged between 
400 mg/l TSS in a low rainfall year to 100 mg/1 in an average rainfall year. The 
catchment where a 100 metre zone was retained (April Road) lead to increases of only 
50 mg/1 TSS. The 1992 proposals for zones on all streams including 30 percent 
retained canopy in any second order catchment will result in a situation closer to the 
April Road result than the March Road one. They will not prevent all saline !1ows but 
contain them to what is considered to be an acceptable level. 

• After coppice poisoning it has been found that groundwater rises with no leveiiing off 
for at least four years. Does any other research suggest how long groundwarer wouid 
take to stabilise after coppice poisoning? What is the significance of this groundwater 
rise? 

In the intermediate rainfall zones the clearfelled coupe at April Road which contained 
stream zones in only some of the streams, and had no TEAS strips failed to produce 
any salinity problems. TEAS strips and 15 square metres per hectare in thinnings as 
well as stream zones represents a much lesser intensity of operation. 
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The groundwater rise depends on the basal area of the retained stand, the development 
of regeneration and retention of stream zones etc. In c!earfell coupes levelling off of 
groundwater rises occurred after three to four years. In thinned forest the gradient of 
the increase is likely to be less. 

• Has any salinirylgroundwarer research been undertaken for the cemra/ or northern 
forests in relation to inrensive integrated logging and thinning? 

Yes, in the Dwellingup area. 

• What fire regimes would improve the availability of nitrogen and phosphorus? What 
mher management practices might improve nutrient availability? In some Eastern 
States foresrry operations the bark is removo1 in the forest. Would this technique 
significantly improve nutrient recycling in karri or jarrah forests? 

Regular burning is iikely to increase nutrient availability by mineralizing stored 
nutrients. 

Increases in nutrients might be gained through fertilisation. 

There is some evidence (CSIRO) that there will be short-term reductions in nutrient 
availability due to removal of bark with the log. The proportion of total nutrients 
removed in harvesting is relatively low however (sec p.38 of the Strategy). 

• Do the hydrological conditions in a logged/thinned forest tend to favour the spread of 
Phvroohthorq? Is there sufficient cause for concern to justify monitoring or the 
consideration of management alternatives? Is i1~(ormation available on anv 
connection be Me en the condition of the litter layer and Phytophthoro cinnamomi? · 

There is no evidence to suggest that Jogging or thinning affect hydrology such that the 
spread of Phytophthora is favoured. In fact it may be reduced if reduction of banksia 
populations is carried out in conjunction with logging. 

There is no evidence of any connection between the litter layer and Phytophthora 
activity. 

• Do the conditions in a logged/thinned jtJrest tend to f[rvour the activity ofjarrah leaf 
miner? What about gum leafskeletoniser? 

From his work with CSIRO Mazenec postulated a model which ascribed disturbance 
(spring burning, logging) as the driving force of leaf miner activity. Although there 
are field examples which comply with this model it is far from conclusive. Work done 
by CALM shows dearly that leaf miner has invaded the main jarrah forest from 
north-east of Manjimup and has spread in a fairly unifonn manner west then north 
(Abbott, 1992, CALM Technical Report No. 28). A recent analysis of this spread 
(Abbott in prep.) has failed to identify <L'1Y correlation between the cut-out boundarv 
(i.e. the line to the north of which leaf miner failed to complete its life cycle) and 
Jogging or burning. 

No correlation has been detected for outbreak of gumleaf sk:eletoniser and 
managetnent activ1tJes. 

• Whar will br the ecological cosr of the Banksia i!randis reduction program-" Js it 
/ikelv rhat the B. ~:ranrlis population is currenrlv greater than it ;ms in the pre
Eur(;pean tinus? 

There is no known evidence of any adverse effect of reducing B. grandis densities. 
There is a sugge::;tion thm hanksia popu1ations were significantly less ln pre-European 
times than curr-ently, because hanksia being a pioneering species has hcncfitcd hv the 
reduction in jarrah c.ompctition as a result of logging. ..~ 
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• What is understood of the ecological role of soil/litter flora and fauna in WA forests? 
What is lawwn of the relationship between the condition of the forest canopy and the 
activity of soil/litter flora and fauna? 

Very little is known of this complex and difficult relationship. 

• Is the proposed jarrah silviculture sufficiently flexible in the field to adjust for the 
many environmental variables encountered in addition to soil and clii?Ulte? 

Yes, it is proposed to be flexible to cater for all values. 

Fire Management and Ecology 

• Is the current state of knowledge with regard to the life cycles of plants and animals 
adequate to determine that fire I?UliWgement regimes will ensure the maintenance of 
species diversity at the local level. 

If one wishes to consider the knowledge of individual species' responses to fire, then 
it is clearly small, and considering the complexity of the studies required and ti)e 
number of species involved, it is always likely to remain small. 

However, when one looks at the work that has been done on individual species, the 
long-term monitoring plot results and considers that in light of the identified traits 
plants, in particular, have developed to adapt to a fire prone environment, it must be 
reasoned that in all probability current fire management will maintain species 
diversity at the local level. It is clear that species diversity reduces with increasing 
time since fire, however, this is reversible as the propagules are still on site waiting 
for a fire to release them. 

• What fire regimes would favour mycorrhizal fungi? 

CALM does not wish to develop a fire regime which favours mycorrhizal fungi but 
sees them as one component of the biodiversity which must be maintained. There has 
not been any work done to identify the answer to this question, however, it is 
reasonable to assume a fire regime with diversity such as that practiced by CALM 
which ensured regeneration and development of the full suite of plants, would ensure 
maintenance of mycorrhizal fungi. Research on Bettongia pencillatta, which has a 
large mycorrhizal fungi component in it> diet, supports this contention. 

Are the proposed fire management regimes for old growth forests and conservation 
areas appropriate given the structural/species/habitat objectives for these areas? 

Unless the fire is being prescribed to kill the overstorey and promote regeneration, or 
possibly promote hollow development in mature and senescent trees, neither of which 
CALM has attempted to do nor is planning, the fire management regi.n1c is 
independent of the age of the overstorey. 

Fire management regimes for areas managed primarily for nature conservation values 
attempt to create diversity through variation in time between bums (5-10 years, 15-20 
years and no burning) and season of burning. In the absence of perfect knowledge, to 
manage for diversity is believed to be the most appropriate course of action. 

• Whar impact is the current high frequency fire management program having on the 
relative species abundance, age structure, habitat diversity 7 

The question contains a relative term "high" without defining whGt it is high 
compared to. CAL~"1 does not believe the cuiTent fire management regimes' fire 
frequency is inappropriate in relation to the regeneration strategies of known plants 
and animals or the estimated pre-Europcan fire frequency. 
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• Does high jTequency burning select for pyrogenic vegetation types on sites where fire 
sensitive (less pyrogenic) species once dominated (e.g. sites thai may have 
experienced relatively low fire frequencies in the past such as wetlands, lee side on 
hills)? 

It could do so, and over the last 100 000 years is probably a major factor in 
determining the vegetation types that currently exist in the forest. High frequency 
(every three years) burning is very difficult to achieve even if it was set as a 
management objective. Sites t.'1at experienced low fire frequency naturally continue to 
do so under CALM's fire management regimes, because the conditions which caused 
them to remain unbumt naturally (fuel moisture and low fuel accumulation) cause 
them to remain unburnt in broad area prescribed burning. 

CALM does not intend to attempt to do it, nor is there any known reason to want to 
do it 

• Whai percentage of the total forest area should be subjected to each 
intensity/frequency management regime? What are the likely ecological implications 
of the current bias towards spring burning? If there is a problem what is the 
appropriate "mix" of spring and autumn burning regimes? 

In general, no area of forest should be subject to one particular intensity/frequency 
regime. CALM's approach is tbat wherever possible areas of forest should have a 
diversity in frequency and season. For example, an individual area being managed 
under a vegetation management regime might have a spring bum, followed six years 
later by another spring bum, then 10 years later by an autumn bum. For protection 
reasons, however, it may be desirable to reduce fuels on a regular five year basis such 
as around a town. Whilst there is a bias toward "spring" burning, the term actually 
includes a wide range of conditions as it is used as a generic term to cover the period 
October to January. There is a difference in ecosystem response to spring and autumn 
fire because of soil moisture. Spring burning favours root stock response, whilst 
autumn burning seed reproducers. This effect is never permanent and can be reversed 
with change in season. The ability to do more autumn burns is constrained by the 
shortness and unpredictabi!ity of the season. 

• What is the evidence for an explosion in the fox population? Is the current fire 
management regime a likely cause of the problem? 

The fox population has not exploded, it has merely moved into and established a 
presence in almost all tetTestrial ecosystems in W A. Evidence of the impact of the fox 
on native fauna is dramatic and can be seen in the population explosion of native 
animals when the fox is controlled such as at Dryandra and Tutanning. 

There is no relationship between fire management regimes and fox spread. There is 
evidence, however, that fire management regimes can be tailored to provide 
vegetation which protects animals from fox predation, e.g. the woylie at Perup. 

Marri in Salt Risk Zones 

• Will the appUcadon of the proposed river and stream zones, phased logging (i.P. no 
more than 70 percent of the forest raken in any second order stream carchmenr in the 
intermediate and low rainfall zones) and the new jarrah and karri silviculture 
adequately ensure no unacceptable increases in salinity? 

This depends on the definition of unacceptable. Research shows that there will be 
small transient increases in salinitv which will be no threat to water ootabilitv. The 

• I - -' 

impact of these transient increases is not known on the aquatic biota. It is rea-;onable 
to regard them as acceptable, however, because of the small number of streams 
affecied in any year, the likelihood that t~crc is some adaption or tolerance to such 
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events which would also occur as a result of defoliation from wildfire and the 
opportunities to recolonise that exist from downstream sources. 

• Is the proposed stream monitoring program adequate to determine the impact of 
saliniry on logging and to enable early detection of problems and implemenration of 
modified management practices if necessary? 

The current stream monitoring program is sufficiently extensive and sophisticated to 
identify impacts of k>rest harvesting on water quality at the regional scale. 

Monitoring of experimental catchments is continuing. These detailed results can be 
used to interpret and extrapolate changes detected at the local level. 

It is not known if the water quality criteria used by WAWA for domestic cc- ·sumption 
are appropriate for the protection of aquatic ecosystems because very little research 
has been done on the effect of changes to water quality on aquatic biota in W A 

Management Adjacent to Reserves 

• CALM states that "there is no evidence that any exzstzng management practice in 
areas adjacent to the conservation reserves has any detrimental effect on the 
ecological values of the reserves". Can this statement be verified? A possible 
inference is that there is therefore no cause for concern because the lack of evidence 
follows adequate investigation. Has the investigation been adequate? 

CALM believes the ecological values of State forest subject to logging, among other 
management practices, are not detrimentally affected, hence there is no reason to 
believe any adverse effects should flow into adjacent reserves. State forest, which is 
managed in sympau'1y with the objectives for nature conservation reserves, is the ideal 
land use to protect reserve values. 

Karri Siivicuiture Changes 

• What rotation length gives a mature forest in different karriforest areas (i.e. is it 250 
)'ears, 400 years etc)? 

Karri forest is considered to reach the mature stage of development between lOO and 
140 years of age. This stage ends at about 200-270 years of age at which time there is 
considerable mortality of trees in the stand and the stand is classified as senescent. In 
a natural forest, regeneration begins to fill the vacancies created by the death of the 
older trees. A few individuals may live to 350 years but these are properly considered 
to be rare individuals rather than a stage of sta_._ryd development. For rnore detail of all 
the stages, see the Forest Strategy. 

It is likely that in pre-European times a proportion of individually regenerated karri 
stands never reached maturity because of the occurrence of high intensity fires. 

• CALM is understood to apply karri silviculture (which favours the regeneration of 
karri rathe.r than mixed ~orest) to jarrahlkarri mixed forest with,four or more karri 
trees per necrare. Are tn.ere any hkel_v negatrve envirotunental tmpacis from rlns 
practice? 

CALM recogmses three stages of the transition from jarrah/marri to karri. In the 
intermediate stage (two to cjght mature karri trees per hectare), the stand is 
regenerated using a combination of jarrah and kani techniques to develop a mixed 
regeneration. In the past, experimental trials with mixed karri/marri stands even 
where no man·i seed source was retajned. 20 percent of the dominant trees in the 
regeneration are marri after 20 years. 
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• What old growth will be left outside the reserves system after the first rotation? 

This question attempts to separate the nature conservation reserve system from the 
multiple purpose State forest. Such a view is at odds with the philosophy of the Forest 
Strategy which treated the forest as a whole, such that the forest structure in the 
reserves complements that in the multiple purpose forest in achieving ecologically 
sustaina:1le management. In CALM's view it is a mistake to see the tenures as 
different areas of management to be treated in isolation. 

However, the answer to the question, assuming the "first rotation" end is the time 
when the last of the mature karri in the current yield strategy is harvested (which is 
sometime toward the middle of the next century), is about 29 000 hectares. This is 
made up of about 20 000 hectares in zones on roads and streams, 3 000 hectares 
retained in in-coupe patches and 6 000 hectares of regrowth which will have reache;-•' 
the mature stage. 

Reserve System Changes 

• Is there sufficient research data to assess with reasonable certainty the conservation 
adequacy of karri reserves, riparian zones, linkage corridors? If not, what are the 
research priorities? 

If the answer to the question "what is sufficient? were known this could be answered. 
The proposals are based on current knowledge and ecological principles, and hence, 
are adequate with "reasonable certainty". It should be emphasised that 46 percent of 
the karri forest is managed as a priority for conservation values. 

~ Should CAlM identify more specifically the species to be conserved in each 
conservation area and develop more specific active management plans to achieve 
those conservation objectives? 

The nature conservation reserve system is not designed to be a "zoo" for particular 
animal or plant species, but a representative area of vegetation types in which the tree 
component is not disturbed by man. It represents a component of a range of habitats 
which is the forest as a whole, and consequently is not an end in itself but part of a 
larger total. 

The approach outlined in the question would be self defeating, as to manage 
specifically to maximise one or a number of species is likely to disfavour a range of 
others. Given the current level of knowledge the only realistic option available is to 
manage for diversity. Notwithstanding this, endangered species, such as the woylie 
and tammar wallaby, have been identified ar1d are favoured. 

• Is CALlU's assessm.ent that parts of Jardee proposed conservation park and 
D'Entrecasteaux National Park should become multiple use forest (proposals 
document p24) appropriate on the basis of the representation of their conservation 
values elsewhere in the reserve system? 

Both areas relate to proposals in the 1987 Regional Management Plans. J ardee is too 
small ( l 0 hectares) to iustify conservation nark status and D'Entrecasteaux, an area 
near Northcliffe, isoliied from the rest ~f D'Entrecasteaux and thus presenting 
management difficulties. 

None have conservation values peculiar to them. 
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Timber Strategy Amendments 

• The implication from Table 123 is that ali the elements of the Standing Timber 
Volume could be removed from the forest ((f markets were available). What would be 
the ecological implications of this complete removal of the forest biomass on 
nutrients. disease risk, local hydrology,jaunal habitats etc? 

The impact on hydrology, fauna! habitat and disease risk will not change because the 
material is currently being felled but only the saleable proportion removed. Removal 
of the additional logs would represent a small additional loss of nutrients, however, as 
eucalypts effectively remove nutrients from wood, it is a very small component of the 
total budgets. 

• Is the proposed increase in harvest an indication of more removal per unit area onlv 
or also of more area cut-over per annum? What are the ecological implications Oj 
each of these intensifications of harvest? 

The proposed addition to potential yield (not harvest) will come from removing more 
from the same area. Area cut-over each year varies according to the productivity of 
the forest and the proportion of saleabie products in the trees harvested. 

Given the likely increase in scientific knowledge over the next decade is it likely that 
the "sustainable yield" indicated in Table 13 will need to be revised? · 

Sustainable yields are reviewed every time the plans are reviewed, currently a 
maximum of 10 years. 

Monitoring and Research Priorities 

• Are the current monitoring techniques adequate to provide early waming of an 
impending environmental problem in the southern forests? 

There are no known impending environmental problems in the southern forests or the 
northern and central forests either. Current monitoring and incidental observation 
should, however, pick up any significant problems as they manifest. 

• Is there a case w require CALM to avoid management practices which increase or 
decrease nutrient status outside a "virgin" or "normal range"? 

No, because it would be impossible to measure or define what a normal ranae is. 
Nutrient budgets do not suggest any cause for concern within the existing ro~ation 
period. however, monitoring of productivity will give an early indication of any 
nutrient declines. 

• Is there evidence of any m,anunal, bird, reptile or other terrestrial vertebrate 
population having fallen to a critical level locally or regionally as a result of currenr 
rnanagenr.ent practices? 

No. All research clearly implicates clearing for agriculture and introduced predators 
mainly the fox as the principle threat to species. l 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Report is a critique of four documents produced in draft for public comment by the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management of Western Australia (CALM). 

• Proposals to Amend the 1987 Forest Management Plans and Timber Strategy and 
Proposals to Meet Ministerial Conditions on the Regional Plans and W ACAP ERMP -
Formal Assessment Under Part IV of the EPA Act. February 1992. 

• A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia January 1992. 

• Management Strategies for the South-West Forests of Western Australia. A Review. 
February 1992. 

• Australian Heritage Commission/ Department of Conservation and Land Management
National Estate Values in the Southern Forest Region of South-West Western Australia. 
In 5 parts. 

The Report does not attempt to address all of the issues raised but provides support to the work 
of the Technical Appraisal Panel appointed by the EPA. It is a review of the overall 
documentation and a discussion of the management strategies proposed to meet environmental 
objectives. including environmental implications of silvicultural activities in the south-west 
forests. 

The Report looks at the CALM Proposals from an international prospective, a national 
perspective and as a professional response to a complex of State management problems, many 
of which fall within the portfolio of this one Government Department. 

General Comments 

The CALM Proposals provide an excellent framework within which management may respond 
to a complex set of conservation and environmental issues. The world community, the 
Australian community, and the people of Western Australia in particular, have indicated they 
want the environrnent and conservation of eletnents of that environment to be given a higher 
priority in day-to-day management than in the past. The CALM Proposals have done this in 
ways wh.ich are entirely consistent with the thrust of the current environmental and conservation 
debate. However, the corrununity also recognises that there are limited resources available for 
the implementation of these management responses and there are social and economic 
consequences of altering present practices, especially where they impact adversely on 
commercial use of forest resources. The timber industry employs many people in the State and 
contributes significantly to the value of commerce. The CALM Proposals recognise these 
impacts and have given them due recognition in framing the overall management responses. 

The in-principle approval of what constitutes an eniirely acceptable response to the process of 
fonnal assessn1ent under Part IV of the EPA Act should not be delayed because of dispute over 
matters of detail. There are undoubtedly matters of detail which need to be resolved. Often these 
will best be resolved over time as new scientific and operational evidence comes to light. lt 
would be entirely appropriate for the Environmental Protection Authority to work co
operatively with CALM to resolve these matters within the context of an agreed framework 
based on the CALM Proposals. A useful model has been the way in which the Australian 
Heritage Cornrnission has :recently resolved problems of determlning an appropriate allocation 
of forested land to the Nationai Estate in the south-west of the State. 

THE CALM PROPOSALS IN AN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 

I. In 1983 the United Nations established the World Commission on Environment and 
Development to address the question "A Global Agenda for Change". The Commission 
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reported in Our Common Future, a book which set the international agenda for 
discussion on questions of sustainable development and the conservation of biological 
diversity. It would be undesirable for the CALM Proposals to be at odds with a 
document which has received world-wide attention and acclaim. However, the CALM 
Proposals are an excellent working example for a single State of the principles for 
conservation and development outlined by the World Commission. The proposals 
provide adequate solutions within the present context of the society, taking account of 
the conservation ethic under which that society operates. My only criticism would be 
that the Proposals could be more frank with the public and admit more explicitly that 
efforts to save particular species will be limited by resources and circumstances and that 
hard choices will have to be made with selective discretion. No one cares for the 
prospect of consigning threatened species to oblivion but in certain circumstances such 
decisions may have to be made for the greater good. 

2. Viewed from the perspective of the UNCED l"'ctft Convention on Biological Diversity, 
the CALM draft A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia should be seen 
as an outstanding document of its kind. The conservation strategy clearly states its aims, 
defines its area of interest, places the document in a global, national and state context, 
and proceeds to analyse the problems of conservation for the State. The CALM 
Proposals would be the envy of many conservation-minded group;; in other countries. 

3. The CALM Proposals are in good agreement with what has been attempted in the recent 
UNCED non-legally binding statement on forests to find world consensus on the 
management, conservaiion and sustainable development of all types of forest. 

4. In relation to Australia's international treaties and obligations, the CALM Draft of A 
Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia sets out clearly and succinctly the 
International Agreements to which Australia is a party and which Western Australia is 
obliged to observe. 

THE CALM PROPOSALS IN A NATIONAL CONTEXT 

5. The CALM Draft of A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia takes note 
of Australian Government legislation which relates to the CALM Proposals. The 
Sl.gnl·lrl•CallCP or ,-11 -.C LL:_ 1--~-1~ ... !~- !~ .... 1 ..... .., .... 1., .-.f-nf-a.~ ~ .... t-h.o> f""'AT 1\A PrAQf\Qq]Q A .;., r a11 01 uu:; 1t::g1~1ctuuu 1~ 1...11...ru1y ., .. a.tvu uJ ~u ................. .._,_._...._ • ~ ... ,~' ._.,.._,_,,> •• ~n 

interested reader can readily ascertain the relationships of this complex of legislation to 
local actions and controls. 

6. It is abundantly clear that the principles of the National Conservation Strategy are being 
followed in the CALM Proposals. Exiinctions and the causes of extinctions arc 
recognised. Responsibility is accepted for protecting endangered species . The overall 
aims and objectives of the State conservation strategy follow closely those of the 
national document. 

7. The RAC tasks have significant similariiie~ to those outlined in the CALfv1 Proposals. i\ 
positive recomtnendation of the RAC- Forest and Timber lnquiry Final Report \vas !he 
irnplen1entation of a National Forest Policy. A. Draft \vas distributed this n1onth. A 
second strong recommendation was for the implementation of a national policy on 
deforestation to minimise forest-clearing activity. 

The second option given to governments to follow by the RAC for old-growth forests 
has been adopted in the Western /\..ustra1ian forests of the sonth··west, resultin£ in the 
retention of significant additional areas of old-brrowth retained in reserves. Tr:e RAC 
recommended that state and territory authorities undertake comprehensive reviews of 
land which might have wilderness qualities and this has been done for wilderness in the 
south-west. Other areas of the state may deserve such status and appropriate protection. 
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Concerning resource security, the RAC preferred to strengthen and revise agreements 
between forest management agencies and industry, particularly through the development 
of enforceable contracts with clear provisions for compensation. Ultimately this may 
allow Australian forest industries to become larger and leaner and to compete 
internationally. The CALM proposals do not suggest how Western Australia will treat 
these problems but it is my understanding they are being addressed. 

I conclude that the RAC findings apply equally to Western Australia as to Australia as a 
whole and that cessation of wood production activities in native forests is not justified. 
However, I agree also with the RAC that there are inherent uncertainties about long term 
effects and the precautionary principle must apply requiring systematic long term 
monitoring of impacts and adequate codes of forest practice and their enforcement. 

The RAC did not see the State Forest Services playing a passive role in managing forest 
land under their jurisdiction but being active managers ih dll senses of the word and the 
CALM Proposals are clearly consistent with this finding. 

In terms of broad principles, and viewed against the background of the enormously 
comprehensive RAC Inquiry, ii is very difficult to find fault with the CALM Proposals. 
They ernbody the current knowledge of the ecological processes of the forests, first, in 
the context of the capabilities of the authority to carry out the work required, and 
second, within the ethical, social and economic context of the State. 

8. The Australian National Report to UNCED is a comprehensive resume of achievernents 
over the past decade. An evaluation of the CALM Proposals vis-a-vis this resume 
impressed me with their adequacy. They contain adequate and comprehensive 
management proposals by CALM to cope with the problems of conserving biological 
diversity in Western Australia and with multiple use of parts of the forest resource of the 
south-west within a framework of ecologically sustainable development. 

9. Much of the discussion in the Draft Report of the Ecologically Sustainable Development 
Working Groups has been overtaken by the release of the Draft National Forest Policy. 
Nevertheless, it is still useful to consider the CALM Proposals against the background 
of the ESD Draft Report. In general the CALM Proposals are in good agreement with 
the Draft Repon but do not confonn well with some ESD recommendations in that they 
pay little attention to private forests and less to the possible use of conflict resolution 
methods for settling disputes. The Documents explain in great detail how the public 
resources will be tnanaged on their behalf but do not explain how CALM has 
satisfactorily resolved competing uses, where these various uses are, or have been, in 
dispute. The Working Group on Ecologically Sustainable Forest Use considers that 
State and local governments should adopt consistent and comprehensive legislative 
controls over the permanent clearing of private and Crown land for non-forestry 
purposes. The Nature Conservation Strategy deals with issues relating to private land 
but stops short of recom1nending government regulation of ren1nant vegetation on such 
lands, in spite of the acknowiedged value of such remnants for the conservation of 
biological diversity 

10. The Draft National Forest Policy Statement was issued on 7 July, 1992, for public 
comment. It outlines agreed objectives and policies for the future of Australia's public 
and private forests and, as such, has a bearing on the CALM Proposals. The CALM 
Proposals adhere substantially to the intent of the Draft Statement. There is unanimity on 
policies that 'further clearing of public native forests for non-forest 11se or plantation 
establishment should be avoided' but the Draft Statement and the CALM Proposals arc 
equally soft on private forest in that 'Sustainable management of private native forests 
should be encouraged ... ' There is little evident support for the stronger position 
advocated by a current enquiry by the House of Representatives Standing Committee on 
the Environment, which has said the Federal Government should push the states and 
territories to adopt laws similar to those in South Australia, where landowners have to 
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get approval before clearing any bush. Most applications for clearing are refused on the 
basis that the native vegetation at stake is biologically important. Provisions in the Draft 
National Forest Policy relating to woodchip exports strengthen the position of CALM as 
a manager of commercial forests in the State as many of the requirements under the four 
relevant clauses freeing up approvals for export have already been agreed between the 
Commonwealth and the State of Western Australia. 

11. There are significant areas of forest in the South-west listed on the AHC Register of the 
National Estate, many of which are designated for timber production. The AHC and 
<:ALM a2reed to work on a ioint assessment of the national estate values of the south
~~st forests. A number of new areas were recommended for addition to the Register. 
The AHC considered the joint work to be a suitable framework for Commonwealth 
consideration of export woodchip licences under section 30 of the Australian Heritage 
Commission Act 1975. CALM stated that it will protect the national estate values on 
CALM land within the Southern Forest Region, within the context'" maintaining timber 
volumes to industry as specified in the 1987 Timber Strategy, and maintaining other 
values specified in the 199! (1992) Draft Forest Strategy. This agreement satisfies much 
of what is required in the new Draft National Forest Policy to free up approvals for the 
export of woodchips, as noted under 10 above. 

THE CALM PROPOSALS AS A PROFESSIONAL RESPONSE TO A COMPLEX 
MANAGEMENT ISSUE 

1~ 'i. ' ~· ,_ • r'O • T "'lo lf 1'"'> 1 " 1 ' f h 1 • .:.. A rearung or me LALlVl rroposa1s 1s a reve1at1on to anyone not aware o.L t .. e cornp.exlty 
of the management tasks of an agency such as CALM. In common with almost all 
government services in Australia today, CALM staff are expected to undertake these 
tasks against a background of constrained budgets and sometimes faced with a hostile 
element of the public. Much of the expertise on the environment, biodiversity and 
ecology of the forests of Western Australia and the consequences of manipulating those 
forests in one way or another is resident within CALM. Resource information has been 
collected and allowable harvest calculated by the service and must be taken by the public 
as a fair and accurate record of these matters, It is not possible to duplicate many of the 
extremely complex functions of a government department without similar resources and, 
therefore, the public have to be persuaded that the department is providing a fair and 
accurate answer to questions on rnany matters relevant to the Proposals. 

We are told the sustainable yield is not much less than in the 1987 Timber Strategy but 
u~e practical significance of this is not given a.'1d the impact of this on the tin1ber industry 
is to all practical purposes ignored in the CALM Proposals. This is ret,'Tettable since one 
purpose of the Proposals is to demonstrate their social and economic impacts, as well as 
the conservation and sustainable development impacts. A tabular presentation must 
surely be possible. 

13. A !Yature Conservation Strategy ft;r Vr'estern Australia is the result of a decade of careful 
development of an adequate and workable response to the need to protect all of the the 
physical and biological resources of nature of the State. An achievable goal is seen to be 
nature conservation and management integrated with all develop1nent, industrial, and 
natural resource management activities in the State. 

14. The environmental impacts of forestry operations must be viewed within an appropriate 
time frame and, in most instances, this time frame is in terms of decades rather than 
days or rnonths. This applies to the recovery of vegetation, the cyclic111 changes in the 
wildlife population which will reiate to the vegetation change. For wildlife, as with 
forest cover or habitat, the effects of time are critical and the population changes which 
take place for individual species arc quite dynamic. Some species build up quickly to 
unusually high numbers then fade away as the niche structure favours other species. 
The whole regenerative process may take a century or more. There is ample reason for 
adequate long-term monitoring of ecological processes in the forests of the south-west. 
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One reason for public disquiet about the Proposals is that they do not provide adequate 
reassurance of this capacity to monitor change. 

In my opinion, the Forest Services in Australia generally and CALM in particular have 
not adequately explained and reinforced this concept of 'time' to the general public, the 
concept of slow and progressive change in the structure and pattern of the forests under 
management. Publicity material should emphasise the 'time' factor to the utmost until it 
is properly appreciated by the public at large. 

15. It is only possible in a very general 'Sense to provide some comment on the 
environmental implications of the proposed silvicultural activities in the forests of the 
south-west. As the majority of the expertise on the environment, biodiversity and 
ecology of the forests of Western Australia and the consequences of manipulating those 
forests in one way or another is resident within CALM itself, I can only comment as an 
informed outsider and provide one professional's view. 

The flora and fauna of Western Australia is of world significance for the protection of 
global biodiversity and management of the forested lands must take account of such a 
responsibility. In evaluating the CALM Proposals the essential question is whether they 
are in conflict with this responsibility. Some of the silvicultural m~thods applied to 
forests in the south-west today are more intensive than in an earlier age but they are 
backed by a much better knowledge of both the structure and the ecology of the forest. 
There is contention concerning protection of the forest in that many are critical of the 
current prescriptions for control burning. By and large, the Department has managed the 
difficult problem of fire management well and there is ample evidence that continuing 
research will result in changed prescriptions as new evidence comes to light 

The major threat posed by the fox to native mammals is accepted and the solutions 
proposed applauded but the danger also posed by feral cats to wildlife should be 
resolved quickly. Research in the eastern states certainly places the cat as a major feral 
pest and active research is going on to find adequate measur~s to control it. 

The major discussion centres on determining a desirable forest structure. It is an 
interesting discussion but may confuse a member of the interested public. A section 
goes on to explain how the nature of the dynatnics of the regeneration, maturation and 
senescence of a forest or forest tree, leads to a certain structure of the forest and of areas 
within the forest. However, there is no indication given of the present state of the karri 
forests vis-a-vis this ideal age class distribution, at least in broad tenns. CALM is less 
than frank about the present state of the jarrah forests and does not explain well to the 
reader the dynamics of the system and the effects of elapsed time. 

Significant areas are being proposed for transfer into other systems of tenure in line with 
conservation principles. The results of the joint AHC-CALM survey of the resources of 
the area have been incorporated, with proposals for additions to the Register of the 
National Estate. The initiatives to place far larger areas in riparian zones are commended 
but there is a conflict of values in recon1tnendations reducing roadside corridors and 
keeping the roads within the couidors. 

Mention was made under sections 7 and I 0 of codes of forest practice. Codes of forest 
practice issued by CALM to cover logging operations are comprehensive and detaiied 
and totally in accord with the Draft National Forest Policy. They provide an adequate set 
of adrninistrative instrurncnts to control operations on forest lands ndministered hy 
CALM and on private land where operations are being conducted by CALM. There are 
administrative arrangements in place for regular revision of the codes and for the 
incorporation of the results of current research findings. There is no inuication given as 
to whether there is any provision of independent audit of these codes. 



Monitoring has cropped up frequently throughout this discussion. It is incumbent on 
CALM to monitor the effects of many of its forest practices if answers to many of the 
difficult questions are to be found but the capacity within CALM to carry out such 
monitoring is limited. The community may have to decide whether it really needs 
answers to some questions and, if so, how it can provided the resources needed. 

The impact on the timber industry of the Management Strategies is not well explained in 
the CALM Proposals. I repeat what is said under 12. above that this is regrettable since 
one purpose of the Proposals is to demonstrate their social and economic impacts, as 
well as the conservation and sustainable development impacts. 



PREAMBLE 

This Report is a critique of four closely associated documents, three produced in draft for public 
comment by the Department of Conservation and Land Management of Western Australia 
(CALM), the fourth by the Australian Heritage Commission (AHC) in association with CALM. 
The Report is a response to a brief to ANUTECH Pty Ltd by the Environmental Protection 
Authority of Western Australia (EPA) and has been written by Dr K.R.Shepherd, Manager of 
the Forestry and Environment Division, on behalf of the Company. The four documents are: 

• Proposals to Amend the 1987 Forest Management Plans and Timber Sirategy and 
Proposals to Meet Ministerial Conditions on the Regional Plans and W ACAP ERMP -
Formal Assessment Under Part IV of the EPA Act. February 1992. 

• A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia January 1992. 

• Management Strategies for the South-West Forests of Western Australia. A Review. 
February 1992. 

• Australian Heritage Comrnission/ Department of Conservation and Land Management. -
National Estate Values in the South em Forest Region of South-West Western Australia. 
In 5 parts. 

The documentation which has been placed before the public for consideration and comment is 
certainly voluminous and it is easily seen why 1nany genuinely interested readers have 
complained of information overload. The Management Strategies is particularly long and 
detailed and one wonders whether some judicious editing would not have made it both easier to 
read and more readily understood. The length and detail tend to obscure and confuse. 

This Report does not attempt to address all of the issues raised in what will be referred to in the 
remainder of the text as the 'CALM Proposals', or sometimes more generally as 'the 
Documents'. More than a thousand subiTJissions were received by the EPA following release of 
the documents for public comment. The EPA set up a Technical Advisory Panel (TAP) to 
respond to specific questions relating to the science behind forest management practices raised 
in the public responses. This Report is a review of the overall documentation and a discussion 
of the rnanagen1ent strategies proposed to meet environmental objectives, including 
environmental implications of silvicultural activities in the south-west forests. It can also be 
seen as support to -the work of the TAP, 

In has only been possible in the short time available to overview the Documents. However, the 
'Listing of Documents Consulted' reveals there is a wealth of information on which the CALM 
Proposals are based. The Listing represents a part only of the literature on which current 
management of forests in Western Australia is based. Much of the literature derives from 
research carried out in the jarrah and karri forests by researchers employed by CALM and other 
Government instn1mentalities, CSIRO and the Universities, and community organisations. 

The Report is in four parts. The first makes some general comments about the CALM Proposals 
and recommends a course of action which would lead to acinnt1on ln-nrinciole of the n1aior -- r- - .l ~ -

thrust of the Proposals with later resolution of specific points of detail. The second looks at the 
CALM Proposals from an intemational prospective. How do they compare with what the world 
in general is attempting to achieve in the field of conservation of biological diversity and in 
moving towards sustainable development of natural resources? The third looks at the Proposals 
from a national perspective. Australia has achieved a great deal in the field of conservation of 

• • •1 - • • ' ' • • 1 + 'h natural resources 1n rne past twenty years ana 1s now aaaress1ng very senous!y some 01 t!!e 
difficult problems of sustainable development of scarce natural resources in the face of an 
increasingly difficult world economic climate. Finally, the Report looks at the CALM Proposals 
as a professional response to a complex of State management problems, many of which fall 
within the portfolio of this one Government Department. For the CALM Proposals to be 
credible in the eyes of the general public they must be justifiable in all of these contexts. 
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Part I 
General Comments 

The Documents reviewed here fulfil obligations resulting from conditions imposed by the 
Minister for the Environment when approving the 1987 Forests Management Plans and Timber 
Strategy and the W ACAP ERMP. In addition they propose a range of amendments to the 
Regional Management Plans for the south-west forests. The CALM Proposals provide an 
excellent framework within which management may respond to a complex set of conservation 
and environmental issues. The complexity of the issues is amply demonstrated in the draft 
Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia, and in the explanations given in the Draft 
Management Strategies of both the tasks which CALM has to carry out and the manner of the 
responses to those tasks. The world community, the Australian community, and the people of 
Western Australia in particular, have indicated in recent decades that they want the environment 
and conservation of elements of that environment to be given a higher priority in day-to-day 
management than in the past. Forests, forested land and the biological diversity of forests have 
commanded particular attention in much of t.IJe community discussions. The CALM Proposals 
are a response to this community pressure for change. 

The Documents, in my opinion, respond in ways which are entirely consistent with the thrust 
of the current environmental and conservation debate. The level of agreement is the subject of 
much of the material provided in Parts II and Ill of the Report. The principles of conservation 
of biological diversity and of sustainable development have been extensively explored in recent 
years, culminating with the recent UNCED meeting in Rio de janeiro. It would be unacceptable 
for the CALM Proposals to be out of step with this debate but they are not. 

In judging the adequacy of the Documents we should not lose sight of the fact that the 
community also recognises there are limited resources available for the implementation of these 
management responses and there are social and economic consequences of altering present 
practices. The most important of the latter is where proposed changes impact adversely on 
commercial use of forest resources. The timber industry employs many people in the State. It 
contributes significantly to the value of commerce and has the potential, with improved 
technology and good marketing, to increase the value added component of the wood harvested 
from the forests. However, these things are only possible when that industry has an assured 
supply of the raw materials on which it is based and so can plan to employ its limited 
investment capital to best advantage. The CALM Proposals recognise these impacts and have 
given them due recognition in framing the overall management responses. 

The in-principle approval of what constitutes an entirely acceptable response to the process of 
formal assessment under Part IV of the EPA Act should not be delayed because of dispute over 
matters of detail. The Australian economy requires decisive action at the present time, not 
procrastination. This applies as much to decisions on conservation strategies as to those 
pertaining to industrial expansion and development. The interdependence of the two is what 
sustainable development is all about. There are undoubtedly matters of detail in the present 
Proposals which need to be resolved. Often these wiii best be resolved over time as new 
scientific and operational evidence comes to light. It would be entirely appropriate for the 
Environmental Protection Authority to work co-operatively with CALJv'l to resolve these matters 
within the context of an agreed framework based on the CALM Proposals. A useful mociel has 
been the way in which the Australian Heritage Commission has recently resolved problems of 
determining an appropriate allocation of forested land in the south-west of the State to the 
National Estate. 



Part 11. 
THE CALM PROPOSALS IN AN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 

Here we might usefully consider the CALM Proposals from an international perspective. In the 
following sections the Proposals are compared with a number of recent world initiatives which 
have attempted to achieve significant levels of conservation of biological diversity. A number 
of important international initiatives have been taken recently in a world grappling with the 
problems of achieving sustainable development of natural resources. Australia has been a party 
to these initiatives ~-nd so it is entirely appropriate that each individual State in Australia should 
attempt to live up to the standards being set internationally and to which we as a nation are 
signatories. It would be highly undesirable, in my opinion, for the CALM Proposals to be out 
of step with world opinion. It would be far preferable if they were leading the way and setting 
an example for others both within and outside Australia. 

1. From the perspective of Our Common Future. 

In 1983 the United Nations established the World Commission on Environment and 
Development, an independent body, linked to but outside the control of governments and the 
UN system. The Commission, chaired by the Prime Minister of Norway, Gro Harlem 
Brundtland, was given the task of addressing the question "A Global Agenda for Change". The 
Commission reported to the world in 1987 in a book entitled Our Common Future. This book 
set the international agenda for discussion on questions of sustainable development and the 
conservation of biological diversity. Clearly, it would be highly undesirable for the Cl1 

.. L!'.1 
Proposals to be at serious odds with a document which has received world-wide attention and 
acclaim. 

In Our Common Future much of the discussion of forests in the world is concerned with 
preventing further destruction of what is forest left, with the emphasis on the tropical forests. In 
common with most of Australia, the era of destruction of forests in Western Australia is past. 
Only minor clearing of forested land is likely in the future and proposed policy changes 
discussed in later sections of this Report make this even less likely. Of most relevance in this 
present discussion is the Chapter- Species and Ecosystems: Resources for Development, and it 
begins with a challenge which cannot be ignored: 

The challenge fadng nations today is no longer deciding whether conservation is a good idea, but 
rather how it can be jmplementcd in the national interest and within the means available in each 
country" 

The CALM Proposals are an outstanding response to this form of challenge in that the World 
Commission on Environment and Development approach is one of Anticipate and Prevent (p 
157), where: 

The historical approach of establishing national parks that are somewhat isolated from the greater 
society has been overtaken by a new approach to conservation of species and ecosystems that can 
he characterized as "anticipate and prevcne. This invoives adding a new dimension to the now-
traditional and yet viable arid necessary step of protective areas, ~ 

Development patterns, therefore, need to be altered to rnake then1 compatible with consenration 
in a wider dimension, and in this process: 

it is hoped that scctoral interests \Vill better perceive their interrelationships with other sectors 
and new potentials for conservation and development will be revealed. 

The Cl\LM Proposals are addressing all of these issues and atternpting tu integrate the 
possibilities for conservation into all sectors of the community. The World Commission saw 
the preparation of a National Conservation Strategy as a means of bringing the processes of 
conservation and development together as a useful tooi and this has already been done for 
Australia (see section 6). As part of national action, the World Commission suggests that: 

Governments need to foliow a new approach in ttlls field - one of ail.ticipating the impact of their 
policies in numerow; sectors and acting to prevent undesirable consequences. They should review 



programmes in areas such as agriculture, forestry, and settlements that serve to degrade and 
destroy species' habitats .... Governments need to reinforce and expand existing strategies. Urgent 
needs include better wildlife and protected-area management, more protected areas of a non
conventional type. 

All of these things are being addressed in the CALM Proposals. The Proposals also address 
the problems of how best to use the limited resources at the Department's disposal for dealing 
with conservation priorities. The World Commission makes these interesting points in this 
regard: 

Explicit efforts to save particular species will be possible for only relatively few of the more 
spectacular or important ones. Agonizing as it will be to make such choices, planners need to 
make conservation strategies as systematically selective as possible. No one cares for the 
prospect of consigning threatened species to oblivion. But insofar as choices are already being 
made, unwittingly, they should be made with selective discretion that takes into account the 
impact of a species upon the biosphere or on the integrity of a given ecosystem. 

This problem is addressed in the Nature Conservation Strategy quite specifically (at p 78-81) 
but not quite as bluntly as this quotation suggests. The CALM document outlines the 
procedures it would follow in setting priorities for action on threatened species. However, it 
may be useful for the Department to be more frank with the public and to admit that 'explicit 
efforts to save particular species' will be limited by resources and circumstances and that 
'choices ... should be [and will be] made with selective discretion' when this is necessary. 
Admittedly, the adequacy of existing coordinating mechanisms (at p 97) incticate where some of 
L~e lhrJtations are but it would still be useful to spell out the specific message more clearly, 

In summary, the CALM Proposals are an excellent working example for a single State of the 
principles for conservation and development outlined by the World Commission on 
Environment and Development. The proposals provide adequate solutions within the present 
context of the society, taking account of the conservation ethic under which that society 
operates. My only criticism would be that the Proposals could be more frank with the public 
and admit more explicitly that efforts to save pa_rticular species will be limited by resources and 
circumstances and that hard choices will have to be n1ade with selective discretion. No one 
cares for the prospect of consigning threatened species to oblivion but in certain circumstances 
such decisions may have to be made for the greater good. 

2. UNCED Draft Convention on Biological Diversity. 

The UNCED Draft Convention on Biological Diversity is a first attempt to attain some level of 
consensus on how to deal with this problem on a world scale. Importantly it explores ways in 
which the more developed nations can assist the less developed nations to achieve the objectives 
of the Omvention. The objectives are stated as: 

the conservation of bioiogicai diversity, the sustainable use of its components and the fair and 
equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources, including by 
appropriate access !D genetic resources and by appropriate transfer of relevant technologies, taking 
into accot.liJt an rights over those resources and to technologies, and by appmpriatc funding. 

It is instructive in trying to place the CALM Proposals in a world context to quote some of the 
remarks of Ros Kclly, Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment and Territories on her 
return from UNCED (Ke!ly 1992): 

UNCED was a consensus process, and consensus is about finding solutions through negotiation 
and compromise. But we have achieved that consensus, and we now have a baseline from which 
to start. 

And I must say that as the Earth Summit went on, and negotiations continued. I became 
increasingly aware that Australia was doing or had put the processes in place to do many of the 
things we were talking about. We arc already on the right path, but we can and must to more. 

On a global scaJe, our environmental problems arc relatively small. We do not experience the 
scale or extremes of poverty, the population pressures or the pollution levels of the magnitude 



that plague mega-cities such as Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. We have not suffered major 
environmental disasters such as Chemobyl of Bhopal. 

Community awareness of the environment, and the need to protect it, is relatively high. 

Earlier in her speech, the Minister noted the difficulties inherent in the process of trying to 
achieve consensus and change when she said: 

There are undoubtedly those who will be critical that it (referring to the Earth Summit) did not go 
far enough and others who will continue to protest that we are moving too quickly to elevate 
environmental concerns into mainstream decision-making. 

The Minister could take some encouragement from an article in The Australian on 4 August, 
1992 (We're green and we mean it, p 3), which reports Australia as the second most 
environmentally conscious country, after The Netherlands, in a comparison covering 14 
'l.ations. 

The Draft Convention contains 42 Articles. The first states the objectives, the second defines 
terms, the third and fourth relate to matters of national jurisdiciion.and jurisdictional scope, and 
the fifth to cooneration between Contracting Parties to the Convention. We should focus 
attention on Articles 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13 and 14: Articles 9, 11, and 19 to 42 are not particularly 
relevant to the present discussion although very important in the terms of international 
cooperation. 

The CALM Proposals are in excellent agreement with Article 6 General Measures for 
Conservation and Sustainable Use, in that they: 

a) Develop national strategies, plans or programmes for the conservation and sustainable use of 
biological diversity or adapt for this purpose existing strategies, plans or programmes which 
shall reflect, inter alia, the measures set out in this Convention relevant to the Contracting 
Parties concerned; and 

b) Integrate as far as possible and as appropriate, the conservation and sustainable use of 
biological diversity into relevant sectora! or cross-sectora1 plans; programmes and policies. 

The CALM document A Nature Conservarion Strategy for Western Australia should be seen as 
an outstanding document of its kind. It is for a large part of the world's land area, some 253 
million hectares. This is an area five times the size of France or Thailand, only a little smaller 
than India, about equal to Zaire in the African continent and with Argentina in the South 
American continent. The Strategy amply justifies the Minister's remarks, quoted above, that"! 
became increasingly aware that Australia was doing or had put the processes in place to do 
many of the things we were talking about" (i.e. at UNCED). The conservation strategy clearly 
states its aims, defines its area of interest, places the document in a global, national and state 
context, and then proceeds to analyse the problems of conservation for the State. It goes on to 
provide adequate solutions within the present context of the society. It takes account of the 
conservation ethic under which that society operates. It notes that achieving change is difficult 
(as was acknowledged by Ms Kelly above): 

Public recognition of the importance of conservation is increasing. But recognition can be 
diHicult to convert into active support (p 107). 

Many of ihe public responses to the CALM Proposals from individuals and groups interested in 
conservation urge more extreme measures than those advocated in the documents, particularly 
in the Management Strategies. It is stated that procedures will be modified as knowledge of the 
systems evolves. However, the managing authority recognizes that it has to carry the general 
pnblic with it if the measures advocated are to succeed, It would be a brave government 
instrun1entality which moved too far ahead of an evolving land ethic in Australia, even though 
that ethic has undergone rapid change in recent decades. This question was well documented 
for the Resource Assessment Commission enquiry into forestry (RAC 1992). 
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The CALM Proposals and the past efforts of CALM and others in Western Australia have 
placed the State in an excellent position vis-a-vis Article 7 Identification and Monitoring, 
whereby a Party undertakes to: 

a) Identify components of biological diversity important for its conservation and sustainable use 

b) Monitor through sampling and other techniques, the components of biological diversity 
identified ... 

c) Identify processes and categories of activities which are likely to have significant adverse 
impacts on the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity, and monitor their effects 
through sampling and other techniques ... 

The same applies to Article 8 In-situ Conservation where each Contracting Party undertakes, as 
far as possible and as appropriate, to: 

a) Establish a system of protected areas or areas where special measures need to be taken to 
•. 1serve biological diversity; 

b) Develop where necessary, guidelines for the selection, establishment and management of 
protected are-as or areas where special measures need to be taken to conserve biological diversity; 

c) Regulate or manage biological resources important for the conservation of biological 
diversity whether within or outside protecied areas with a view to ensuring their conservation and 
sustainable use; 

There are lO other clauses to this Article all of which are satisfied. CALM has taken account of 
protecting ecosystems, promoting sound and sustainable development, rehabilitation of 

• • ., 1 c . 1 • rt' . f 1' . I_ .c aegraaea ecosysterns, contr01 01 nS!(S, control or erau.1Cat10n o.._ a~1en spec1es, taKen account 01 
innovations and practices of indigenous peoples, and developed and maintained necessary 
legislation and /or other regulatory provisions. 

For a State Government Department with the wide-ranging responsibilities which CALM has 
we need to take close account of how well its actions relate to Article 10 Sustainable Use of 
Components of Biological Diversity. The five parts of this Article are as follows: 

a) Inte-grate consideration of the conservation and sustainable use of biological resources into 
national decision-making; 

b) Adopt measures relating to the use of biological resources to avoid or minimize adverse 
impacts on biological diversity; 

c) Protect and encourage customary use of biological resources in accordance with traditional 
cultural practices that are compatible with conservation of sustainable use requin~ments; 

d) Support local populations to develop and implement remedial action in degraded areas where 
biological diversity has been reduced; and 

e) Encourage cooperation between its governmental authorities and its private sector in 
developing methods for sustainable use of biological resources. 

It is my opinion that, in an international context, the CALM Proposals are admirable and would 
be t,he env~ of many conservation-~!nded groups in other countries. What is more, from the 
ev1aenc..:e ol rny recent mspecnons or rorest; and forest operations tn the south"·west forests, the 
rhetoric is matched by actions on the ground. 

The CAL1r1 Proposals arc well in line with l1.rticles 11 Research and Training and 13 Public 
Education and Awareness. Article 14 Impact Assessment and Minimizing Adverse Impact is 
the last one of significant interest to this critique as it relates to the very process under which the 
Proposals have been produced. The Proposals have been produced because the State of 
Western Australia, as with all of the other States of Australia, has (quoting Article 14 ); 

appropriate procedures requiring environmental impact assessmcnl of ils proposed projects that 
are likely to have significant adverse impacts on biological diversity .,. and 

appropriate arrangements to ensure that the environmental consequences of its programmes and 
policies that arc likely to have adverse impacLs on biological diversity arc duly taken into account 
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The relevant network of Commonwealth and State legislation is discussed more fully under 
section 6, below. It is sufficient to note here that in terms of the UNCED Draft Convention, 
Australia, and Western Australia in particular, is already observing what most of the 
Convention requires and has been doing so for many years. 

In conclusion, I repeat that The CALM document A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western 
Australia should be seen as an outstanding document of its kind. The conservation strategy 
clearly states its aims, defines its area of interest, places the document in a global, national and 
state context, and proceeds to analyse the problems of conservation for the State. The CALM 
Proposals are admirable and would be the envy of many conservation-minded groups in other 
countries. 

3. UNCED non-legally binding authoritative statement of principles for a 
global consensus on the management, conservation and sustainable 
developr .. .,nt of all types of forest. 

The CALM Draft Proposals relate in most respects very commendably to what is contained in 
the UNCED statement on forests. This is not altogether surprising as the statement is fairly 
broad, reflecting no doubt the number of compromises needed to produce any sort of 
document at all. The Preamble to the statement notes that : 

the subject of forests is related to the entire range of environmental and development issues and 
opportunities, including the right of socio-economic development on a sustainable basis. 

Western Australians are already: 
committing themselves to the prompt implementation of these (the statement) principles 

by supporting the processes behind the CALM Proposals, and in: 
Recognizing that the responsibility for forest management, conservation and sustainable 
development is in many states allocated among fedeml/national, state/provincial and local levels 
of government, each State in accordance with its constitution and/or national legislation, should 
pUTsue tJiese principles at the appropdate level of government. 

The fifteen Principles/Elements of the statement sit well with the CALM Proposals. They 
recognize that: 

States have .... the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own 
environmental policies (but also that they) do not cause damage to the environment of other 
States or of other areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 

They note that forest resources should be sustainably managed, require timely reliable and 
accurate information for decision-making purposes, and that all parties in the community should 
be part of that decision-making process. All forests are part of the global ecosystem and States 
should recognize their responsibilities in this regard. 

The statement notes that all countries should pay due attention to both their oroduction and 
consumption of forest products as part of a world-effort to eradicate poverty and promote food 
security. Thus: 

Efforts should be made to promote a supportive international economic climate conducive to 
sustained and environmentally sound development of forest<;; in all countries, which include, inter 
alia, the promotion of sustainable patterns of production and consumption, the eradk--..ation of 
poverty and the promotion of food security. 

The present author sees this as a responsibility for every state to attaHl reasonable st5lf
sufficiency as far as possible in forest products, and especially in a state such as Western 
Australia which has a large area of productive forest compared to its population. I, personally, 
do not support one argument put to me during discussions in Perth that the State has forests so 
rare and valuable in nature as to warrant rejecting a responsibility to use at least part of those 
forests to help to sustain the State's own forest product requirements. Such a responsibility 
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could, of course, be met by using the products of native forests already heavily modified as a 
consequence of past use or of plantations created on what is now non-forested land. 

The statement expounds the principles of conservation which are well enshrined in the CALM 
Proposals where: 

National policies and/or legislation aimed at management, conservation and sustainable 
development of forests should include the protection of ecologically viable representative or 
unique examples of forests, including primary/old-growth forests, cultural, spiritual, historical, 
religious and other unique and valued forests of national importance. 

A number of the items in the statement are concerned with the poorer, less-developed countries 
of the world which are struggling against much more difficult problems of poverty and 
population pressure than is Western Australia and so do not warrant particular attention in the 
present context. However, taking account of recent arguments in Australia that imports of 
certain timbers should be banned because of an apparent lack of a conservation ethic in the state 
of origin, we should note that: 

Unilateral measures, incompatible wiul international obligations or agreements, to restrict and/or 
ban international trade in timber or other forest products should be removed or avoided, in order to 
attain long-term sustainable forest management 

In conclusion, the CALM Proposals are in good agreement with what has been attempted at the 
UNCED meeting to find world consensus on the management, conservation and sustainable 
development of all types of forest. 

4. In relation to Australia's international treaties and obligations. 

The CALM Draft of A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia sets out clearly and 
succinctly the International Agreements to which Australia is a party and which Western 
Australia is obliged to observe (p 15-16). The State is responsible for wetlands which are part 
of a world network needed for the adequate conservation of waterfowl. The State also has 
responsibilities in association with the Commonwealth Government for Shark Bay, listed on 
the World Heritage Register. CALM is responsible for implementation in Western Australia of 
international agreements which fall within a general coordinating role of the Australian National 
Parks and Wildlife Service. The CALM Proposals clearly recognize these wider responsibilities 
for conservation of biological diversity and the managernent of pa1Licular habitats and areas of 
international significance. 
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Part Ill 
THE CALM PROPOSALS IN A NATIONAL CONTEXT 

In this second part we consider the CALM Proposals from a national perspective. Australia has 
undertaken a number of initiatives in recent years intended to improve on what are already 
commendable levels of conservation of biological diversity and forest practice by world 
standards. Some of these have been prompted by world developments of which we were most 
often a part. Others have been distinctly Australian, generated by changing perceptions of 
forested land and forests on the part of the Australian public and translated into policy and 
legislation by governments. In the following sections the Proposals are compared with a 
number of significant national initiatives. It would be disappointing to find Western Australia 
not conforming and preferable for it to be at the forefront of Australian conservation. 

5 . Australian Government l~gislation. 

The CALM Draft of A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia takes note of 
Australian Government legislation which relates to the CALM Proposals (p 17 -18). Four Acts 
as they relate to nature conservation have significance for Western Australia; 

Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975, 
World Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983, 
The National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act 1975, and 
Wiidlife Protection (Regulation of Exports and Imports) Act 1982. 

There are two additional pieces of Commonwealth legislation of relevance to the Proposals, 
(Review of Management Strategies p 102): 

Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 197 4, and 
Customs Act 1901. 

the latter being the authority under which export licences for forest products are issued by the 
Commonwealth, although not clearly acknowledged as such in the documents. 

Tne significance of all of this legislation is clearly stated in the CALl'-.. 1 Proposals. l~:..n interested 
reader can readily ascertain the relationships of this complex of legislation to local actions and 
controls. 

6. The National Conservation Strategy 

The National Conservation Strategy makes a point of the flora and fauna of Australia being 
characterised by high natural diversity, high endemicity and particular susceptibility to 
extinctions and declines. The Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia clearly is in 
co1nplete a~1eement with this view and points out the possibly more notable nature of son1e of 
the fauna and t1ora of the State and the climatic, fire, and other environn1ental factors which 
might easily lead to further extinctions. The fragility of the ecosystems is given adcq uate 
etnphasis. 

It is abundantly clear that the principles of the National Conservation Strategy arc being 
followed in the CALM Proposals. Extinctions and the causes of extinctions are recognised. 
Responsibility is accepted for protecting endangered species. The overall aims and objectives of 
',b-e .~t;~1,c•. rnncPnr'"'hrm <::tT'~tPrru fnllrn.:v r1n~plv thn,;;:r n.fthP netJ'nno', rlo~,,ment 
H~ ~~ -~vu'-''-'>. iu.u~u ._,..,.,._.~...,b) .. ..., .. £..., .. ~·~~'-'~.; '-~-~~-· "-"- • --· ~-'-·--·----- -' '-·'· ' •· 

7. Resource Assessment Commission - Forest and Timber Inquiry Final 
Report. 

The first reference given to the Resource Assessment Commission (RAC), set up bv the 
Commonwealth Government in 1989, was to conduct an inquiry into options for the u~~e of 
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Australia's forest and timber resources. The RAC was faced with a very similar set of tasks for 
the whole of Australia to those embodied in the CALM Proposals. The similarities in tasks can 
be gauged by studying the RAC outline of the probiems in their Introduction as follows: 

1.02. In recent years there have emerged within the community serious divisions about the use of 
forest and timber resources. The most severe conflicts have centred on public native forests, 
particularly areas that have traditionally been used for wood production. 

1.03. Most conservation groups and large sections of the community oppose logging of public 
native forests, arguing that greater benefil~ will accrue to the community if as much as possible 
of the nation's natural forest ecosystem is maintained .... 

LOS. The forest management agencies generally maintain Hmt logging is compatible with 
conservation and ecological goals, provided adequate areas of forest are placed in conservation 
reserves and appropriate measures are taken within production areas to mitigate the effects of 
logging. This view is also reflected in industry's position in relation to the forest resource .... 

1.09. The lack of coordination and communir"'''m between the large number of state, territory 
and Commonwealth agencies involved in forestry-related decisions has led to a confusion of 
goals, tasks and administrative procedures .... 

1.10. With a history of dependence on public forest resources, industry finds itself in a difficult 
position. Because of uncertainty about raw material supplies, investment plans have been 
curtailed and commercial opportunities foregone. Conservation groups have been equally 
dissatisfled with the lack of a coherent and consistent approach to policy. 

1.22. Against this background ... the Prime Minister requested the RAC to conduct and inquiry 
into options for the use of Australia's forest and timber resources. 

One very positive recommendation of the RAC Report was for the implementation of a National 
Forest Policy, released in July and discussed under 10 below. 

A second strong recommendation was for the implementation of a national policy on 
deforestation to minimise forest-clearing activity. Discussion is proceeding on this matter and it 
is also discussed in several other parts of this Report. 

Considerable attention was given to options for use of the remaining old-growth forests. The 
RAC suggested there were two options available to governments: 

The first option is to require a rapid cessation of all logging operations within those forests. 

The second option is for forest management agencies to prepare comprehensive- management 
plans ihat identify and rank old-growth forests in terms of ~'Jeir range of values. Under this option 
it may be decided that after adequate protection of examples of old-growu'l forests some old 
growth may be available for logging. 

If we study the CALM Proposals, read in conjunction with Australian Heritage Commission/ 
Department of Conservation and Land Management (1992), we see that this second option has 
been adopted in a very comprehensive manner in the Western Australian forests of the south
west, erring on the conservative side in the retention of old-growth areas in reserves. 

The Rli,C also gave attention to ;,vildemess and wilderness values; recc)mmending that state and 
territory authorities undertake comprehensive reviews of land which might possess such 
qualities with a view to protection. The CALM Proposals report on such a review and contain 
recommendations on land with wilderness status in the south-west. There are no doubt other 
areas within the state deserving of such status and appropriate protection. 

Concerning the vexed question of resource security the RAC's: 

preferred approach _, ls to ~trcngthen and revise agreements between forest management agencies 
and industry, particularly through the development of enforceable contracts with clear provisions 
for compensation. A system of long-term tradeable righL-; incofJX)rating periodic review should be 
considered carcfuily by governments. The question of CommonweaJth government involvement 
in these processes is best dealt with through the intergovernmental institutional arrangements 
that the Inquiry proposes. 
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These institutional and contractual arrangements are, I understand, being addressed at present in 
Western Australia. However, further discussion of these matters is not appropriate here. This 
discussion has also moved forward with the release of the Draft National Forest Policy, see 
section 10. Recent studies have emphasised the need for Australian forest industries to become 
larger and leaner to be able to compete internationally. This will require guarantied security of 
resources (FAFPIC 1990). My own opinions are much in line with the RAC findings, as I 
consider it essential for Australia to develop an industrial forest base which is internationally 
competitive, partly based on our native forests, but with a major plantation component 
(Shepherd 1991). 

A point of interest to the present discussion of the RAC Report involves integrated management 
of forested lands. The RAC was of the opinion: 

At a state and territory level an integrated body responsible for conservation, land and forest 
management, both within and outside reserves, is the best way of ensuring that conservation 
goals are met in all forest tenures. 

The administrative arrangements in Western Australia conform with these RAC findings with 
CALM being responsible for a highly integrated form of land management involving a 
multiplicity of goals, including conservation. 

The evidence given to the RAC enquiry came from all of the States in Australia, including 
Western Australia. A reading of a great deal of the material related to the CALM Proposals, 
leads me to the conclusion that the RAC findings apply equally to Western Australia as to 
Australia as a whole. The RAC concluded: 

After taking the precautionary principle and intergenerational equity into accmmt ... the cessation 
of wood production activities in native forests is not justified on the basis of the evidence before 
it. 

However, I agree also with the rest of the findings of the RAC: 
The Inquiry strongly emphasises that there are inherent uncertainties about long term effects and 
L1creforc t..1e precaution&]' principle must form the basis for all future policies and practices 
relating to t..ic management of forests for wood production and for minimising the impacts of this 
activity. This is particularly important given the current trends towards increasing intensity of 
wood production regimes. 

Arising out of this discussion the RAC wanted 'systematic long term monitoring' of impacts 
and strongly recommended 'independent audits of the adequacy of forest codes of practice and 
their enforceu1ent'. The unacceptable impacts of woodchipping on forests \:vas seen to be best 
controlled through codes of practice (i.e. where land use decisions were made to allow 
woodchipping) than to 'impose import sanctions or engage in other forms of intervention in 
established commercial activities'. I will return to these particulars topic later in section 15. 

However, arising out of the evidence was a further conclusion which clearly indicates that the 
RAC ,. ' · I " ~ " . ' . . I . . ~ 1 d d mu nor see t 1e ,:,tate rarest 0erv1ces p1ay1ng a passive roe m manag1ng J.orest .an un er 
their jurisdiction but being active managers in ail senses of the word. Thus we have: 

Conservation and forest management agencies should place greater emphasis on developing 
strategies for active management of ecological processes in forests to maintain the vaiucs and 
benefits of the forest estate. 

The CALM Proposals are clearly consistent with this finding of the RAC. There may well be 
(in fact the public submissions show there is) dispute on the detail of methods of management. 
.,,, __ '""I!.,.. _ _.._· ~· 'L __ 1 1_ 1.--. rnA "-·1• :t h · ] r · 1 • h 1ne IAr' e:slabnsueu oy tuc tl- · Whl no L.Ouut atternpt to rcso~ve cnsputes 1nvo.v1ng L.e 
scientific basis of some of the specifics of the CALM recommendations. There will need to be 
alterations in specific methods as the scientific evidence indicates this is necessary, and CALM 
has shown every willingness to do this. However, viewed in broad principles, and against the 
background of the enormously comprehensive RAC Inquiry; it is very difficult to find fault 
with the CALM Proposals. They embody the current knowledge of the ecological processes of 
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the forests, first in the context of the capabilities of the authority to carry out the work required, 
and second, within the ethical, social and economic context of the State. 

In summary, the RAC tasks have significant similarities to those outlined in the CALM 
Proposals. A positive recommendation of the RAC Report was the implementation of a 
National Forest Policy and a Draft was distributed in July. A second strong recommendation 
was for the implementation of a national policy on deforestation to minimise forest-clearing 
activity. 

The second option given to governments to follow by the RAC for old-growth forests has been 
adopted in the Western Australian forests of the south-west, resulting in the retention of 
significant additional areas of old-growth retained in reserves. The RAC recommended that 
state and territory authorities undertake comprehensive reviews of land which might have 
wilderness qualities and this has been done for wilderness in the south-west Other areas of the 
state may deserve such status and appropriate protection. 

Concerning resource security, the RAC preferred to strengthen and revise agreements between 
forest management agencies and industry, particularly through the development of enforceable 
contracts with clear provisions for compensation. Ultimately this may allow Australian forest 
industries to become larger and leaner and to compete internationally. The CALM proposals do 
not suggest how Western Australia will treat these problems but it is my understanding they are 
being addressed. 

I conciude that the RAC findings apply equally to \Vestem Australia as to Australia as a whole 
and that cessation of wood production activities in native forests is not justified. However, I 
agree also with the RAC that there are inherent uncertainties about long term effects and the 
precautionary principle must apply requiring systematic long term monitoring of impacts and 
adequate codes of forest practice and their enforcement 

The RAC did not see the State Forest Services playing a passive role in managing forest land 
under their jurisdiction but being active managers in all senses of the word and the CALM 
Proposals are clearly consistent with this finding. 

In terms of broad principles, and viewed against the background of the enormously 
comprehensive RAC Inquiry, it is very difficult to find fault with the CALM Proposals. They 
embody the current knowledge of the ecological processes of the forests, first, in the context of 
the capabilities of the authority to carry out the work required, and second, within the ethical, 
social and econorrric context of the State. 

8. United Nations Conference on Environment and Development ~ 
Australian National Report. 

In the Message from the Prime Minister which appears at the beginning of this publication Mr 
Keating notes: 

In this report Australia chronicles its own performance over the past twenty years, noting our 
successes and faiiures and ihe changes in our perception and approach. lt details Government 
programs and poiicies to address cnvironrnental and developmental problems, as '.vcli as the 
processes we now have in place to deal with conflict over access and use of resources. The views 
and commentary of a wide range of non-government organisations and concerned individuals are 
also included. 

There is an emerging internatjonal community and political will to accept the principles of 
ccviogicaHy sustainable developrnent as the basis for future rlevelopment. The United Nations 
Conference on Environmem and Developrnent has challenged all countries to assess and evaluate 
their ro!e in promoting this objective. Its success will be a measure- of the extent to which all 
nations suc(.;ecd in promoting this approach as a priority in dealing with the complex issues 
involved. 
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A reading of this document reinforces the view expressed above, under section 2, that the 
CALM document A Nature Conservation Strategy is outstanding, and the Management 
Strategies represent an extremely realistic and achievable response to the problems facing 
CALM in the south-west forests. We can note that the unique nature of the Australian flora and 
flora (p 92) has been equally well recognised in the CALM Proposals. 

In this regard the UNCED Report recognises that: 
Ecotourism is also a rapidly expanding sector of the industry which, as a whole, is one of 
Australia's top foreign exchange earners. Further, whilst the potential of Australia's biological 
diversity as a source of food and useful pharmaceutical, medicinal and industrial products has 
scarcely been realised, attention is now being given to development of novel Australian 
bioresources and biotechniques. 

The maintenance of biodiversity is also important for Australia's indigenous peoples. Protection 
of traditional food plants is vital for the protection of cultural identity and future education of 
young people and land users. (p 93) 

Appropriate recognition of the potential of ecotourism is given in t.IJe CALM Proposals and this 
has already obviously become a primary reason for tourism within the south-west region. 

It is also worth noting particularly the section dealing with Off-Reserve Protection (at p 94 of 
the National Report), which says: 

Most biological diversity does and will continue to exist 'off-reserve' in areas privately owned 
and outside Australia's system of national parks, wildlife reserves and recreation areas. 

The Report also has this to say about Wilderness: 
The protection of Australia's remaining wilderness areas is a key issue, particularly given the 
special vulnerability of wilderness to development pressures. In recognition of the importance of 
wilderness, preparation of a National Wilderness Inventory is underway. The Inventory is a 
necessary management tool for identifying and predicting the effect that development proposals 
may have on wilderness qualities. (p 108) 

At p 160 we can note the statements relating to the development of Codes of Forest Practice 
(which are in place in Western Australia and which are discussed later, see sections 11 and 15): 

The Standing Committee of the Australian Forestry Council recently released Forest Practices 
Related to Wood Production in Native Forests: National Principles. 

As poor logging practices can have considerable dcLrimental impact on non-wood values, State 
and Territory Governments arc addressing the issue through the evolution of codes of forest 
management practice. Most States already have Forest Prar:Liccs in place. (p 160) 

We might also note that the Report (at p 227) details a number of inventories estabiished for 
specific purposes which are maintained at the Commonwealth level, but input and cooperation 
is required at the State level and Western Australia is playing its part in all of these: 

National Forest Inventory 
National Vlildemcss Inventory 
National Index of Ecosystems 
Australian Biological Resources Study 

In conclusion, the Australian National Report to UNCED is a comprehensive resume of 
achievements over the past decade. An evaluation of the CALM Proposals vis-a-vis this resume 
impressed me with their adequacy. They contain adequate and comprehensive management 
proposals by CALM to cope with the problems of conserving biological diversity in Western 
Australia and with multin1e use of oarts of the forest rescmrc:e of the south-wes1 wlihin a 
framework of ecologically' sustainable~ development. ---- . . -
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9. Ecologically Sustainable Development Working Groups · Draft Report . 
Executive Summaries. 

Much of what is relevant to the present discussion in the Draft Report of the Ecologically 
Sustainable Development Working Groups has been overtaken by the release on 7 July, 1992, 
of the Draft National Forest Policy (see 12. below). Draft recommendation 16 reads as follows: 

that the Commonwealth, in collaboration with the States, develop a National Forest Policy 
Strategy which clarifies forest policy objectives 

including Commonwealth objectives in respect of environmental prote--etion and 
conservation of forest ecosystems, biodiversity, and other forest values. 

Nevertheless, it is still useful to consider the CALM Proposals against the background of the 
ESD Draft Report. The Proposals are well in line with the ESD Draft Recommendation 13:
that the States review their current land-use decision-making processes with a view to ensuring 
that these processes have all of seven stated outcomes, including to: 

identify and consider all tangible and intangible forest values and potential uses and 
benefits; 

recognise the benefits to the community which can be derived across the spectrum of 
land tenure ... ; 

incorporate extensive public consultations; 

take account of objectives of other tiers of government ... ; 

take account of the need to address commercial and conservation 1ssues ... ; 

recognise the contribution of private forests to both commercial development and 
conservation benefits, and 

use conflict resolution mechanisms. 

Where the CALM Proposals do not conform reasonably well to these ESD recommendations is 
that they pay relatively scant attention to private forests and do not pay any attention to the 
possible use of cont1ict resolution methods for seitling disputes. Chapter 10 of the Nature 
Conservation Strategy deals extensively with consultation and liaison but not with conflict 
resolution where ultimately trade-offs have to be made to settle an issue in dispute, a situation 
hinted at but not directly stated at the foot of p 97. The Documents, in general, are very strong 
on the how and the where but are not at all specific about resolution of conflict where dispute 
exists. Clearly it is seen that: 

CALr"1's role is to manage the public resource en b-ehalf of the Western Australian community. 
In doing so it seeks to identify the needs of society and to devise management systems which 
satisfactorily reconcile competing uses. (Review of tv1anagcment Strategies, p 105, author's 
emphasis) 

The Documents explain in great detail how the public resources will be managed on their behalf 
but do not explain how CALM has satisfactorily resolved competing uses, where these various 
uses arc, or have been, in dispute. 

Much of the ESD Draft Report is concerned with Commonwealth-State interrelationships which 
are not altogether relevant to the present discussion but several Draft Recornrrlei1dations 
reinforce much of what has been said already above, such as number 32: 

that the strategic and operational forest management plans which are developed by forest 
management agencies responsible for conservation and economic uses be based on the following 
princ.iplc~ 

all forest values and future benefits, inciuding heritage vaiues, being taken into accounl 
to assess the most suitable management approach to optimise benefits to the 
community; 

full public consultation; and 

uses which do not foreclose future options. 
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Western Australia is clearly the only State to conform with Draft Resolution 35: 
that t.~e States consider cooperative a.rrangements with the Australian Heritage Commission to 
jointly identify areas and sites of national estate significance, to jointly assess the degree to 
which such sites are adequately represented in the reserve system, and to discuss possible 
management approaches for heritage sites outside of the reserve system for entire regions. 

The five points which follow have all been taken into account in the exercise so successfully 
carried out in Western Australia recently, concluding with the publication of the joint report on 
National Estate Values in the Southern Forest Region of South-West Western Australia 
(.r''\.ustralia.."l Heritage ComiPissioPJ Department of Conservation and Land Management. 1992) -
See 12 below. 

The ESD Draft Report is concerned with Codes of Practice and environmental prescriptions 
which it considers should be applied to private forest operations and all other uses of public 
forests- Draft Recommendations 1, 2 and 3- p 29. In Draft Recommendation 4 the Working 
Group on Ecologically Sustainable Forest Use considers that State and local governments 
should adopt consistent and comprehensive legislative controls over the permanent clearing of 
private and Crown land for non-forestry purposes. The CALM Proposals do not address this 
issue very fully. The Nature Conservation Strategy notes(at p 85): 

There is currently a government moratorium on any further releases of Crown land for 
agricultural purposes. Thus, the major issue of concern for nature conservation is how much of 
the remnant vegetation on farms in highly cleared areas can be retained, and how well can it be 
managed .... Some liaison structures relating to land care already exist. These largely aim to 
prevent degradation of soil and water resources upon which farm produciivity depends, and to 
improve the sustainability of farming processes. 

The section goes on to explain the various avenues available to encourage private landholders to 
not clear remnant vegetation but obviously stops short of recommendations in line with the ESD 
Draft Recommendation 4. However, the Nature Conservation Strategy it does recognise the 
problem dealt with in Draft Recommendation 9: 

t.l:.at incentives be provided for private forest owners to maintain and manage forests for nature 
conservation and maintain importan.t habitat of rare or endangered species \vhich are inadequately 
reserved 

by providing technical advice and support on ways of managing foresL~ sympathetically 
with nature conservation goals, and 

by financial support, by paying management fees, or by purchase, if necessary, 

Chapter 7 of the Nature Conservation Strategy deals with issues relating to private land but 
stops short of recommending government regulation of remnant vegetation on such lands, in 
spite of the acknowledged value of such remnants for the conservation of biological diversity 
(Saunders et al. 1987). This is not altogether surprising given the reluctance of all governments 
in Australia to place constraints on the use of privately owned rural land, even in the face of 
clearly demonstrable loss of sustainable productivity and conservation values in many 
situations as a consequence. However, in the Draft National Forest StnUf':gy (see !0 below) 
there is a recommendation for the States to take a stronger line on this matter. 

The Management Strategies (at p 188, almost at the last page) points out that there is 507 000 ha 
of native forest on private property in the south-west, which compares to a State Forest estate 
n1anaged by CALM for the whole of \Vestern Australia of 1 750 467 ha. The lv!anagement 
Strategies (at p 189) reveals that private forest owners: 

haw~ h..~cn given th.c opportunity to use CALM's logging contractors and log buyf~rs for the 
harvesting 3.i1d marketing of their timber 

and does note: 

It is proposed to expand this concept [management schemes for plantations on private land] to 
include the management of native vegetation on private property. 
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but this appears to be seen more in terms of restoring forests on private property for the 
purposes of harvest and maintenance of local and regional environmental quality rather than 
conservation of biological diversity. However, it should be said that the use of CALM logging 
contractors for the harvesting of private land has probably firmed the resolve of many 
landowners to retain their forest as the CALM arrangements guarantee them a fair price for their 
harvest. In the long term conservation of biological diversity will be enhanced. 

The idea of establishing a Private Forest Council to progress the role of sustainable private 
forest management, as appears in the ESD Draft Recommendation 28, does not receive 
reco!!nition anvwhere in the CALM proposals . ._, "' - -

In summary, much of the discussion in the Draft Report of the Ecologically Sustainable 
Development Working Groups has been overtaken by the release of the Draft National Forest 
Policy. Nevertheless, it is still useful to consider the CALM Proposals against the background 
ofthe ESD Draft Report. In general the CALM Proposals are in good agreement with the Draft 
Report but do not conform well with some ESD recommendations in that they pay little 
attention to private forests and less to the possible use of conflict resolution methods for settling 
disputes. The Documents explain in great detail how the public resources will be managed on 
their behalf but do not explain how CALM has satisfactorily resolved competing uses, where 
these various uses are, or have been, in dispute. The Working Group on Ecologically 
Sustainable Forest Use considers that State and local governments should adopt consistent and 
comprehensive legislative controls over the permanent clearing of private and Crown land for 
non-forestry purposes. The Nature Conservation Strategy deals with issues relating to private 
iand but stops short of recomn1ending government regulation of remnant vegetation on such 
lands, in spite of the acknowledged value of such remnants for the conservation of biological 
diversity 

I 0. The Draft National Forest Policy 

A Draft National Forest Policy Statement was issued on 7 July, 1992, for public comment. 
Titled "A New Focus for Australia's Forests", the Statement has been jointly developed by 
Commonwealth, State and Territory officials under the auspices of the Australian Forestry 
Ministerial Council (AFC) and the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation 
Ministerial Council (ANZECC). The Statement outlines agreed objectives and policies for the 
future of Australia's public and private forests and as such has a bearing on the Ci\L~.1 
Proposals. The Statement builds on three of the documents mentioned above, the National 
Conservation Strategy, the Resource Assessment Commission - Forest and Timber Inquiry 
Final Report, rutd the Ecologically Sustainable Development Working Group on Forest Use~ 

The Statement notes: 
That managing Australia's forests in a sustainable manner calls for policies that are capable of 
adapting to change. Such change may involve several aspects: the way society values forests; 
public resource management objectives and approaches; and the opportunities for regional 
development. 

All of these things are involved in the CALt-11 Proposals and the various strategies put forward 
to meet the objectives of the exercise represent a substantial change in the \-Vay in which forests 
in the south-west of the State wiii be managed in the future. The CALM Proposals also adhere 
to the wishes of the Statement where it says: 

The Governments sees this statement as taking a direction that differs in a number of ways from 
the approach in the past. They acknowledge that, at the strategic planning and operational 
management level, there should be greater integration of objectives bet'Neen Governme-nts and 
between Governments and the community. 

The 'Vision' of the Statement is essentially what has been discussed in the sections above, one 
of operating in an ecologically sustainable manner in which biodiversity and other conservation 
values are protected. However, there is also a vision of a major plantation industry, a dynamic 
and modern wood processing industry that is internationally competitive and that all of this 
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industry will be innovative, highly skilled and technically advanced. The vision is underpinned 
by a number of agreed approaches to forest management, among them the following: 

Governments should set the regulatory framework for the use of native forests in order to 
achieve social and environmental objectives. Within these constraints, market forces 
should determine the extent of resource use and the nature of industry operations, within 
the parameters of government policy. 

Commercial uses of forests (including wood production) that are based on ecologically 
sustainable practices are legitimate activities. In that context, the establishment of 
plantations for wood production should be determined on the basis of economic 
viability 0 • 

Governments should seek complementary management of forests for all uses through 
integrated strategic planning and operational management. 

In the present context we need to examine the Specific Objectives and Policies to see how these 
might influence an opinion of the CALM Proposals. Two of the principle conservation 
objectives of the Statement are the maintenance of a permanent forest estate in Australia and the 
protection of nature conservation values in forests. No problem exists here for pages 4 and 5 of 
the Draft policy. Western Australia has already complied with the requirements of the section 
dealing with 'Protection of old-growth and wilderness values through a transition strategy' (p 
7). The Statement places new reliance on the adoption of the: 

AFC's set of national principles of forest practices related to wood production in native foresL> 
[and recommends that these] should be applied to all public and private native forests in 
Australia. 

and goes on the recommend that : 
these codes of practice may take different forms in different States, but they will be effective, 
preferably legislatively based or enforceable through contractual agreements, and they should 
reflect 'best available practices'. 

The Governments! agree that it is desirable to maintain and protect existing forest and: 

Accordingly, tlle Governments will adopt the policy that further ciearing of pubiic native forests 
for non-forest use or plantation establishment should be avoided or limited to those instances in 
which national and regional conservation and catchment management objectives are not 
compromised. 

and will seek to ensure that local governrnents and other authorities do likewise. The Statement 
goes on to recognise that sustainable management of private native forest is desirable but 
suggests milder recommendations for controls on clearing and operations, where it says: 

Sustainable management of private native forests will be encouraged through a combination of 
measures that may include dissemination of infonnation about and technical supp...'lrt for forest 
management, education programs, conservation incentives, land clearing controls, harvesting 
controls, and codes of forest pmctice. 

The Statement recognizes the inconsistency \vhich can arise where codes of practice are applied 
to private forests but are not stipulated for other uses of private lands. This has important 
implications for remnants of native vegetation on fanning land (see 9 above): 

Accordingly, State Governments will ieview and furthei develop standards relating to other 
private land uses. 

However, the Statement does not offer any help in resolving the question of when is a private 
forest not a forest and merely private land used for other purposes? It is of interest here to note 
an iten1 in The Canberra Tirnes, 21 July, 1992, relating to the House of Representatives 

1The term 'the Governments' refers culie-Clively lo the Governments of the Commonwealth, the States and the 
Territories. 



Standing Committee on the Environment, presently examining the role of community-based 
programs in maintaining biodiversity: 

In relation to land clearing, the committee said continued clearing in many parts of the country 
contradicted programs like One Billion Trees and Save the Bush. 

It said the Federal Government should push the states and territories to adopt laws similar to 
those in South Australia, where landowners have to get approval before clearing any bush. In 
S.A. 96 percent of applications for clearing are refused on the basis that the native vegetation at 
stake is biologically important 

Sustainable econorrJc use of native forests and plantations is a major objective of the Statement. 
Accordingly, the Governments wi!l cooperate in providing resource security for existing and new 
industries involving: 

resource security based on the Commonwealth giving full faith and credit to the 
outcomes of accredited assessment processes which will normally be State processes of 
land use planning and resource assessment, consistent with Schedule 2 of the 
Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environmen~ 

resource security will satisfy the requirements of potential investors in either industrial 
infrastructure and/or forest development, including plantations; 

where a project proposal has been approved, State Governments guaranteeing the long 
term supply of wood resources to industry in contractual agreements, with the 
Commonwealth agreeing not to review the decision other than in exceptional or 
unforeseen circumstances or where expressly provided for. 

Important provisions which are critically related to the CALM Proposals are found at p I 0. The 
sections deal with export of woodchips derived from integrated saw log and pulp log harvesting 
operations and sawmill residues which enable the community to derive a return from felled 
wood that is unsuitable as saw logs or is not required by domestic processors. A considerable 
tonnage of wood from the south-west forests finds its way into woodchip exports, particularly 
wood from marri trees. Thus: 

I11e Commonwealth wiii consider ionger term approvals for U1e export of woodchips 
from native foresl,, including managed regrowth forests, where those forests have been 
subject to an agreed joint State-Commonwealth comprehensive regional assessment of 
conservation values and where, as appropriate, management plans have been agreed 
between the State and the Commonwealth, and harvesting is subject to the application 
of codes of practice. These longer term approvals will be consistent with other 
Cornrnonwealt..'l Government poHdes and commitments. 

The implementation of the agreed State - Australian Heritage Conunission rnanagement 
plans for national estate forests and the application of harvesting codes of practice will 
be regarded as meeting the Commonwealth's obligations under s. 30 of the Australian 
Heritage Commission Act 1974. 

In relation to pulpwood production from native forests, the Governments will ensure 
that domestic processors are given the first opportunity to purchase the resource at a 
price that ensures as adequate return to the forest management agency or the private 
growec This pollcy \vi!! come into effect when consideration js gJven 10 major changes 
or renewals to W(X)d resource access. 

The Commonwealth Government will review the adequacy of existing mechanisms to 
prevent transfer pricing by woodchip exporters. 

These provisions in the Draft National Forest Policy strengthen the position of CAL~A as a 
manager of commercial forests in the State as many of the requirements under these four 
clauses have already been agreed between the Commonwealth and the State of Western 
Australia (i~.._ustra!ian Heritage CommissiorJ Department of Conservation and Land IYianagement 
1992). 

The Draft National Forest Policy Statement outlines agreed objectives and policies for the future 
of Australia's public and private forests and as such has a bearing on the CALM Proposals. The 
CAL~YI Proposals adhere substantially to the intent of the Draft Staten1ent. There is unanimity 
on policies that 'further clearing of public native forests for non-forest use or plantation 
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establishment should be avoided' but both the Draft Statement and the CALM Proposals are 
equally soft on private forest in that "Sustainable management of private native forests should 
be encouraged ... .' There is little evident support for the stronger position advocated by the 
House of Representatives Standing Committee on the Environment noted above. Provisions in 
the Draft National Forest Policy relating to woodchip exports strengthen the position of CALM 
as a manager of commercial forests in the State as many of the requirements under the four 
relevant clauses freeing up approvals for export have already been agreed between the 
Commonwealth and the State of Western Australia. 

11. Australian Heritage Commission/ Department of Conservation and Land 
Management - National Estate Values in the Southern Forest Region of 
South-West Western Australia 

There are significant areas of forest listed on the Register of the National Estate, many of which 
are designated for timber production. Such forests, in Tasmania, in the south-east of New 
South Wales, and in the south-west of Western Australia, have become the focus of community 
controversy as to the appropriateness of va..~ous logging practices. As the joint AHC/CALM 
report states: 

One result has been an undifferentiated perception by the general public that areas of national 
estate forests should not be logged; regardless of the values for which they are listed, or their 
management regime. 

and goes on later to say: 
The combination of the general level of debate about the National Estate and the lack of 
systematic cooperative surveys has led to a shuation where neither the conservation of the 
forests, nor the needs of development and industry were being met in the most effe,ctivc manner. 

The AHC and CALM agreed to work on a joint assessment of the National Estate Values of the 
South Eastern Forests (Australian Heritage Commission/ Department of Conservation and Land 
Management 1992.), following on from a detailed submission made by the AHC to the 
Resources l~:a.ssessment Commission inquiry into Australia's Forest and Timber Resources~ The 
work was to involve: 

a) joint identification of all areas in the region of national estate significance, for all 
national estate values: 

b) joint analysis of the extent to which identified national estate values in the region arc 
protected within existing nature conservation reserves; and 

c) joint discussion about management options in non-reserved areas for L.'le- protection of 
identified values. 

In arriving at the result of any assessment of the forests in question, the AHC was guided by 
the following principles: 

a) protection should be focussed on the regional occurrence of each value, taking into 
account its abundaitce, spatial and temporal distribution, spatial characteristics, variation, 
and condition, rather than on individual locations of the value in isolaliou; 

b) for scns.itive national estate values, the highest level of protection is obwined through 
reservauon; 

c) all sensitive national estate values should have adequate representation in nature 
conservation reserves; and 

d) management ouL"ide nature conservation reserves should be aimed at minimising the 
adverse impacts of management operations on national estate values which may be 
sensitive to disturb~mccs~ 

AHC judgements were based on Criteria for the Register of the National Estate. A number of 
new areas were recommended for addition to the Register of the National Estate. Information 
on forest areas and forest values can1e mainly from the data base of the CALM, but other 
published and unpublished records, and professional opinion was en1ployed where required. 
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The AHC and CALM developed a Memorandum of Understanding to provide an agreed basis 
for applying the results of the joint work, in which the AHC states: 

it considers the joint work to be an adequate assessment of those national estate values 
listed in this report; and 

it considers the joint work to be a suitable framework for Commonwealth consideration 
of export woodchip licences under section 30 of the Australian Heritage Commission 
Act 1975. 

In turn, CALM states: 
that it will protect the national estate values on CALM land within the Southern Forest Region, 
within the context of maintaining timber volumes to industry as specified in the 1987 Timber 
Strategy, and maintaining other values specified in the 1991 (1992) Draft Forest Strategy. 

Tl-': results of the joint study have been reported as a major step forward in securing a rational 
basis for both conservation and sustainable development in significant forested areas of 
Australia. Presumably, similar approaches will be applied in other States where such problems 
await resolution. For this process to succeed a significant GIS for data storage and retrieval is 
required, as was used in the Western Australian exercise. This emphasises the importance of 
the work of the National Forest Inventory, involving as it does the resources of the DPIE group 
in Canberra and the cooperating resources of the various forest authorities in the States. 

In summary, there are significant areas of forest in the South-west listed on the Register of the 
National Estate. manv of which are designated for timber production. The AHC and CALM 
agreed to work on a joint assessment of the national estate values of the south-west forests. As 
a consequence, a number of new areas were recommended for addition to the Register of the 
National Estate. The AHC considered the joint work to be a suitable framework for 
Commonwealth consideration of export woodchip licences under section 30 of the Australian 
Heritage Commission Act 1975. CALM stated that it will protect the national estate values on 
CALM land within the Southern Forest Region, within the context of maintaining timber 
volumes to industry as specified in the 1987 Timber Strategy (Department of Conservation and 
Land !'v1anagement. 1987a), and maintaining other values specified in the 1991 (1992) Draft 
Forest Strategy. This agreement satisfies much of what is required in the new Draft National 
Forest Policy to free up approvals for the export of woodchips, as noted under I 0 above. 
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Part IV 
THE CALM PROPOSALS AS A PROFESSIONAL 

RESPONSE TO A COMPLEX MANAGEMENT ISSUE. 

In this Part of the Report we consider the CALM Proposals at the State level. In the following 
sections the Proposals are examined to try to place the complexity of the role of CALM in 
perspective, to highlight the change in conservation strategy in only a decade, and to emphasise 
the need to adopt a long-time vision when trying to understand the effects of silvicultural and 
mana!!ement orescriotions and oractices. Finally, I have made comment on the current 
silvicultural proposals in the jarrah and karri forests. These comments must be taken as 
observations by an informed outsider who has a genuine interest in our national heritage of 
biological diversity and of the welfare of the forests of Australia. 

12. C;,.. .. M's State Responsibilities. 

l\. reading of the C.l\:..L!\1 Proposals must surely be a revelation to anyone not aware of the 
complexity of the management tasks of an agency such as CALM. If nothing else these 
Documents have done service in spelling out the myriad of tasks and interlocking 
responsibilities with which the Department is charged. Yet, in common with almost all 
government services in Australia today, the staff of CALM is expected to undertake these tasks 
with constrained budgets and in recent times has often been faced with considerable hostility 
from some elements of the public. 

In assessing the CALM Proposals it is useful to examine the range of responsibilities and 
obligations incumbent on CALM, gleaned from various parts of the Management Strategies and 
other sources: 

CALM is expected to conserve the biological diversity of lands under its jurisdiction and 
to maintain ecological values (S-1 and S-2) 

CALM has contractual obligations to provide the raw materials for a range of forest
based industries, for use as posts &"ld poles and as fuel wood, for charcoal, for sawing into 
lumber, for use in crafts, and for woodchipping (Deparunent of Conservation and Lru:d 
Management 1987a). 

It is incumbent on CALM to maintain maps, and a comprehensive inventory of the 
State's forest resources for management purposes, including the calculation of a 
sustainable yield from the forestcd land available for harvesting. 

The public expect to obtain a large range of values from the forest, many of which must 
involve CALM in some way, including recreation, water catchment protection, 
landscape, heritage. wilderness, honey, wildflowcrs, gravel, tourism, grazing, 
opportunities for scient.ific study, minerals and defence training (p S-2). 

There are statutory requirements for management of forests in Western Australia 
influenced by 17 Acts of State Parliament ... and ... two Commonwealth Acts (S-3) 

CAlM has a responsibility 'to protect community and environmental values on and 
adjacent to land managed by the Depar .. Inent from damage from wildfire. The secondary 
goal is to use fire as a management tool to achieve land management objectives,,' (p 
125) 

CALM has responsibilities in the prevention of disease, the control of weeds, the 
eradication of feral animals, and in minimising the effects of damaging insects in the 
forested areas of the State. (p 125-8) 

CALM has to conduct research into a wide range of topics, spanning an equally wide 
range of scientific disciplines, including forest wildlife and ecology, forest management, 
inventory, soil science, fire science, wood science and forest cngirlccring. (p 176-182) 

CALM, as have comparable forest organisations in the other States and overseas, has coped 
with this diversity of obligations without massive increases in funding by becoming cleverer 
and by adopting new technologies. It is a much leaner and meaner organisation than it used to 
be. In the field CALM operaiions have been mechanised and ancillary services reduced or 
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contracted out wherever possible. Communications have been simplified and speeded up 
through the use of the latest technologies. Far fewer people are needed to achieve the same 
result than only a decade ago. -

Forest services in Australia are amongst the leaders in the world in the use of computer 
technology applied to forestry. They are well to the fore in the use of Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) to store vast arrays of data on trees, shrubs, herbs, soils, birds, insects, 
animals, fungi, in fact everything that makes up the resource we call 'the forest'. These data are 
being collected by individual observation, from aerial photographs and from satellite imagery. 
lTJrlividua! st"ff members are amon<'st the leadin!! exoonents of comolex modelling svstems for 
forecasting future growth and forth~ c~l~uiationv of iustainable yield, behaviour of ecosystems 
under set conditions, and of fire behaviour under given climatic and fuel conditions. 

Much of the major thrust into research of forest ecosystems has come from the forest services. 
Witness to this is th.o vast amount of information gathered in the past two or three decades on 
the forests of the south-west of Western Australia on which the CALM Proposals are largely 
based. Forest zoology has blossomed in Australia in recent years, ·with much of the expertise 
resident in one or other of the forest services. Much the same applies to soils, to pathology, 
forest ecology and to many other areas of expertise. It certainly applies to the collection of 
information on timber resources and the calculation of a sustainable annual harvest. This is a 
highly skilled and complex task, requiring considerable human and scientific resources. The 
results obtained should be accepted by the public as a fair and accurate record of these matters. 
It is not possible to duplicate many of the extremely complex functions of a government 
department without similar resources and, therefore, the public have to be persuaded that the 
Department is providing fair and accurate answers to many matters under review in the CALM 
Proposals. For, example, we must accept the calculation of allowable cut as it would be 
impossible, without very considerable resources, to attempt a check of this figure. 

However, there are aspects of the CALM Proposals which is difficult to come to grips with 
from the various documents. One of these is the commitments of the State for timber 
production. The section in Management Strategies dealing with Timber Harvesting (p 167) 
does not relate in any way to commitments, Tables 20 and 23 (at pages 171 and 174) provide 
estimates of standing volume but the management significance of this is not apparent, and the 
calculations of sustainable yield in Table 24 on p 175 are not related to what the State must 
provide under existing commitments. The sustainable yield proposed in the 1987 Timber 
Strategy will we are told be little altered by the current proposals. However, because of 
alterations in stream boundaries and road corridors the yield will now come from different areas 
of the forest. Even a sn1all alteration in yield n1ay be iruportant to some part of the tin1ber 
industry if it is regionally based, The impact on the timber industry of the Management 
Strategies is not well explained in the CALM Proposals. This is regrettable since one purpose 
of the Proposals is to demonstrate their social and economic impacts, as well as the 
conservation and sustainable development impacts. !understand there is to be another CALM 
document which explores these matters in detail but it would be useful if some of this were to 
he exulained in the Manaf!ement Stratef!ies. A simple tabular presentation must surelv be 
possible without getting too. involved in detailed analysis of the timber industry itself. , 

In conclusion, much of the expertise on the environment, biodiversity and ecology of the 
forests of Western Australia and the consequences of manipulating those forests in one way or 
another is resident within CALM. The resource information and allowable harvest has been 
collected and calculated by the service and must be taken by the public as a fair and accurate 
record of these matters. It is not possible to duplicate many of the extremely complex functions 
of a govcrnrncnt dcpartrncm: without sirnilar re~.;ources and, therefore, the public have tu be 
persuaded that the department is providing a fair and accurate answer to questions on many 
rnattersj within the capabilities they have to do so. 

We are told the sustainable yield not much less than in the 1987 Timber Strategy but the 
practical significance of this is not given and the impact of this on the timber industry is to all 
practical purposes ignored in the CALM Proposals. This is regrettable since one purpose of the 
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Proposals is to demonstrate their social and economic impacts, as well as the conservation and 
sustainable development impacts. A tabular presentation must surely be possible. 

13. Evolution of the State Conservation Strategy • 1983 - 1987 • 1992. 

There are three conservation strategies which have been issued for Western Australia within a 
decade. The first, A Conservation Strategy for Western Australia (Department of Conservation 
and Environment 1983) was part ofthe Australian response to the World Conservation Strategy 
of March, 1980. This strategy includes a wide-ranging coverage of the natural environment of 
the State, conservation of flora and fauna, forests, pastoralism, agriculture, mining, fisheries, 
water, marine and coastal waters and air. It reviews the current regional and land use planning 
of the day and, finally, provides for the major elements of a conservation strategy. By present 
day standards these 'elements' were rather broad and lack the more specific thrust of the latest 
version. It notes in the closing comments (p87) that 

To a large extent, much of our present day·to-day contribution to conservation for sustainable 
development is reactive, that is, responding to development proposals with the aim of guiding 
these along avenues which minimise environmental impact. ... In the long term, there is a need 
to become, more involved in the planning of development, ... 

This first strategy was seen as part of a continuing process of formulating and applying a 
conservation strategy. 

A National Conservation Strategy was agreed at a conference in June, 1983. This strategy was 
endorsed by Western Australia in February, 1985, con11nitting the State "to the objectives, 
principles and major goals set out for sustainable development and living resource conservation 
in Australia as a whole'. As a consequence, A Conservation Strategy for Western Australia was 
produced and published in January 1987 (Department of Conservation and Land Management. 
1987d). This strategy makes almost no reference to the first. It is a relatively short policy-type 
document, lacking in specifics. It contains definitions, objectives and principles of 
conservation, reiterating much of the National Conservation Strategy for Australia. There is a 
brief description of the environment, followed by strategy directions. Implementation is 
considered in half a page. It is little more than a directional document, pointing the way and 
providing the principles to be followed in making working arrangements. 

The third version is reviewed as part of the CALNi Proposals (Depa.r1n1ent of Conserv-ation and 
Land Management. 1992a). A Nature Conservation Strategy for Western Australia makes liitle 
reference to earlier versions. The current strategy is supported by a number of CALM policy 
staten1ents on environmental matters, seen as interim strategies (Department of Conservation 
and Land Management 1986a & b; 1987b & c; 1989; 1990c, d, & e; 199lb). A Nature 
Conservation Strategy for Western Australia is the result of a decade of careful development of 
an adequate and workable response to the need to protect all of the the physical and biological 
resources of nature of the State. An achievable goal is seen to be nature conservation and 
management integrated with ail development, industrial, and natural resource management 
activities in the State. 

14. The 'Time' Factor and the CALM Proposals. 

It is difficult for many people not directly associated with the day-to day care of forested land as 
part of their working life to appreciate fully the concept of 'time' in forestry. Many of the public 
criticisms reported concerning forest practices stem from a lack of appreciation of the effects of 
a reasonable lapse of time. Thus we read reports on forest practices in terms of 'woodchipping 
results in the destruction of the forest', 'dearfelling leads to the extinction of species', etc. 
These things are simply not true and many of the misunderstandings stem from a lack of 
appreciation of the time needed for the natural processes in forests to take place. Almost every 
hectare of State Forest country logged for woodchips in Australia and retained as native forest 
has been regenerated. Satellite imagery of the Eden forests in the South-east of New South 
Wales provides excellent evidence of this as it shows the gradual merging of logged areas back 



into the fabric of forest cover with time. However, the process takes at least five years before it 
is impossible to distinguish on the satellite image previously logged from unlogged areas. 

One of the things I can remember clearly from my student days under Dr Max Jacobs, one of 
Australia's leading eucalypt silviculturalists, was his advice never to judge the results of a 
regeneration operation until at least 5 years after it was completed. It is difficult to persuade an 
occasional forest visitor of this fact when the area seen adjoining the road has been logged only 
recently. Members of the public rarely seek out areas of regeneration dating back 10, 20 or 40 
years earlier for comparison. Few members of the public have been privileged to visit areas of 
re<'enerated forest dating back for manv decades. such as the 1939 regeneration of Mountain 
A;hi~\ii~toi.;a: th~ 191'7 regeneration of Alpine Ash on Bago State Forest in southern NSW, 
or the magnificent 1875 regeneration of karri at the Hundred Year Forest in the south-west of 
WA. The environmental impacts of forestry operations must be viewed within an appropriate 
time frame and, in most instances, this time frame is in terms of decades rather than months. 
This applies equally to the recovery ot vegetation and the changes in the wildlife population 
which relate closely to the vegetation cycle. 

We have also all read reports of forestry operations causing the extinction of species. Most 
species extinctions in Australia have resulted from loss of habitat, mainly due to clearing of land 
for agriculture. Hence the concern expressed in a number of earlier sections of this Report for 
the need to prevent further loss of remnant native vegetation on private land. The effects of well 
managed forestry harvesting on wildlife populations has been to cause purturbations in local 
population numbers but not extinctions. The RAC Report states (at p 32 in the Overview) that: 

logging is likely to increase the risk of extinction of some species, but [the RAC] received no 
evidence to suggest that increased risks present an immediate threat to the ecological processes on 
which the forest systems depend. It is impossible to guarantee, however, that future impacts and 
extinctions may not become a threat. The Inquiry recommends that all management plans and 
codes of practice explicitly include mitigation measures, and provide for monitoring and 
assessment of the risks to identified species or groups of organisms. 

For wildlife, as wiih forest cover or habitat, the effects of tirne are critical and the population 
changes which take place for individual species are dynamic. Some species build up quickly to 
unusually high numbers following regeneration of the forest then decline as the niche structures 
favour other species. The whole regenerative process may take a century or more. For this 
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authorities must be provided with the capacity to do this work. One reason for public disquiet 
about the Proposals is that they do not provide adequate reassurance of this capacity for 
monitoring in the long~term. 

In my opinion, the Forest Services in Australia have not adequately explained and reinforced 
this concept of 'time' to the general public. Publicity material should emphasise the 'time' factor 
to the utmost until it is properly appreciated by the public at large. I am not suggesting 
propaganda. The forest profession has an obligation to portray its activities with honesty, and 
;ndeed thP publlf' has ehonvn ;tePJf tn hP llOlHijl;ncr tn ":lf"'r"P.pt anuth1na lP("(" Thl\.' mP.an(" tho:H 
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while the Forest Services should, for exarnple, signpost areas of forest in an appropriate way to 
reinforce the 'time' tnessage, they should also n1a.ke the public aware of factors subject to 
change under certain management regimes. The forest is not 'destroyed' by clearfelling, but it 
does undergo changes that may still be observable in a hundred years. An old-growth forest 
(i.e. forest with a preponderance of tnature to senescent trees coupled with a lack of 
disturbance) will not be the same after logging but over time and with sympathetic treatment and 
protection it will return to something very close to the original. I have had this argument put to 
me in terms of o1d"·m3sters; the regener\'!ted forest 1s Eke n copy of the o-riginal and can nevf':r be 
anything 1nore than a copy. It n1ay well be a copy but Nature is capable of producing very fine 
copies indeed. 



15. One Professional's Comments on the Silvicultural and Management 
Proposals. 

I have been asked to provide some comment on the environmental implications of the proposed 
silvicultural activities in the forests of the south-west. It is only possible to do this in a very 
general sense, taking into account the published information available on those forests and 
relating this to accepted professional practice in other parts of the world. An important aspect of 
this discussion is the one noted above. By far and away the majority of the expertise on the 
environment, biodiversity and ecology of the forests of Western Australia and the consequences 
of manipulating those forests is in one way or another resident within CALM itself. I can only 
comment as an informed outsider with a long standing interest in the welfare of the forests of 
Australia and of the world in general and provide one professional's view. 

Foresters and ecologists have studied the forests 01 Western Australia for more than a century 
and a half (Pate and Beard (1984) report on letters from the first resident botanist in WA in the 
late 1830s) but most of the applied forestr; research has been ca.rried out over the past 60 years_ 
Most of the forest wildlife research is much more recent, covering only two or three decades. It 
is now apparent that the flora and fauna of the State is highly diverse and there is a large 
number of endemic species resulting from several factors such as isolation, climate, soils, and 
extremes of ecological processes (CALM 1992, Pate and Beard 1984). Hence, the flora and 
fauna of Western Australia is of world significance for the protection of global biodiversity and 
management of the forested lands must take account of such a responsibility. 

In evaluating the CALM Proposals the essential question is whether the silvicultural procedures 
recommended, in one way or another, are in conflict with this responsibility. Some of the 
silvicultural methods applied to forests in the south-west today are more intensive than in an 
earlier age but they are backed by a much better knowledge of both the structure and the 
ecology of the forest. The heart of these methods is explained in Chapter 7 of the Management 
Strategies. As an 'informed' reader I found this Chapter unsatisfactory and it must undoubtedly 
be confusing to the lay reader. 

Dealing with the various sections in turn, there can be little dispute with 'Providing Security of 
Tenure for all Forested Lands'. However, there is contention concerning 'Protection of the 
Forest' in that many of the public responses are critical of the current prescriptions for control 
burning. Few can argue with the statement: 

that t.l-te strategic use of prescribed fire is the only way in which fue! can be maintained at levels 
that allow fires to be controlled and managed in the forest. (p 125 of the Management Strategies) 

CALM has the responsibility 'to protect community and environmental values on and adjacent 
to land managed by the Department from damage or destruction by wildfire' (p 125). It also 
uses fire as a silvicultural tool in regenerative processes. Thus we have: 

The principle fire management goal of CALM is to protect community and environmental values 
on and adjacent to land managed by the Department from damage or dcstmction from '.vi!dfire. 
The secondary goal is to use fi.re as a management tnol to achieve land management objectives in 
accordance with designated land use priorities, (p 125) 

There can be little doubt that, with such a mixed bag of objectives, the prescribed burning 
prescriptions used in the forests of Western Australia, and in the south-west in particular, 
would have to involve considerable compromise. Given the weather conditions of the region, 
they would need to err on the side of caution (and memories of the Dwellingup fire would tend 
to reinforce thls view). The success of the Departr:nent1s effo11s in fire n1anagen-1ent are judged 
in terms ofreduced wildfire, thus (p 125): 

CALM's fire management approach in WA's forests has been remarkably successfuL Although 
fire starts in the native forest continue to exceed 100 each year and fire weather conditions have 
been extreme, fCw large and damaging wildfires have occurred since the implementation of regular 
prescribed burning, and loss of liff fromforestfir~s has h~~n avnid~d. (Author's emphasis) 
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By and large, the Department has managed this difficult problem well and there is ample 
evidence that continuing research will result in changed prescriptions (see p 178, long-term fire 
research programs). We have to take into account CALM's legal responsibilities to protect iife 
and property. There is considerable debate within CALM itself about the use of fire. My 
inspections in the field revealed that there is great flexibility in the application of so-called 
prescriptions which belies the impression we are given in some quarters of very fixed and rigid 
applications of burning practices. This may be so along the routes most frequented by the 
public and where the danger of accidental fire is greatest, but in other areas of the forest the 
situation is quite different. There is also a lack of capacity to keep up with the requirements of 
current prescribed burning practices. The organisation is actively engaged in research into the 
effects of fire on the forest, both to timber values and to conservation values. There is a real 
danger in opting for too prescriptive an approach to fire management and, in so doing, limiting 
the capacity of CALM to modify its practices in the light of new knowledge. 

However, the question remains whether the prevention of wuJfire and the protection of life and 
property should be the main criteria of 'success' of the Department's efforts in fire 
management. There is contention about burning prescriptions, based on suspected deleterious 
long-term ecological effects and more discussion of this is warranted in the Management 
Strategies. It may be time for the community to re-assess CALM's fire prevention and 
protection responsibilities and for the Department to have a changed brief from the community 
against which 'success' is to be measured .. 

I am not competent to comment on 'Disease Prevention Strategy'. This topic is one which the 
TAP is discussing, as members of that Panel are expert in this field. It can safely be excluded 
from the present Report. Little comment need also be given also to the 'Weeds Control 
Strategy' in the present context, nor to 'Insect Control Strategy'. However, some comment is 
called for on the 'Feral Animals Control Strategy' as it concentrates so heavily on the fox, in 
spite of the listing of other feral animals known to be a major threat to native wildlife, notably 
the cat. Perhaps this concentration on the fox is because more is known of its effects, as is 
implied in the Nature Conservation Strategy (at p 91): 

Less is known about t!1e population effects of ti"Je cat on native species, and it is important that 
ul.is issue is resolved so that joint control programs for foxes and cats can he conducted if 
necessary. 

The major threat posed by the fox to native mammals is accepted and the solutions proposed 
applauded, In a Letter to the Editor (Canberra Times, 8 August, 1992) the Minister for the 
Environment, Ros Kelly confirmed that the major thrust of research into this problem was 
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feral cats to wildlife should be resolved quickly. Research in the eastern states certainly places 
the cat as a major feral pest and active research is going on to find adequate measures to controi 
it. 

The major discussion must centre on 'Determining a Desirable Forest Structure'. I found this to 
be an extremely interesting discussion but wondered where it would leave the average member 
of the interested public. I agree with the statement: 

If the structure of the forest is manipulated to maximise any particular forest value, it is probable 
that. olher forest values would be reduced and that ecological processes could be impaired. (p 128) 

Herein lies the dilemma for the forest m<mager who must manage the forest for multiple use. 

This section goes on to explain how the nature of the dynamics of the regeneration, maturation 
and senescence of a forest or forest tree; leads to a certain su~uuure of the foresr and of areas 
within the forest. The discussion is well based on published research material (Bradshaw J 985, 
1986; Rayner 1992; White 1971). For the karri forest this leads to the simple table on p 133: 



Stages of Development 

Establishment 
Juvenile 
Immature 
Mature/Senescent 

Percentage Representation 

4% 
8% 

48% 
40% 

The reader can appreciate that the total forest area would need to be made up of areas of these 
forms of karri stands, that is, establishing areas 0 to 8 years old, juvenile areas ranging between 
9 and 24 years of age, immature or pole type forest from 25 to 120 years of age, with the 
remainder of the forest being mature or senescent. These individual areas of each 'Stage' would 
result from regeneration following harvesting or wildfire, with many of the mature and 
senescent areas being made up by the retained old-growth forest in conservation reserves, 
streamside reserves and road borders. The sum of each would equal the appropriate proportion 
of the total area. However, there is no pictorial representation of them which might assist the 
reader to identify with these 'Stages of Development', nor is there an indication of the present 
state of the karri forests and this ideal distribution. TI1ere is no attempt to portray the dynamics 
of change with time in a tract of forested country which is made up of a mosaic of 'blocks', 
some harvested, some retained for visual benefit, some as streamside reserves, larger areas as 
conservation reserves or as National Park. I expected to be given some indication of the present 
state of the karri forests vis-a-vis this ideal age class distribution, at least in broad terms. 

It is more difficult even to conceptuaiise the structure of the jarrah forest which is of an uneven 
aged nature. However, in the figure on p 134 we are given an indication of the frequency of 
occurrence of diameter classes in four virgin jarrah stands and these are compared to that for the 
jarrah forest reserved for multiple purpose management. The reader is reassured by this figure 
that the managed forests conform overall reasonably well with the virgin forest in that all 
diameter classes are represented in adequate proportions. However, we are not told anything of 
the extent of var-iations to this pattern. The overall figure is, no doubt, heavily influenced by the 
area of old-growth jarrah forest, areas in stream reserves and roadside corridors, etc. My 
unease on this point is reinforced by my understanding that the future harvest will come from 
smaller trees, indicating younger ages in the commercial sectors of the forests. Once again, l 
fee! that CALM has not presented an adequate picture of the state of the jarrah forests and does 
not explain well to the reader the dynamics of the system and the effects of elapsed time, of 
what we may have in say 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 years. The existence of bauxite mining areas 
is acknowledged but nothing is said of the effects these will have on the idealised structure, 

I am not sufficiently familiar with the south-west to be able to comment on the detail of 
Establishment and Management of a Reserve System (p 134) but these proposals are 
impressive. Significant areas are being proposed for transfer into different systems of tenure in 
line with conservation principles_ The results of the joint AHC-CALM survey of the resources 
of the area have been incorporated, with proposals for additions to the Register of the National 
Estate. 

Managing the Visual Landscape on Forest Lands is very lengthy and very detailed. It is hard to 
see the reason for such a lengthy treatment of this topic. It is a matter of some dispute as to 
which is the more important value to retain, visual value or conservation value. At p 157 there 
is a section 'Identifying Areas of Special Significance' which deals in some detail with 
proposed changes to the lreai.Ineni. of retained roadside n1overnent and linkage zones and the 
various streamside (riparian) zones. I would see these two sections as being in direct conflict 
and this illustrates one area where CALM could explain more adequately a rnajor conservation 
conflict. The initiatives to place far larger areas in riparian zones I commend as it is an excellent 
way to assist with flora and fauna conservation. However, if wildlife conservation is the 
primary value being defended, it would be preferable for all of the remaining roadside corridors 
to be on one side of the road (Saunders 1991). This naturally is quite at odds with the Visual 
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Landscape requirements, although as one public respondent said it would serve the purpose of 
making all of CALM's work in harvesting more open to the public gaze. Be that as it may, the 
conflict in management objectives in these sets of proposals is not well explained. CALM has 
opted to conserve landscape values above conservation values in the roadside corridors but the 
Management Strategies are none too open about either the conflict of values or the reasons for 
the recommendations. 

There is a surprising lack of comment on codes of forest practice in the discussions generally in 
the Management Strategies, and in Chapter 7 in particular. The RAC Report (Section 7) and the 
Dr"ft National Forest Policy (se£tion 1 0) both make significant mention of the value of codes of 
forest practice as instruments for safeguarding conservation and environmental values. CALM 
has an impressive array of manuals and guidelines which are intended to guide staff and others 
associated with operations in the forest as to how they should go about their tasks (see Table 25 
CALM manuals and guidelines, p 183 of the Management Strategies). We note that 'Forest 
practice codes are reviewed and reissued annually to reflect the resulb of the year's 
monitoring'. Notable in this listing are Code of Logging Practice (CALM 1990a) and Manual of 
Logging Specifications (CAL}~1 1990b ). 

The Code of Logging Practice was originally issued in 1986 and has been revised and reprinted 
four times since. TI1e Code includes general guidelines to those engaged in logging, as well as 
specific instructions concerning felling, trimming and crosscutting, extraction, roading, and 
loading and hauling. An extensive section deals with environmental protection, including jarrah 
dieback, fire, soil, noxious weeds, feral animals, rare flora and fauna and water. As an 
instrument of management the code is totaily acceptable in terrns of the RAC Report and the 
Draft National Forest Policy, including provision for regular update and revision. Within this 
process of revision there may be a need for independent audit, as recommended by the RAC. 

The first edition of the Manual of Logging Specifications was issued in November, 1987, 
reissued in November, 1989, and again in November, 1990. To quote: 

The "Manual of Logging Specifications" contains detailed specifications necessary for the 
management of all logging operations, boLh hardwood and softwood, conducted on State forest 
and other Crown land under CALM control ... These specifications also apply to logging 
operations conducted by CALM on private land. 

Of the seven Sections in the Ivlanual five are relevant to the present discussion. These are: 

Planning, in which harvesting pions are required and their form specified; 

Road Construction and Maintenance, which details methods for selecting routes, 
construction and maintenance and for gravelling; 

Silviculture, which deals with current specifications, advanced burning and with karri 
silviculture; · 

Coupe Management, dealing with all aspects of demarcation, falling, extraction etc, and 
inciuding all forms of bush signs and marks to indicate areas of conceni, as .. veil as 
safety for the public; and 

Environmental Protection, where instmctions are to be found concerning the protection 
of all of the conservation and environmental values discussed in the CALM Proposals. 

The codes of forest practice issued by CALM are comprehensive and detailed and totally in 
accord with the Draft National Forest Policy. They provide an adequate set of administrative 
instruments to control operations on forest lands controiied bv C~ALivi and on private land 
where operations are being conducted by CALM. There are administrative arrangements in 
place for regular revision of the codes and for the incorooration of the resuits of current 
research findings. There is no indication given as to whether there is any provision for 
independent audit of these codes. 



The subject of monitoring has cropped up quite frequently throughout this discussion. It is 
incumbent on CALM to monitor the effects of many of its forest practices if answers to many of 
the difficult questions are to be found. What are the long-term consequences of controlled 
burning practices? Does clearcutting of karri result in extinctions of flora or fauna? Will cutting 
in the intermediate jarrah zone result in excessive salination of streams? The list of questions 
can be extended considerably. The capacity within CALM to carry out such monitoring is 
limited. The community may have to decide whether it really needs answers to such questions 
and, if so, how it can provided the resources needed. 

Finally, I re-emphasise the comments made above concerning the commitments of the State for 
timber production. The impacts of the Management Strategies on the timber industry are not 
clear. This is regrettable since one purpose of the Proposals is to demonstrate social and 
economic impacts, as well as conservation and sustainable development impacts, and this is not 
done. 
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Environmental conditions and commitments set on the W ACAP 
proposal and the 1987 Forest Management Plans 





STATEMENT THAT A PROPOSAL MAY BE IMPLEMENTED 
(PURSUANT TO THE 

PROVISIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT 1986) 

NORTHERN, CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN FOREST REGION 
MANAGEMENT PLAN• 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT 

This proposal may be implemented subject to the following conditions: 

1. The proponent fulfilling the commitments given in the Management plans . 

.:.. Noting that: 
(1) Beavis-Giblett Block is proposed to remain as State Forest; 

(2) the Block will be managed as a strategic fire buffer; 

(3) the purpose and tenure of the Block will be reviewed at the expL.; of the term of 
the Southern Forest Region Management Plan, within I 0 years; 

(4) the Executive Director has undertaken that the Block will not be logged for l 5 
years, thereby preserving the option for its reservation as intact forest at some 
time in the futire; 

the Beavis-Giblett Block shall be managed accordingly, subject to the undertaking 
referred to above. 

3. Management plans that will be prepared for those proposed Nature Reserves and 
Conservation Parks related to the existing Dalgarup, Lennard, Mullalyup, Preston, 
Noggerup, 1--Aowen and Dardanup ~~1anagement Priority Areas shall include detailed 
management proposals for those portions of the Management Priority Areas which 
have the capacity for direct interaction with the reserved area and will remain within 
State Forest, to ensure protection of the ecological values within the Mature Reserve 
and Conservation parks. 

· • , • , ~"" • "'""'' , _, ....... ··L' .• nt 1 .-J n· li.Jf 4. As the v1ewsnea rrom tne nmcKwoou Klver wuu1n rne n1acKwoou I"-lvcr n1anagement 
Priority Area will be reserved as a Conservation Park, the remainder of the existing 
Management Priority Area shall be managed to ensure protection of the conservation, 
landscape and recreation values within the Conservation Park. The area management 
plan for the Conservation Park shall include detailed managenent proposals for that 
portion of the Management Priority Area that will remain within State forest. 
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5. Noting that: 

(1 CALM is now preparing a review of road, river and stream zones, including an 
analysis of results of research on logging in trial areas; 

the existing area and purpose of the system of road, river and stream zones in the 
Southern Forest Region shall not be altered (in accordance with the proponent's 
commitments) and no logging shall occur in these zones, until the proposed review by 
the proponent has been completed and the Environmental Protection Authority has 
reported on them. This review should include consideration of silvicultural practices 
within the zones. 

6. Noting that: 

(1) all State Forest includes significant conservation values; 

(2) the need for on-going management of these values in production State Forest 
has been recognised by CALM; 

(3) monitoring and research of environmental impacts is part of CALM's activities; 
and 

( 4) CALM has a commitment to providing public information; 

the proponent shall continue to make public, on a regular basis, the monitoring, and 
reporting of environmental impacts of management of State Forest. 

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT 
10 FEB 1988 
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I 

STATEMENT THAT A PROPOSAL MAY BE IMPLEMENTED 
(PURSUANT TO THE 

PROVISIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT 1986> 

THE WEST AUSTRALIAN WOODCHIP INDUSTRY 

WA CHIP AND PULP CO. PTY. LTD. 

This proposal may be implemented subject to the following conditions: 

1 The proponent shall adhere to the proposal as assessed by the 
Environmental Protection Authority and shall fulfil the commitments 
made in the Supplement to the Environmental Review and Management 
Programme for the proposal (copy of commitments attached). 

2 The volume of chip log production from old growth Forest within State 
Forest described in the Timber Production Strategy shall be strictly 
observed by not exceeding the following amounts: 

1988 1990 
1991 - 1995 • 

583,000 cubic metres 
553,000 cubic metres 
442,000 cubic metres 1996 • 1998 

3 No logging shall occur in existing Road, River and Stream zones 
until the Department of Conservation and Land Management -has 
developed, in consultation with the public, a detail proposal for those 
zones and the Environmental Protection Authority has assessed and 
accepted the proposal. 
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7 

4 (I) The Departtnent of Conservation and Land Management (as part of 
the review and development of a detail proposal for Road, River 
and Stream zones required in condition 3), shall identify within old 
growth State Forest: 

5 

6 

8 

•-

9 

additional areas of high value old growth forest meriting special 
treatment in the sense that they should be managed and harvested 
flexibly rather than be subject to broad-scale clearfelling; and 

areas '.vft.ich should be excluded from ha...rvesting to protect their 
exceptional scenic, fauna!, and other amenity values. 

(2) Within the constraints imposed by the Timber Production 
Strat~cy on the volume of saw log timber, the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management shall prepare and implement a 
scheme of management for these special areas. 

Any proposal to harvest wood from the salt risk zones of the Central 
and Northern Forest Regions, by more intensive methods than 
selection cut harvesting shall be referred to the Authority for 
assessment. 

Marri resource in the salt- risk zones of the Southern Forest Region 
shall not be supplied toW ACAP until an Environment Management 
Programme for these zones has been prepared to the satisfaction of the 
Environmental Protection Authority. The Management Programme 
shall give prior details of salt risk areas to be harvested, harvesting 
methods and safeguards to be applied, monitoring techniques proposed 
and feed-back mechanisms which would be used to modify 
management, if salt impacts were found. 

The proponent shall not use wood for wo.:Jdchipping or obtain 
woodchips derived from the clearing of remnant native vegetation on 
private property after the date of this statement, except for individual 
cases, or in circumstances authorised by the Minister 

for Environment before clearing commences. 

The proponent shall not use wood for woodchipping or obtain 
woodchips derived from plantations on private property which were 
established by the clearing (after the date of this Statement) of remnant 
native vegetation, except in individual cases, or in circumstances where 
clearing was authorised by the Minister for 
Environment before clearing operations commenced. 

Approvals, including the Forest Produce Licence or log sale 
agreements, for the proponents woodchip operations based on State 
Forest resource, shall be iinked specificsliy to the duration of the 
Timber Production Strategy and Forest Region Management Plans. 
Approvals issued to the proponent shall be reviewed no later than at the 
expiry of the present Management Plans (presently planned for 
Febmary !998) 
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10 The proponent shall, in consultation with the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management, contribute to and or participate in 
monitoring and management with respect to the environmental impact 
of this proposal to the satisfaction of the Minister for Environment. The 
detailed objectives and priorities for research into this monitoring and 
management shall be determined by the Steering Committee for 
Research and Land Use and Water Supply, following wide 
consultation including the public. 

n 'T'l.,..,. .................................... t- ........ ....:~ rh.,. n.,n<.lrtTnP.nt nf rnnCP.T"\t~tinn ~nrl T ~nrl .liJ.._. p1.upvuvu~ UIIU uJv ....,...,.1:-'..._. u..u...,u.~ v .. .......,,,_ni'"'"' ... ..................................... ~ .... ~ 

Management shall report to the Environmental Protection Authority 
briefly annually and comprehensively after each five year period (1993 
and thereafter) on the monitoring and management of the environmental 
impacts of the pronnsal. 

The conditions contained in this Statement shall be implemented forthwith. 

13 These conditions apply to the use of wood for woodchips from the State Forest in the 
North, Central and Southern Forest Regions. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT 1986 

(SECTION 18(1)) 

DELEGATION (No. 2) 

Pursuant to Section IB of the Environmental Protection Act 1986, I, Barry James Hodge, 
Minister for Environment, hereby delegate as follows 

Person to '.vhom delegation applies: 

This delegation is made to the person for the time being holding or acting in the, 
office as The Commissioner of Soil Conservation appointed under section 7 of the 
Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945 (as amended). 

Powers and Duties delegated: 

(I) power to authorize W.A. Chip and Pulp Company Pty Ltd to use wood for 
woodchipping or obtain woodchips derived from the clearing of remnant native 
vegetation on private property as provided for in Condition 7 of the Minister for 
Environment's Statement of 28 September 1988 issued pursuant to section 45(7) 
of the Environmental protection Act 1986 that the woodchipping proposal by 
W.A. Chip and Pulp Company pty Ltd may be implemented. 

(2) power to authorize W.A. Chip and Pulp Company Pty Ltd to use wood for 
woodchipping or obtain WQ-xlchips derived from tree plantations established by 
clearing of remnant native vegetation subsequent to 28 September 1988 as 
provided for in Condition 8 of the Minister for Environment's Statement of 28 
September 1988 issued pursuant to section 45(7) of the Environmental protection 
Act 1986 that the woodchipping proposal by W.A. Chip and Pulp Company Pty 
Ltd may be implemented. 

Provided that the person to whom this delegation applies: 

(a) when giving a permit to clear iand, and inciuding pennission ro ciear land 
to meet the requirements of the Soil and Land Conservation Act, shali 
ensure that not less than twenty percent of the total area proposed for 
clearing, remains unclearoo; 

(b) has regard to the conservation of flora and fauna and protection of 
landscape amenity values of the (not less than) twenty percent area; 

(c) may require the (not less than) twenty percent area to be properly fenced 
and protected from degradation including grazing; and 

(d) may exercise discretion in ensuring that not less than twenty percent area 
applied for, remains uncleosed provided that the location, area am.! purpose 
of each exemption is available as public information. 

Dated this sixteenth day of january 1989 

Barry Hodgt~ iV1LA 
MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT 
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LIST OF COMMITMENTS MADE•BY 
W A CHIP AND PULP CO PTY L TD 

IN THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE ERMP 

WACAP'S COMMITMENT TO THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

• W ACAP makes a firm commitment to continue supplying the worlds paper industry 
with this specialised resource. 

• WACAP is committed to maintain and strengthen its contributions to the Regional, 
State and Australian economies. 

• WACAP is committed to expanding its role in supporting the people of Australia, 
particularly those in the south- west region 

WACAP'S COMMITMENT TO THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

• W ACAP sees its role as including the task of educating the general public that its 
operations are carried out within a framework of environmentally protective 
regulations and practices. These are based on continuing scientific research into the 
environmental effects of modem forest management. 

• W ACAP accepts a responsibility to continue tu utilise the natural paperwood resource 
obtained from forest residue left behind from harvesting of sawab!e timber in the 
south- west forests, and to ensure that its activities and operations within the broader 
context are consistent with genuine conservation of that resource in terms of the 
definition of conservation referred to in Section 7.1, with respect to protection and 
enhancement of the forest environment. 

W ACAP Environmental Commitments in State Forests 

• W ACAP will observe all controls and operating conditions imposed on it through the 
pubiished codes, Acts and licences listed above. 

• W ACAP will require that all its harvesting contractors engaged to harvest logs and 
deliver then1 to the Diarnond ~v1ill be familiar with the contents of C.b.,.LM ':-; 
management policies and regulations, and agree to abide by them 

• W ACAP will report to CALM any incidences of malpractice that come to its 
attention Penalties for breaches of regulations will be the responsibility of CALM 

"'A~An ., . L CC ' f h . d 1 "IJ . ' vv '-' r w1u xno:mtor tue euect1veness o t 1C vanous cement proce ures anc... w1~ , 1f 
necessary, make recommendations to CALM the EPA or other relevant bodies, to 
further improve and strengthen the effectiveness of these docun1ents in achieving 
their goals-

W ACAP will support the education and instruction of all forest workers m 
appropriate levels of conservation knowledge and skills-

Conservation of Ecological Values 

• WACAP will comply and co-operate with all authorities under the 
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Government and will abide by the newly promulgated Timber Strategy and Regional 
Management Plans and any documents relating to them 

• W ACAP will respect the annual harvest quotas from State forest established by 
CALM on the basis of sustainable yield 

• WACAP will respect the boundaries of the various kinds of forest areas (such as 
State Forest, Timber Reserves, National Parks, Nature Reserves and Conservation 
Parks) as demarcated by CALM or other government departments-

-• W ACAP will ensure that any permitted tree harvesting is confined within the 
boundaries laid down by CALM 

• W ACAP will adhere to CALM's directions with respect to nesting operations for 
subsequent optimal forest re-growth. 

• W ACAP will avoid any forest practices contrary to sound forest development as 
specified by CALM 

Water Quality 

•• W ACAP will continue its cooperative and cordial relations with the appropriate 
authorities -CALM and the Water Authority of Western Australia 

• WACAP will continue its corporate membership of theW AW A's Water Quaiity 
research Committee initiated In 1986, or any replacement or similar committee 

• W A CAP will retain buffer zones demarcated by CALM 

• W ACAP will observe proper management in all phases of operation to avoid 
excessive movement of soil (refer to section 7 .31.8) 

e W ACAP will continue to be responsible for the construction and maintenance of the 
primary log haul routes, giving due consideration to factors such as: 

-topography, 
-drainage pattern, 
-slope, 

··erosion hazard, 
-dieback hygiene, and 

-safety 

subject to CALM responsibility to approve location of the routes. 

• W ACAP will continue to minimise soil erosion on road-ways in winter conditions 
by: 
sealing major log road surfaces in susceptible flat areas, and 

spreading ground cover on susceptible drainage guilies beside roads· 

• W ACAP will continue to direct main road runoff into forest area to allow settlement 
of any dust or gravel carried by the water. 

• V\lACAP will continue to cooperate with CAL!v1 and all other relevant authorities in 
preventing and controlling bush fires- This will help minimise the turbidity of streams 
that can occur when wild-fires destroy vegetation and expose soils to eroSion through 
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wind and rain (refer to section 7.3)>. 
• W ACAP will continue to recycle mill process water to the furthest practicable extent 

• W ACAP will continue to contain liquid outflow in storage dams-

• W ACAP will continue to ensure that periodic excess water discharge into nearby 
waterways is carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Effluent Disposal 
Licence granted by the Environmental Protection Authority of Western Australia 

• W ACAP wiil monitor potential leachates from the papefwood stockpile and take 
corrective action to mitigate water quality if required (refer to section 7.31.11) 

Protection of Forest Productivity 

• W ACAP will promote overall forest productivity by adhering to the recommended 
silvicultural management programme laid down by CALM 

• W ACAP will minimise the erosion of forest soils by avoiding excessive movement of 
soil during harvesting and road construction (refer to section 7.31.8>. 

• W ACAP will continue to coordinate the rehabilitation of combed soil on behalf of the 
timber industry, by: 
ripping landings and major snig tracks to a depth of approximately O.Sm, 

arranging the bulldozer and driver 
servicing the machine, and 

programming the sequence of operations. 

• W ACAP will employ forest hygiene procedures as recommended by CALM to 
minimise spread of diseases, weeds or pests-

• W ACAP will monitor to avoid drunage to retained trees during hru-·-vesting. 

• W ACAP will report known incidences of contractors violating the terms of the Code 
of logging Practice, although the imposition of penalties will be the responsibility of 
CALM 

• W ACAP will make recommendations to CALM for improvements which will lead to 
protection of forest productivity. 

Fire prevention and Control 

• 

• 

• 

W ACAP will retain appropriate buffers- as demarcated by CALM 

W ACAP will maintain constant vigilance for wildfire outbreaks, and alert appropriate 
authorities-

WACAP will train company personnel in fire-fighting procedures and provide 
frrcfighting equipment in emergencies 

Recolonisation by Flora and Fauna 

• W ACAP will respect the boundaries of forest reserves of all kinds as detem1ined by 
CAlM including 
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road reserves, 
river and stream resenres, 
National Parks, and 
other classes of reserve. 

Genetic Diversity 

W ACAP Is committed to cooperating with CALM in maintaining genetic diversity of 
the State forests. CALM is responsible for this,through utilisation of seed trees, 

controi of seed collection and planting through its system of reserves and through its 
wood production and silvicultural practices. 

Landscape Values 
• WACAP will retain appropriate buffer zones where required by CALM 

• WACAP will plan haulage road placement taking into consideration the visual aspects 
of the road (See section 7.31.9) 

• W ACAP will apply prescribed remedial treatments to aid forest regrowth 

Soil Protection 

• W ACAP will respect 0 Special Care zones" comprising all slopes greater than 20 
degrees or slopes exceeding 15 degrees if they border on recognised water courses. 

• W ACAP will restrict harvesting activities in these zones to a narrow range of soil 
moisture conditions. 

• W ACAP will minimise machine movements. 

• W ACAP will avoid downhill snig and scrub-rolling except where L~is is impractical. 

• W ACAP will complete soil rehabilitation prior to the first winter after regeneration 
burning 

• W ACAP will locate log landing and loading areas more than 50m from recognised 
water courses, except where this is impractical. 

• W ACAP wi!! lay snig tracks parallel to recognised water courses except where this is 
impractical., .and will not cross them unless unavoidable. 

• W ACAP will not allow logging roads to enter stream reserves except where this is 
impractical and approved by CALM, in which case bridges or cui verts will be 
installed 

• W ACAP will apply stabilising treatments to minimise erosion of sites which mav be 
at risk (those cfose to water courses) such as spreading hark on disturbed areas,~and 
installing silt traps. 

• W ACAP will install cross drains across snig tracks and roads at the completion of 
harvesting in accordance with the Industry Control Specifications-

• W ACAP will strive to minimise soil disturbance and will observe the specifications 
designed for this purpose, including cessation of activities during or immediately 
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following heavy rain 

W ACAP will ensure that contractors involved in falling and snig trees in areas designated by 
CALM continue to obey the rules laid down by CALM in the Code of hardwood logging 

Haulage Roads 

W ACAP will prepare plans for its haulage roads constructed by W ACAP contractors with a 
view to safeguarding many factors, including; 

- public safety, 
- erosion avoidance, and 
- noise reduction 

W ACAP will submit these plans to CALM for approval at least 2 months prior to clearing 
for in-coupe roads, and at least 3 months prior to clearing for major roads. These 
plans will show: 
proposed road alignments or alternatives, 

the differentiation between new clearing and upgrading of existing roads, 

proposals for creek or river crossings, 

- location of proposed gravel pits with details of quantities to be extracted 

o WACAP will mark the route in the field at least 6 weeks prior to clearing, following 
approval of these preliminary plans. 

o W ACAP will locate the roads leased on consideration of various factors, including; 

disease, 
erosion) 
sedimentation, 

- • safety, and 
visual amenity. 

• WACAP wif! observe CALM's specifications which include maximum clearing 
widths of 12m for major roads and 8m for in~coupe roads. 

• W ACAP will observe the detailed specifications for minimisation of erosion (see 
Section 7 .3.1.8) and for installation of drains and silt traps to control runoff and 
sedimentation from roads and borrow pits. 

• W ACAP will maintain these roads bv: 
_clearing culverts and silt traps, and 
-slashing scrub to rrndntain visibility. 

• W ACAP will minimise inconvenience and risks to other users of the forest bv: 
-utilising the private timber road system to the maximum extent possible, 
_monitoring traffic control, and 
-installing hazard warning signs for the protection of the public 

Recreation 
• W ACAP will have regard for landscaping and visual amenity (section 7 .31.7), 

• WACAP will use private forest roads as much as possible to separate industria! traffic 
from tourist traftlc 
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• WACAP will contribute to maintain ecological values (section 7.31-. 1), 

• WACAP will provide and maintain appropriate safety direction and information signs 

• W ACAP will contribute to enhancing water quality (section 7 .3.1.2) 

• W ACAP will contribute to the optimal growth of new forests (section 7 .31.3) 

• W ACAP will co-operate it'1 preventing an:d controlling \Vildfires (section 7 .3.1A) and 

• W ACAP will contribute to conserving the flora and fauna of the region (section 
7.31.5) including genetic diversity (section 7 .31.6) 

• W ACAP will continue to encourage the public to inspect it's facilities at the Diamond 
Mill, which is a popular local tourist attraction in its own right. 

Mill and Port Operations. 

• W ACAP will continue to recycle liquid outflow to the maximum extem possible 

• W ACAP will carry out discharge of excess quantities, when necessary, in accordance 
with the terms of the Effluent Disposal Licence issued by the Environmental 
Protection Authority. 

• W ACAP will minimise water quality impact in the unlikely event that leachate is 
detected from the paperwood stockpiles. 

• W ACAP will continue to comply with applicable noise regulations 

~ \VACAP will continue to hire employees exposed to potentially damaging noise 
levels to use hearing protection equipment. 

Utilisation Standards 

~ W ACAP will prevent logs or parts of logs being processed into paperwoodj if they 
could be commercially utilised as sawn timber. 

• W ACAP will ensure that contractors on site in forest coupes accurately separate logs 
into piles of either saw logs or paperwood logs, according to the criteria laid down 
by. CALM 

• W ACAP will encourage sawmillers to reclaim logs from paperwoorllog piles in the 
forest landings, for production ·into sawn timber. 

• W ACAP will cooperate with CALM officers to ensure that paperwood logs delivered 
to the Diamond Mill are indeed below sawing quality. W ACAP will set aside any 
logs which W ACAP consider to have saw milling potential for inspection by CALM 
officers and sawmillers 

• W ACAP will utilise the new process developed at its own initiative which recovers 
sections of oanerwood logs that contain potential nsaw-wo00°. and wiii make this 
available to" CALM at regular intervals, for auction to saw millers 
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• WACAP will monitor the performance of its machinery to ensure that recovery of 
products is maxirnised 

• W ACAP will continue its policy of full public disclosure of the log selection and 
utilisation procedures laid down by CALM .Public tours showing all aspects of the 
operation are available 

• W ACAP will encourage all workers in the forest to take instruction on maximum 
utilisation procedures and will suppon such instruction 

WACAP Environmental Commitments on private Property Owned by 
WACAP 

• WACAP will comply with the requirements of the Country Areas Water Supply Act 
(1947-78) by: 

obtaining licences to clear any land in dedared water catchment areas, abiding -
by the conditions of any licence, and 
-maintaining the trees in a responsible and professional manner. 

• W ACAP will comply with the Soil and Land Conservation Act (1945-82) by: 
obtaining licences for clearing native trees covering an area greater than 1 hectare, 
complying with the conditions of these licences. ensuring that its operations, even if 
not restricted by a licence, do not cause land degradation. 

• W ACAP will comply with the Bush Fires Act (1954-79) by: 

establishing firebreaks on external boundaries of at least the minimum width as 
specified In each Shire, 
establishing internal subdivision firebreaks as specified by the relevant Shire, 
obtaining necessary permits to light fires for whatever reason, and obeying the 
Instructions of any duly authorised officer in the case of a bush fire 

• W ACAP will continue to manage young regrowing native trees on land purchased by 
W ACAP. should those trees, in W A's opinion, be of sufficient quality and quantity 
for retention as future saw logs and paperwood trees. 

• W ACAP will develop a code of harvesting practice based on CALM's Code of 
Hardwood Logging Practice and its complementary Manual of Hardwood 
Specifications and other similar codes in force in other pa.rts of Australia This 

code will include management practices for: 
river and stream crossings, 
road construction, 
road drainage, 
log storage and sorting area plant, 
snig track placement, 
soif disturbance during wet weatherj 
rehabilitation of log storage and sorting areas, 
harvesting of steep slopes, 
maximum utilisation of each tree, and 
retention of vegetation alongside perennial and other recognised streams 

• WACAP will ensure the maximum commercial utilisation of tree by: 
selling an saw logs produced to sawmillers, be they general purpose or salvage 
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quality, 

holding auctions of any logs which WACAP considers to have sawlog 
potential but which are not taken by sawmillers from the land, 

segregating the classes of logs at the storage and sorting areas so that 
accidental inclusions of saw logs into paperwood is either nil or minimal,and 

checking and segregating possible saw!ogs or saw-wood sections after 
delive·ry to the 'Difu"liond rvfill. 

• W ACAP will ensure that its contractors conduct their business in a safe manner, 
whether they be conducting harvesting routine management, or planting activities 
Where there are potential hazards,contractors will be required to place notices of such 
where the public may be endangered (ie: signs warning of trucks entering the public 
road from private property). 

• W ACAP will continue to take reasonable precautions to minimise fire damage by: 
discussing with officers of the Bush Fires Board, 
becoming financial members of the local fire brigade in each area where 
W ACAP has a plantation, 
liaising with Shire appointed fire officers, and 
maintaining fire fighting equipment in its own right. 

• W ACAP will continue to establish trial and demonstration plantings aimed at 
increasing the efficiency of tree establishment, growth and harvesting and will inform 
other landowners of such improvements-

• WACAP will ensure the genetic diversity and integrity of the tree farms under its 
supervision by maintaining controls on the use of seed in regeneration 

W ACAP Environmentai Commitments on - Private Property Ov•ncd by 
Others, Mainly Farmers 

• W ACAP will continue to liaise with bodies such as the Western Australian Farmer's 
Federation 0N AFF) to educate a.'ld motivate fa.rmers into establishing tree plantations 
on private property. 

• WACAP will develop a Code of harvesting practice for contractors harvesting wood 
from private property where the subsequent land use is tree farming and will request 
that participants of W A CAP's various Tree Farming Incentive Schemes adopt this 
code. The code will be similar to that being developed on W A CAP's private land, 
based on CALM's Code of Hardwood practice and its complementary Manual of 
Hardwood Logging Specifications and other similar codes in force in other parts of 
Australia The code will include management practices for: 

river and stream crossings 

road construction, 

road drainage, 

log storage and sorting area placement, 
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snig track placement 

soil disturbance during wet weather, 

rehabilitation of log storage and sorting areas, 

harvesting of steep slopes, 

maximum utilisation of each tree, and 

retention of vegetation alongside perennial and other recognised streams. 

• WACAP supervisors will visit the site of harvesting operations on private property 
to monitor production 

• W A CAP's supervisors will administer the code and enforce penalties to the extent of 
WACAP's authority. 

• WACAP will reduce paperwood supply quotas of harvesting contractors who do not 
carry out the harvesting operation in an acceptable manner. 

• WACAP will engage additional qualified staff as required 

• W ACAP will continue to rigorously enforce safety rules and regulations covering 
private harvesting operations and road rules, including the compulsory wearing of:

hard hats, 
safety boots, and 
hearing protection 

• WACAP's supervisors will impose any penalties which are legally enforceable by 
\V A CAP along the lines of: 

initial warnings 
suspensiOns, or 
life time bans from working as supplier toW ACAP. 

• W ACAP will continue to support afforestation of previously cleared land andreforestation of m 
areas, L'1rough differential incentive payments and technical assistance to Jandholders 

• WACAP will not accept paperwood logs from private land unless the landholder 
demonstrates that the necessary Government permits-to-clear have been obtained 

• WACAP will not solicit logs from private sources and will continue to pay only 
modest stumpage rates for the paperwood which it purchases from landowners 
clea....~ng for agricultural pu_rposes, thus rr.in.imising the incentive for the private 
landowner to clear native forest for agricultural purposes 

• WACAP will continue to reduce air pollution and convelt a residue product into a 
marketable resource, by encouraging private landowners to salvage cleared timber 
which would otherwise be burnt (once a decision to clear !and has been made by the 
private landowner). 

• W ACAP will further offset the impact of pasture clearing by establishing a minimum 
of 5ha of tree plantation for every 1000 tonnes of paperwood it receives from private 
property, including WACAP-owned land These tree plantations will be established 
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either on WACAP-owned land, or on other private land through one of it's private 
Forestry Incentive Schemes-

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHIC SITES 

• W ACAP will take measures to inform all personnel associated with the 
woodchipping activities of their obligations under tbe Act. 

• W ACAP will modify its operations in accordance with CALM directions, if 
necessary, to avoid datnage to Aboriginal sites. 

RESEARCH 
• W ACAP commits to continuing either sponsorship or self-conducted research aimed 

at, among otber things 

improved tree establishment procedures, 

improved tree protection procedures, 

improved tree growth, 

improved utilisation of timber produced 

improved harvesting techniques 

new products manufactured from trees, 

new manufacturing processes, 

establishing new markets for products, 

maintaining exisiing markets for products, and 

adjusiing current practices if better management techniques are identified and 
quantified 

• W ACAP will encourage and agitate for more research effort by CALM into 
improving the growth, health and quality for saw log and paperwood use of CALM's 
native trees and production forests, 
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